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1 Summary 

Application duplication 

The Audit identified significant application duplication across all Queensland Government 

agencies. Substantial application duplication was noted in standard back office 

processing such as human resource and financial management. 

The primary causes of application duplication are: 

 customisation (custom development or customised purchased applications) 

 adhering to existing business processes rather than identifying process efficiencies 

 vendor lock-in 

 lack of visibility and sharing of applications between agencies 

 looking at requirements in isolation 

 overly complex requirements and business processes. 

The key challenge facing the Queensland Government is to determine how to respond 

appropriately when its size and complexity is inherently inflexible and slow to change. 

Catering for complex business processes and legislation while underpinning technology 

rapidly changes will be extremely difficult without an appropriate and affordable ICT 

funding model that enables greater flexibility in choosing alternative methods of ICT 

delivery. 

An essential component to any solution is to improve communication and co-operation 

between departments and enhance visibility of agency application portfolios so that 

applications can be better shared and duplication reduced.  

Technology duplication and diversity 

In each of the major technology domains, there is a huge variety of technology products 

used. Whilst some diversity is beneficial to an ICT environment, too much diversity can be 

difficult to manage and maintain/source skill to support or possibly vendor lock-in. An 

appropriate balance needs to be found. 

Reasons for duplication and high diversity at the technology layer include: 

 poor architecture vision, oversight and governance 

 silo nature of agencies and reticence to share ICT technology. 

Whilst there are indications that some sharing is occurring at the infrastructure technology 

layers, there is still evidence of a reluctance to continue this best practice in the 

application or business layers.  
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2 Methodology 

Agencies reported 1,730 substantial applications and 4,849 technology assets through 

the ICT baseline data. These assets have been classified against the Queensland 

Government Enterprise Architecture (QGEA) Application and Technology Classification 

Frameworks. 

The Queensland Government uses the term 'Classification Framework' to describe the 

primary classification models of the QGEA - essentially taxonomies to describe similar 

business processes, information assets, applications and technologies. 

These classification frameworks perform a similar classification role to that provided by 

the chart of accounts in managing finances or the organisational chart in managing 

human resources. This allows for consistent planning, reporting and use at either the 

local agency or whole-of-government levels. 

To ensure a consistent analysis which would reflect how the agencies use these assets, 

the Audit examined the application and technology assets according to the QGEA 

domains they were classified against by the agencies. 
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3 Application duplication 

The potential scale of application system duplication is highlighted by reported application 

assets against the application domains. Duplication can occur when multiple systems 

potentially support the same, or similar, business services or processes. 

Rationalisation and streamlining support of back office applications, and simplification of 

business processes using these applications, could lead to a redirection of funding to 

improve front line service delivery. Table 1 shows the top 12 application domains where 

there is potential for significant duplication. 

Table 1 - Application system duplication 

Application Domain Number of systems1 
Annual projected estimated 
cost of operation 

Human Capital Management 133 $101m 

Case Management 108 $63m 

Information Provision 296 $62m 

Financial Management 122 $56m 

Document and Records 
Management 

91 $18m 

Customer Service and Support 97 $18m 

Information Submission 80 $16m 

Enterprise Business Intelligence 68 $16m 

Maintenance Management 22 $14m 

Research 58 $11m 

Authorities, Licences, Permits and 
Awards 

54 $10m 

Scheduling and Bookings 38 $8m 

 

This duplication of functionality occurs across all agencies. Appendix A shows the 

number of applications in each agency for the above 12 QGEA application classification 

domains. 
                                                      
 
1
 Includes all systems that have 50% or more functionality relating to a particular type of system OR have been identified as 

significant applications for this audit.  
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Domains associated with agency service delivery, such as Information Provision, would 

appropriately tend to have multiple applications to cater for the specialised nature of the 

service delivery. However, applications related to standard back office processing such 

as financial management and human resource management would be expected to 

provide standard functionality across agencies. Therefore, there should be minimal 

duplication in these domains. The Audit has identified substantial application duplication 

in the following domains which are of concern: 

 Human Capital Management 

 Case Management 

 Financial Management. 

Application duplication may impact the efficiency with which these business functions can 

be performed with applications performing duplicate or overlapping tasks. The complexity 

of the application environment impacts on the agencies’ agility to respond to changes in 

requirements, legislation or government direction. 

 Analysis 3.1

Agencies have little visibility of applications and services available in other agencies. 

There is also reluctance in the Queensland Government to use applications developed by 

other agencies or external providers. 

New business requirements result in the development of new applications as existing 

applications only meet a portion of the new requirements. Rather than adding the 

additional functionality to the existing application (due to poor condition, ownership, 

perceived costs or skills availability) a new application is created either from scratch or by 

duplicating the original application and adding the new functionality. The original 

application often remains in operation. 

 

Figure 1 – Application development model 

 

This situation has evolved over a long period of time and will continue to get 

progressively worse unless substantial steps are taken to address these issues. Reasons 

for application duplication include: 

 catering for additional requirements  

 catering for new functionality that legacy systems cannot perform (or are too old to 

modify) 
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 customisation of purchased applications  

 custom applications developed for each business process rather than sharing 

components 

 adhering to existing business processes rather than reviewing processes for 

efficiencies 

 inter-agency communication and governance issues around application 

development or procurement  

 poor ICT architecture practices and processes 

 preference to implement custom applications rather than using applications from 

other sources 

 fear of losing control of their application, technology or information environment 

 belief that service providers would not provide suitable services 

 complexity of business requirements 

 preferring to increase their agency’s application profile 

 no visibility of what other agencies have to offer or what is available on the market 

 vendor lock-in 

 prescribing specific technology choices which limit options  

 deciding on application development or enhancement projects in isolation 

 failure to effectively deal with records in legacy systems that have been replaced. 

 

There are a number of problems resulting from application duplication and customisation 

including: 

 increased support staff and costs   

 increased training and training costs 

 implementing security multiple times, increasing the risk of errors and exposing 

data 

 delays in upgrading underpinning technology and products  

 vendor lock-in 

 difficult to maintain and operate environment 
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 complexity of the application and technology environment (multiple customised 

instances) 

 prevents realising cost savings from shared services initiatives 

 higher risk of negative media attention. 

 

The following example highlights the extent of application duplication in the Case 

Management and Documents and Records Management domains 

 

Case Management  

The Queensland Government has a total of 126 applications listed in the Case 

Management domain. The majority of these applications belong to three agencies 

(Queensland Health (QH) (29.4%), Department of Justice and Attorney-General (DJAG) 

(28.6%) and Department of Communities (DoC) (23.8%). 

These agencies have diverse service streams with discrete business processes and 

requirements. Many of these applications are specialised or are customised to cater for 

specific business processes within the agencies. The extent of customised case 

management applications for these agencies are as follows: 

 

Due to legislative requirements regarding record retention, applications are often 

maintained even after they have been replaced. Examples of "Legislative Retention" case 

management applications for Queensland Health include: 

Client Event Services Application (CESA) 

Mental Health Act 2000 Information System (MHA2000) 

Outcomes Information System (OIS) 

 

Document and Records Management  

The Queensland Government has 100 applications listed in the Document and Records 

Management domain. DJAG and DoC have the majority of applications in this domain, 

indicating application duplication. 

There is evidence of separate document and records management systems being used 

for different business units within agencies. This may be either due to poor application 

QH DJAG DoC

Customised 13 31 19

Not Customised 24 5 8

Total 37 36 27
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portfolio management within agencies or exacerbated by machinery of government 

changes. While there may be security and privacy reasons to keep some records in 

separate systems, the majority of government records do not fall into this category. 

 Findings 3.2

3.2.1 Challenges  

The Queensland Government will face a number of considerable challenges in the future 

regarding the ICT application portfolio. These challenges include: 

 complex business processes 

 complex over-arching legislation that drive unique business requirements (i.e. one 

size may not fit all) 

 maintaining and transitioning legacy systems 

 business sponsorship of strategies to rationalise the application portfolio 

 rapidly changing technologies underpinning applications 

 data separation, security and privacy 

 determining an appropriate and affordable funding model for ICT in Queensland 

Government  

 providing all services for a reasonable cost  

 determining how to respond flexibly when the size and complexity of the 

Queensland Government is inherently inflexible and slow to change. 

3.2.2 Key observations  

A number of key observations were made by the Audit regarding application duplication. 

Some of these observations can be perceived as successes while others show problems 

experienced by the Queensland Government in this area. 

The Audit identified a number of problems relating to application duplication: 

 Agencies have not been able to consolidate finance and Human Resource systems 

into a single application. 

 Difficulty in changing agency business processes to use shared services. 

 Concerns over data separation and security, particularly for QPS and DCS. 

 Lack of inter-agency collaboration and support for whole-of-government initiatives 

such as Shared Services. 
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 Lack of agility to adapt to business and technology changes e.g. multiple finance 

and HR applications remaining on old versions of application software. 
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Previous Queensland Government attempts to address application duplication: 

 QSS hosting environments provided by CITEC under a managed service 

arrangement. 

 Seven agencies (DERM, DTMR, DETE, DHPW, QSS, SSQ and CITEC) have 

adopted a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution, ServiceNow, for service 

management functionality. This service is externally provided. Using SaaS has 

provided a more efficient, standard approach for handling service requests and 

managing changes. 

 QSS have informed the Audit that all 20 agencies use the RecruitASP service 

provided by QSS. Only seven agencies (DERM, DJAG, CITEC, DHPW, DPC, DoC 

and QSS) have reported RecruitASP in their ICT baseline data. 

 Conclusions 3.3

Whilst there are indications that sharing is occurring at the infrastructure technology 

layers for financial and human capital management, there is still evidence of a reluctance 

to continue positive practice into the application or business layers. Establishing common 

business processes with supporting applications and technologies across government is 

not a simple task. However, the possible benefits would include: 

 lower business costs 

 lower support costs for technology and applications 

 faster processing. 

 

To reduce application duplication and gain better efficiencies, Queensland Government 

requires: 

 stronger governance around application development and procurement 

 a new whole-of-government service-oriented architecture strategy to provide agility 

in service delivery and provisioning 

 better funding for application maintenance 

 cooperation between agencies working towards a common goal 

 simplification of business processes and legislation  

 encouragement in the use of applications provided across government or external 

to government 

 a mechanism to expose the wealth of data sets for secure use by all agencies and 

external parties. 
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Simplifying business processes and providing common or managed services for back-

office application functionality will enable agencies to focus clearly on providing their 

specialised service delivery. 
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4 Technology duplication and diversity 

 Profile of technology assets 4.1

Agencies reported 4,849 technology assets with a combined annual Total Cost of 

Operation (TCO) of $755 million. Table 2 shows the profile of technology assets, as 

reported by agencies, in comparison with the profile from the prior year’s ICT baseline. 

Table 2 – Technology assets – agency baseline comparison 

Owner 

 

Number of assets Reported Total Spend Tech data 

quality 
rating 2011 2012 Change 2011 2012 Change 

CITEC 101 1,040 90% 62,507,212 127,017,273 51% 67% 

DCS 330 247 -34% 62,479,586 38,142,870 -64% 95% 

DEEDI 136 149 9% 16,560,587 50,986,325 68% 85% 

DERM 213 213 0% 19,111,729 4,831,071 -296% 66% 

DET 175 172 -2% 110,079,770 107,480,969 -2% 97% 

DJAG 420 1,034 59% 14,702,627 25,019,907 41% 73% 

DLGP 55 96 43% 4,780,700 6,058,506 21% 78% 

DoC 232 465 50% 26,770,637 21,380,539 -25% 90% 

DPC 174 141 -23% 5,391,100 4,191,762 -29% 92% 

DPW 150 205 27% 29,798,032 42,271,221 30% 92% 

QH 222 206 -8% 118,572,905 118,632,905 0% 88% 

QPS 201 362 44% 28,591,243 79,591,885 64% 88% 

QSS 65 107 39% 53,726,512 68,043,919 21% 92% 

SSQ 222 154 -44% 774,008 12,340,799 94% 95% 

TMR 194 157 -24% 62,238,285 38,676,621 -61% 85% 

Treasury 81 101 20% 12,492,217 10,629,131 -18% 96% 

TOTALS 2,971 4,849 39% $628,577,150 $755,295,703 17% 86% 

 

Note: The most prominent change from the previous year is for DERM where the -296% 

change in annual technology spend is due to significant omission of costing figures in the 

2012 ICT baseline. This is reflected in their quality rating and represents an 

underreporting in 2012 of approximately $70 million of Estimated Replacement Cost 

(ERC) and $14.3 million in annual total spend. 

Note: Due to the large number of technology assets managed by CITEC on behalf of 

government, CITEC only reported an agreed subset of information for those service 

provider assets. CITEC's quality rating is based on the agreed subset of information 

reported. 
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 Technology asset categories 4.2

The composition of the government’s technology asset base can be understood by 

examining it across different technology domains. The right hand diagram in Figure 2 

shows the technology layers in terms of annual estimated total cost of operation 

(AETCO), whilst the left hand diagram shows the associated number of ICT support staff. 

 

Figure 2 – Technology annual cost and support staff by technology domains 

 

The high number of ICT operations and support staff within these domains represent a 

distraction from the Queensland Government delivery of services. In particular, the 

domains of desktops, network and operating systems dominate the AETCO and numbers 

of support staff. 

 Diversity 4.3

In each of the major technology areas, there is a variety of technology products used. 

This situation has been exacerbated by the frequency of change in the ICT industry. 

While some diversity is beneficial to an ICT environment, too much diversity can be 

difficult to manage, maintain and source skills to support. Certain technology choices can 

also result in vendor lock-in (i.e. a dependency on a specific vendor for consultancy and 

on-going support and upgrades).  

Annual Estimated Total Cost of Operation 
(AETCO) 
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Table 3 shows the number of distinct technology products, by six major categories, 

currently in use across government and the number of ICT support staff (internal and 

external) that support these technologies. 

Table 3 – Summary of technology asset diversity per category2 

Category 
Number of 
Products 

ICT Support 
Staff 

Apportioned 
AETCO 

Desktop 497 761 $161m 

Platform 441 569 $103m 

Operating System 119 282 $82m 

Server 204 304 $85m 

Network 379 512 $137m 

Data Centre 288 274 $51m 

 

Figure 3 shows the level of agency technology product diversity in each category, by 

agency. Agencies need to determine whether the level of diversity is manageable and 

contributes to the overall service delivery of the agency. 

 

Figure 3 – Agency technology product diversity ratios per category 

  

                                                      
 
2
 Data obtained from Agency ICT Baseline data provided for the Audit. 
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 Analysis 4.4

The following analysis focuses on the domains relating to potential commodity services 

which could be sourced through other mechanisms. 

4.4.1 Networks 

Over 530 distinct network technology products have been reported in the ICT baseline 

data. This high number may be attributed to how individual agencies have specified 

various models of network devices. However, there are still strong indications that the 

overall product diversity for networks is high. This level of diversity could lead to higher 

costs to maintain the network technology, management tools and support skills.  

CITEC has the highest technology diversity in the Network domain. As a whole-of-

government technology service provider it is expected that CITEC would have more 

diversity than other agencies. 

 

Figure 4 – Technology diversity – networks 

 

QPS and DCS also have a high level of technology diversity in the Network domain. This 

is likely due to the Public Safety Network (PSN) in which these agencies are involved. 

DoC also has reasonably high product diversity. It is not possible to determine from the 

ICT Baseline data whether individual networks have been duplicated. 

Key observations: networks 

The Queensland Government should work towards the use of a standard set of network 

products to gain economies of scale. Sharing network capabilities within government (e.g. 

a single whole-of-Government network) rather than agencies implementing their own 

independent networks will also reduce duplication and diversity. 

A standard approach to reporting network technology assets in the ICT Baseline would 

also assist future analysis. 
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4.4.2 Data centre - hosting 

The Queensland Government has multiple data centres across the state. A program of 

work has been underway to consolidate data centres. The objective is to free agencies 

from providing data centres and enable them to concentrate on their primary lines of 

business. 

The following chart shows the diversity of products used exclusively for ICT equipment 

accommodation and cabling of data centres. 

 

Figure 5 – Technology diversity – data centre 

 

Approximately 81% of these data centre assets are owned by CITEC. As the whole-of-

government service provider of data centres, this is to be expected. The majority of these 

technology assets (99%) have been bought or custom built rather than accessed as a 

service. 

Of the remaining agencies, QPS, DCS, DoC AND TMR also have significant data centre 

holdings. Ownership and management of multiple data centres across agencies 

increases costs and reduces the ability to share common data centre infrastructure. 

Key observations: data centre – hosting 

Alternatives to the provision of data centre capabilities internal to the Queensland 

Government should be investigated further. These alternatives will need to take into 

consideration the security requirements of the systems being hosted. 

4.4.3 Data Centre - Storage 

Data storage was once expensive and required technology investment by agencies to 

build and manage their own data storage systems. Technology changes and 

improvements in security now provide more affordable options. CITEC has been 

providing secure whole-of-government data storage services for a number of years. In 

addition to CITEC’s offerings, there are now more cloud data storage offerings available 

external to government. 
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Figure 6 shows the diversity of the storage products currently used within the Queensland 

Government. 

 

Figure 6 – Technology diversity – storage 

 

The majority of these technology assets (97%) are owned and operated by agencies 

rather than provided as a service. The diversity is a result of agencies implementing their 

own data storage solutions. CITEC’s high proportion of technology products is a result of 

the comprehensive services it provides to other agencies. Some agencies use a 

combination of internally provided storage and external service based storage (either 

from CITEC or other service provider). 

Other than CITEC, DoC and QH have the highest product diversity.  

Key observations: data centre – storage 

As storage is considered to be a commodity service, the Queensland Government should 

investigate alternatives for consuming cloud storage services where appropriate rather 

than agencies providing their own storage solutions. Consideration should be given to the 

risk profile and information security classification of the data to be stored to determine if 

an external or internal service provider is more appropriate. 
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4.4.4 Application development software 

The technology product diversity in the Application Development Software domain is 

shown in Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7 – Technology diversity – application development software 

 

Most agencies have a diverse application development software portfolio. This analysis 

shows that DERM has the highest technology diversity in this domain with 50 products. 

There is also a correlation between agencies with diversity in application development 

software and those agencies that have a higher proportion of custom built applications. 

Agencies should review their application development software portfolio to determine: 

 if these assets are still required? 

 if other assets can be used for the same purpose? 

 if applications underpinned by these tools are still current and supported? 

 if these tools cause vendor lock-in? 

 if the skills required for this software are readily available? 

Key observations: application development software 

The Queensland Government should be moving away from customised application 

development. Reducing customised application development will enable standardisation 

of the application development software portfolio. This will make it easier for the 

Queensland Government to respond to technology change and reduce the costs of 

maintaining larger toolsets and a wider range of technology skills. 
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4.4.5 Desktop environment 

It is expected that there would be some diversity in the desktop and productivity domain 

as this is the environment used to perform agencies primary service delivery functions. 

Several components make up an individual’s desktop environment. These consist of the 

desktop unit itself (i.e. PC, Monitor, keyboard and mouse), ancillary devices such as 

printers and scanners, mobile devices, personal productivity and collaboration tools, 

security and management of this environment. 

 

Figure 8 – Technology diversity – desktop 

 

The highest product diversity is in the personal productivity domain. This domain is 

dominated by Microsoft Office, Microsoft Internet Explorer and Adobe Acrobat products. 

However, there are a high number of other products (e.g. geo-spatial, web page editing, 

redaction tools) of which there are only a few copies spread across agencies increasing 

the level of diversity. 

Key observations: desktop environment 

If the Queensland Government wishes to take advantage of standardised desktop 

services offered by external suppliers, the diversity in the desktop environment needs to 

be reduced so that a common service can be provided. In some cases it will necessary to 

incorporate the specific needs of individuals who require additional productivity tools to 

perform their duties. For example, staff processing Right To Information requests may 

require redaction tools to remove information not to be released with the request 

response. 

4.4.6 Operating systems 

The Queensland Government predominantly uses multiple versions of Microsoft Windows 

and Microsoft Windows Server operating systems for its desktop PCs and application 

servers respectively. In addition, Unix, Solaris and Netware comprise the next tier of 

usage. Figure 9 shows the extent of diversity for operating systems. 
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Figure 9 – Operating system diversity 

 

Many of the minor products shown in Figure 9 are niche operating systems or supporting 

utilities that augment the capabilities of the core operating system. The diversity of 

products in this domain, although not requiring large staff numbers to support, do 

represent a skills challenge for the government in maintaining a continuity of support as 

staff turnover occurs. 

Key observations: operating systems and utilities 

 116 different products are reported in the category of operating systems and utilities 

– the most common products are shown in Figure 9.  

 The reported annual estimated total cost of operation for these 116 products is $81 

million. 

 Agencies report that 273 ICT support staff are required to support all 116 products. 

 The top seven technologies require support from 80% (208) of all agency ICT staff 

in this category. 
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 Conclusions 4.5

4.5.1 Challenges from technology duplication and diversity 

Key challenges facing the Queensland Government regarding application and technology 

duplication and diversity include: 

 keeping multiple instances of diverse technology up-to-date 

 maintaining and then transitioning legacy systems (multiple systems using multiple 

different technologies) 

 maintaining required skills across a large variety of technologies 

 providing technology services for a reasonable cost to agencies  

 responding to past and present technology decisions resulting in vendor lock-in with 

high costs and limited options. In some cases, vendors have ceased to exist, 

leaving agencies with legacy technology and applications to support. 

4.5.2 General comments  

Reasons for duplication in technology include: 

 technology implemented independently, rather than determining common 

requirements and sharing or using available capacity or services 

 technologies selected by preferences of the IT staff at the time, with little 

architecture oversight  

 communication or governance issues around technology development or 

procurement resulting in duplication of technology or increasing technology diversity 

 lack of visibility of what technology is available via external services or from other 

agencies 

 agencies (or business units within agencies) dictating technology preferences 

rather than specifying business requirements 

 choosing technologies with a view to their future use and supportability 

 constantly changing technology making it very difficult to react quickly and with 

agility (particularly by a large and complex organisational entity such as the 

Queensland Government) 

 agency preferences for developing their own technology solutions in isolation from 

other agencies 

 agencies reticence to consolidate technology at a whole-of-government or even an 

agency level.  
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4.5.3 Key observations  

The Audit identified a number of problems as a result of technology duplication including: 

 lack of a whole of government technology architecture for existing needs with a 

view to future technology directions 

 lack of inter-agency cooperation 

 lack of adoption of shared technology services options 

 lack of long term architecture vision to cater for technology trends. 

Previous Queensland Government attempts to address technology duplication include: 

 whole-of-government Internet Service provider (ISP) 

 Queensland Government data centre consolidation 

 establishment of whole-of-government foundation network infrastructure 

 hosting service provided to QSS. 

4.5.4 Conclusions 

To reduce technology duplication and diversity, as well as to gain better efficiencies, 

Queensland Government requires: 

 stronger governance around technology development and procurement 

 whole-of-government strategies and principles to minimise technology diversity and 

vendor lock-in 

 a plan of action to relieve Queensland Government of vendor lock-in 

 a plan of action  to simplify technology provision with use common of technology 

services 

 better funding required to implement strategic actions plans and maintain these into 

the future 

 full cooperation between agencies working towards a common goal.
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Appendix A – Applications per agency per level 2 domain 

Table 4 - Application per agency per level 2 domain 
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Human Capital Management 8 9 9 6 7 7 2 10 5 12 10 17 24 1 4 2 133 

Case Management 0 6 4 4 4 26 0 19 0 0 38 1 1 0 3 2 108 

Information Provision 4 16 29 59 16 48 1 40 6 10 44 4 1 1 12 5 296 

Financial Management 10 2 3 6 9 13 0 15 2 10 8 5 29 1 4 5 122 

Document and Records Management 0 7 6 10 3 12 4 13 4 10 9 3 0 0 7 3 91 

Customer Service and Support 3 5 3 4 11 23 1 13 0 4 10 2 3 8 3 4 97 

Information Submission 1 4 3 9 6 13 4 13 4 0 22 1 0 0 0 0 80 

Enterprise Business Intelligence 1 5 4 5 7 3 1 8 1 4 5 1 4 13 6 0 68 

Maintenance Management 4 0 2 0 0 1 0  0 2 2 1 4 0 6 0 22 

Research 0 0 15 1 0 0 0 3 0 4 32 0 0 0 3 0 58 

Authorities, Licences, Permits and Awards 2 0 13 8 1 11 2 3 0 1 1 1 0 2 9 0 54 

Scheduling and Bookings 1 2 0 2 6 2 0 6 0 4 8 2 2 0 3 0 38 

Total 
34 56 91 114 70 159 15 143 22 61 189 38 68 26 60 21 1,167 

 

                                                      
 
3
 A single application could be mapped to two domain if it contains significant functionality from both domains 
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1 Summary 

A profile of application sourcing method is presented highlighting 57% of applications are 

custom built and 35% are bought. The remainder are sourced as a service. Further 

analysis is presented on the ratio of front office to back office application annual operating 

costs. 

Some agencies have been more deeply impacted by multiple machinery of government 

changes than other agencies and this has affected the diversity of their application and 

technology environments. 

Open source usage across government is low but there are some isolated areas of 

moderate usage. 

 Methodology and justification 1.1

Applications were categorised to one of the three sourcing methods based on agency 

supplied details. Service based applications were directly identified by agencies through 

the ‘service’ flag on an application. Custom built applications were directly identified by 

agencies through the ‘custom’ flag on an application. This was supplemented with any 

applications for which the manufacturer was listed as ‘custom’. All remaining applications 

were categorised as bought. 

The front office / back office classification was done based on the dominant domain 

classification as provided by agencies. Applications classified to domains within A-1 

Generic Service delivery or A-3 Customer Relationship Management were considered to 

be front office. All other applications were considered to be back office. 

Machinery of government changes in ownership of applications was traced by correlating 

the ICT baseline submissions from agencies since 2006. Due to the variability in reporting 

completeness and granularity over the years not all systems could be correlated. 
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2 Background 

In general, within the ICT industry, products and services with a larger use or customer 

base are of a better quality as the broad consumer base provides companies with a 

greater ability to more readily identify defects and propose enhancements. Prices can be 

lower through economies of scale as the vendor’s costs are spread over more customers. 

The corollary to this observation is that those products and services which are only 

developed and provided to a smaller base of customers are at risk of being of poorer 

quality, less functional and of higher cost. Considered in the Queensland Government 

context, applications which are developed for single agency use are most vulnerable to 

this factor. 

 Application sourcing approaches 2.1

ICT capabilities to support the business activities of government can be sourced through 

one of three broad methods: 

 Service – paying for the use of an application. The arrangement may be timeframe 

based (per month etc.) or usage based (transaction volumes etc.). The customer has 

no responsibility for the hosting of the application as this is included in the usage fees. 

 Buy – purchasing an off-the-shelf application. Where government purchases or 

leases the right to use an application. Government does not acquire any intellectual 

property in the application with resides with the original developers. The application 

may be hosted within government or externally through a commercial hosting 

arrangement. 

 Build - custom building an application. This may be done either by government ICT 

developers (staff or contractors) or by commercial developers to government 

specifications (resultant intellectual property residing with government, the 

commercial developer or shared). 

 Preferred approaches 2.2

Queensland Government has a long standing ICT principle of ‘share before buy before 

build’. This encourages agencies sourcing new ICT solutions to consider using a shared 

solution (service) in preference to buying an off the shelf product, in preference to custom 

building a solution. This principle can be restated as ‘service before buy before build’.  

The distribution of the 1,730 reported agency applications across the three sourcing 

methods – service, buy, build - are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 - Application sourcing method preference 

 

The chart above demonstrates that agencies are predominantly investing in custom built 

applications; with a secondary preference for bought applications and only a minority of 

applications being sourced on a service basis. This represents poor alignment with the 

service before buy before build principle. 

QGCIO have conducted an annual ICT Baseline review of government applications for 

the last seven years. The resultant collection of agency application information provides a 

useful resource for agencies looking to adopt solutions that other agencies may already 

have. Provision has been made for agencies to conduct searches of this baseline 

information and they have been encouraged to do so as part of options research for new 

initiatives. 

Records of searches over the past three years show there have been approximately 70 

searches of the ICT baseline by agencies per year indicating a willingness to research 

alternative solutions. However, QGCIO has no evidence to suggest that any of these 

searches resulted in a successful sharing outcome. This would imply that the realities of 

sharing are much harder than appear or that agencies see it as a compliance exercise 

without gaining the benefit. 

 The downside of customisation 2.3

Customising purchased applications adds to their complexity, which in turn can result in a 

higher level of support being required to maintain the system. This also makes it difficult 

to upgrade to newer versions of the purchased application as offered by the 

manufacturer. Such customisations would need to be re-applied to each newer product 

version in order to continue to meet the needs of the business in the same way. 

If business processes can be simplified such that ‘out of the box’ solutions are suitable, 

then the costs and risks involved in customisation can be avoided. 
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Configuration versus customisation 

Purchased applications often permit tailoring to suit the customer’s specific business 

needs through mechanisms such as configuration or customisation. Configuration can 

include techniques such as enabling or disabling specific features, setting parameters, 

modifying templates etc., and are generally catered for when vendors provide upgraded 

versions of their products and migration tools. 

Customisations can include techniques such as scripting, database structural changes, 

wrappers and other tight integration techniques. Customisations are less well catered for, 

if at all, by the vendor when they provide upgraded versions thus requiring significant 

work by the customer to manage an upgrade. 

 

Manufacturers often provide some capability or a support mechanism to help customers 

upgrade to newer versions but such support does not cater for organisation specific 

customisations. This places more of the risk associated with the upgrade on the 

customer. 

If care is not taken when customisations are undertaken, both the applications and 

underlying technology can in time become out-dated and unsupported by vendors. 

Subsequent initiatives to unravel or replace the system can be time consuming and costly 

and can result in the business paying for the same customisation to be applied 

repeatedly. 

Customisation creates lock-in 

The Property and Tenancy Management system manages the state’s public housing. The 

system is a heavily customised SAP Real Estate module implementation which has been 

in place since 1998. Extended support to 2015 has been negotiated with SAP Australia, 

however they have indicated that there can be no further extension to this support 

arrangement. 

The planned Future of Property and Tenancy Systems (FoPATS) initiative to replace this 

SAP system is estimated to cost $75 million and take three years. 

 Front office/back office applications 2.4

Back office capabilities are those that keep the business running but do not directly 

service customers, e.g. finance, human resources, and document and records 

management. The required back office capabilities of government should not vary 

significantly from one agency to another. Indeed, the majority of required back office 

capabilities would also be common with typical non-government organisations. 
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It should be expected that much of the required back office ICT capability for government 

could be sourced as generic service-based or purchased systems. The Enterprise 

Resource Planning (ERP) category of applications has emerged to directly address back 

office requirements. 

By contrast, front office functions are related to service delivery which is where one 

organisation differentiates itself from other organisations. It is more likely that the 

business requirements at this level differ from those of other organisations and therefore 

some level of custom built applications may be appropriate. 

A summary of expenditure on key types of systems by agency is provided in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 - Front line versus back office investment in systems 

Key observations: systems portfolio 

 Annually, approximately $290 million is directed towards human resource, finance, 

documents/records management and other back office systems. This amount 

represents approximately 54% of the reported annual total cost of operations for all 

systems across government. Many of the human resource and finance systems form 

part of the shared services initiative that was established to achieve cost savings 

through systems consolidation and standardisation.  

 Agencies that provide front line services to the community and have a high proportion 

of investment in back office systems include the Department of Transport and Main 

Roads, the Department of the Premier and Cabinet and the Department of Housing 

and Public Works 

The following chart in Figure 3 shows the overall distribution of application sourcing 

methods for front office and back office systems. 
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Figure 3 - Application sourcing method by front office / back office 

 

It can be seen that back office has a higher proportion of service based and bought 

applications than front office. However, 53% of back office applications are still custom 

built. 

 Application sourcing preference for agencies  2.5

Agencies exhibit varying preferences for sourcing their applications. The following chart in 

Figure 4 shows the distribution of application sourcing methods for each of the pre-

machinery of government (MoG) agencies.  

 

Figure 4 - Agency application sourcing preference 

 

The diversity of sourcing profiles across agencies suggests that the depth to which 

evaluation of sourcing options is undertaken is of concern to government. 
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3 Machinery of Government impact 

 Application portfolio 3.1

One challenge for ICT support within agencies that experience MoG changes is that this 

results in changes to their portfolio of applications. This is particularly significant when 

those applications have dependencies or integrate with other applications that are not 

transitioned to the same agency, or when applications have technology constraints such 

as version specific software. 

Corporate Office of Gaming system (COGS) 

The Corporate Office of Gaming system (COGS) is an information system used to 

support the regulation of liquor and gaming industries through the Office of Liquor and 

Gaming Regulation. COGS includes registers for licenses, permits, compliance activities 

and processes to support the assessment of Queensland's gaming taxes and collection 

of liquor licensing fees.  

This application has been transferred from Queensland Treasury (2010) to Department of 

Employment, Economic Development and Innovation (2010/11) and then to the 

Department of Justice and Attorney-General (2012). Whilst the shift in responsibility of 

this system is only a consequential result of the reallocation of government business 

responsibilities between departments, it has implications for the technical support staff 

that maintain the system and the alignment of their skill sets to the preferred technical 

environment of the host department. COGS is currently being considered for migration to 

a shared CITEC hosting environment, partly in response to MoG activities. 

 

Since 2006, QGCIO has tracked agency responsibility for applications through the annual 

ICT Baseline. Figure 5 shows current agency responsibility for selected applications 

which have experienced the highest number of changes of agency responsibility through 

MoG changes over the past seven years. 
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Figure 5 - Selected application MoG history 

 

This is further highlighted by Figure 6 which shows for each current agency, the number 

of previous agencies their applications have originated from over the last seven years. 

 

Figure 6 - Agency application MoG spread 

 

From this chart it can be seen three agencies: DJAG, DSITIA and HPW have been the 

most heavily impacted through previous MoG changes. By contrast, larger and more 

central agencies are relatively stable. 
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4 Open source 

 Background 4.1

Open source software (OSS) is a type of software whereby the original source code to an 

application is made available along with the application itself. This enables an 

organisation using that application to, if required, make changes such as fixing defects or 

enhancing the application. Subject to the license terms of the OSS, in some cases any 

such fixes and enhancements must be provided back to the original authors of the 

software to contribute to the overall evolution and improvement of the software. A whole 

segment of the ICT industry is based around open source with some companies 

providing commercial support for selected open source products. For some open source 

products there are also active online communities providing free support. 

A common motivator for adopting open source is cost savings. In nearly all cases the 

software is available at no charge and can be simply downloaded from repositories of 

open source software on the internet. However, the selection of open source products 

needs to be done with caution. The quality of available products varies widely from 

robust, comprehensive, actively supported products to poor quality, simple products that 

serve only a niche purpose. 

Although open source options are often proposed for significant cost saving opportunities, 

in many cases the initial license cost for an application is only a small component of the 

overall operational costs of an application. Other costs include the hosting environment, 

configuration, data migration, integration, training and business change. 

 Queensland Government use of open source 4.2

The Queensland Government has an open source software policy in place but this simply 

acknowledges the existence of open source and requires compliance with applicable 

license terms. Some jurisdictions, such as the United Kingdom Government, have a 

stronger open source policy which requires due consideration of open source alternatives 

rather than merely tolerating them. 

Fundamental to open source communities being viable and evolving robust applications 

is the willingness of participants to contribute source code enhancements or even original 

code for entire applications back to the community. In the government sector, this 

obligation often contradicts the desire to commercialise the intellectual property embodied 

within its custom built applications with the aim of recovering some of the development 

costs through licensing deals. 

Overall, the Queensland Government’s adoption of open source software is minimal. For 

applications the use of open source applications is effectively nil. There is a higher level 

of adoption within the commodity technology layers as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 - Open source usage for commodity layers 

 

Figure 8 shows the most common open source technologies in use within the 

Queensland Government. 

 

Figure 8 - Most common Queensland Government open source technologies 

 

The areas in which open source has been most heavily utilised are server operating 

systems, application platforms, and development tools. 
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1 Business case assessment 

 Summary 1.1

The quality of business cases was assessed to determine if there is sufficient and explicit 

information presented to the investment decision-maker that a particular initiative is the 

„right‟ initiative to invest in and that the business case is used as the major document 

against which continuing viability of an investment is tested. Findings from each 

assessment category are discussed below with their overall 5-star quality measure. 

Business process     There are inconsistencies between the structure and 

content within business cases and varying levels of information and approaches used to 

justify an investment. 

Strategic justification      There is a reasonable level of consistency and 

comprehensiveness across business cases in explicitly justifying the need for an initiative 

through linkages to agency strategy and/or Queensland Government priorities.  

Problem definition      There is a relatively high level of maturity across the 

sector in clearly articulating the current context for a common understanding and 

validation of the business problem.  

Benefits definition     About 65% of business cases included an explicit 

benefits section. Generally, benefits are not defined consistently. There is little rigour in 

the articulation of the magnitude of benefits and little evidence of the modelling 

methodologies used to derive benefit measures. Benefit ownership is sparse and there is 

little evidence of benefits measurement practice beyond the lifespan of initiatives.  

Options definition     Although most business cases explored a number of 

options, a number of business cases exhibited „do nothing‟ or „do this‟ options only. Most 

business cases targeted like-for-like upgrades, product customisations and internal 

builds. There is variable rigour in market and environmental scanning to derive options.  

Options analysis      This is the weakest area of business cases with the 

highest variability of quality across the government.  Structured and evidence-based 

benefits and risks comparison between options is minimal.  

Recommendations      The completeness of recommendations within 

business cases is of reasonable quality across the sector with time lines and costing 

provided in most cases. However, in some cases, only the initiative cost is included, not 

business-as-usual costs that would be incurred post-implementation.  
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Overall, it appears that as a stand-alone document, business cases do not provide 

enough justification or evidence to assure the decision-maker that the recommended 

option is the best possible investment approach. Decision-makers were not provided with 

quality options and therefore they could not ensure that the right approach/solution was 

recommended. There is little evidence of „innovative thinking‟ in the development of 

business cases. 

 Approach 1.2

Initiative documentation was provided by the 13 pre-machinery of government 

departments, and three whole-of-government ICT service providers: Queensland Shared 

Services (QSS), Smart Service Queensland (SSQ) and CITEC. 

Of initiative documentation relating to 450 initiatives, 126 formal or draft business cases 

were provided to The Audit team. These documents range from project initiation 

documents, project briefs and activity briefs to project plans, business cases and project 

closure documents. Business cases were the major source of information used to 

determine if an agency provided sufficient information to the investment decision-maker 

to demonstrate that a particular initiative was the „right‟ initiative to invest in.  

Business cases were assessed on their ability to justify an initiative. This justification 

includes costs, benefits, risks and timelines. The business case is also the major 

document against which continuing viability of an investment is tested. 

All business cases were reviewed. However, to ensure an in-depth analysis of business 

cases across the sector could be conducted, the Audit team selected six business cases 

for each agency: five business cases with the highest investment cost and one business 

case with the lowest investment cost. It should be noted that a number of agencies 

submitted less than six business cases. For these agencies, all submitted business cases 

were assessed. A total of 63 business cases were assessed. 

The Queensland Government Project Management Methodology and Queensland 

Government Program Management Methodology were explored to derive a set of 

standard assessment categories used to evaluate the quality of business cases. Seven 

categories were derived: business process, strategic justification, problem definition, 

benefits definition, options definition, options analysis and recommendations. 

The rationale for and findings for each category is explained in the following sections.  
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 Queensland Government results 1.3

The table below provides the Queensland Government scores for each assessment 

category.  

Table 1 - Whole-of-Government business case assessment 

Assessment category Quality 
Sector mean 

(out of 5.0) 

Sector 
standard 
deviation 

Business process     3.57 0.91 

Strategic justification      4.22 1.43 

Problem definition      4.55 1.12 

Benefits definition     3.64 1.56 

Options definition     3.34 2.00 

Options analysis      2.74 2.22 

Recommendations      4.07 1.54 
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2 Assessments 

This section provides detailed findings for each assessment category. 

 Business process assessment 2.1

Business cases were assessed for consistency in terms of its table of contents, type of 

content provided, and the general approach used to justify its options and 

recommendations. This is an assessment of like-for-like of business case structure within 

each agency.  

Inconsistencies in business cases within a single agency indicate: 

 difficulty in managing investment demands using a portfolio-based approach if 

business cases look different and contain similar information presented in different 

ways 

 difficulties for the investment decision maker to easily compare and contrast business 

cases to either make the initial decision to invest or to assess the continuing viability 

of investments. 

2.1.1 Findings 

Assessment category Quality 
Sector mean 

(out of 5.0) 

Sector standard deviation 

Business process     3.57 0.91 

 

 There are inconsistencies between the structure and content within business cases 

developed by agencies – both within agencies, as well as across agencies. Three 

agencies exhibited high levels of consistency in the structure and content within their 

business cases: Department of Communities, Department of Local Government and 

Planning and Queensland Health. 

 There are also varying levels of quality of information included within business cases 

and the approach used to justify an investment. Overall, it would seem that as a 

stand-alone document, business cases do not provide enough justification or 

evidence to assure the decision-maker that the recommended option is the best 

possible investment approach. 
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Department of Communities – quality business cases 

The Department of Communities showed very high levels of consistency in the structure 

of their business cases, specifically program business cases. Problem statements and 

initiative objectives are clearly stated and links to agency strategy are clearly articulated. 

All business cases assessed explicitly included benefit statements and most of these 

benefits were reasonable, specific and measurable.  
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3 Strategic justification assessment 

Business cases were assessed on the clarity in which initiative objectives were articulated 

and how they demonstrated alignment and traceability to both agency and Queensland 

Government strategy. The lack of traceability represents a lack of strategic contribution 

towards the agency‟s or Queensland Government‟s priorities and policies. 

 Findings 3.1

Assessment category Quality 
Sector mean 

(out of 5.0) 

Sector standard deviation 

Strategic justification      4.22 1.43 

 

 There is a reasonable level of consistency and comprehensiveness across business 

cases in explicitly justifying the need for an initiative through linkages to agency 

strategy and/or Queensland Government priorities. 

 Problem definition assessment 3.2

Business cases were assessed to ensure that there was a clear statement of the 

business problem that could potentially be resolved by investing in the initiative, including 

a reasonable description of the current internal and external environment. A clear 

problem definition implies that reasonable root-cause analysis has been conducted to: 

 establish a common understanding of the problem to be resolved 

 validate that the problem articulated is not just a symptom of a wider systemic issue. 

Assessment category Quality 
Sector mean 

(out of 5.0) 

Sector standard deviation 

Problem definition      4.55 1.12 

3.2.1 Findings 

 There is a relatively high level of maturity across the sector in clearly articulating the 

current context for a common understanding and validation of the business problem. 
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 Benefits definition assessment 3.3

Business cases were assessed on whether: 

 benefits (and disbenefits) that would result from the investment were explicitly 

articulated 

 these benefits were reasonable, specific and measurable 

 there was adequate ownership assigned to the measurement and realisation of these 

benefits. 

 

The lack of adequate benefits definition implies that: 

 the mechanism to ensure that outcomes from investments are appropriately 

measured are not put in place 

 the value of the investment is not measured resulting in poor performance 

management 

 the value realised as part of business-as-usual, i.e. beyond the lifespan of the 

initiative, is not measured 

 the responsibility for measuring and realising these benefits is not assigned to 

appropriate roles within the agency. 

3.3.1 Findings 

Assessment category Quality 
Sector mean 

(out of 5.0) 

Sector standard deviation 

Benefits definition     3.64 1.56 

 

 Although all business cases had some value or outcome statements interspersed 

within business cases, 65% of these business cases had an explicit benefits section 

developed. 

 There is a high level of variation across agencies in the quality of benefits articulated 

within business cases. In some cases, the benefits articulated were just one word, 

high-level statements such as cheap or expensive with little rigour demonstrated to 

articulate the magnitude of these benefits, and low provision of the modelling 

methodology used to come up with these measures. 

 Out of the business cases that had an explicit benefits section, 45% of those 

articulated benefits that were reasonable, specific and measurable and 60% of those 

had explicit benefits ownership at a role level assigned to measure and realise these 

benefits. 
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 There is little evidence of benefits measurement during the lifespan of initiatives, and 

there appears to be low accountability of benefits measurement and benefits 

realisation beyond the lifespan of initiatives. This is further supported by Portfolio, 

Program and Project Management Maturity Model (P3M3)1 maturity assessments 

across the sector that found that benefits management is rated at 1.34 out of a 

possible 5. 

 

Queensland Police Service – benefits articulation 

The Queensland Police Service (QPS) demonstrated a structured, comprehensive and 

valuable approach to benefits articulation for their CAD (computer-aided dispatch) 

business case. There is significant detail included to explain their approach to managing 

and monitoring benefits.  Each benefit is clearly categorised as: 

 

 Financial: benefit is measured and a financial value can be assigned to the 

measures 

 Quantifiable: benefit is measurable and data is available 

 Measurable: benefit is observable and measurement is possible 

 Observable: benefit is observable but not readily measurable. 

 

These categories are consistent with the ones identified in the QPS Benefits 

Management Framework. Also explicitly documented are the benefits dependency 

network, benefit assumptions, barriers to realising benefits, baseline and target 

measures. Also noteworthy is that the scope of the CAD solution has undergone a 

process of continual review and where necessary, changes to the list of benefits have 

been undertaken. 

 Options definition assessment 3.4

Business cases were assessed to determine if there was explicit evidence of market and 

environmental scanning to come up with a suitable range of options, and that these 

options considered: 

 a Do Nothing option that represents the business risks of not approving the business 

case 

 share, buy and build solution implementations 

 variations in solution implementation scope 

 alternative solutions, including managed services and cloud-based solutions. 
                                                      
 
1
 P3M3 maturity scores were reported as a briefing note to the Minister for Science, Information Technology, Innovation 

and the Arts in June 2012 as a result of assessments conducted by pre-qualified accredited consulting organisations on 
portfolio, program and project management capability across the Queensland Government. 
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This assessment ensures that the decision-maker is provided with a range of options to 

consider as alternatives to resolving the business problem articulated. 

3.4.1 Findings 

Assessment category Quality 
Sector mean 

(out of 5.0) 

Sector standard deviation 

Options definition     3.34 2.00 

 

 80% of business cases explored a number of options that included different product 

offerings and different solution implementations that could solve the business 

problem. However, most of these business cases targeted like-for-like upgrades, 

product customisations and internal builds.  

 There is low evidence of thinking-outside-the-box to identify innovative opportunities 

e.g. strategic options that include business remodelling to support environmental 

trends; identification of strategic sourcing opportunities for business 

service/process/information outsourcing; and cloud-based solutions. There was also a 

lack of evidence of considering mobile applications as more flexible, more 

inexpensive and agile alternatives to monolithic ICT implementations. 

 30% of business cases considered implementing a pilot, proof of concept, or 

prototype within the business case. This is encouraging as these activities serve as 

an effective mechanism to manage risk in large, complex initiatives or initiatives that 

introduce innovation. 

 60% of agencies did not explicitly demonstrate market and environmental scanning 

adequately within their business cases. This does not provide reasonable assurance 

to the investment decision-maker that the necessary exploratory research has been 

conducted within the Queensland Government, other government jurisdictions, and 

other markets to derive a comprehensive, relevant and suitable range of options. 

 Only 3% of total initiatives that were reported as part of the Audit documented the use 

of the Queensland Government ICT Baseline data to identify share-before-buy-

before-build opportunities, to canvas lessons learned from past investments or to use 

this data as an additional source to develop a wider range of options. 

 Some business cases did not include „do nothing’ as an option – making it hard for 

the decision-maker to understand the risks of not approving the business case.  

 In some instances, business cases only offered two options: „do nothing’ and „do this’. 

This is not in alignment with best practice, and does not provide the decision-maker 

with sufficient information to select an optimal option. 
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 Qualitative analysis also revealed a low occurrence of discussions surrounding 

information security within business cases, indicating that information security may be 

regarded as an afterthought. The costs and considerations relating to information 

security were not well reflected within business cases. 

 

Options definition - CITEC 

One approach described by CITEC to develop options for business cases involved 

options initially being brainstormed by the CITEC team. This in itself is a commendable 

effort due to the collaborative style used to discover a range of options to solve a 

business problem. However, as part of this process, these options were then assessed 

by the same group and reduced to only one option – the option deemed the best by the 

team.  This resulted in a business case of ‘do nothing’ or ’do the one option’. 

This is problematic for a number of reasons. Business cases should canvas a range of 

options in which the final decision for selecting an option lies with the investment 

decision-maker (the business). The lack of appropriate documentation on the range of 

options explicitly described within a business case: 

 

 takes this decision away from the right stakeholders as no other option was put 

forward 

 results in the loss of an evidence chain for a particular option, leading to an inability 

to revisit options as part of continual review of investment viability of business 

cases 

 limits the explicit knowledge on the premises and justifications for a particular option 

to only a few key staff, leading to knowledge gaps that may result from staff 

movements 

 has implications on record management due to the lack of documentary evidence 

for decisions (the record). 

 Options analysis assessment 3.5

The options analysis component within business cases was assessed on whether a 

structured and evidence-based approach was used to compare and contrast each option 

presented in the business case. This evidence base should include the benefits and risks 

of each option presented consistently.  

Options analysis forms the crux of business cases as it gives decision-makers the 

information they need to approve a particular business case option which essentially 

provides the approval for the way forward and for the initiation of the project/program. 
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3.5.1 Findings 

Assessment category Quality 
Sector mean 

(out of 5.0) 

Sector standard deviation 

Options analysis      2.74 2.22 

 

 This is an area of business cases that requires immediate improvement.  

 Approximately 20% of business cases did not provide any options analysis. 

 46% of business cases provided structured and comparative benefits analysis for 

each option. Over 30% of business cases did not provide any comparative benefits 

analysis for each option. 

 47% of business cases provided structured and comparative risk analysis for each 

option. Over 20% of business cases did not articulate any risks within the options 

analysis section. There is likelihood that inadequate risk management discipline has 

been applied to options analysis. 

 Options analysis is also the assessment category that has the highest level of 

variability in quality (standard deviation: 2.22). 

 Quality ranges from business cases that provide comprehensive and comparative 

benefits and options analysis to just a statement asserting the recommended option 

with little to no supporting evidence. 

 

Queensland Treasury – benefits and options analysis 

Queensland Treasury showed low rigour in the articulation of benefits in business cases.   

In the single business case (ICT Gateway Services Upgrade) which was submitted and 

consequently assessed; although a number of options were provided, one option was 

described as “cheaper in the short term” but lacked any quantification of the dollar value 

that “cheaper” means, or what the period for short term might be. 

Terms such as “sluggish operational environment” and “probability of blowout” were 

articulated as disbenefits within the business case but without explicit modelling used to 

quantify these statements. Also, there was no evidence of explicit assignment of owners 

to specified benefits and the ‘Do Nothing’ option was not presented as part of options 

analysis. 
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 Recommendations assessment 3.6

Business cases were assessed on the completeness of recommendations in terms of 

inclusion of: 

 timelines consisting of milestones for both the initiative and benefits realisation 

 reasonable costing and cost elements that included both investment and recurrent 

costs for both the initiative and post-implementation (business-as-usual) expenditure. 

3.6.1 Findings 

Assessment category Quality 
Sector mean 

(out of 5.0) 

Sector standard deviation 

Recommendations      4.07 1.54 

 

 Generally, this section is of reasonable quality across the sector. 

 75% of business cases provided reasonably comprehensive and complete timelines. 

8% of business cases did not provide any timelines. 

 70% of business cases provided costs that cover both the initiative and projected 

recurrent spend. 3% of business cases did not provide any costs. 
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 Where agencies ranked 3.7

The following represents an overall assessment for the sector by agency. The horizontal 

axis represents the cumulative scores from the seven assessment categories above. A 

larger bar represents a higher quality of business cases. The mean score for business 

case quality across the Queensland Government is 26.13. 

 

Figure 1 - Overall agency scores for business case assessment 
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4 Business cases – agency profiles 

This section provides a profile of the quality of business cases within each agency. For 

each agency, their overall profile is represented by the blue shaded area in the diagrams 

below. The black outline in the diagram represents the whole-of-Government mean. In 

addition to this, agency-specific observations have been made. 

 CITEC 4.1

 

Positive achievements 

 Consistently structured business cases 
 
Areas for improvement 

 Nil 
 
Potential areas of concern 

 Completeness and structure of options 
analysis can be improved 

 Some business cases present only two 
options - Do Nothing, Do This 

 
 
 
 

 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

CITEC 3.00 5.00 5.00 4.17 3.75 1.50 4.50 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 
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 Department of Communities 4.2

 

Positive achievements 

 Program business cases commendable 

 Program vision for most business cases are 
excellent as they target client segments 
and the value for each client segment 

 Program blueprints for current state and 
future state explicitly documented and are 
clear and concise 

 Benefits articulation is commendable and 
covers all essential components including 
measures, targets, baselines and owners 

 Program timelines are comprehensive 
including tranche timelines and attaches 
relevant project dossier with timelines 

 
Areas for improvement 

 Project business cases are of lower quality 
and are of more variable quality than 
program business cases 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Capability and capacity to maintain this 
level of maturity into the future is dependent 
on the demand within the agency. 

 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

DoC 5.00 4.83 4.00 4.33 4.58 4.39 4.83 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 

 

 Department of Community Safety 4.3

 

Positive achievements 

 Clear and concise problem definition 

 Wide range of options presented 
 

Areas for improvement 

 Although there is some standardisation, 
varied approaches are still used to 
document business cases 

 Benefits ownership sparse 

 Structured options analysis can be 
improved 

 Time lining and costing can be improved 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Nil 
 

 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

DCS 3.00 3.67 4.67 3.28 4.42 3.28 3.33 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 
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 Department of Education and Training 4.4

 

 

Positive achievements 

 Benefits are well-articulated 

 Commendable problem definition 

 Commendable strategic justification  

 In most cases, a good range of options 
provided 
 

Areas for improvement 

 Inconsistent assignment of owners to 
benefits 

 For projects spanning multiple phases, 
options analysis not consistently revisited 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Nil 
 

 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

DET 3.00 5.00 5.00 3.25 3.75 3.08 4.08 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 

 Department of Environment and Resource Management & 4.5
Department of Employment Economic Development and 
Innovation 

 

Positive achievements 

 Costs and timelines explicit and mostly 
complete 

 Benefits articulated in most business 
cases 
 

Areas for improvement 

 Specificity and measurability of benefits 
can be improved 

 Completeness and structure of options 
analysis can be improved 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Some business cases that are of 
relatively high cost to the agency do not 
include any options analysis 

 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

DERM/DEEDI 3.00 3.93 4.17 3.14 2.89 2.37 3.59 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 
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 Department of Justice and Attorney General 4.6

 

Positive achievements 

 Good articulation of benefits and well-
structured options analysis. 

 
Areas for improvement 

 Variable quality of business cases 
depending on where in the organisation 
the business cases were developed 

 Links to corporate strategy can be 
improved 

 Market and environmental scan leading to 
options analysis can be more 
comprehensive and explicit 

 Options analysis can be more structured 
and consistent to consider risks and 
benefits of each option 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Nil 
 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

JAG 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.00 3.13 3.42 3.25 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 

 Department of Local Government and Planning 4.7

 

Positive achievements 

 Where benefits are articulated, these 
have reasonable measures attached to 
them 

 The structure used to compare options is 
commendable 

 Good practice of revisiting options 
analysis at each phase e.g. Phase 3 
Land for Public Recreation 
 

Areas for improvement 

 Although options comparison structure 
commendable, content can be improved 

 Options analysis very limited for some 
business cases 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Nil 

 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

DLGP 5.00 4.67 4.67 3.56 2.33 3.44 4.22 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 
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 Department of the Premier and Cabinet 4.8

 

Positive achievements 

 Good articulation of benefits with 
reasonable measures attached 

 Good range of options provided 
 
Areas for improvement 

 Costing can be more comprehensive and 
consistent 

 Problem articulation can be improved  

 Structured and evidence-based options 
analysis can be improved 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Benefit owners are sometimes assigned 
to project board members, and not 
business roles 

 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendation
s 

DPC 3.00 4.50 2.50 3.83 4.75 2.50 3.67 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 

 

 Department of Public Works 4.9

 

Positive achievements 

 Good links to corporate strategy 
 
Areas for improvement 

 Varied approaches to business case 
development leading to inconsistencies in 
business case structure 

 Environmental and market scanning 
sparse for some expensive business 
cases 

 Structured and evidence-based options 
analysis can be improved for projects 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Benefits ownership sparse 

 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

DPW 3.00 4.25 3.75 3.17 4.38 3.17 3.42 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 
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 Department of Transport and Main Roads 4.10

 

Positive achievements 

 Commendable business problem definition 
and links to strategic drivers 

 
Areas for improvement 

 Structured and evidence-based options 
analysis can be improved 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Benefits ownership sparse 

 
 
 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

TMR 3.00 4.40 5.00 2.80 3.50 2.00 4.67 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 

 

 Queensland Health 4.11

 

Positive achievements 

 High levels of consistency in the 
structure, approach and content of 
business cases 

 Generally, initiative objectives and 
problem definitions commendable 

 In some completed projects, excellent 
quality relating to benefits report cards 
and post-implementation review 

 Well-documented and well-structured 
costing 

 
Areas for improvement 

 Evidence of market and environmental 
scanning and options analysis sometimes 
not explicit. In particular, not re-visited in 
later phases of projects 

 Comparable risk analysis between 
options can be improved 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Nil 
 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

Health 5.00 4.67 5.00 4.72 3.33 2.44 4.61 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 
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 Queensland Police Service 4.12

 

Positive achievements 

 Highly commendable benefits articulation 
in a few business cases 

 Good use of benefit dependency 
networks and benefit realisation plans to 
represent benefits, associated measures 
and ownership 

 
Areas for improvement 

 Explicit links to strategic drivers 
sometimes inconsistent 

 Good benefit measures but not all have 
targets 

 Benefit ownership inconsistent 

 Options analysis can be improved 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Do Nothing option not provided in a few 
business cases 
 

 

 

 

 Queensland Shared Services 4.13

 

Positive achievements 

 Strategic alignment and traceability of 
objectives and outcomes are 
commendable 

 Where benefits are articulated, these are 
specific, measurable and have owners 
assigned 

 
Areas for improvement 

 Varying levels of maturity and consistency 
in benefits articulation 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Problem definition can sometimes be 
technically-focused (technology upgrade 
required) rather than business focused 
(risk of service delivery failure) 

 Evidence of options definition and options 
analysis sparse 

 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

QSS 3.00 4.00 5.00 4.27 1.90 1.98 4.27 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 

 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

QPS 3.00 4.50 4.60 4.53 4.10 2.33 4.67 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 
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 Smart Service Queensland 4.14

 

Positive achievements 

 Good description of overall risks for the 
business case 

 
Areas for improvement 

 Initiative objectives (scope) can be better 
articulated 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Benefits articulated within different 
sections in the same business case can 
be inconsistent 

 Scheduling and timeframes can be made 
more explicit 

 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

SSQ 3.00 2.00 4.50 1.92 4.25 3.63 2.92 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 

 
 

 Queensland Treasury 4.15

 

Positive achievements 

 Most major sections are present 

 
Areas for improvement 

 Evidence of market and environmental 
scanning sparse 
 

Potential areas of concern 

 Benefits definition can be improved 

 Benefits ownership not explicit 

 Do Nothing option missing 

 Structured and evidence-based options 
analysis sparse 

 Only one business case submitted for 
assessment: this and the highest quality 
activity brief were assessed 

 
 

Agency 
Business 
process 

Strategic 
alignment 

Problem 
definition 

Benefits 
definition 

Options 
definition 

Options 
analysis 

Recommendations 

Treasury 3.00 3.00 4.33 1.44 0.17 0.56 1.67 

Government 3.57 4.22 4.55 3.64 3.34 2.74 4.07 
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Disclaimer  

The materials presented in this publication are distributed by the Queensland Government as an 
information source only. 

The State of Queensland, acting through the Department of Science, Information Technology, 
Innovation and the Arts, makes no statement, representation or warranty about the accuracy, 
completeness, or suitability for any purpose of this publication, and any use of this publication is at 
the user’s own risk.    

The State of Queensland disclaims all responsibility and all liability (including, without limitation, 
liability in negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages and costs anyone may incur as a result of 
reliance upon the information contained in this publication for any reason or as a result of the 
information being inaccurate, incomplete or unsuitable for any purpose. 

The public release version of this point in time document contains limited amendments which are 
required to make corrections, clarify potential inaccuracies, and/or protect the confidentiality of 
commercial arrangements. 

 

 

 

Licence 

© The State of Queensland (Department of Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the 
Arts) (DSITIA) 2013.  

The Queensland Government supports and encourages the dissemination and exchange of its 
information. The copyright in this publication is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution No 
Derivatives (BY-ND) 3.0 Australia licence. To view this licence visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/deed.en 

 

Under this licence you are free, without having to seek permission from DSITIA, to use this 
publication in accordance with the licence terms. 

You must keep intact the copyright notice and attribute the State of Queensland, Department of 
Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the Arts as the source of the publication. 

  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/deed.en
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1 Summary 

This annex examines the total replacement cost of government’s ICT assets at their end 

of life. 

Based on the assumption that all ICT systems deteriorate as they age, and that these ICT 

systems need to be replaced at their end of useful life, total ICT replacement cost is a 

large and growing issue for government. The total ICT replacement cost has been 

calculated to be $7.4 billion. 

Modelling of a replacement program for government’s substantial ICT systems was 

undertaken by NICTA to explore the capacity of government to address total ICT 

replacement cost. An asset replacement funding level of approximately $700 million per 

year over the next 10 years would be required to address the total ICT replacement cost.  

 Methodology and justification 1.1

Application and technology estimated replacement costs were the primary source of raw 

data for this analysis. In some cases agencies were unable to provide an estimation of 

the replacement cost of their applications. QGCIO has previously identified a strong 

correlation between the annual operating cost of an application and the estimated cost to 

replace that system. 

Using a linear regression analysis on agencies that provided complete data, QGCIO was 

able to calculate the parameters for this correlation between cost of operation and 

estimated replacement cost. This correlation was calculated as a base of $340,000 plus 

2.5 times the annual total cost of operation to give the estimated replacement cost. 

ICT Baseline guideline states Estimated Replacement Cost is the cost for purchasing 

and/or building the application if it were to be replaced. All application replacement 

activities impose a change burden on the business in addition to the system 

implementation cost. The level of this business change burden was ascertained to be 

approximately the same cost as the ICT system implementation. A doubling of the 

estimated replacement cost was used as the basis for each application’s contribution to 

the overall replacement cost for government. 

To validate this approach of doubling the estimated replacement cost, selected agency 

ICT replacement initiatives were compared with the matching asset’s reported estimated 

replacement cost. In most costs, particularly with large systems, the reported initiative 

cost was indeed double the reported ICT baseline estimated replacement cost. 

Estimated replacement cost figures for technology assets were used directly as reported 

by agencies. A standard model for accounting for missing data could not be established 

so this was not compensated for. Spot checking of the technology estimated replacement 

costs confirmed various areas of under reporting of estimated replacement costs.  
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The estimated replacement costs for the technology assets was not doubled as was done 

for applications assets. The $1.6 billion estimated replacement cost identified for 

technology assets should be considered a minimum. 

De-identified application and initiative data was provided to NICTA to undertake the 

replacement program modelling. This modelling was performed on the subset of 

significant applications representing 65% of the total replacement cost. The resultant 

annual required spend figures were then scaled up by a factor of 1.5 to adjust for the non-

modelled 35% of total replacement cost. 
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2 The ICT stack 

 Defining the ICT stack 2.1

QGCIO uses a stack model to categorise the diverse set of ICT capabilities required to 

support the business activities of an organisation. The stack model used is represented in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 - ICT stack 

 

The ICT capabilities within each layer of the stack generally build on the capabilities 

provided within the lower layers. The lower layers (collectively termed the technology 

layer) have the broadest applicability while the higher layers are more specialised to 

support business specific activities. Because of the generic nature of the lower layers, up 

to and including desktop, they are termed ‘commodity’ as many of the capabilities are 

readily available from the ICT industry. 

The term ‘core’ is applied to the higher layers of the model to signify the ICT capabilities 

required are not generic, but are instead aligned with business activities or an 

organisation. The model also recognises that ICT industry offers a growing suite of 

commodity-based offerings at the higher, core layers of the stack. This is depicted in the 

stack diagram by the commodity labelling of segments of the core layers. 
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 ICT costs across the stack 2.2

The estimated replacement cost of ICT application and technology assets categorised by 

layers of the ICT stack model is shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 - ICT asset value by layer 

 

Figure 2 shows the $2.9 billion value of the government’s application assets is 

significantly higher than the collective $1.6 billion value of its technology assets. 
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3 Total ICT replacement cost 

 Background 3.1

Total ICT replacement cost is an estimate of the budget that is likely to be needed to 

maintain the integrity of the ICT portfolio at an acceptable level for the needs of the 

business. Replacement cost accrues normally as part of an ageing system or technology 

platform, as for almost any type of asset owned by an organisation. Unless an 

organisation makes adequate annual financial allowances to service the replacement 

cost, system maintenance and replacement can suffer impacting on critical frontline 

services that rely upon ICT.  

Where replacement cost is not sufficiently addressed over a prolonged period, the scale 

and complexity of aged end of life systems and technologies requiring replacement can 

create systemic business risk, particularly for large organisations. The Audit has identified 

total ICT replacement cost, and lack of adequate measures to address it, as a major 

systemic issue within the Queensland Government’s ICT portfolio. 

The total ICT replacement cost has been calculated to be at least $7.4 billion. This figure 

represents the replacement of all ICT systems at their respective end of life so does not 

have an associated timeframe. 

 Components of the replacement cost 3.2

Year on year cumulative funding restrictions have resulted in core systems and 

infrastructure being used beyond expected lifespans. Many are in poor technical 

condition and lack vendor support with the resultant  inability for these systems and 

infrastructure to absorb and accommodate changed business requirements. Ultimately 

this deferment of planned upgrades and replacements has led to an increased total 

replacement cost and higher risk to government. 

The total replacement cost is made up of various components of the ICT stack, as 

detailed in Figure 1.  
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Figure 3 - Total replacement cost 

 

As we move up the stack, there are reported technology replacement costs, projected 

application replacement costs, and estimated business process and service delivery 

costs required to implement any replacement. 

The estimated replacement cost (ERC) is the cost of purchasing and/or building a new 

system or technology if only the system were to be replaced with a similar asset (i.e. 

excluding implementation).  Some critical data was not provided by agencies which 

required the QGCIO to extrapolate the ERC for some applications.  

The total extrapolated ERC for applications has been calculated to be $2.9 billion. This 

consists of the $2.3 billion reported by agencies, plus an additional $600 million to 

account for incomplete reported ERC data. This calculation was based on the linear 

regression of the Annual Estimated Total Cost of Operation (AETCO) from the high 

quality data provided by the Department of Community Safety (DCS), Department of 

Education and Training (DET) and Department of Public Works (DPW). 

In addition, the total cost of implementing  a program for replacement is not part of the 

reported ERC and has been found  (using other examples of systems replacement within 

Queensland Government ) to be approximately the same as the ERC again. This 

corresponds with the service delivery and business process on the ICT stack in Figure 1. 

This means that the implementation portion of the cost is estimated at $2.9 billion. 
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For technologies, the data provided by some agencies was also poor. Due to the 

complexities of these layers within the stack it was not possible to project the full 

replacement costs and only the reported data was able to be used. The technology ERC 

was reported by agencies to be $1.6 billion and should be considered as the bare 

minimum technology replacement cost. 

The total ICT replacement cost is therefore a sum of these three component parts. 

Implementation:  $2.9B 

Application projected ERC: $2.9B 

Reported technology ERC: $1.6B 

Total replacement cost:  $7.4B 

 The cause  3.3

The relative independence of agencies has fostered the build-up over time of a high 

degree of unnecessary diversity, complexity and waste in ICT systems and underpinning 

infrastructure.  

Added to this multiplicity of systems are years and layers of over-customisation of 

systems which effectively ties the business very tightly to specific vendor products and 

software versions. 

Although modern ICT systems can be flexible and efficient, ICT remains a specialised 

area with diverse and costly skill sets required to implement systems. Any complexity in  

business activities results in associated complexity and costs in the supporting ICT 

systems. As business needs evolve and change the associated changes in their 

supporting ICT systems are often applied as tightly coupled customisations to the original 

systems. 

This tight coupling reduces the government’s options for making step-change 

transformations and makes it very expensive, time consuming and difficult to move away 

from a vendor product or even to upgrade (with all the complex customisations) to a 

newer version. A classic case in point can be made with regards to the difficulty the 

government currently faces in upgrading finance or payroll systems. 

As a result of this complexity, combined with ageing platforms, agencies are struggling to 

maintain currency with vendor versions, manage operational costs, actively manage 

security risks as well as sourcing the wide range of skills required to support these 

systems. The current average age of applications is approximately 8.4 years and the 

average planned life of applications is 11 years. 

Agencies have become locked into costly extended vendor support arrangements over 

and above the funding of upgrade and replacement initiatives. Approximately 19% of 

technologies are either subject to extended support arrangements or are currently 

unsupported. 
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Projects to deal with the individual issues become hard to fund and establish, let alone 

deliver successfully due to compressed high-risk timeframes, resource shortages and 

complex dynamic business requirements. 

Queensland Government ICT spend on capital expenditure is approximately 14% of total 

ICT budget compared to other state and local government equivalent metrics of around 

20%1. This demonstrates a reduced spend on systems replacement as well as limited 

growth and transformation in ICT enabled services. 

Year-on-year cumulative funding restrictions have resulted in core systems and 

infrastructure being used beyond expected lifespans. Ultimately this had led to increased 

ICT replacement cost and higher risk to the government. 

  

                                                      
 
1
 ICT Key Metrics Data 2012: Key Industry Measures: Government: State and Local Analysis: Multiyear, Gartner, 

December 2011. 
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4 A sample of high-profile systems 

To further  illustrate the effect of the ICT replacement cost, this section outlines a high 

level case study, shown in Figure 4, based on a sample selection of significant systems 

used within the Queensland Government. 

Note 1: This case study does not attempt to provide a complete picture of all ICT systems 

throughout the Queensland Government, their individual timelines or aggregated cost. 

Rather, it provides a small sample selection only of high profile systems and examines 

their aggregate profile and implications.  

Note 2: Costs shown in Figure 1 are the costs to undertake the full business change 

required in replacing a major ICT system or platform. Annual operational costs are not 

shown. 

Note 3: Planned replacement initiatives are shown in darker line and text. Assumed 

subsequent replacements are shown in faded line and text 

An expansion of acronyms used in Figure 4 can be found in Appendix A – Definitions and 

Acronyms of the Queensland Government ICT Audit 2012. 
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2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Today

2011

SAP HR R/3 & ECC 5

End Support

Desktop Fleet – 4 year cycle
All $250M

Desktop Fleet – 4 year cycle
All $250M

Office 2003

Windows XP

End Support

Windows XP and Office 2003 Upgrade
11 agencies $160M

Office 2010

Est. End Support

Windows 7 and Office 2010 Upgrade
All agencies $200M

Windows 7

End Support

SAP (multiple versions) Upgrade to ECC 6
11 agencies $85M

SAP ECC 6

End Mainstream SupportSAP ECC Upgrade 
11 agencies $100M

Aurion v9 - End Support
Aurion v9 to v10 Upgrade

8 agencies $8M

Windows Server 2003 - End Support
Windows

Server 2008

End Support
Windows Server 2003 to 2008 Upgrade

9 agencies $6M

Windows Server Upgrade
10 agencies $20M

Lattice Replacement
DCS $104M

SAP – RE (Tenancy Management)
DoC $34M SAP - RE - End Support

HR Payroll Upgrade
DET $23M

Aurion Upgrade
8 agencies $10M

Aurion v10 - End Support

HBCIS Replacement
QH $438M

HBCIS - End Vendor Support

RMS Replacement
Treasury $66M

ISAS  Replacement
DET $50M

ISAS – End 

Application Life

ICMS – End Application Life
ICMS  Replacement
DoC $95M

QVAS  Replacement
DERM $45M

BIS  Replacement
DoC $45M

BIS – End Application Life

ATS  Refresh
DERM $5.6M

Ellipse ERP Replacement
DPW $36M

Ellipse ERP - End Application Life

TRAILS  Replacement
TMR $60M

TRAILS – End Application Life
ARMIS  Replacement
TMR $40M

ARMIS – End Application Life

RMS - End Application Life

GovNet – End Application Life
GovNet  Replacement

CITEC $2M

CONFIRM – End Application Life
CONFIRM  Replacement

CITEC $20M

[G20]
GWN

DCS, QPS $500M

QVAS – End 

Application Life

Desktop Fleet – 4 year cycle
All $250M

HR Lattice – End support

ATS  Replacement
DERM $80M

ATS – VB6 end of support

GWN – End Project

SAP Finance R/3 & ECC 5

End Support

HR Payroll Upgrade 
DET $25M

 

Figure 4 - Sample timeline of selected high profile Queensland Government systems 

 

Key observations that can be drawn are: 

 A large proportion of systems are either due/overdue for replacement or major-refresh 

in the period 2012 – 2015. This end-of-life issue correlates with the last en-mass 

refresh of ICT systems in the period leading up to the year 2000. 

 A number of aged systems critical to government are each facing the end of vendor 

support or end of useable life. 

All shared service human resource/payroll and finance systems will be out of vendor 

support in the next three years (Lattice – 2008, Aurion – 2013, SAP systems – 2015). 

Other examples include the government’s desktop fleet which predominantly runs 

Windows XP and Office 2003 (end of vendor support, April 2014); multiple instances 

of SAP R/3 and ECC5 financial systems (end of vendor support, 2013 and mid-2015); 

and Queensland Health’s patient administration system (HBCIS, end of vendor 

support, late 2015). 
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Queensland Health - a problem that doesn’t go away 

Queensland Health’s Hospital Based Corporate Information System (HBCIS) is the 

primary system for registering and managing all patients. It is the largest corporate 

information system in use in Queensland Health. HBCIS is approaching end of vendor 

support in late 2015 and currently noted as Queensland Health’s primary ICT risk.  

With an estimated delivery timeframe of approximately five years, a project to replace the 

22 year old HBCIS system was required to have commenced in early 2010 in order to 

meet the late 2015 date for end of vendor support. The estimated total business change 

project cost is $438 million with Queensland Health continuing to seek funding to 

commence the replacement project. 

Assuming a useable life span of 11 years, a subsequent project to replace the HBCIS 

replacement would need to start around 2020 at an estimated cost of $560 million, based 

on a medium term average inflation rate of 2.5%. 

 

Department of Community Safety - some systems are past their end of support life 

An example of this are the Department of Community Safety (DCS) LATTICE payroll 

systems, which moved out of vendor support in September 2008, four years ago. They 

are now supported by Queensland Shared Services on a best efforts basis. In addition, 

the workforce supporting this archaic system have specialised knowledge of the system 

and a number of these individuals are near (or at) retirement age. 

 For those systems with an end date in the near future (e.g. Windows XP), projects to 

replace them should have started before today to be able to meet the end of 

support/end of life date. 

As can be seen from Figure 1, business change projects to replace government’s 

Windows XP-based fleet should have started up to three years ago; given the scale 

and complexity of the government’s fleet. Based on the pre-MoG structure, two 

agencies have completed an upgrade to Windows 7, with an additional three (plus 

CITEC) along the path, and the remainder yet to start. In conjunction with an upgrade 

to Microsoft Office 2010, the cost of this business change is estimated at $160 million. 
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5 Total ICT replacement cost over the next 
10 years 

QGCIO engaged specialist ICT research company, NICTA, to model the total ICT 

replacement cost to help understand the government’s capacity to address this issue.  

NICTA applied a heuristic analysis tool to the task of scheduling ICT replacement 

initiatives for end of life applications to assess the aggregate size of the total ICT 

replacement cost on an annual basis over the next 10 years.  

The modelling was done for the significant applications representing 22% of the 1,730 

reported applications. These significant applications account for 65% of associated spend 

in ICT and represent a valid yet manageable subset for modelling. The results of the 

model were then scaled to account for the 35% of asset not included in the model. 

To model the replacement cost, each of the significant systems was allocated a priority 

for replacement based on a business exposure assessment, declared end of life date and 

identified risk profile. The distribution of replacement cost across all 1,730 reported 

applications is shown in Figure 5 below. 

 

Figure 5 - Application replacement cost by priority 

 

The replacement priority for each application was assigned as: 

 Priority 1: higher risk applications in need of refresh before 2017 

 Priority 2: higher risk applications that don’t require refresh before 2017 plus all other 

applications with an assessed business impact greater than 3.2 and a technical 

condition below 3.2 
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 Priority 3: assessed business impact greater than 3.2 and a technical condition 

greater than 3.2 

 Priority 4: business impact below 3.2 and a technical condition below 3.2 

 Priority 5: business impact below 3.2 and a technical condition above 3.2. 

Applications were also assigned a spend profile which estimated the project spend 

required to replace the application. This spend profile varied depending on the size of the 

application and ranged from 18 months up to five years, including an allowance for 

project lead time. 

Various assumptions and parameters were established for the modelling performed by 

NICTA. An inflation rate of 2.5% was assumed and a tolerance of retaining applications 

for a period of up to five years beyond the stated end of life. The model spanned a 10 

year period with initiatives automatically allocated priority-based start dates by NICTA’s 

heuristic modelling system. The resultant profile of application replacement cost is shown 

in Figure 6. Note: costs in the chart are in millions. 

 

Figure 6 - 10 year application replacement cost 

 

As can be seen from the chart, over a 10 year timeframe the annual component of 

replacement cost is approximately $700 million, with a peak approaching $900 million 

required in 2018. 

Alternative configurations of the model were also run by NICTA but only this particular 

configuration, with an allowance to retain systems up to five years beyond their end of 

life, did the required annual spend on application replacement fall to the $600 million 

level. The model needed to delay the end of life by an average of three years in order to 

find a scheduling solution.  Delaying the replacement of ageing ICT systems by up to five 

years beyond their scheduled end of life would greatly increase the associated risks to 

the business. 

Additional modelling by NICTA also investigated the longer term growth in total ICT 

replacement cost over a 30 year period to assess whether the total ICT replacement cost 

stabilised or grew. Figure 7 below shows that over time the annual total ICT replacement 

cost grows to $900 million in 15 years and to $1.2 billion in 25 years. 
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Figure 7 - 30 year application total ICT replacement cost 
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6 Conclusion 

Total ICT replacement cost is a fundamental issue for Queensland Government and it 

emerges as a consistent theme throughout this report. What makes this concept even 

more important is that the total ICT replacement cost continues to grow over time. 
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Disclaimer  

The materials presented in this publication are distributed by the Queensland Government as an 
information source only. 

The State of Queensland, acting through the Department of Science, Information Technology, Innovation 
and the Arts, makes no statement, representation or warranty about the accuracy, completeness, or 
suitability for any purpose of this publication, and any use of this publication is at the user‟s own risk.    

The State of Queensland disclaims all responsibility and all liability (including, without limitation, liability in 
negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages and costs anyone may incur as a result of reliance upon the 
information contained in this publication for any reason or as a result of the information being inaccurate, 
incomplete or unsuitable for any purpose. 

The public release version of this point in time document contains limited amendments which are required 
to make corrections, clarify potential inaccuracies, and/or protect the confidentiality of commercial 
arrangements. 
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1 Summary 

The demand, cost and performance management of ICT annex reviews the ICT service delivery 

performance of all Queensland Government agencies within scope of the Audit. 

The analysis was based on cost, demand and performance capability information provided by 

agencies for eight ICT service areas:  

 Data centres 

 Networks 

 Hosting 

 Data storage 

 Database management 

 Managed desktop personal computers 

 Print 

 Telecommunications. 

As well as investigating efficiency in terms of per unit cost, the analysis looked at other aspects of 

service performance. What is evident is that Queensland Government has a multitude of 

disparate approaches to many supporting and commodity services such as desktops, 

telecommunications, data centres, data storage, hosting infrastructure and print services; is not 

fully utilising existing assets and is failing to take advantage of potential economies of scale. The 

failure to achieve expected efficiencies from the scale of whole-of-government can also be 

attributed to failures in achieving whole-of-government consolidations. 

At the whole-of-government level the following conclusions were derived:  

 structured performance management and service benchmarking has been proven to drive 

targeted efficiency improvement within government (as measured by changes in per unit 

costs) 

 demand has increased for all eight ICT services 

 demand is increasing at a faster rate than efficiencies, through reductions in per unit costs, 

are being realised 

 total costs across government for the eight ICT services have increased each year 

 industry provides competitively priced service offerings for these eight services. 
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Queensland Government has the opportunity to institutionalise a performance management 

culture and system within ICT with the aim to increase savings and reduce wastage while 

maintaining performance and reducing risk. Alternative service delivery models must be 

investigated with the aim to manage growing ICT demand, reduce costs and achieve better 

performance from ICT. 
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2 ICT business as usual 

The mantra to achieve ‟more, for less‟ has a history in Queensland Government ICT. Following 

the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) in 2007 and the subsequent state-wide natural disasters in 

2010 and 2011, Queensland Government sought administrative cost savings across government. 

The mechanism to do so was „productivity dividends‟ in the form of agency budget reductions. 

These productivity dividends were mostly targeted towards back office functions across 

Queensland Government departments, with ICT functions frequently identified as target areas for 

budget cuts. Some ICT areas reportedly incurred annual budget reductions of approximately 7%. 

2.1 The business as usual review  

In 2010, the Queensland Government Chief Information Office (QGCIO) commissioned the 

Business As Usual (BAU) Review of Queensland Government ICT. The purpose of this review 

was to assist the Queensland Government to achieve efficiencies and cost reductions in ICT 

BAU expenditure1. The program investment objective was to increase ICT efficiency with a key 

metric of reducing ICT „per unit‟ costs by 15% over four years, so agencies could redistribute 

these savings in the long term to improve business capability, and in the short term to contribute 

to Queensland Treasury productivity dividends.  

The BAU Review approach was designed to help agencies to identify opportunities, refine targets 

collectively, and compose and prioritise the implementation of efficiency activities which were 

attractive and achievable. Five steps were developed to ensure Queensland Government could: 

 maximise the identification of opportunities 

 cluster opportunities to identify commonalities across agencies 

 define targets and evaluate potential financial return 

 rank targets for attractiveness and achievability 

 schedule and monitor final whole-of-government targets and activities. 

                                                      
 
1 Business As Usual denotes the annual operational expenditure to maintain existing assets and services 
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The BAU Review program facilitated these steps through collaboration and knowledge sharing 

across the sector and ensured agencies were fully supported in achieving the final whole-of-

government targets. Through significant engagement with agencies, the program team was able 

to develop and refine agreed whole-of-government costing models for eight ICT services and 

have them endorsed by agency Chief Information Officers (CIOs). In order to retain a like-for-like 

comparison across agencies, only direct costs were modelled. Agencies agreed to focus on the 

eight ICT services of:  

 data centres  

 networks  

 data storage  

 hosting 

 relational database management 

 managed desktops 

 print services  

 telecommunication services.  

Referencing these models, the program continued to work closely with each agency to ensure 

high quality data was captured for these ICT services, with the range of data spanning a five year 

period.  

Following analysis, the results were presented back to agency CIOs providing them with the 

ability to compare like-for-like costs and demand data regarding their service provision with other 

agencies. This allowed agencies to identify effective areas for per unit cost reduction and 

efficiency activity. It also reinforced the value of involvement with the program, and supported the 

change in culture with respect to the benefits of data collection. 

A simple per unit cost can be obtained by calculating total service costs, for a specified time 

period time, divided by the units demanded at the end of the time period time.  

 

 
 

Agency specific per unit cost reduction targets were subsequently documented in „Letters of 

Intent‟ (see Appendix A) which formed the basis for knowledge sharing across agencies. The 

program facilitated a series of supporting workshops where agencies that showed efficient 

service delivery were encouraged to present to other agencies looking to make improvements.  

time

time

time
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Some agencies were reluctant to pursue savings and efficiencies due to competing priorities 

and/or a lack of capability. While the BAU Review activity was voluntary, the following agencies 

did not sign a letter of intent with performance targets for their ICT services: - 

 Queensland Treasury (QT) 

 Department of Justice and Attorney-General (DJAG) 

 Queensland Shared Services (QSS) (former Corptech component) 

 Queensland Health (QH) 

 Department of Community Safety (DCS) 

 Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation (DEEDI) 

 Smart Service Queensland (SSQ) 

In the first year of the BAU Review program, Queensland Government ICT achieved more than 

$20 million in aggregate avoided expenditure2 from efficiency activities across all agencies within 

the eight services of interest. These results from the 2010-2011 financial year were followed with 

increased active engagement, facilitated collaboration and the establishment of agreed 

performance targets via the „Letters of Intent‟.  

Queensland Government subsequently achieved $40 million in avoided expenditure for the 2011-

2012 financial year. Figures 1 and 2 depict the economic value of efficiencies across each of the 

eight services for the 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 financial years, respectively. Values below the 

line represent more efficient service delivery compared to the previous year. Values above the 

line indicate a loss of efficiency. The numbers do not equate to cashable savings or total costs. 

                                                      
 
2 Avoided expenditure is the financial dollars that may have been expended without an increase in efficiency 
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Figure 1 - Avoided expenditure 2010 (all Queensland Government agencies) 

 

 

Figure 2 - Avoided expenditure 2011 (all Queensland Government agencies) 

 

The results of the BAU Review prove that structured performance management and service 

benchmarking can drive targeted efficiency improvement within government. In addition, the 

findings of the BAU Review activities provide an interesting insight into ICT cost management, 

demand management and performance management across Queensland Government ICT. 
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2.2 Trends in total service costs 

Figure 3 depicts the total direct service costs for eight ICT infrastructure and ICT collaboration 

services over the last four financial years from 2008-2009 to 2011-2012. Total costs are only the 

direct costs necessary to provide the service, and include hardware, software, licensing, 

depreciation and internal and external staffing costs. Indirect costs are excluded in order to 

improve comparability across departments.  

The sum total of direct costs for these eight services was $620 million for the 2011-2012 financial 

year, constituting a significant portion of the total annual ICT expenditure across Queensland 

Government. 

Figure 3 identifies that total costs across government for these eight ICT services have increased 

each year. To a certain extent these cost increases could be related to increased agency 

reporting rates with gradual improvements being achieved each year. In past years, some 

agencies were reluctant to provide QGCIO with cost information; however the mandate of The 

Audit has improved the visibility of cost, service and asset information for the 2011-2012 financial 

year.  

 

Figure 3 - Total service costs over last four years 
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Figure 4 depicts the total direct service costs for the same eight services but this time with only a 

subset of agencies that have consistently reported each year. This view excludes agencies which 

did not report costs consistently for the four years from 2008-2009 to 2011-2012. The nine 

agencies included in Figure 4 are: 

 CITEC 

 DCS 

 DEEDI 

 Department of Environment and Resource Management (DERM) 

 Department of Local Government and Planning (DLGP) 

 Department of the Premier and Cabinet (DPC) 

 Department of Public Works (DPW) 

 Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR) 

 QT. 

 

Figure 4 - Consistently reported comparison of service costs over last four years 

 

A comparison of the these two charts reveals that total direct costs for data centre, data storage, 

database management, desktop, network, and telecommunications have consistently increased; 

regardless of the effect of improved reporting rates. The total direct costs for hosting and printing 

services, however, appear to be stable. 
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An important conclusion is that total costs for these eight ICT services have not decreased over 

the last four years. This is an interesting observation given the simultaneous ongoing drive to 

achieve efficiency and savings within ICT.  

Agencies have clearly found cost savings in other ICT service areas to achieve their productivity 

dividends. 

While the increase in ICT service costs may be partly driven by greater visibility of spend, other 

factors are also at play. Even with increased efficiencies, agencies still incurred additional 

expenditure, year on year, across these eight services. The answer to this matter lies in the other 

part of the equation, the demand for ICT services. Total service costs are a function of both 

supply per unit costs and service demand. 

2.3 Growing ICT service demand 

An analysis of year on year demand is presented in Figure 5. The number of units demanded are 

charted for seven services (print services are excluded due to the relative scale of pages printed 

compared to other service units) across the four years from 2008-2009 to 2011-2012. For all 

services, demand has increased. 

 

Figure 5 - Total service demand over last four years 
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Figure 6 depicts the total direct service costs for the same seven services, but this time with only 

a subset of agencies that have consistently reported each year. This view excludes agencies 

which did not report costs consistently for the four years from 2008-09 to 2011-12. The eight 

agencies included are: - 

 CITEC 

 DCS 

 DERM 

 DLGP 

 DPC 

 DPW 

 TMR 

 QT. 

 

Figure 6 - Total service demand over last four years (selected agencies) 

 

At the whole-of-government level, the BAU analysis shows that total ICT service costs are rising, 

and while per unit costs for some services were reduced; demand has increased for all services, 

irrespective of improved reporting rates.  
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Importantly, Figure 7 reveals that demand is increasing at a faster rate than reductions in per unit 

costs. In summary, increased demand for ICT appears to be driving total costs to rise. 

 

Figure 7 - Four year trends in ICT service costs, unit costs and demand 

2.4 Agency management of demand, costs and performance 

While it is concluded that increased demand is driving total costs, it would be logical for agencies 

to focus on ICT demand management activities. ICT demand management includes the areas of 

portfolio management, program management, project management, pricing management, 

performance management, business service management and application portfolio management. 

These capabilities are typically deemed important for sound investment governance. Demand 

management is the most efficient approach to govern and manage the negative impacts relating 

to unplanned growth and expenditure. 
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Figure 8 presents a heat map, based on agency self-assessments, of their current maturity in 

demand management capabilities. The Audit used an industry recognised scorecard assessment 

provided by Forrester. Agencies scored themselves using a five point scale across eight criteria 

which were summarised into scores for ICT specific capability. Bright green squares indicate a 

high assessment score whereas bright red squares indicate a low score. 

 

Figure 8 - Agency self-assessments of ICT demand management capabilities 
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Agencies also scored themselves using a second, more detailed self-assessment with a five 

point scale across 63 criteria which were summarised into scores for ICT organisational 

capability including ICT structure, strategy, process, performance management and culture.  

 

Figure 9 - Agency self-assessments of ICT organisational capability 

 

Key observations of these two demand management capability assessments are that a 

significant number of agencies rated themselves as low (indicated as red) as opposed to high 

(indicated green). Most agencies rated themselves with consistent scores across the various 

criteria in both demand management assessments. This trend is possibly due to the existence, or 

absence, of specific resources, people, capability or skills within the specific agency.  

Considering that increased demand for ICT is driving increased ICT costs, it is notable that 

agencies have assessed themselves as having low maturity in ICT demand management 

practices. The absence of such capabilities means the Queensland Government investment 

approach to ICT is more likely to be unplanned and reactive, as opposed to proactive and 

planned.  

The Audit, through a desktop review of agency documentation, has subsequently identified 

further evidence that ICT is not involved in defining business requirements and is predominantly 

reactive to what is put in front of them. As a consequence, ICT areas often undertake reactive 

capacity management as opposed to true demand management and are limited by their inability 

to influence the understanding of business requirements and to find alternative solutions not 

requiring an ICT component.  
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3 Approach to identify opportunities for new 
service delivery models 

Given the drive for greater cashable savings and the acknowledged lack of ICT demand 

management, alternative service delivery models must be investigated with the aim to manage 

growing ICT demand, reduce costs and achieve better performance from ICT. 

To identify new service delivery models for government ICT, the Audit undertook a multi-

dimensional analysis of ICT service costs and demands. With a focus on year to year and cross 

agency comparisons, the dimensions investigated were the: 

 change in agency per unit costs from 2010-2011 to 2011-2012 

 service utilisation rates 

 economies of scale across departments. 

3.1 Change in agency per unit costs 

The first analysis compares each agency service with respect to the per unit costs for 2011-2012 

and the percentage change in per unit costs from the previous financial year. This analysis allows 

determination of which agencies have: 

 low per unit costs and got lower from last year 

 low per unit costs and got higher from last year 

 high per unit costs and got lower from last year 

 high per unit costs and got higher from last year. 

Without considering the impact of service quality, these four groups enable Queensland 

Government to identify which agencies are cost management leaders for a particular service 

area. 

However, a simple comparison of per unit costs is not enough. Based on this analysis alone, it is 

possible for agencies to have low per unit costs yet still be inefficient. For example, major 

reductions in per unit costs can be achieved by adding a substantial number of additional units 

for minimal extra cost. In this regard a per unit cost reduction may be achieved by excessive 

provisioning or purchasing unnecessary ICT infrastructure. 
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3.2 Service utilisation 

The second analysis compares service utilisation rates with per unit costs. These complementary 

metrics identify where an agency has over-provisioned or is underutilising specific assets. For 

example, the quadrants may indicate: 

 wasted investment due to high number of unused units and high per unit cost 

 underutilised investment where the number of units dilute the per unit cost 

 right-sized yet high cost service 

 low cost service with efficient utilisation. 

3.3 Economies of scale 

The third analysis plots each agency service with respect to per unit costs for 2011-2012 and the 

number of units demanded for that specific agency service. Each service has a different type of 

unit of demand which is typically the main cost driver for the service. This analysis allows us to 

draw a Queensland Government demand cost curve for each service and to subsequently 

identify where agencies are positioned on the demand curve. Each agency position indicates 

whether the agency is achieving expected or potential economies of scale. 

Economies of scale are created when the unit purchase price decreases as the quantity of 

demanded increases. This economy of scale is depicted by the demand curve which estimates 

the marginal cost to purchase an additional unit.  

The following eight scatter plots in Figures 10 and 11 depict the demand curves for the eight ICT 

services of interest. Each agency is plotted based upon their per unit cost and the number of 

units demanded by the agency for the 2011-2012 financial year. The size of the diamond refers 

to the relative quantity of units demanded. 

The position of each agency on the demand curve is significant. Agencies positioned to the top 

left of the diagram are not able to achieve potential economies. We would expect to see the small 

diamonds plotted in this quadrant. In contrast, agencies in the bottom right quadrant are 

achieving economies of scale for the specific service. Substantial unit numbers provide the 

benefit of additional buying power and reduced management overhead on service provision. We 

would expect to see large diamonds plotted in this quadrant. Economies of scale may be 

diminished if service delivery is split across agencies. 
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Figure 10 - Economies of scale for data centre, storage, database & desktop 

 

Figure 10 identifies large variations in per unit costs for all services. Clear commodity price points 

are visible where the demand curve flattens at the bottom of the chart. The shape of the curve 

highlights the relative point at which the commodity price can be achieved, and how quickly this 

can be reached. The data centre service appears to display a weak pattern for economies of 

scale. The database management and data storage services show agencies heavily clustered at 

the turning point of the curve where price elasticity is at its greatest. Savings can therefore be 

achieved if agencies bundled their infrastructure demand and service delivery for data storage 

and database platforms.  

The desktop service demand curve reveals that agencies are incurring large variations in per unit 

costs for similar unit numbers. Many small and medium sized agencies are providing a similar 

cost desktop service. Given that DET have a considerable size and purchasing advantage over 

other agencies, the efforts of QH, QPS, DOCS and JAG should also be noted. These medium to 

large agencies have achieved a per unit cost similar to DET and this may be evidence of 

successful service delivery models. Significant savings may be realised by pooling together the 

desktop service delivery of small to medium agencies. 
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A similar pattern emerges for the network service. Figure 11 depicts the demand curves for the 

hosting, network, print and telecommunications services. There are large variations in the per 

unit costs for agency network services given similar demand requirements. In fact, the scatter 

plot for the network service identifies that most agencies are stacked vertically with an outlier for 

DET. This pattern reveals that agencies have very different investment profiles for their network 

infrastructure. Given the noted security risks associated with the current network infrastructure, 

there appears to be a case for consolidating the government network into a single service. 

 

Figure 11 - Economies of scale for hosting, network, print and telecommunications 

 

Commodity prices appear to exist for the telecommunications, hosting and print services. This is 

evident where small agencies can achieve the same per unit costs as an agency with 

substantially higher unit numbers. Opportunities still remain for agencies to leverage economies 

of scale for ICT infrastructure, including hosting and data centre services.  
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In summary, significant savings may be realised by leveraging whole-of-government economies 

of scale across desktop and network services. In addition, standard industry prices appear to be 

offered for the print, relational database management, Microsoft hosting, data storage and 

telecommunications services. Unfortunately, many agencies are not achieving these standard 

prices and subsequently it appears further efficiencies can be achieved in all services. A further 

analysis of industry prices is reported within section 8 – Industry comparison of ICT Infrastructure 

costs. 

A number of ICT services provided valuable insight and the following sections outline specific 

observations and guidance. 

For the remainder of the document, these three types of analysis will be used to examine agency 

service performance. 
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4 Print services 

The BAU program identified that, although print services are a mature industry commodity, the 

service provision across government varies significantly. Some small agencies fully outsource 

the print service; however most agencies utilise an insourced and decentralised approach. With 

the rollout of new printing technology, multi-function devices and managed service offerings, the 

print service is a relatively simple area to achieve cashable savings.  

However, many agencies are not in a position to identify their current spend or service demand 

for printing. As per Figure 12, several large agencies were not able to report their expenditure or 

print volumes for the print service. Some other agencies reported figures for this service based 

upon estimates only, as opposed to actual print cost and volume information. Agencies 

acknowledged significant difficulties in collecting data for what appears to be basic service 

information consisting of total costs and volume.  

The most reliable agency information appeared to be sourced from DPC and DLGP. Both 

agencies have fully outsourced arrangements and obtain costs and volume information as part of 

their billing process. As per Figure 12, it is important to note that both DPC and DLGP report 

lower than average per unit costs irrespective of their small agency size. 

 

Figure 12 - Print - agency per unit costs 2011-123456 

                                                      
 
3
 In July 2012, the Director-General, DCS confirmed plans to rationalise printer numbers and consider alternative sourcing models 

including managed services for printing devices 
4
 SSQ revised their print figures during formal consultation however these figures could not validated and incorporated within the 

timeframes for The Audit. 
5
 Due to the invoicing from HPW recovering print service costs via the desktop charge, the QSS figure is artificially low. 

6
 TMR have progressed a printer rationalisation initiative which is expected to achieve a 15:1 FTE to printer ratio and estimated 

savings of approximately $1.1 million per annum. 
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Figure 13 identifies the change in agency per unit costs between the last two financial years, 

2010-2011 to 2011-2012. Five agencies are positioned on the 0% change line, as these agencies 

were not able to report figures for the previous year.  

 

  

Figure 13 - Print - agency cost changes7 

 

It is interesting to note that several large agencies (QPS, DERM8 and DET) have undertaken very 

successful pilot projects to consolidate printer management, print devices and service contracts. 

These pilot projects successfully yielded cashable savings within months of initiation, not years 

like typical ICT projects. The Audit has further observed that these pilots, although successful, 

have encountered difficulties in progressing to a full rollout across the agency, stifling potential 

government savings. 

                                                      
 
7 A star denotes an increase in efficiency with lower per unit cost and lower total cost. A cross denotes a loss of efficiency with higher 
per unit cost and higher total cost. All other agencies are denoted as a circle. 
8 DERM does not appear on Figures 12 and 13 as DERM were unable to submit valid print information covering the whole 
department for the 2011-2012 financial year even though DERM did submit print information for the 2010-2011 financial year 
(covering just the pilot project site). 
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However, per unit costs only tell part of the story. The achievement of low per unit costs is not 

beneficial if ongoing wastage still occurs. Figure 14 identifies the number of staff (full time 

equivalent employees) per print device. The results are quite surprising with most agencies 

having less than 10 people per printing device and no agency with a ratio higher than 12 people 

per printer.  

Whilst these ratios appear to be unbelievable, JAG have confirmed the ratio of two people per 

printer is a result of a legacy cultural practice. The best performer is still 1/3 of the desirable 

benchmark of 30 staff per print device.  

 

Figure 14 - Print - asset utilisation9 

 

A key observation for the print service is that the majority of agencies still insource their print 

service but do not centrally manage the service. It is common for agencies to decentralise the 

procurement and management of print devices. As a consequence, the data reveals that 

agencies have low visibility of their printer costs, support costs or service volume, and have over 

provisioned themselves with print devices. Based on agency interviews, these print devices are 

often utilised less than five per cent of the time they are powered on. 

In March 2012, a series of workshops were established and supporting material produced 

highlighting opportunities, methods and activities to realise efficiencies. The workshops were well 

attended and proved successful for agencies looking to improve their management of the service 

and make cashable savings. 

                                                      
 
9 The metric for calculating the ratio is FTE per printer. DET did not provide separate figures for Corporate 
and Schools for this service. 
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Failure of discipline: print savings exist due to inefficient disaggregated 

procurement 

With cashable savings available for agencies to harvest, it is concerning that agencies are 

reluctant and slow to pursue the opportunity. Often a single sponsor is not forthcoming and 

without allocated accountability, these initiatives do not commence. It appears that government is 

consistently failing to follow sound management practices as the print service area is often 

unmanaged.  

Multiple components of the service are disaggregated and decentralised so that nobody is 

responsible for optimising costs across each department. QGCIO has developed a print 

management policy10 with an accompanying print management guideline to address this issue. 

 

Failure to innovate: print service pilots fail to fly 

Even with clear cashable savings, projects for centralising, consolidating and improving print 

services encounter major difficulties in moving from the pilot phase to a full agency rollout. The 

government fails to roll out innovation across all parts of the business. 

 

                                                      
 
10 In July 2012, QGCIO produced a list of print guidelines to support agencies achieve savings while the policy was finalised  
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5 Telecommunications 

Telecommunications is another service area where significant savings can be realised by 

agencies. The telecommunications service is a mature industry commodity, and discounted 

industry prices have been negotiated via whole-of-government procurement arrangements.  

The per unit cost for telecommunications is determined as the cost of telecommunications per 

FTE staff member. As per Figure 15, there is a relatively small variation in per unit costs amongst 

agencies which is to be expected of a commodity service that is predominantly outsourced. The 

telecommunications demand curve in Figure 11 supports this 

assertion.

 

Figure 15 - Telco – Agency per unit costs 2011-12 

 

DET have the lowest per unit cost across government; however this is to be expected 

considering DET have a large number of staff (e.g. teachers) who do not utilise 

telecommunications as heavily as many office workers.  

At the other end of the spectrum, DCS have the highest per unit cost across government. This 

result is expected considering DCS is responsible for emergency response activities, including 

ambulance and fire services. It is important to note these costs exclude radio telecommunications 

but may include fire alarms. However QPS, as the state disaster response coordinator and a 

comparable agency with regard to size, has a per unit cost for telecommunications which is half 

of the DCS result.  
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This disparity raises questions, and during the Audit data collection it became apparent that DCS 

does not have full management and visibility of telecommunications costs and services. DCS is 

the only agency which could not provide the Audit with their number of telecommunication 

service lines (number of mobile, fixed line and IP telephony services), even after several 

requests. During formal consultations DCS advised they have commenced a Director-General 

endorsed audit of telecommunication accounts and services11. Fundamental to the issue has 

been the long-standing decentralisation of telecommunications, in particular mobile services. 

Centralised visibility and management has been difficult as DCS staff were often able to 

purchase mobile services using a corporate card. 

As per Figure 16, most agencies have not achieved changes in per unit costs from the previous 

year. There are very minimal activities occurring in the telecommunications space, even though 

savings opportunities have been available for some time. Some agencies have achieved up to 

40% reductions in costs highlighting the potential for cashable savings within a short one year 

timeframe. 

 

Figure 16 - Telecommunications – agency cost changes 

 

                                                      
 
11 In September 2012 the Director General, DCS approved plans to rationalise mobile and fixed line services. 
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Agencies have anecdotally undertaken a slow piecemeal uptake of whole-of-government 

purchasing arrangements. These arrangements provide agencies with discounted 

telecommunications plans and cheaper calls. However regardless of this uptake, the Audit has 

identified an over provisioning of telecommunication services.  

Figure 17 shows the number of service lines in relation to per unit cost. Service lines include 

fixed lines, mobile services and IP telephony. It highlights the relationship between the number of 

service lines per FTE and the per unit costs for telecommunication services. The per unit cost for 

telecommunications increases as an agency provides more service lines per person. 

 

Figure 17 - Telecommunications – asset utilisation1213 

 

Of concern is that DOC, DERM and CITEC14 have large numbers of telecommunication service 

lines per FTE and all three agencies all have per unit costs above the government median. 

Regardless of cause, a review of telecommunication service lines is warranted. 

                                                      
 
12 During formal consultation, DEEDI revised their number of service lines down from 23,355 to 12734. With a subsequent ratio of 2.8, 
DEEDI remains the agency with the highest number of service lines per FTE. 
13 It is of note that all agencies in the top left quadrant are serviced by QSS for telecommunications billing. DPW and Treasury are 

also case managed by QSS. 
14 During formal consultation, CITEC indicated that their asset utilisation ratio is high due to an IP telephony pilot project and service 
delivery commitments. They also confirmed that over 17% of their fixed line services are unallocated and under investigation for 

decommissioning/disconnection. 
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Failure of discipline: telecommunications – inefficient disaggregated procurement 

With cashable savings available to harvest, it is concerning that agencies are reluctant and slow 

to pursue the opportunity. It appears that government is consistently failing to follow sound 

management practices in the telecommunications service area. Multiple components of the 

telecommunications service are disaggregated and decentralised. Nobody is responsible for 

optimising costs across each department.  

Some agencies rely upon QSS to case manage their telecommunications accounts. However, 

these agencies are very unsatisfied with the level of cost management undertaken by QSS on 

behalf of the agency. QSS admitted they have difficulties in identifying telecommunications 

savings due to the poor data quality of the telecommunications inventory, that is, the inventory of 

all service lines and their purpose. 

 

Failure of discipline: Department of Community Safety – telecommunications – 

siloed do it yourself approaches to procurement 

Decentralisation of service cost management is a trend across the telecommunications service. 

The Department of Community Safety (DCS) was the only agency unable to identify their number 

of mobile and fixed line telecommunication services. The Audit team was advised this information 

was not available as DCS had previously decentralised procurement and management of 

telecommunications, in particular mobile services.  

Without the ability to identify service expenditure and consumption, DCS was unable to initiate 

cost saving opportunities even though QGCIO had previously advised DCS they had the highest 

telecommunications per unit cost across government. The Audit, through an analysis of billing 

data direct from Telstra, has independently verified that significant savings are available to DCS. 
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6 Managed desktop services (personal 
computers) 

The managed desktop service covers all personal computing devices including desktops, laptops 

and tablet computers. The per unit cost for managed desktops is determined as the cost per 

physical device. As per Figure 18, there is a large variation in per unit costs between agencies 

with significant outliers at both the high and low ends of the spectrum.  

 

Figure 18 - Desktop – agency per unit costs 2011-1215 16 17 

 

DET and QH have the lowest per unit costs across government. This is to be expected 

considering the relative size of these departments. In contrast, the majority of agencies with the 

highest per unit costs are small agencies. This observation implies that economies of scale exist 

for the desktop service. To support this notion, Figure 10 depicts a robust demand curve and 

identifies strong economies of scale. 

                                                      
 
15 DPW reported the cause of their high per unit cost may be due to supporting 476 high specification CAD workstations. These 
machines account for just under 8% of their reported 5,985 managed desktop devices. 
16

 On 30 October, HPW (DPW) provided revised data which significantly changed the desktop per unit cost for DPW. This information 
was received too late to be integrated into the report. 
17 QSS costs are directly passed through from DPW as their service provider. The invoices contain a number of indirect costs not 
associated with the service. The true per unit cost is estimated to be, at minimum, equivalent to DPW. 
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Small agencies (QSS, DLGP, DPC, and SSQ) plus one larger agency (DPW18) appear at the high 

end of the spectrum. Considering the relative economies of scale available to DPW for this 

service, the question arises whether DPW simply provides a higher quality of service than the 

smaller sized agencies. It is important to note that DPW ISD also provide the desktop service to 

QSS.  

The third and fourth highest desktop costs are provided by DLGP and DPC. These two agencies 

have fully outsourced services. This could indicate that outsourcing is a more expensive option 

for the desktop service. However, any conclusion on outsourcing must be tempered with the 

influence of economies of scale. Both DLGP and DPC are relatively small agencies and they 

manage approximately 830 and 730 desktops respectively. 

Large agencies feature at the other end of the cost spectrum. Of note, the fourth lowest per unit 

cost is provided by the DoC which, based on agency discussions, includes a substantial 

outsourcing component. The DoC outsources the desktop deployment process including 

purchasing via the QP707 arrangement, warehousing, imaging and the logistics of replacements. 

It is also important to note the DoC has a low per unit cost, has pushed this cost lower in the last 

year and has achieved total cost reductions in this service.  

More conclusive evidence that outsourcing provides a substantial savings opportunity is the 

provided through TAFE Queensland‟s fully outsourced solution for their desktop service. TAFE 

Queensland has the third lowest per unit cost across government with only DET (non TAFE) and 

QH offering a lower cost service. 

If the majority of agencies (all except for DET and QH) leveraged the same or similar commercial 

arrangement to TAFE Queensland; preliminary estimates indicate the Queensland Government 

may save in the region of $34 million to $40 million per year. 

This savings estimate must be tempered with the reality of different refresh cycles utilised by 

agencies. Most agencies refresh the desktop fleet over a three to four year period whereas DET 

utilise extended refresh cycles. Figure 19 shows high fluctuations for the desktop service in 

comparison to the previous year. This fluctuation may be a reflection of differing hardware refresh 

cycles across agencies. 

                                                      
 
18

 On 30 October, HPW (DPW) provided revised data which significantly changed the desktop per unit cost for DPW. This information 
was received too late to be integrated into the report. 
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Figure 19 - Desktop – agency cost changes 

 

The hardware refresh cycle does not always match the financial and depreciation cycle and may 

result in difficulties in securing funds to invest in the service. This results in an ageing fleet which 

requires significant spikes of investment in order to mitigate risks such as the Windows XP end of 

life situation. The current approach to the financial management of a desktop fleet creates future 

risk and liability to Queensland Government. This sort of investment profile is not typical under an 

outsourced service arrangement. 
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Desktop service: agency autonomy at the expense of efficiency 

The long standing belief of agency autonomy runs deep in many facets of government. Agencies 

have held predominant power and control over back-office services, including ICT. To some 

extent this is a reasonable approach to ensure timely provisioning of necessary resources to 

support line of business priorities. However, in some circumstances agency autonomy occurs at 

the expense of overall government efficiency.  

The Queensland Government desktop service is a classic example of where agency autonomy 

has created an inefficient environment which negatively impacts government productivity. The 

government could pool its combined resources to procure and provision a standardised and cost 

effective desktop service. Instead, agencies have been afforded autonomy to identify their own 

hardware and software requirements and to implement their own desktop service rollout 

programs, potentially in resource competition with other agencies. 

 

Figure 20 shows that some agencies have provisioned a relatively high number of personal 

computing devices per FTE. This indicates that agencies in the top left quadrant may have over 

provisioned the desktop service. There appears to be no relationship between the level of 

desktop provisioning and per unit costs. Admittedly, most agencies located in the two right-side 

quadrants (e.g. QH, QPS, TMR, DCS and DPW) have substantially lower than average numbers 

of office staff, with desktop computing facilities not as pervasive throughout those departments. 

 

Figure 20 - Desktop – Asset utilisation19 

 

                                                      
 
19 CITEC's ratio of devices per FTE is influenced by the inclusion of stock yet to be decommissioned and  
other service delivery requirements. 
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In conclusion, the Audit has found strong evidence of economies of scale within the desktop 

service delivery model and that outsourcing may be a cost effective delivery model for the 

desktop service. These results indicate that consolidation and outsourcing may be the most cost 

effective option going forward for provisioning the Queensland Government desktop service.  
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7 Networks 

The network service includes all network infrastructure and bandwidth necessary to transmit data 

internal and external to government. The per unit cost for a network is determined as the cost per 

active network end point. These end points are typically computer devices (including desktops, 

laptops, tablets, servers, printers and internet telephony devices) that are actively connected to 

the network, transmitting/receiving data traffic.  

As per Figure 21, there is a large variation across agencies for network per unit costs with 

significant outliers at both the high and low ends of the spectrum. This level of variation may 

reflect the varying approaches to network architecture, security acceptance and bandwidth 

requirements. Earlier demand analysis indicated a significant growth in demand for network 

connectivity.  

 

Figure 21 - Networks – agency per unit costs 2011-1220 

 

The decentralised approach to network architecture inhibits opportunities for economies of scale 

and also causes issues for shared service providers. Entities such as QSS and SSQ require 

access to applications that are hosted on agency networks. The large number and different types 

of networks creates complexity, requiring solutions such as Citrix, which adds to service delivery 

costs.

                                                      
 
20

 During formal consultation, DJAG submitted revised costs for the network service however these figures were not incorporated in 
the analysis due to time constraints. 
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Figure 22 identifies network per unit costs have decreased; however this is more reflective of 

greater utilisation rates, with most agencies spending more in real terms. 

 

Figure 22 - Networks – agency cost changes21 

 

Network service: agency autonomy at the expense of efficiency  

The Queensland Government network service is a classic example where agency autonomy has 

created an inefficient environment which negatively impacts government productivity. 

Government has numerous separate networks with disparate architectures and security models. 

In this respect, agencies have disparate fixed costs and resulting per unit costs. Government 

could pool its combined resources to procure and provision a single secure network service 

across government. 

 

                                                      
 
21 DCS under reported costs for the previous year (2010-11) hence the high increase in per unit cost 
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As with most other services, the network service displays the pattern that small agencies tend to 

incur high per unit costs, whereas large agencies tend to incur low per unit costs. Another finding 

emerges when we investigate the relationship between network per unit costs and the number of 

active end points.  

Figure 23 plots a significant relationship between utilisation rates, as measured by the number of 

network end points per FTE and per unit costs for the network service. This means, the effects of 

fixed costs are more predominant as the service is less utilised. 

 

Figure 23 - Networks – asset utilisation22 

 

The relationship between high per unit costs and low utilisation rates is an indicator of the impact 

of fixed costs for network infrastructure rollouts and upgrades. Small agencies incur similar fixed 

network costs to large agencies, regardless of their reduced requirements. It is important to note 

this view of utilisation does not capture all facets of network utilisation. Additional metrics such as 

network bandwidth utilisation may also be measured in the future. 

Queensland Government carries substantial risk in relation to network security, identity 

management and limited bandwidth. Certainly, security issues have become more complex and 

most agencies (particularly small agencies) do not have the resources to manage this business 

risk. In conjunction with current performance issues regarding network security, the strong 

economies of scale indicate Queensland Government should pursue a single government 

network. 

                                                      
 
22 The utilisation rate for QH may be under reported as some health specific network end points were not captured. 
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8 ICT infrastructure services 

ICT infrastructure services include all the technical assets and components required to deliver a 

reliable platform for business applications. ICT infrastructure includes data centres, hosting, data 

storage and database management systems. The Audit collected cost and volumetric information 

across all departments for each of these services. 

Importantly, the demand for these infrastructure services is increasing, predominately resulting 

from an increased demand from business applications. 

The following sections summarise the findings for these groups of infrastructure services. 

8.1 Data centre services 

Data centre services include the physical building, power and racks required to house physical 

ICT infrastructure such as servers. The per unit cost for the data centre service is measured as 

the cost per rack unit, of which there are typically 45 rack units in a standalone data centre rack. 

Figure 24 depicts the range of data centre per unit costs across government. Importantly, there 

are a number of key factors which influence the disparity across agencies. Firstly, agencies 

typically under state data centre costs, particularly when a data centre is located within a 

standard government building. Accommodation and power costs (the greatest cost components 

of the data centre service) are typically buried within large building expenses and are not 

allocated directly to the data centre.  

Secondly, cost visibility is also obscured due to previous MoG changes where many agencies 

are still receiving data centre services from other departments and paying for them within the 

form of large rolled-up facilities agreements.  

Finally, Queensland Government is in the middle of a large mandated data centre consolidation 

and centralisation program run by CITEC. This program has gradually migrated agency operated 

data centres to larger whole-of-government arrangements. While the centralised approach has 

led to cost increases in agency budgets for data centre services, this is primarily due to greater 

cost visibility by way of including accommodation and electricity costs, with a simultaneous 

improvement in service quality. 
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Figure 24 - Data centre – agency per unit costs 2011-1223 

 

Figure 25 shows that while a number of agencies have managed to bring their per unit costs 

down by a small percentage, the overall trend is for an increase in per unit costs, and as denoted 

by the crosses – a loss of efficiency and an increase in total costs. This may be a reflection of 

greater levels of visibility of total costs over the figures recorded the previous year, however in 

the case of Treasury it is due to migrating to the CITEC data centre. 

 

                                                      
 
23 During formal consultation DJAG identified their data centre per unit cost may be inaccurate as submitted costs included $890K of 
expenditure to other internal Government providers (DPW for OFSWQ, CITEC Polaris, Treasury for OLGR), whereas service units 
were submitted only for the internally managed data centre. 
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Figure 25 - Data centre – agency cost changes24 

                                                      
 
24

 CITEC do not appear on this graph as the CITEC per unit cost was greater than 200% since last year. 
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In Figure 26, the metrics identify if an agency has over-provisioned or is underutilising specific 

assets. In this case it is the physical space available to house ICT equipment. 

 

Figure 26 - Data centre – asset utilisation 

 

A low utilisation rate may reflect multiple smaller data centres that may benefit from 

consolidation. However, in the case of TMR and QPS, the low utilisation rate is influenced by the 

power constraints at the Polaris data centre where some of their equipment is housed. In terms 

of the individual racks, while all the available power is being consumed, the actual physical space 

allocated is as much as 70% empty. It must be noted that the quality of service offered at the 

Polaris data centre is greater than most agency managed data centres. 

8.2 Data storage 

Data storage services include the costs for Tier 1, 2 and 3 data storage and supporting 

technologies. It also takes into account the costs required to provide a backup and restore 

facility. The per unit cost for the data storage service is measured as the cost per „operational‟ 

terabyte of storage („operational‟ being defined as all storage excluding that allocated to backup). 

Figure 27 depicts the range of data storage per unit costs across government. Unlike the majority 

of services, the smaller agencies are able to achieve equally low per unit costs.  

The main outliers appear towards the higher end of the per unit cost scale, namely QSS and 

DPW. Noticeably, QSS utilises CITEC for their storage requirements. Their high per unit cost is 

an indication of the cost passed through by CITEC. A number of other agencies such as DLGP 

and DPC also utilise storage services from CITEC, and the wide range of per unit costs amongst 

them may indicate a disparity in the pricing provided by the vendor and/or less internal 

management requirements. 
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Figure 27 - Data storage – agency per unit costs 2011-122526 

                                                      
 
25

 DPW was an early adopter of moving to CITEC thereby the initial charging has been high and is higher than department‟s who 
have their own data storage arrangements. Due to infrastructure constraints, CITEC have been unable to offer DPW their revised and 
lower published price book rates. 
26 On a direct comparison, QSS has the highest cost for all Tiers of storage with approximately seven times the government mean for 
Tier 1 and six times the government mean for Tier 2 per unit costs. QSS confirmed they directly pass through costs from CITEC, their 
service provider, as part of the QSS service charges to agencies. At the time of The Audit, QSS were charged around $6 and $13 per 
Gb storage per month, which has now been aligned with the CITEC Price Book of $0.65c per Gb per month. 
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Figure 28 shows the relevant per unit cost changes compared to the previous year. One 

consistent trend that can be observed is that the per unit cost of storage is reducing across 

almost all government agencies. This may be a reflection of increased capacity, coupled with a 

falling price point for hardware replacements and upgrades. This falling price point may be 

indicative of hardware vendors offering enterprise scale discounts on established technology in 

order to compete with maturing cloud offerings.  

DERM has recently taken advantage of the hardware offerings which has increased their internal 

capacity for a relatively low cost; but in order to get a return on their investment DERM are 

inhibited from an early move to a cloud solution. 

The exceptions to this observation are DCS and DoC with a slightly increasing per unit cost. 

Noticeably, DPW have a substantial increase of over 20%, which may be attributed to greater 

understanding of their costs compared with last year. 

 

Figure 28 - Data storage – agency cost changes 
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Figure 29 shows little relationship between utilisation rates, as measured by the number of 

terabytes containing data, and per unit costs for the storage service. If Queensland Government 

was managing data storage efficiently, we would expect to see low and consistent per unit costs 

with high utilisation rates. The graph shows large variations in utilisation of purchased capacity.  

Noticeably, DET have a low utilisation rate of 49%, however this rate has been achieved 

following a number of diligent management approaches including large scale de-duplication of 

data and without the need to procure additional hardware. DERM on the other hand have a low 

utilisation rate following procurement activities to substantially increase their data storage 

capacity. 

 

Figure 29 - Data storage – asset utilisation 

 

The government spends $42 million per annum on storage. With a utilisation rate of 69%, almost 

1/3 of the investment is in place to ensure continuity and availability, but not used. This unused 

capacity could be considered wastage equating to approximately $13 million per annum. 
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8.3 Microsoft hosting 

Microsoft hosting services include the physical and virtual servers, Microsoft based operating 

systems and additional utilities and support required to provide a working platform to run 

applications. The per unit cost for the Microsoft hosting service is measured as the cost of a 

server resource unit (SRU). An SRU is a measure of RAM allocated to either a physical machine, 

or the virtual hosts running on it. 

Figure 30 shows the range of per unit costs across government agencies varies significantly. 

Unlike the majority of services, the smaller agencies are able to achieve a low per unit cost. 

Noticeably, the shared service agencies and their customers generally have a per unit cost twice 

the government average or higher. CITEC, the main provider of hosting services has the fourth 

highest per unit cost. While some of this may be attributed to greater clarity in the costs 

associated with the service, it must be noted that DPC outsource their hosting arrangements at 

significantly less cost. 

 

Figure 30 - Hosting – agency per unit costs 2011-12 
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Figure 31 shows the changes in per unit cost from the previous year. All agencies, with the 

exception of DERM, have been able to contain any per unit cost increases in this service. DERM 

have reported a 63% increase from last year. They have articulated that this is due to 

significantly increasing the accuracy of their reporting for this service over last year. 

 

Figure 31 - Hosting – agency cost changes 

 

The influencing factor in the large scale reduction in per unit costs in the hosting service is due to 

the increasing performance of the infrastructure hardware. As agencies replace ageing 

technology with modern equipment, the performance increase can be as much as 100% in one 

year. With a static price point, the agencies denoted by a star have been able to reduce their per 

unit cost, increase their efficiency and lower their total costs compared with last year by 

refreshing equipment and adopting virtualisation. 
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Figure 32 shows the relationship between the percentage virtualised and the per unit cost. 

Surprisingly, with such a weak relationship between increasing rates of virtualisation and any 

lowering of per unit cost, there must be other factors at play. 

 

Figure 32 - Hosting – asset utilisation27 

8.4 Relational database management 

This service includes the costs for supporting, developing and managing relational databases 

within an agency. The per unit cost for the relational database management service is measured 

as the cost per relational database. The per unit cost for relational databases is influenced by a 

large number of factors including size of database, quantity and distribution of databases within 

the agency. A high per unit cost may be representative of attention to information management, 

and the centralisation and management of data.  

Figure 33 shows the wide ranging per unit costs found in government, however it cannot be 

concluded from this information alone that a high per unit cost need be addressed or that 

lowering the per unit cost in this service would provide efficiencies to government. 

                                                      
 
27 QH show a low rate of virtualisation due to operational constraints i.e. a large number of the applications are not able to perform to 
the levels required on virtual machines. QH direction is to move to greater levels of virtualisation where possible and within available 
resources. 
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Figure 33 - RDBMS – agency per unit costs 2011-12 
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Figure 34 shows an agency‟s change in per unit cost in comparison to the previous year. The 

general trend shows that most agencies are achieving a per unit cost reduction. More 

significantly, there are few stars or crosses. This, coupled with the increasing demand and strong 

economies of scale for database services, shows that incremental efficiencies are being found at 

an operational level, and additional databases can be managed with a marginal increase to the 

total cost of the service. 

 

 

Figure 34 - RDBMS - agency cost changes 
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Figure 35 shows the weak relationship between the average size of a relational database and the 

per unit cost. 

 

Figure 35 - RDBMS - asset utilisation 

 

The data shows that the size of the database is not a determining factor with the per unit cost. By 

observing the clustering of the diamonds it can be concluded that the quantity of databases 

within an agency also has little effect. 
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9 Industry comparison of ICT Infrastructure 
costs 

The preceding sections discussed the relative cost of ICT infrastructure across Queensland 

Government departments. While this analysis helps to identify which agencies have high or low 

cost services, this analysis is incomplete if agency costs are not compared to standard industry 

offerings. 

The Audit subsequently approached selected ICT industry service providers and sought 

proposals and costs to supply a standard ICT infrastructure bundle. In general terms, the 

standard infrastructure bundle investigated comprises a suite of ICT services including: 

 a full data centre rack 

 40 Microsoft server hosts 

 12 active network ports 

 5 terabytes of storage.  

Some vendors also provided costs for database services.  

To enable a fair comparison, industry submissions and agency costs were adjusted to ensure 

they included similar costs components. The costs for all vendors, plus some agencies (CITEC, 

QSS, DLPG, DPC), included indirect costs whereas most agency costs were focused on direct 

costs only. Therefore, where indirect costs were not provided, indirect service costs were 

estimated as 50% of the direct costs and subsequently added to the total three year cost.    

Agency costs for the ICT infrastructure bundle were modelled by multiplying per unit costs with 

the required number of units. This approach was deemed appropriate given agency information 

was collected and officially endorsed by agencies as part of the Audit data collection. 
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Figure 36 depicts the raw findings from the industry and agency comparison. Agencies are 

highlighted in blue and vendors are highlighted in orange, with the median cost indicated by the 

dotted line.  

 

Figure 36 - Industry and agency comparison for a three year infrastructure investment bundle. 

 

It is important to note this raw analysis contains some level of variation in both service quality and 

inclusions and, in particular, there is a mixture of managed and unmanaged services. A clear 

observation is that the high end of the cost spectrum is predominantly occupied by Queensland 

Government agencies, with the low end of the spectrum dominated by industry. The higher cost 

submissions are also managed service offerings, whereas the low cost offers are unmanaged 

services. Regardless of the mix of service quality and inclusions, it appears industry provides 

lower prices for both managed and unmanaged service offerings. 
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In addition, the most expensive government agencies (QSS, DPW, and DLGP) predominantly 

receive ICT infrastructure services from CITEC. QSS requires a particular mention as the highest 

modelled cost for the ICT infrastructure bundle. During formal consultation, QSS wanted this 

report to note QSS costs are directly passed through from CITEC, as their service provider, 

within the QSS service charges to agencies. QSS reported costs are based on invoices received 

from CITEC. These relatively higher costs from CITEC may be because CITEC receives no 

appropriation funding for its operations and must therefore recover all costs through its service 

revenues. The cost recovery approach may motivate greater visibility of costs and therefore 

CITEC is likely to have one of the most complete cost models for government ICT services. 

The large variability in agency costs for the comparable infrastructure bundle is noteworthy. In 

particular, CITEC offers different prices to different agencies. During formal consultation, 

agencies complained they paid CITEC a higher price than the CITEC price book. Furthermore, 

those agencies were not able to access the latest and lower prices, even when requested of 

CITEC, over the last two years. On the other hand, CITEC was given the opportunity to discuss 

this analysis and provide further submissions in relation to the infrastructure bundle. CITEC was 

able to submit to The Audit a price for this infrastructure bundle which was lower than typically 

offered to agencies.  

This price disparity reflects natural cost and service quality changes due to the gradual rollout of 

more cost effective ICT solutions over time. It is important to note that CITEC, like most industry 

providers, does not offer a full utility service whereby prices rise and fall based upon 

consumption. ICT service providers generally manage their capital expense risk by contracting 

customers to periods equal to the capital refresh cycle of the required infrastructure. Service 

contracts are typically for periods of 24 to 36 months to align with the capital replacement cycle. 

Due to this approach, customers frequently see significantly lower prices for different yet 

comparable infrastructure offerings and may not be able to change services due to contractual 

obligations. 

As a consequence of the additional figures provided by CITEC, Figure 36 includes five entries for 

CITEC.  The highest entry, CITEC Corporate, was calculated using the same per unit cost 

method used to calculate the infrastructure bundle costs for other agencies. This method applied 

the cost and unit information submitted by CITEC to The Audit. The remaining four scenarios 

employ CITEC Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) prices, ranging from managed to unmanaged, 

and are based either on the CITEC price book or on figures supplied by CITEC. 

CITEC and other agencies may argue the ICT Infrastructure bundle is not a fair comparison. 

Without entering this debate, it is clear the market for ICT infrastructure is mature and 

Queensland is serviced by a thriving and competitive market place. While cost is only one factor 

necessary for defining cost effective ICT solutions, a decision framework is clearly required to 

support the appropriate sourcing strategy (internal vs external) for ICT infrastructure based upon 

costs and other factors including agility, disaster recovery, data protection, security and 

performance.  
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10 Conclusions 

10.1 Areas of failure 

10.1.1 Cultural barriers to efficiency 

The Audit has observed a strong, long-held cultural belief within Queensland Government which 

impacts the ability of government to achieve large scale efficiencies in areas like ICT. Most 

agencies believe they are unique and they subsequently undertake initiatives in isolation of other 

parts of government in order to serve their own “unique” requirements. 

This culture has led to the establishment of disparate approaches to many supporting and 

commodity services such as desktops, telecommunications, data centres, data storage, hosting 

infrastructure and print services. The multitude of approaches and ICT service delivery models 

across government has inhibited the ability of the Queensland Government to realise economies 

of scale and to negotiate cost effective arrangements from industry. 

The truth of the matter is that these technologies are in fact commodity services, and that 

agencies should benefit from the lowest market prices available and the full purchasing power 

across government. The failure to achieve expected efficiencies from the scale of whole-of-

government can also be attributed to failures in achieving whole-of-government consolidations. 

10.1.2 Whole-of-government consolidations 

The Audit identified that, where agencies were mandated to outsource ICT services to CITEC, 

the internal government provider, agencies are paying disparate prices for equivalent services. 

Agencies expressed concern they were, at times, paying higher prices than they could deliver 

themselves or paying higher prices than the official CITEC price book.  

This situation can easily occur when a vendor provides an ICT service based upon a specific 

configuration of ICT assets and then, over time, provides another comparable service, using 

improved technology, at a much lower price point. The cost of capital is typically born by the 

customer within overall service charges. Depending upon the age of the ICT assets these service 

charges may vary considerably within relatively short periods of time.  

This scenario highlights the government‟s failure to mandate and deliver low cost whole-of-

government ICT services. Whilst economies of scale exist, the technology service mix and 

pricing models utilised meant that early adopter agencies paid the highest service costs and were 

effectively funding the late adopters. As a consequence, agency resistance to previous whole-of-

government consolidation activity is understandable. 
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10.1.3 Managing performance improvement through outsourcing 

The strategy to achieve cost efficiencies through outsourcing must also be carefully managed. 

Without measurement, an outsourcing strategy carries the similar risk that government could pay 

significantly higher prices for services than departments currently deliver themselves.  

Queensland Government does not currently have the capability and capacity to undertake large 

scale vendor management of outsourced ICT service providers. Without this vendor 

management function, vendors are able to undertake a divide and conquer approach to service 

pricing and inefficient disaggregated ICT procurement occurs. 

Unfortunately, there are limited specialist resources within Queensland to undertake ICT vendor 

management. The skills required to perform these roles are also desirable to ICT service 

providers and industry has a history of paying higher salaries for these critical job roles.  

The success of government ICT outsourcing therefore relies upon the establishment of a 

dedicated ICT Strategic Sourcing capability. This business function would be tasked with industry 

liaison, government capacity and demand forecasting, vendor management, contract 

management and vendor negotiation. 

10.2 Areas of success 

10.2.1 Things we do well 

The results of the BAU Review demonstrate that Queensland Government can achieve 

measurable efficiencies and savings from a structured performance management approach. 

Valid cost efficiency metrics have been measured and their measurement over time can serve to 

quantify step-wise improvement in government ICT service delivery.  

10.2.2 Opportunities 

Efficiency activities are not a one-time event. Inefficient practices are often the remnants of past 

business changes and legacy requirements. As the business environment continues to evolve; 

business processes, systems and procedures tend to age and become redundant. However, 

these old practices tend to linger without a concerted effort to identify and eliminate them. 

Inefficient practices are often only identified through sustained measurement and knowledge 

sharing.  

The drive for efficiency is an ongoing cultural and management ethos that can only be sustained 

by performance measurement and benchmarking. 

Queensland Government has the opportunity to institutionalise a performance management 

culture and system within ICT with the aim of increasing savings and reducing wastage while 

maintaining performance and reducing risk. 
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Appendix A – BAU review signed letters of intent 

Agencies signed their intention to reduce per unit costs against the following services. 

Agency Services % Target Reduction 

CITEC Data Storage (tier 2) 55% 

 Managed Desktop 10% 

 Hosting (Microsoft) 25% 

 Hosting (Unix) 35% 

 Telecommunications (per FTE)  5% 

 Telecommunications (per mobile device) 15% 

DPC Telecommunications (per FTE) 40% 

 Telecommunications (per mobile device) 35% 

 Print 35% 

DPW Managed Desktop 20% 

 Network connectivity 5% 

 Print (total pages printed) 25% 

 Print (MFD monochromatic page) 5% 

 Print (MFD colour page) 5% 

 Hosting (Microsoft) 5% 

 Hosting (Unix) 5% 

 Telecommunications (per FTE) 5% 

QPS Data Storage (tier 1) 26% 

 Data Storage (tier 2) 25% 

 Data Storage (tier 3) 37% 

 Print (total pages printed) 21% 

 Print (MFD monochromatic page) 21% 

 Print (MFD colour page) 35% 

 Hosting (Microsoft) 75% 

 Hosting (Unix) 75% 

DoC Data Centre 10% 

 Hosting 20% 

 Data Storage (tier 1) 10% 

 Data Storage (tier 2) 10% 
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Agency Services % Target Reduction 

DERM Managed Desktop (per computing device) 20% 

 Managed Desktop (per desktop) 15% 

 Managed Desktop (per laptop) 25% 

 Network 5% 

 Hosting (Microsoft) 5% 

 Hosting (Unix) 5% 

 Print (total pages printed) 15% 

 Print (MFD monochromatic page) 5% 

 Print (MFD colour page) 5% 

 Data Centre 5% 

DLGP Data Storage (tier 2) 20% 

 Hosting (Microsoft) 15% 

 Network 10% 

 Telecommunications (per FTE)  5% 

 Telecommunications (per mobile device) 5% 

 Print (total pages printed) 5% 

 Print (MFD monochromatic page) 35% 

 Print (MFD colour page) 45% 

DET Print (total pages printed) 25% 

 Print (MFD monochromatic page) 5% 

 Print (MFD colour page) 5% 

 Data Storage (tier 1) 15% 

 Data Storage (tier 2) 5% 

 Hosting (Microsoft) 40% 

 Hosting (Unix) 5% 

 Managed Desktop (per computing device) 5% 

 Telecommunications (per FTE) 5% 

TMR Hosting (Microsoft) 3% 

 Hosting (Unix) 4% 

 Database Management 15% 

 Network 2% 

 Managed Desktop (per computing device) 10% 

 Managed Desktop (per desktop) 10% 
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Agency Services % Target Reduction 

 Managed Desktop (per laptop) 10% 

 Telecommunications (per FTE) 5% 

 Telecommunications (per mobile device) 5% 

 Data Storage (tier 1) 3% 

 Data Storage (tier 3) 3% 

 Print (total pages printed) 5% 

 Print (MFD monochromatic page) 15% 

 Print (MFD colour page) 25% 

 

Agencies without targets 

The following agencies did not sign up to letters of intent: 

 Queensland Treasury 

 Department of Justice and Attorney-General 

 Queensland Health 

 Department of Community Safety 

 Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation 

 Smart Service Queensland. 
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Disclaimer  

The materials presented in this publication are distributed by the Queensland Government as an 
information source only. 

The State of Queensland, acting through the Department of Science, Information Technology, 
Innovation and the Arts, makes no statement, representation or warranty about the accuracy, 
completeness, or suitability for any purpose of this publication, and any use of this publication is at 
the user‘s own risk.    

The State of Queensland disclaims all responsibility and all liability (including, without limitation, 
liability in negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages and costs anyone may incur as a result of 
reliance upon the information contained in this publication for any reason or as a result of the 
information being inaccurate, incomplete or unsuitable for any purpose. 
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1 Summary 

Like so many organisations and for a number of years now, Queensland Government has 

strived to improve the outputs and outcomes from its initiatives. The Queensland 

Government maturity assessment results (reported mid 2012 of project, program and 

portfolio management) show that most agencies have developed their project 

management capability, although many areas still require improvement. 

Leveraging these results, the Audit focussed on those key areas that have the potential to 

maximise Queensland Government‘s investment portfolio, as well as to build on the 

current level of maturity, to achieve better outcomes all round. The analysis of 

government initiatives outlines these improvement opportunities. 

 

Figure 1 - Key areas for the improvement of government initiative outcomes 
 

 Portfolio management enables informed decisions about ―doing the right things at 

the right time with the right level of resources‖ but is currently not well implemented 

across the sector. Better portfolio management, together with greater visibility and 

defined risk levels, will help drive initiative performance, including prioritisation and 

resource optimisation. 

 Stronger links between ICT and the business will enable improved service delivery 

outcomes, with clearer business justification, clearer benefits and appropriate 

utilisation of resources. 

 Benefits were often stated generically, with unclear accountability, little to no 

measures and limited structure (i.e. programs) to drive the realisation of benefits 

over time. This lack of benefits management process increases the potential for 

waste and unvalued products. 

 The analysis identified a need to improve initiative performance, based on findings 

showing protracted timeframes, delayed value delivery, changes to budget and 

customised (or complex) solutions. 

 The current funding model favours Capex based solutions that tend to be complex. 

More flexible solutions, services, or an agile software development approach 

applied by some agencies have shown that value can be delivered sooner. 
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2 Current state 

This annex examines the demographics of the initiative information reported by 16 

Queensland Government agencies in their annual ‗work plan‘ submissions. 

The work plan consists of a list of change initiatives that agencies have started (i.e. 

referred to as active), have initiative proposals that have not been resourced (i.e. referred 

to as not started), or are on hold/ postponed awaiting approval to proceed. The work plan 

represents a four-year outlook, which allows government to plan for business change and 

ongoing optimisation of government‘s ICT investment. 

There are three types of initiatives that are referred to in this annex: 

 Activity (finite duration) – has a defined start and end, is usually managed with 

limited need for formal governance (i.e. rigour is tailored to the level of business 

exposure). These operational activities are often related to information 

management, information security or infrastructure improvement that has been 

done before e.g. upgrades, asset replacement. They have low complexity for which 

a largely repeatable process exists. 

 Project – has a defined start and end, which focuses on delivering technological 

change or business capability, but the level of business exposure (risk, expenditure, 

size) warrants the need for more formal governance and rigour (e.g. project board, 

project planning, business justification). 

 Program – has a defined start and end, which focuses on delivering large scale 

government strategy, with projects or activities that are structured underneath it to 

deliver capability including business change (not necessarily technological in nature 

e.g. business process improvement, community engagement, legislative policy). 

 

The term ‗ICT-enabled‘ initiatives is defined as those initiatives that focus on delivering 

improvements to the way of doing business, using ICT as an element. Any initiative 

requiring information technology and/or communications technology to effect change and 

realise outputs, outcomes and/or benefits is considered ICT-enabled. 

Two types of expenditure definitions are used depending on the initiative data and results 

sought: 

Total estimated expenditure – is the total expenditure estimated by agencies that 

encompasses all past and future expenditure i.e. across multiple years for the life of the 

initiative, and includes accumulated costs to date if available. This is used to examine 

potential waste. 
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Forecast expenditure – is the planned expenditure, which if reported, deducts all costs 

to date. This is the expenditure that agencies propose to spend, represented annually or 

in total for the next four years and beyond. This is used to identify resource reallocation 

opportunities.  

The approach taken by the Audit to assess initiatives and associated portfolio, program 

and project management practices included: 

 review of all available documentation supplied by agencies e.g. business cases, 

Information Steering Committee (ISC) meeting minutes, agency work plans, ICT 

strategic plans etc. 

 interviews with project teams 

 research on specific target areas 

 quality review of work plan data 

 consultation with agencies. 

 

The following section highlights the demographics of agency initiatives at 1 September 

2012. 

2.1 Aggregated government information 

 

Agencies reported in work plans 1,092 ICT-enabled initiatives as part of the Audit: 

Table 1 - Aggregated investment information 

Initiative status No. of initiatives 
reported 

Estimated expenditure 

Initiatives completed since 30 June 2011 199 $445M total estimated expenditure 

Initiatives closed (stopped) since 30 June 
2011 

60 $22.4M total estimated expenditure 

Initiatives that are active and currently 
underway 

304 $1,173M total estimated expenditure 

$643M forecast expenditure 

Initiatives yet to start, awaiting approval 207           678 $1,728M forecast expenditure 

Initiatives on hold, awaiting approval 167 $189M total estimated expenditure 

$93M forecast expenditure 

Initiatives that are ongoing and operational 
in nature (business as usual) 

155 Expenditure summarised in in the 
main report 
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2.1.1 Shape of the ICT investment portfolio 

The Cranfield Grid1 has been used to illustrate the current spread of agency initiative 

expenditure across the investment portfolio. This approach is used to demonstrate the 

balance of investment between initiatives to introduce innovation and business 

transformation versus investment in key back office systems and support initiatives.  

It is expected that an organisation will take a balanced approach, which involves 

identifying and spreading initiatives into four categories, highlighted as a proportion of 

total estimated expenditure in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2 - Initiatives portfolio balance by total estimated expenditure 

 

 Strategic relates to business critical transformational investments. 

 High-potential relates to innovation and research and development. 

 Key operational relates to business critical back office investments. 

 Support relates to operational and infrastructure. 

 

Key observations 

 Approximately 65% of total estimated expenditure is allocated to key operational 

and support investments; compared to the remaining 35% which is allocated to 

strategic and high potential investments.  

 The spread could be attributed to: 

 Agency data reflects current fiscal constraints, where strategic and high 

potential investments tend to be postponed or cancelled, but key operational 

and support activities continue 

                                                      
 
1
 The Cranfield Grid is fully described in Ward and Peppard‘s book, ―Strategic Planning for Information Systems.‖ Source: 

John Ward and Joe Peppard, ―Strategic Planning for Information Systems‖. 
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 Due to the investment planning cycle and budget information, agencies are in 

the process of finalising departmental strategic plans. Until these factors gain 

further clarity, agencies‘ investment portfolios cannot be confirmed; with the 

follow-on effect of reduced spend in high potential and strategic areas. 

2.1.2 Investment areas 

Figure 3 shows the total estimated expenditure for active initiatives, broken down by five 

investment areas. The number of initiatives reported is shown in brackets. 

 
 

Figure 3 - Initiatives against primary investment area (expenditure over multiple years) 

 

Key observations 

 The largest area of expenditure and the largest number of initiatives reported had 

an application focus of approximately 62% of total estimated expenditure. This is to 

be expected as applications use technology/infrastructure which would be 

incorporated in this cost. Application expenditure most likely involves 

transformational change to adapt business process or policy, e.g. Weapons 

Licensing Management. 

 Given that information management capability is mostly implemented as activities 

and generally funded from internal resources (i.e. effort-driven), the number of 

initiatives reported with an information management focus (53) is only 17% of 

initiatives reported. 

 Information management and information security initiatives are likely to be 

understated as not all agencies provided this information.  

 Other, which accounts for $92 million total estimated expenditure, incorporates a 

wide variety of subject areas, such as policy or legislative change, machinery of 

government change, strategy and planning and business improvement activities.  
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2.1.3 Forecast annual expenditure 

The annual forecast expenditure for all current and proposed initiatives is shown in Figure 

4. Expenditure is across a four-year rolling period and does not include costs spent to 

date. Note: the areas shaded light blue indicate initiatives yet to start that are unfunded 

but their inclusion highlights the government‘s estimated forward program of work. 

Figures are only an approximation of the expenditure over the period. 

$265M

fully 

funded $173M

fully 

funded

$43M $34M

Full funding status

 

Figure 4 - Forecast annual expenditure for 2012-2016 

 

Key observations 

 A total $2,465 million forecast expenditure is estimated for current and proposed 

initiatives, including initiatives on hold or yet to start. Note: some agencies did not 

report annual costs for initiatives yet to start, as these figures are predominantly 

unknown. This means that the annual expenditure stated above excludes 

approximately $157 million in the out years. 

 Forecast expenditure for 2012-2016 is approximately $1,780 million of which $515 

million is fully funded. A further $527 million expenditure is estimated for the period 

beyond 2016. 

 This financial year 2012-13, 225 initiatives are fully funded with an estimated 

expenditure of $265 million (62% of the forecast expenditure). The other 133 

initiatives, accounting for $164.5 million, are either internally funded (e.g. 

operational activities) or seeking funding approval to proceed (i.e. either on hold or 

yet to start). 
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 While fully funded committed expenditure decreases over time, which is indicative 

of the existing funding model, the forecast dollar value for the program of work in 

the out years remains relatively constant. 

2.1.4 Funding status of initiatives 

A comparison of initiative funding status over a period of four financial years, as reported 

in 2011 and 2012, is summarised in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 - Comparison of forecast expenditure, from 2011 and 2012 reporting years 

 

Key observations 

 2012 reported forecast expenditure that is fully funded is approximately 50% less 

than that reported in 2011. 

 This decrease is due in part to the timing of the reported data, where budgets were 

yet to be allocated to agencies for 2012-2013, although initiative information is 

continually changing. 

 A periodic refresh of initiative information will establish a more accurate picture. 

 

2.2 Information by government agency 

A breakdown of investment at an agency level provides greater clarity on the differences 

between government agencies and their change portfolios. Because work plans are 

‗forward‘ programs of work, current agency names are used (i.e. post machinery of 

government changes).  
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2.2.1 Agency expenditure by funding status 

Table 2 breaks down the funding arrangements by the various agency portfolios for 2012 

onwards. It highlights where agencies vary, and where some agencies have significantly 

more fully funded expenditure as a proportion of their portfolio than others. 

Table 2 - Initiative funding by agency showing forecast expenditure 

Agency

$ % $ % $ % $ %

DAFF 1.3M 83% 0.25M 17% 1.5M 100%

DCCSDS 1.4M 3% 39.2M 97% 40.6M 100%

DCS 126.2M 92% 6.5M 5% 4.8M 4% 137.5M 100%

DETE 5.7M 10% 0.35M 1% 53.0M 90% 59.0M 100%

DJAG 39.1M 83% 3.6M 8% 4.3M 9% 47.0M 100%

DLG 0.22M 59% 0.15M 41% 0.37M 100%

DNPRSR 1.6M 68% 0.75M 32% 2.4M 100%

DNRM 15.6M 55% 1.0M 4% 11.7M 41% 28.3M 100%

DPC 4.4M 100% 4.4M 100%

DSDIP 0.49M 27% 0.61M 34% 0.71M 39% 1.8M 100%

DSITIA - CITEC 0.91M 3% 4.6M 17% 21.8M 80% 27.3M 100%

DSITIA - QSS 11.9M 100% 11.9M 100%

DSITIA - SSQ 2.3M 49% 0.75M 16% 1.7M 35% 4.7M 100%

DTESB 4.2M 100% 4.2M 100%

EHP 2.1M 38% 3.4M 62% 5.4M 100%

HPW 10.7M 20% 5.8M 11% 36.9M 69% 53.3M 100%

QH 285.4M 15% 4.4M 1,632.1M 85% 1,921.9M 100%

QPS 32.4M 84% 2.9M 7% 3.4M 9% 38.7M 100%

QTT 9.5M 53% 0.10M 1% 8.3M 47% 17.9M 100%

TMR 27.6M 49% 3.2M 6% 25.7M 45% 56.5M 100%

TOTAL $581M $37M $1,847M $2,465M

Fully funded or 

internally funded

Partially funded Unfunded or 

awaiting approval

Total forecast 

expenditure

 
 

Key observations 

 275 initiatives are funded. These include activities that agencies fund through their 

internal budgets. 

 49 initiatives are partially funded. Some are active projects that are awaiting further 

funding through the departmental planning cycle. 

 Symptomatic of the current economic environment are the 174 initiatives that have 

been put on hold and the 207 initiatives yet to start, where funding is to be 

determined. Risks associated with these initiatives have been escalated by CIOs 

within their own agencies, notably: 
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 DCCSDS has the most initiatives on hold (34) at various stages of 

development, accounting for $39 million (97% of those currently awaiting 

funding approval). This includes a number of significant initiatives under large 

programs, such as the Stronger Information Program ($60 million) and Core 

Infrastructure Program ($16 million). There is an increased risk that all 

momentum for these initiatives will have been lost, which means rework (which 

amounts to waste) and time to re-establish the project team 

 QH has the most initiatives unfunded (awaiting approval to proceed), with a 

forecast expenditure of $1.6 billion (85% of those awaiting funding) across 70 

initiatives, notably QPAS ($439 million), the replacement/upgrade of 

Queensland Patient Administration System (HBCIS); Personally Controlled 

Electronic Health Record (PCEHR) Integration ($140 million) and the ICT Asset 

Replacement Rolling Program ($356 million). 

 

2.2.2 Reported initiatives broken down by agency 

A breakdown by the number and type of agency initiatives reported is highlighted in 

Figure 6. These numbers include initiatives that are active, not started, on hold, closed 

and completed. 

 

Figure 6 - Total initiatives reported by activity, project and program 
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Key observations 

 Projects2 (highlighted green) represent the largest proportion for most agencies. 

There were 680 projects reported, including initiatives that were completed and 

closed. 

 DJAG reported the most initiatives overall, with a portfolio made up of a balance of 

activities, projects and programs. 

 Housing initiatives were not reported in work plans. Responsibility for these 

initiatives was transferred from DoC to HPW as part of machinery of government 

changes. 

 Generally agencies‘ portfolios show more initiatives in the pipeline (unmet demand) 

than those currently underway (i.e. active). This appears to be because there is 

limited capacity and resources to work on every idea, with initiatives that are critical 

to the business prioritised first.  

 Some agencies under-reported operational activities in work plans (e.g. QPS and 

DPC), which would normally incorporate information management and security type 

initiatives. This lack of visibility means that government is unable to exploit 

collaboration opportunities, which would normally reduce the level of duplication in 

areas such as information management policy and planning. 

 A list of the top 45 agency initiatives is included at Appendix A. This list provides an 

overview of the type of initiative agencies are undertaking, the expenditure and 

timeframes. 

 

                                                      
 
2
 Maturity assessment has identified that agencies do not consistently apply a common interpretation on what constitutes a 

project and/or program. Therefore, some projects are likely activities (finite duration) or programs. 
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2.2.3 Completed initiatives 

Agencies reported 200 initiatives that they completed since 30 June 2011. Figure 7 

shows the number of initiatives completed by agencies (using pre machinery of 

government agency names) as a proportion of the five investment areas. 

 

Figure 7 - Number of initiatives completed as a proportion of primary investment area 

 

Key observations 

 TMR reported the most initiatives completed, which represents 46% of the 

initiatives they reported. If TMR is indicative of agency capacity, than it is surprising 

that other larger agencies do not reflect a similar proportion. Completed initiatives 

appear to follow the investment trend highlighted above, with some notable 

exceptions, including: 

 DoC and QH; where information management is a particular focus, which is 

good considering the nature of the work performed by these agencies 

 DET has focussed some of their resources on information security, which has 

resulted in greater levels of security management. 
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2.2.4 Initiatives closed in the past year 

Most agencies reported closed initiatives as of 30 June 2011 as highlighted in Figure 8 

(using pre machinery of Government agency names). 

 

Figure 8 - Initiatives closed by agencies based 

 

Key observations 

 A decision to close initiatives demonstrates some maturity in portfolio management. 

Many smaller agencies e.g. DLGP have finite resources so must take a strong 

stance on which initiatives move forward. 

 Most projects were closed during initiation stage, which reflects good demand 

management. This stage marks the official start of a project and is about gaining 

business justification to proceed, whether it is about procurement or directly to 

implementation. These decisions support a ‗no waste‘ attitude, especially if they are 

made within a short timeframe. 

 The primary reasons given for the closure of initiatives were affordability and, 

secondly, alignment to current government direction.  
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2.2.5 Operational activities 

A large proportion of government resources is expended on running, replacing and 

optimising existing ICT assets as activities with finite duration, and as ongoing ‗business-

as-usual‘ activities.  

Ongoing activities typically do not have a finite start and end and therefore have been 

excluded from the scope of the initiatives analysis. They have been mentioned here for 

completeness and to highlight the two different types of activities that are part of agency 

portfolios. 

Agencies reported operational activities that were significant or critical to their operations, 

and which have a large internal resourcing requirement. Some of these activities were 

reported by agencies as not always being appropriately resourced, as indicated in Annex 

- Legacy ICT which highlights the issues that exist. 

A number of initiatives commonly reported by agencies included work to upgrade current 

desktop environments and mobility. 
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3 Scope 

Currently, there is a general negative perception of Queensland Government‘s project 

management capability, owing primarily to poor project outcomes (i.e. time, cost, and 

quality) and media coverage experienced with recent large scale projects. 

This annex examines Queensland Government change initiatives to better understand 

the current state of ICT investments and to obtain a snapshot in time of how well 

Queensland Government initiatives are travelling. 

To facilitate understanding of the current problems and issues, as well as the strengths 

associated with the management of Queensland Government change, the Audit targeted 

five key elements as illustrated below. 
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Figure 9 - The scope of the initiatives analysis 

 

The concept of balancing a portfolio means understanding the capacity and resources of 

the organisation, the level of acceptable business exposure, and the level of governance 

rigour protecting government and, most importantly, what is pragmatic. When the balance 

is right, efficiencies can be gained as government should have lower overheads when 

governing activities and greater oversight when governing projects and programs. 

To provide context for findings and moving forward, the Audit draws on agency 

experiences and the Audit observations (highlighted as blue boxes)3. 

                                                      
 
3
 The narrative is illustrated by agency supplied examples, where appropriate. In some cases they have been edited to 

provide a quick snap shot. Agencies‘ contribution to these examples was extremely valuable. 
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The analysis covers these five areas and begins with the big picture. 

3.1 Portfolio management 

Portfolio management adopts a holistic approach to understanding Queensland 

Government‘s investments with regular appraisals of the investment portfolio to ensure: 

 strategic alignment with government priorities (e.g. initiatives contribute to 

government‘s service delivery vision) 

 effective demand management (e.g. new requirements are assessed against 

current commitments, solutions provide value for money, interdependencies are 

clear) 

 optimisation of resources, such as budget, assets and people (e.g. impact is clearly 

understood, planning takes place to incorporate capability, capacity and business 

process changes) 

 responsiveness to internal and external environmental changes (e.g. changes in 

government direction, emerging threats, opportunities and unforseen risk). 

 

Portfolio management can be applied at different levels of an organisation and 

incorporate a range of investments (e.g. technology assets, ICT-enabled initiatives and 

also the wider business change portfolio). 

End to end portfolio management as a governance approach is outlined under the Annex 

- Strategy, governance and service delivery. 

This annex views portfolio management through a ‗value‘ lens, where the successful 

delivery of Queensland Government‘s change initiatives is the primary focus. 

3.2 Case for portfolio management 

There is a strong case for portfolio management, which has been well documented from 

a wide variety of sources4, including government strategies developed by the United 

Kingdom (Cabinet Office, UK Government, 2011) and the United States (The White House, US Government, 

2010). For example, Stephen Jenner (a well-known author in portfolio management) 

identifies research that shows a strong correlation between increasing adoption of 

portfolio management processes and a reduction in project-related problems as well as 

improved project performance (Jenner, 2010). He also highlights that even at basic levels of 

portfolio management maturity, significant benefits can be gained. 

                                                      
 
4
 Refer to Works cited 
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3.3 Adoption of portfolio management 

An assessment of Queensland Government project, program and portfolio management 

(P3M3) maturity conducted March to May 2012 showed Queensland Government is in 

the early stages of portfolio management adoption; with the majority of agencies 

demonstrating awareness and understanding and some showing signs of repeatable 

execution5. 

Although there is a growing worldwide adoption of portfolio management, it is still a 

relatively immature discipline. Gartner predicts that through 2014, 80 per cent of 

enterprises will fail to achieve the true value of IT portfolio management and IT 

investment optimisation, due primarily to approaches that failed to factor organisational 

needs, values, culture and capabilities into the discipline's roll out and evolution (Gartner, 

2011). 

The Audit acknowledges that while the level of Queensland Government maturity in 

portfolio management is low and resources scarce, this report will target key areas that 

will help Queensland Government achieve better results, are practical to implement and 

build on agencies‘ current foundations (i.e. focus on improving the current level of 

maturity, and set goals to expand capability where it will make a difference). 

The goals of portfolio management, as it applies to the Queensland Government in the 

short to medium term, are: 

 Visibility – enabling improved investment decision-making at all levels from better 

use of information 

 Value delivery – enabling improved outputs and outcomes from projects and 

programs 

 Prioritisation – enabling improved use of government resources through better 

planning and increased understanding of demand 

 Culture – enabling improved accountability and leadership focussed on success 

 Performance – enabling the conditions for successful business change and assist 

in the delivery of predictable and repeatable benefits. 

 

The following sections provide evidence that Queensland Government needs to improve 

the perception, the performance and the value derived from its change initiatives; and 

that portfolio management provides the basis to enable things to happen.  

                                                      
 
5
 Individual agency results are documented in the P3M3 maturity assessment reports, respectively. 
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4 Visibility 

One of the basic elements of portfolio management is to maintain full visibility and 

transparency of initiatives to gain insight that demand management processes, including 

effective prioritisation, depend on. 

Portfolio management provides visibility of the high and low performing areas within an 

agency. Agencies‘ portfolios consist of initiatives awaiting approval for funding or 

resource allocation (i.e. unmet demand), and initiatives in delivery where resources have 

been assigned. Insight means leveraging all available information to enable decision 

support, resource optimisation and value realisation. 

Visibility of good quality and comprehensive information is critical if Queensland 

Government is to improve project outcomes and be able to respond to issues in a timely 

manner. When an organisation‘s portfolio information is current, readily available and 

reliable decision-making is improved. 

4.1 Findings 

 Only a few agencies appear to leverage their initiative information to govern their 

portfolio (e.g. DETE often refer to their work plan when their Information Steering 

Committee convenes to discuss demand and prioritisation). 

 Based on analysis of agency work plans, Queensland Government agencies have 

incrementally improved the visibility of their initiatives portfolio over the past three 

years.  

 There are still many initiatives that escape the attention of the ICT unit at agency 

level and, therefore, QGCIO at sector level (e.g. business activities initiated without 

appropriate ICT engagement). There is evidence that some agencies have chosen 

not to report their full investment portfolio in work plans. 

 A quality review of agency work plan data was performed to confirm the validity of 

the performance assessments. Refer to Appendix B for further detail. 

 When the information reported in agency work plans is compared with the 

information contained in project documentation (e.g. business cases, project plans, 

project status reports) there are many discrepancies, notably with expenditure and 

dates. Although some of these discrepancies relate to the dynamic nature of 

initiative information, the poor level of accuracy (for some agencies) is an indication 

of ineffective portfolio management processes and the lack of currency of 

information that supports decisions. 
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 Given that some agencies did not report their operational activities in work plans 

and that the current size and shape of the initiatives portfolio is constantly changing, 

the number of activities reported is very likely understated. 

 Often, the information reported at Whole-of-government level does not accurately 

reflect what is happening on the ground (i.e. as noted above, the information used 

to govern projects is not necessarily reflected in agency work plans). This is likely 

attributed to agencies viewing the reporting as a compliance exercise rather than 

using it as a mechanism for improved strategic decision making and business 

planning e.g. the DETE example above. 

 An analytics portal (developed by QGCIO) provides a vehicle to identify potential 

collaboration opportunities, with the aim of reducing duplication, to facilitate a better 

understanding of government‘s investment portfolio. Agencies indicated they are 

happy to share the results from portfolio analysis through this portal, although for 

internal-to-government use only. 

 Since initiative information is dynamic, agencies indicated that for the portal to be 

really useful (i.e. to support decision-making), information needs to be refreshed 

regularly. 

4.2 Moving forward 

Goal: That government optimise its data to create and share information and knowledge 

that can be used to support decision-making at all levels across government. 

Improve portfolio management processes by integrating and using information to 

strengthen capability and drive better results, including: 

 improvement in portfolio and information management processes (i.e. acquiring, 

analysing, applying and managing quality information about the agencies‘ 

investment portfolio) 

 use of the information captured to govern initiatives and the overarching portfolio 

 increased sharing of information and knowledge to improve project outcomes (e.g. 

cases for agile delivery, learning experiences, feasibility studies) 

 greater involvement of business areas (in addition to the ICT unit) to maximise the 

value of agencies‘ investment portfolios (e.g. portfolio views that executives can use 

to help justify investments and facilitate the budgeting process). 
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The following example outlines Queensland Health‘s approach to portfolio management, 

including a focus on visibility to support investment decisions. 

Queensland Health: portfolio oversight in a complex environment 

Queensland Health is a dynamic and complex environment, with increasing reliance on 

information and ICT systems to support clinical decision making; enhance service 

delivery; and promote a patient-centric model of care. The ICT scale for Queensland 

Health is unparalleled in any other single Queensland Government agency. 

Some of the challenges to effective portfolio management in Queensland Health include: 

 ensuring the ICT portfolio is appropriate to support transition to new health reform 

business and operating models, particularly in the current environment of high 

organisational change 

 ensuring timely and comprehensive information is provided to enable appropriate 

governance of ICT investment change and performance. 

To address these challenges, and optimise Queensland Health‘s investment in ICT, the 

Health Services Information Agency (HSIA) has established a comprehensive ICT 

planning process to: 

 provide visibility of all current and planned ICT investments across all Hospital and 

Health Services (17), the system manager (consisting of 3 corporate divisions) and 

commercialised business units (the HSIA and Health Services Support Agency) 

 assess ICT asset replacement priorities on the basis of technical condition (including 

end of life and performance considerations) and business impact/criticality 

 facilitate the identification, prioritisation and selection of ICT investments through the 

use of a proven set of assessment criteria and multi-staged review (involving subject 

matter experts and governance at multiple levels) 

 produce the Queensland Health ICT Portfolio Plan – with a four year outlook; 

encompassing all current (in-flight funded) and planned (unfunded priority) 

investments. 
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5 Value delivery 

Value delivery, in simple terms, means customers and other stakeholders are satisfied 

and receiving benefit from the change. In government the concept of ‗public value‘ is 

important and illustrates the difference from private sector investments. For instance: 

 Where the private sector might use financial incentives to justify investment, 

government investments have a different focus e.g. public safety, public health, 

improved capacity to interpret and respond to public needs, which makes valuing 

benefits a challenge. 

 Achievement of social objectives can be difficult to measure given that a multitude 

of factors potentially contribute to the outcome. 

 It is often difficult to identify stakeholders with a wide and diverse customer group, 

which leads to generalising to high level benefits that potentially deliver little 

measurable value. 

 The timespan for evaluating the full value of initiatives, such as improvements in 

education or public health can extend over many years. 

 

Value delivery has been analysed in terms of: 

 business solutions 

 business justification 

 benefits management. 

5.1 Business solutions 

When ICT-enabled change initiatives have been perceived as not delivering value, there 

is generally a lack of business and ICT alignment that results in an inappropriate solution 

choice and/or poor implementation. 

5.1.1 Findings 

 Business process improvement is rarely documented as a consideration in 

business cases; or identified as an alternative solution to technological change. 

 The current funding model is strongly influencing agencies‘ initiative choices, in that 

Capex heavy projects are likely to be prioritised above efficiency improvement or 

outsourcing opportunities that are Opex based. This situation is likely negating the 

benefits that agencies might gain from taking a balanced portfolio approach.  
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 Many solutions outlined in business cases are infrastructure or systems that are 

being internally developed or implemented (rather than purchased as a service). 

This appears to add to an already complex architecture and operational 

environment. 

 The majority of software development approaches examined followed a ‗waterfall‘ 

method (i.e. a sequential design process). This means that clients, on average, wait 

a year before being able to view the prototype. In contrast, two agencies were 

identified as using an ‗agile‘ approach.  

 This approach brings clients on the software development journey allowing 

stakeholders who understand ‗what the business needs‘ to touch and see the 

solution in a shorter timeframe, and thereby realise value sooner. Agile software 

development is not always applicable, however an effective options analysis 

process should be able to determine the most appropriate approach. 

 

The following example outlines the advantages of agile software development in the 

Department of Natural Resources and Mines. 
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Department of Natural Resources and Mines: agile software development - 

exploration permit - minerals project 

Adopting the agile methodology for the software development of the Exploration permit – 

minerals project has delivered a number of benefits. Throughout all four phases of the 

lifecycle - Discovery, Planning, Build and Implement - alignment of business needs is 

confirmed, through either the business representative on the program, the business 

reference group or the industry reference group. From a governance perspective one of 

the sponsors signs off requirements on behalf of the business (based on membership of 

the overarching program board and the business reference group). 

A high level of stakeholder engagement is also defined by the lifecycle. One of the 

strengths of agile is that it preserves the interests of all stakeholders in a project. 

Engagement from a change perspective is determined during the planning phase and is 

delivered in the build and implementation phases of the agile lifecycle. 

The agile approach also delivers value faster by providing an ongoing, interactive 

dialogue between the business and the development team. Particularly throughout the 

development process, this engagement supports an evolution of the transformational 

change required rather than a revolution which is much harder to manage and 

significantly higher risk. 

Building prototypes as early as possible is another key agile activity. Giving stakeholders 

a tangible product to review, minimises the uncertainty of the transformational change as 

soon as possible. This significantly reduces the time and cost of explicitly describing 

micro-level requirements prior to starting a product build. Progressively defining 

requirements throughout the lifecycle accommodates change in the business without 

causing requirements rework and wasted effort. 

Periodically delivering moderately sized standalone products enables the order and 

priority to change with changing business priorities. This has proven to be valuable as the 

order of product delivery has significantly changed and the agile lifecycle allows greater 

flexibility for accommodating change requests. This agile approach is more appropriate 

than the delivery of a monolithic solution which could take years to build, and may be 

immediately out of date in the constantly changing mines business environment. 

5.2 Business justification 

When initiatives deliver poor outcomes there is appears to be a disconnect with the 

business justification process. Limited business (e.g. finance) involvement and unclear 

linkages to business performance are generally contributing factors. 

Figure 10 highlights business case approvals reported by agencies in work plans against 

the different types of active initiatives and the total estimated expenditure (which includes 

costs to date). 
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Figure 10 - Active initiatives with business cases by total estimated expenditure 

 

The $54 million expenditure, represented as the grey bar segment, equates to 61 

activities, however, the total estimated expenditure is understated because, although 

requested, only 11 of the 61 activities were reported with expenditure. These 11 activities 

are QH capital funded infrastructure initiatives. When followed up by the Audit, QH 

indicated that a business justification process was followed, however the Audit did not 

sight supporting evidence, which is why ―not reported‖ for business case approval is 

shown. 

As the main difference between projects and activities is the level of governance 

oversight (i.e. projects are expected to have more), the results indicate a need for greater 

transparency for business justification.  

5.2.1 Findings 

 Agencies that have robust business cases and other associated documentation 

appear to demonstrate far better portfolio and project oversight (i.e. outcomes 

appear to be more predictable, and performance is generally in line with 

expectations).  

 Very few initiatives with large expenditures have documented sound financial 

modelling (e.g. Net Present Value) as part of business justification. 

 Agencies indicated that current budgeting practices (based on Queensland 

Government funding model), impedes effective investment planning because 

initiatives are not funded in their entirety. As a result, agencies report initiative 

expenditure based on approved budget rather than forecasting expenditure to a 

plan. In contrast, the CBRC approves initiative funding in its entirety (usually 

programs with significant expenditures). Potentially this is causing conflicts with 

agencies with smaller budgets that need to demonstrate good governance, financial 

management and business justification. 
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 Ongoing or recurrent costs and organisational change are rarely represented 

properly in business cases. If left unchecked, this will lead to resource planning 

issues and difficulties in addressing unmet demand.  

 There were no visible links in agency work plans to the ICT assets the change was 

impacting. If agencies include asset management within their portfolio management 

processes, clear linkages should be evident. 

 Justification for infrastructure or foundational architectural improvement appears not 

to be documented well, if at all. This may indicate that these types of initiatives are 

difficult to value or it is generally accepted that justification of expenditure is not 

warranted. Since these initiatives need to be valued and prioritised along with other 

change initiatives, government may need to review the way these initiatives 

proceed. 

 Once justification for resource allocation has been approved (i.e. business cases 

validated) and the initiative is underway, business cases are not often reviewed to 

ensure that the value proposition, including measuring of benefits continues to be 

viable (i.e. used as a mechanism for governing initiatives). 
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The following example outlines on an ongoing business justification process in the 

Queensland Police Service. 

Queensland Police Service: business justification in practice– computer 

aided dispatch project 

Early project estimates were developed, for the business case, using various scope 

scenarios. The format for these estimates followed the QPS financial modelling tool. At 

this stage, no specific vendor was assumed; and a specialist consultancy group was 

engaged to assist with cost estimates, these being derived from market survey results 

and previous industry feedback or experience. A widespread review process, and 

subsequent approval of the preferred scope option by the corporate Major Projects 

Committee, resulted in significant buy-in by senior officers of the organisation. An 

Invitation to Offer (ITO) process followed based on a detailed requirements specification. 

Following the ITO and subsequent vendor evaluation, members of the top ranked vendor 

company and the project team formed a joint evaluation group. A costed options strategy 

was employed that assisted with financial certainty depending on a number of possible 

scope change scenarios.  

On completion of the design, detailed financial estimation was possible. The financial 

modelling tools used were broken down by stage, and by month within stage. This 

enabled financial tracking to be monitored against the project‘s progress, so that a sense 

of completed ―earned value‖ could be tracked. 

All parameters of the project (schedule, cost, quality, scope and finances) were monitored 

by an executive Project Board, who met on a monthly basis and provided active and 

positive support and direction. Business Case reviews occurred at, or just prior to, key 

project milestones (e.g. Project Approval, Release to the Market, Evaluation of Market 

Responses, and subsequently at the conclusion of each project stage). 

From a benefits perspective, reviews were conducted at each stage. The benefits profile 

did not change significantly, however refinements were identified from the user group 

forums that were established to drive the detailed configuration of the systems and the 

governing business process changes. In some cases, seemingly ‗detrimental‘ cost/benefit 

impacts arose as a result of the inclusion of additional controls that could not previously 

be implemented due to lack of capacity. In others, additional major but intangible benefits 

were identified. For example, significant improvements in Officer safety were achieved 

due to the availability of history information that was not previously able to be provided. 

The most significant business case benefits review was conducted about six months after 

the initial site implementation. This allowed time for the business process changes, and 

staff use of the system, to settle. 
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5.3 Benefits management 

Programs, in the context of Queensland Government, are implemented to deliver 

government strategy and involve grouping related initiatives (that may or may not have an 

ICT component) with: 

 a common vision to enable government to easily consolidate project deliverables 

toward the achievement of program benefits 

 similar drivers to enable government to achieve economies of scale (e.g. 

infrastructure replacement) 

 organisational change elements that ordinarily take time to implement (e.g. process 

improvement). 

 

Program management enables oversight and control of initiatives to maximise the value 

of the portfolio as a whole. It involves identifying the initiatives, assessing the value 

proposition they present, determining the order in which they should run, and measuring 

the achievement of outcomes and benefits. 

A key feature of program management is benefits realisation, which starts with a business 

problem or opportunity and does not end until the resulting changes have been 

embedded. It covers all aspects of change including implementation, people, culture, 

skills, process and governance.  

Suggested approaches to improve sector maturity have been outlined in the P3M3 

maturity assessment in the Queensland Government‘s ICT Portfolio6 document. 

5.3.1 Findings 

 The majority of benefits documented were generic to ICT and most did not have a 

public value proposition (i.e. if ICT benefits such as an improvement in service 

levels were stated, there was little to no correlation to an improvement in the client 

experience).  

 Several agencies indicated that benefits should be linked to the initiative business 

sponsor and in the majority of cases accountability of benefits realisation should 

rest with the business. 

 Critical success factors appear to be lacking from project documentation sighted. 

The apparent lack of measures for current government services in benefit 

realisation plans might suggest that these indicators are not widely measured. In 

contrast, where measures were clearly stated, there appeared to be some form of 

benefits management (e.g. clear benefit dependencies, effective stakeholder 

engagement, quality benefits realisation plans (BRPs)). 

                                                      
 
6
 This document is available from the QGCIO website www.qgcio.qld.gov.au. 
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 It appears there is a need to strengthen business sponsors‘ awareness and 

understanding of benefits management to ensure realisation of benefits is 

appropriately implemented. 

 The Audit was unable to assess whether agencies have been realising the benefits 

claimed in their business cases or benefits realisation plans. This would require 

agencies to demonstrate the improvement gained from the initiative and appropriate 

links to service continuity and/ or service modelling. 

 Program management is often structured to support organisational functions or 

products rather than to target value delivery through benefits management. 

5.4 Moving forward 

Goal: Despite the challenges, government needs to know what outcomes are expected 

from its change initiatives and have some means for determining whether they have been 

achieved. 

The process agencies use to assess business options needs to appropriately consider 

flexible and affordable software development approaches. Potentially this includes: 

 using agile software development where it‘s been assessed as appropriate (options 

analysis)

 proactive communication where agile software development has worked or not 

worked so that experiences can be shared and learning applied across the sector.

Business justification, as a process, should improve across the sector to ensure 

appropriate rigour is applied, including: 

 greater transparency of activities with high resourcing requirements 

 applied financial modelling where appropriate 

 right-sized and clear business cases (with appropriate options analysis) following 

an approved gate review process 7 

 periodic review of initiative justification (i.e. business cases shows validity and 

currency). 

                                                      
 
7
 The ICT two-pass review process provides strong foundation for moving forward http://www.finance.gov.au/budget/ict-

investment-framework/two-pass-review.html 
 

http://www.finance.gov.au/budget/ict-investment-framework/two-pass-review.html
http://www.finance.gov.au/budget/ict-investment-framework/two-pass-review.html
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Goal: That benefits management operates successfully within agencies where ownership 

and accountability sits with the right person and there are appropriate mechanisms in 

place to maximise the realisation of benefits.  

The key areas include: 

 a benefits management strategy that clearly outlines business accountability  

 strengthen project and program management capability within the business and ICT 

 benefits realisation that has clear ownership and measures. 

 

The following example describes a successful program in DCCSDS. 

DCCSDS: program management in practice – Right to Information (RTI) 

program 

The RTI program delivered solutions to allow the processing and tracking of RTI 

applications within DCCSDS. The establishment of this program identified a Senior 

Responsible Owner (SRO) who took full responsibility for the program‘s progression and 

success. The SRO chaired an engaged and active program board. This board reported 

monthly to the ICT Strategy, Investment and Performance (ISIP) Committee which had 

originally approved RTI as part of the program of work for 2011-2012. The program 

received support from the program management office which provided a program 

assurance role. 

The business area quickly took ownership and accountability of all decisions. The new 

application represented a significant change to existing practices within the business 

area. As a result, the role of the business change manager was integral to the success of 

the program. A detailed assessment of the impact of change was undertaken and the 

training provided to staff covered a combination of application and business process 

modules. Key staff were identified as system champions with a role of helping guide staff 

through the new application and business processes. 

The benefits management framework provided a sound baseline for measuring return on 

investment through defined business improvement deliverables over a three year time 

frame. This allowed a strong focus on business maturity modelling to be incorporated 

throughout the life cycle of the business unit. Initial responses from data collection 

indicate that the program is on track to realise its benefits. 
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6 Prioritisation 

When funding is tight and there is a need to right size the portfolio, an effective 

prioritisation mechanism is key. Research indicates an organisation should have 

sufficient ‗slack‘ (i.e. unspoken for capacity) to handle variations. This would minimise the 

impact of moving resources from one initiative to satisfy the demand of another. 

At the current level of portfolio management capability, all agencies should be targeting 

the removal of low value, duplicate, redundant and poorly performing initiatives from their 

portfolio. 

Figure 11 shows initiatives with agency assigned priorities against forecast expenditure 

and initiative status. 

 
 

Figure 11 - Active initiatives with critical and high priority (expenditure over multiple years) 

 

The graph highlights $1.1 billion (46%) forecast expenditure as critical, although not yet 

started. This expenditure is predominantly in QH where initiatives such as QPAS ($439 

million) and ieMR tranche 3 ($156 million) are currently unfunded. 

This position presents a significant risk to government, especially if these initiatives are 

replacing legacy systems that have unsupported software, where skills are hard to find 

(refer to the Annex – Legacy ICT for further information). On a positive note, most of the 

active projects and programs are critical or high priority, indicating appropriate 

prioritisation of government resources. 
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6.1 Findings 

 Initiatives that appear ‗duplicate‘ (i.e. delivering similar value propositions) or 

initiatives potentially using similar solutions appear less in 2012. This could be 

attributed to some agencies taking a portfolio management approach and/or simply 

better prioritisation of initiatives (e.g. grants management appears in only four 

agency work plans this year including where QTT is provisioning a solution for 

DETE). 

 Agencies indicated they were willing to collaborate on opportunities with other 

parties (thereby reducing duplication) if both parties were early in the lifecycle of 

that initiative (i.e. at pre project stage when the initiative is still an idea). At any 

other time, agencies indicated that differing priorities and approaches were difficult 

to reconcile. 

 The number of closed initiatives reported by agencies shows some willingness to 

stop initiatives that are of little value or unaffordable. This shows positive portfolio 

management practices. Of those closed, the majority of initiatives appear to be 

decisions based on funding (i.e. the initiative was stopped at the business 

justification gate, rather than as the result of poor project performance). 

 It appears that only a few agencies have their Directors-General accountable for 

direction and investment alignment (e.g. DCS ISC meeting minutes show their 

Director-General involved with prioritisation). 

 Most agencies apply some form of prioritisation, which includes linkages in the 

majority of cases to ICT strategic plans. Many agencies indicated that the process 

of reprioritisation (i.e. dealing with unmet demand) is challenging, particularly in 

relation to resource management. 

 Most agencies indicated that staff assigned to change initiatives overlapped with 

staff attending to operational needs (i.e. keeping the lights on). This meant that 

these agencies showed more examples of stop-start (schedule delays) and rework 

due to resourcing constraints and reprioritisation impacts. Refer to Annex – 

Workforce Capability for further detail about the level of staffing allocated to change 

initiatives 

 There are a large number of activities that consume internal resources. However, a 

lack of transparency about these activities means that the Audit was unable to 

determine whether these activities were being prioritised effectively i.e. do ‗pet 

projects‘ take precedence over initiatives that would deliver greater value? 
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6.2 Moving forward 

Goal: That Whole-of-government and agency portfolio management have aligned 

prioritisation and demand management practices that all can learn from. 

The key areas include: 

 Improve mechanisms for attractiveness/ return, achievability/ risk in terms of the 

incremental impact on the existing portfolio to be used to appraise and prioritise 

initiatives. 

 An evidence-based, fair and equitable prioritisation system, where all business units 

have opportunities, and executive management is actively involved. 

 A centralised mechanism for sharing information, knowledge and experiences, such 

as describing what works and how challenges have been overcome i.e. continue to 

support 3P network/3P reference group and the analytics online portal. 

 Sufficient capacity and supporting processes to handle project variances. 

 

The following example outlines the Department of Community Safety prioritisation 

process: 

Department of Community Safety: prioritisation in practice 

Prioritisation of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) initiatives within the 

Department of Community Safety (DCS) commences with the development of an 

opportunity brief for any new proposals and completion of the accompanying prioritisation 

matrix. This process facilitates the business assessment of the proposed initiative in 

terms of its strategic and operational value from its original inception. 

The opportunity brief and prioritisation matrix are subsequently considered by the DCS 

Communication and Information Committee (the department‘s peak ICT body) for 

approval to progress. The opportunity brief is then referred through the DCS Finance 

Committee for funding approval, as appropriate. 

With regard to budgetary cycles, all approved initiatives are included in the DCS 

investment register and considered for further annual funding approval by the DCS 

Executive Leadership Team (ELT). The DCS ELT is chaired by the Director-General and 

includes all divisional heads. 

The above prioritisation process is currently being extended to accommodate minor 

works and innovation activities within DCS and forms the basis for departmental 

discussion with regard to unmet demand. 
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7 Culture 

A portfolio management culture fosters communication and team work, so that all parties 

are aware of how various initiatives interact to maximise the Queensland Government 

portfolio. As agencies better understand the expected value, business and ICT resources 

can be prioritised and optimised, thereby building confidence that the expected benefits 

will be realised. 

When agency leadership (in business and ICT) advocates the implementation of portfolio, 

program and project management, the culture of driving positive project outcomes should 

result. 

7.1 Findings 

 In some cases there appear to be strong links between the business and ICT i.e. 

business championing the change, technology valued as an investment. However 

this is not always the case, where ownership and accountability appear to be a 

common area of contention.  

 Interviews conducted were often attended by executive sponsors located in the 

business area where the change was happening e.g. if the change was about the 

payroll system, the sponsor was most likely the person leading the payroll function. 

In the majority of cases, sponsors appeared to have accountability and appropriate 

knowledge about their initiative. 

 Generally there is little evidence that agencies have effectively implemented 

feedback mechanisms that allow agencies to learn from past experiences (good 

and bad), although there are a few exceptions e.g. QPS Weapons Licensing 

Management had documented and used lessons learnt in revised business cases). 

 Organisational change management (e.g. change to business process) was 

indicated by a number of agencies as a key element of their initiative 

implementation, requiring people with change management expertise, which was 

often hard to find. 

 As indicated in benefits management above, criteria success factors were rarely 

mentioned, which suggests that project teams are only held accountable for 

maintaining initiative performance within tolerances. Criteria success factors were 

sought, especially for initiatives involving systems development because 

functionality changes often lead to changes in budget, schedule and quality. 

 Risk and issue management accountability appear disconnected between the 

initiatives and the business. 
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7.2 Moving forward 

Goal: That government leadership strengthen portfolio management capability by having 

sound governance; robust business justification and portfolio (including workforce) 

planning processes; and establishing clear ownership and accountability. 

The key areas include: 

 Successful program and project delivery requires a blend of technical and 

contextual behavioural competencies at the individual, project and organisational 

levels. 

 Critical success factors that drive the best outcomes, such as focus on improving 

measures for time, budget and quality that matter to stakeholders rather than 

relying on generic project tolerances e.g. for quality, ‗effective engagement that 

minimises disruption and staff time lost while improving the functional user 

interface‘. 

 Stronger links to business performance and service delivery i.e. the business 

sponsor is accountable for benefits that are explicit and measurable. 

 

The following example outlines the emerging Information and Technology Partners 

approach to portfolio management across six departments. 

Information and Technology Partners: cultural challenges – managing a 

diverse group of stakeholders 

Information and Technology Partners (ITP) division in DAFF has been formed from the 

merger of two former departments‘ IT groups to deliver business-focussed, flexible, 

consistent and professional ICT and IM services to the following departments: Agriculture, 

Fisheries and Forestry; Tourism, Major Events, Small Business and the Commonwealth 

Games; Natural Resources and Mines; Energy and Water Supply; National Parks, 

Recreation, Sport and Racing; and Environment and Heritage Protection. The primary 

focus of the relationship between the departments and ITP is one that transitions 

departmental boundaries where, although ITP is not structurally part of all partners 

agencies, ITP will still operate as their IT division ensuring ICT services meet business 

needs and that the services provided are valued, cost effective and flexible.  

A consistent base and cost of service funding model has been established under which 

all ITP services will be provided to the partner agencies. Under this model the control of 

ICT expenditure sits with the business, not with ITP. A balance of base and cost of 

service funding will enable ITP to provide assistance to businesses to properly plan 

programs of work and develop new initiatives while placing the control of the majority of 

the IT spend within the departments. 
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ITP has implemented an ICT and IM governance framework across the partner agencies 

where the CIO of ITP is formally acknowledged as the CIO of each of the six partner 

agencies. ITP has also put in place ICT Investment and Strategy Committees (IISCs) to 

ensure integration with the departments to deliver strategic and operational ICT solutions 

that support each department‘s key business. Overall ICT program and project 

governance for the six agencies is achieved through an ICT partnership committee 

comprised of the chairs of the IISCs. Partnership management relationships have been 

established so that ITP and partners strive to work together in good faith in an 

environment of open, honest, transparent, and timely communication and information 

sharing.  

Partners‘ principles have been established to acknowledge the need to work respectfully 

and thoughtfully taking into account interests and perspective. These are enshrined in 

Partnership Agreements. A strategic, business and operational ICT and IM planning 

process has been implemented that will ensure ICT services align with the departments‘ 

needs and priorities. Partners and ITP will seek opportunities to deliver service 

improvements and cost savings consistent with departments‘ responsibilities in delivering 

government outcomes. 
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8 Performance 

The Audit undertook analyses to determine how well agency initiatives were performing: 

 evaluation of agency significant initiatives, which involved reviewing all available 

documentation, conducting interviews, and consulting with agencies 

 assessment of agency projects, which primarily used agency work plan 

submissions to determine project performance, although feedback was sought from 

agencies. 

The collective findings from these two approaches help to build the full performance 

picture, and shape the way forward. 

8.1 Evaluation of significant initiatives 

The Audit selected 50 significant initiatives out of 304 (16%), using the following criteria: 

 the initiative has started (i.e. is active) 

 the initiative was reported by agencies as having critical or high importance/priority 

 the initiative was reported by agencies as having extreme or high business 

exposure 

 the initiative was notable for its public interest or part of a broader government issue 

(e.g. initiatives that are replacing legacy systems). 

The 50 initiatives were evaluated using the criteria and data sources shown in Table 3. 

The evaluation shortlisted 14 initiatives, which involved further drill down, such as 

meetings with business sponsors and project teams to help build a true picture of 

initiative performance. Given the quality of the information reported to the Audit, these 

interviews played a key role in interpretation and analysis. 

The significant initiatives evaluation focused on how well the initiative was travelling, the 

level of rigour applied by the agency to govern the initiative, and the benefits to be gained 

(including strategic alignment). 
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Table 3 - Significant initiatives evaluation approach 

Evaluation criteria: Data sources used (where available): 

 Achievability (e.g. staggered completion, modular 

approach, the level of resources) 

 Affordability (e.g. funding model, time to market, 

capability/ benefits sought, options explored) 

 Business impact and value (e.g. opportunity cost, 

ROI, emerging solutions) 

 Strategic alignment (e.g. linkages to agency/ 

government priorities or direction) 

 Work plans 

 Project documentation (e.g. business cases, 

project initiation documents (PIDs), project 

initiative proposals, project status or highlight 

reports, project exception reports) 

 Agency ICT strategic plans 

 ISC papers 

 

Details of the overall assessment of the 14 significant initiatives is included in Appendix 

C. 

8.1.1 Findings 

 There appears to be ineffective financial management processes, specifically with 

financial reporting and tracking of expenditure (e.g. expenditures reported in the 

work plan often differed from project documentation, which suggests a lack of 

financial oversight or that government financial systems do not allow timely 

intervention). 

 Few initiatives showed clear, direct linkages to improving government services. 

Without a clear government service delivery vision, agencies indicated difficulty in 

making these linkages.  

 When initiatives involved shared services (i.e. QSS and CITEC) they showed 

delays in schedule and changes in budget. The issues appear to be related to inter-

agency governance and accountability due to the technology, which is owned by 

QSS or CITEC, being an enabler of an agency‘s business process. The business 

process needs changing and so does the technology, but the benefits and 

outcomes sought are clearly business driven. For example, accountability for the 

Lattice Infrastructure Improvement project was unclear until recently, nearly 12 

months after the project was meant to start. 

 It appears that the two agencies that adopted an ‗agile‘ approach to software 

development (using coincidentally the same vendor), have started to demonstrate 

value sooner and reported greater levels of customer engagement. 

 There appears to be a marked difference in the level of project management 

capability employed by government. Some project managers interviewed showed a 

good level of expertise (most of these were contractors or temporary staff). These 

people appeared to have a good track record of project management. 
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 Very few initiatives had effective feedback loops to enable people to learn from past 

experiences whilst delivering the initiative. This is particularly important because of 

the temporary nature of project staff in the majority of cases evaluated. 

The following examples describe two significant initiatives that were assessed as being 

‗at risk‘ (Lattice Infrastructure Improvement and ParkInfo 2.0) and the activities underway 

to address these concerns8. 

Department of Community Safety and Queensland Shared Services:  

inter-agency governance issues – Lattice Infrastructure Improvement 

project 

The two LATTICE instances which service the human resource/payroll requirements for 

the Department of Community Safety (DCS) currently reside on refurbished hardware 

which has been certified as supported until June 2013. DCS are the only users of this 

client-specific service. Should there be a significant failure with any of the hardware, DCS 

has received advice it would be almost impossible to procure replacement hardware of 

the same make and configuration.  

This would have a significant impact on the ability of DCS to pay its workforce. This 

project seeks to transition the systems to virtualised hardware, with a provision for multi-

site disaster recovery. 

Inter-agency governance has been highlighted as an issue by both DCS and Queensland 

Shared Services (QSS). The hardware is owned and hosted by CITEC, on the DCS 

network. The software is owned by QSS. Agencies have a legal requirement to manage 

the entitlements of their employees and using this agency perspective, it is suggested 

that where requirements support core business, they are standard for that particular 

organisation.  

The accountability and risk is owned by DCS. Should there be a failure to pay DCS 

workforce, it will be the Minister for Police and Community Safety and the Director-

General who will be held accountable. A current activity to realign project governance is 

underway between DCS and QSS. 

                                                      
 
8
 CIIP-ADS Technology Refresh Project was also assessed as being ‗at risk‘ but is currently on hold. The Laboratory 

Information Management System was assessed as being ‗at risk‘, and is provided as an example of a long running project. 
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Department of National Parks, Recreation, Sport and Racing: unsuccessful 

vendor engagement – Parks information system replacement 

The Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service (QPWS) within the Department of National 

Parks, Recreation, Sport and Racing is a field based organisation that has become more 

reliant on the use of ICT to support its business. QPWS has benefited greatly from being 

able to connect its remote and regional national parks using the department‘s wide area 

network. This technology together with a proactive IT skilling program for parks staff has 

allowed QPWS to utilise and develop specific ICT systems to support their business 

outcomes.  

In conjunction with these ICT advances, QPWS has developed some in-house ICT 

capability that has, in the past, delivered some low cost, agile ICT solutions. QPWS 

developed a system called ParkInfo 1.0 to assist the management of the park estate by 

providing functionality for fire management, pest management and asset management. In 

2009, QPWS embarked on a process to develop a replacement for the ParkInfo system, 

namely ParkInfo 2.0. The culture within QPWS is one of self-reliance and budget 

modesty. The agency adopted a strategy of engaging an external vendor working 

together with in-house parks developers utilising ‗open source‘ software to develop the 

replacement system. Information and Technology Partners (ITP) assisted by establishing 

the GITC contract and conditions, providing resources for project management and 

ensuring good governance practices were adopted.  

This was a potentially innovative project using a hybrid approach to project resourcing to 

deliver a low cost, flexible system. After a reasonable opportunity to adapt and 

demonstrate success, it was evident that the vendor was missing milestone dates and 

failing to deliver on project deliverables. Good project governance by ITP identified 

serious problems with the project. Issues were identified with resourcing, delivery, cost, 

scope and quality.  

A major concern flagged by project governance was a 10 month delay and a 25% cost 

variation which had the potential to become a 12 month delay at an additional cost of 

$750,000. Based on these issues ITP has recommended the project be closed down and 

an alternative means to replace ParkInfo 1.0 be pursued. This decision has demonstrated 

the benefit of sound project governance and the courage to act on poor performing 

projects. A revised business case is currently under consideration. 
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8.2 Project performance 

Projects, in the context of Queensland Government and the Audit, are work with a 

defined start and end, to deliver either new capability/ technology or to enhance/ modify 

existing capability/ technology (e.g. to reduce risk, to improve performance, to engage 

customers). Project management is the practice of ensuring successful delivery. 

8.2.1 Assessment approach 

There are 175 reported projects currently underway. Each of these projects were 

assessed against criteria that collectively provide a view of project performance. The 

assessment aims to determine how well government projects are being prioritised and 

managed, and whether there are opportunities to maximise value or minimise waste. 

Table 4 illustrates the intent of each of the analyses performed. 

Table 4 - Project assessment approach 

Portfolio 

overview

Value Exposure Budget Schedule Time to 

deliver

Enabled 

decision

What 

initiatives are 

currently 

being 

delivered,

and what 

demand is in 

the pipeline?

Which 

initiatives 

appear 

unlikely to 

deliver value, 

and should 

be re-

prioritised?

Which 

initiatives 

with a high 

impact are 

not 

performing 

so well, and 

need 

remedial 

action?

Which 

initiatives are 

spending 

more than 

was 

originally

budgeted?

Which 

initiatives are 

taking longer 

than was 

originally

planned?

How long are 

initiatives 

taking to 

deliver, and 

is this 

jeopardising 

the business 

justification 

for 

investment?

How well are 

these initiatives 

being 

managed? 

Do any appear 

to be potential 

opportunities to 

maximise 

value, minimise 

waste or lower 

risk?
 

 

The scope of each assessment included: 

 Portfolio overview: what do the agencies‘ portfolios look like, how are projects 

prioritised and managed; is the agency pipeline balanced. 

 Value assessment: what is the demand profile; how well demand is managed, how 

well the portfolio is balanced, and what are the priority mechanisms. 

 Exposure assessment: what is the risk profile, how risky are these projects, which 

ones need immediate intervention (i.e. high impact and poor project performance). 

 Budget performance: what is the budget, how often is the budget re-baselined, 

are overruns occurring, what is the impact of the overruns. 

 Schedule performance: what is the schedule, how often is the schedule re-

baselined, are dates changing, what is the impact on value delivery, and why 

schedule overruns are occurring. 
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 Time to deliver: what is the duration of the project, is it segmented for value 

delivery (i.e. staged), do application projects differ from technology, and how much 

are schedule overruns impacting project duration. 

An explanation of the measures used, and the associated project assessment results, are 

included in Appendix D. Note that individual assessment results do not provide the full 

project performance picture. Each assessment provides a piece of the puzzle that 

together builds understanding of project performance. 

8.2.2 Portfolio overview 

Refer to Appendix E for the agency initiatives portfolio snapshots. 

8.2.3 Value assessment 

Value is not strictly a performance measure, however it is included as one of the 

assessments to reinforce how the elements introduced in this annex; visibility, value 

delivery and prioritisation, can be applied. Agencies should foremost be evaluating 

projects for the potential value they have to the organisation and/or government, and 

visibility of the portfolio enables agencies to prioritise initiatives of most value.  

Figure 12 shows the spread of projects across four value assessment quadrants, which 

propose actions focussed on improving the likelihood of delivering value9 against the 

impact10 of the change. Each bubble is a project coloured by the priority reported by the 

agency and the size of the bubble reflects the forecast expenditure. 

                                                      
 
9
 Value equates to the alignment of the project to organisational objectives, the visibility of business cases, BRPs, and 

benefits, and the reported Cranfield category. 
10

 Business impact equates to the number of users impacted by the change, the type of business units involved, the level of 
change to systems and process, and the level of change readiness. 
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Figure 12 - Value assessment showing the spread of projects by agency priority 

Findings 

The majority of red (Critical priority) and pink (High priority) projects appear in the top half 

of the diagram with the majority of yellow (Medium priority) and green (Low priority) 

projects in the bottom half. This means that government is focussing on projects that 

have the highest impact and although there is some risk associated with these projects, 

there appears to be an appropriate value assigned to higher prioritised projects. 

Projects that fall within the quadrant called ―assess priority‖ highlight lower valued 

projects that potentially can be reprioritised, with the maximum forecast expenditure 

reported of $6 million (QPS). Questions an agency might ask include whether the project 

is necessary (i.e. has inter-dependencies, is a legislative requirement), and whether there 

are other projects in the pipeline with more value. 

8.2.4 Exposure assessment 

Risk is the key measure of this assessment; the risk of under-performing projects. 

The exposure assessment also uses four quadrants as highlighted in Figure 13. Each 

quadrant proposes an action to ensure the likelihood of project success. Risk is 

measured by looking at the change impact together with agencies‘ self-assessment of 

project performance. Like the value assessment each bubble is a project, but in this case 

coloured by risk reported by agencies and the size of the bubble reflects the forecast 

expenditure. 
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Figure 13 - Exposure assessment showing the spread of projects by agency assigned risk 

 

Findings 

Red (Extreme risk) and pink (High risk) projects appear mostly in the top half of the 

diagram (although with three exceptions), with the majority of yellow (Medium risk) 

projects in the middle, and green (Low risk) projects in the bottom half. This means that 

government is assessing risk appropriately (the higher the impact the greater the risk), 

however project performance is tending to lean more toward the right side of the diagram 

(i.e. higher likelihood of success). This might be happening because agencies were 

asked to score themselves, and it appears many have scored higher than perhaps is the 

case. 

The projects of most concern are those with high impact and low likelihood of success, 

the ―act decisively‖ quadrant. Notably the project with the largest expenditure (size of the 

pink bubble) is QH SAP Assets Procurement Finance Information Resource (SAPFIR) 

Project. Although the SAPFIR project was identified as one of the significant initiatives, it 

was excluded from drill down activity because of a parallel PwC review. 

8.2.5 Cost overruns 

The key focus of this assessment is budget, where the impact is a change in the original 

estimated expenditure. Although all the projects listed have started, some are still in 

initiation and planning stage where budget is being determined. In most cases these 

projects would show little to no change in the original estimated expenditure. 
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Cost overruns happen as a result of scope change, ineffective resource planning and 

poor budgeting. Projects in delivery usually have a project board to oversee the financial 

management of change. 

Findings 

 Financial management (recording and escalating cost overruns) appears to be 

effective when agencies demonstrate awareness of the cost impacts (e.g. DETE 

documentation was sighted that showed financial management of projects) and 

agencies have taken steps to manage the impact i.e. to re-baseline the project 

(which happens most of the time). 

 If project budget is managed at the portfolio level, cost overruns and underspend 

are dealt with together, but the overall portfolio budget remains on target, as is the 

case with DETE. 

 If the project is allocated capital funds for a certain period of time only, e.g. rolling 

infrastructure replacement, this is rarely considered a cost overrun by agencies 

because the cost increases are simply incremental approval of budget. This occurs 

because of the current funding model, which approves project expenditure on an 

annual basis rather than for the length of the project. 

 If a gate review process was implemented11 to periodically check business 

justification (and improve value delivery), true cost overruns would become clearer. 

8.2.6 Schedule overruns 

The measure of this assessment is the comparison of the original planned end date with 

the current end date. A change in schedule is a delay that needs to be accounted for in 

some way. Some agencies put initiatives on hold, to allow for resources to be redeployed 

and other agencies show schedule changes as a result of simply poor planning. 

Findings 

Out of the 175 projects assessed, 77 (44%) projects were assessed to have changes in 

schedule of greater than three months. Although many would argue that re-baselining 

projects is the accepted norm, the results show a systemic pattern across government of 

schedule slippage, where the change is on average one year per project. 

Figure 14 highlights these projects and their reported timeframes (start and end date), 

with a star representing the original end date. Of these 77 projects, 55 (71%) were 

reported to have been re-baselined (i.e. approved changes to the schedule).  

 

                                                      
 
11

 For example the ICT two pass review http://www.finance.gov.au/budget/ict-investment-framework/two-pass-review.html 

http://www.finance.gov.au/budget/ict-investment-framework/two-pass-review.html
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Figure 14 - Projects assessed with schedule overruns 
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Table 5 outlines the findings and the primary reasons identified to explain schedule 

overruns and the potential solution for these schedule changes include: 

Table 5 - Schedule overrun observations with potential solutions 

Observations Potential solution 

 Shifting priorities was given as a reason and 

arises from resourcing conflicts e.g. taking 

resources from one project to fulfil another. 

 Research indicates that an organisation should 

have enough capacity to handle project 

variations and ensure that resource planning is 

being done effectively (Gartner, 2011) 

 Procurement delays were another reason stated, 

and potentially increased project costs if the 

project team composed of mostly contractors. 

Also when the solution sought by agencies 

involved a fit for purpose application, the time to 

procure was longer.  

 In a few cases there is a correlation between 

schedule overruns and cost overruns. 

 Acquisition expertise and vendor management 

skills have been identified as a capability that the 

ICT business unit would benefit from having.  

 Software-as-a-service solutions are a reasonable 

alternative to in-built applications and on average 

take less time to implement. 

 The end dates quoted for projects often represent 

the budget end date rather than the end date that 

marks the go-live/completion of the project. This 

means that dates may not accurately reflect the 

true length of the project. 

 Project dates are often re-baselined to 

accommodate change in circumstances, such as 

shifting priority and budget constraints. 

 This is an acceptable practice as long as the 

decision takes into consideration the potential 

impacts highlighted in ‗project duration‘ section 

below. 

 Finding appropriately skilled staff (e.g. business 

analysts, business change managers) was often 

quoted as the cause for project delays and/or 

impacts. 

 Research indicates that this is a common 

occurrence, where limited availability of a select 

skill set is often the reason for project failure 

(Gartner, 2012). 

 Workforce planning with resource managers 

would enable project teams to gain visibility of in-

demand skills and plan accordingly. 

 It appears that internal support costs (permanent 

FTEs in the business or ICT) were not often 

included as part of total project expenditure.  

 In the private sector, timesheeting systems are 

used to capture and allocate the cost of an FTE‘s 

time spent on a project, whereas in government 

this is not standard practice. 

 For government, the mechanisms used in asset 

management may prove to be useful for projects. 
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The following TMR example introduces one of the common causes for long running 

projects and suggests a way of shortening project time frames and fostering good project 

outcomes in the future. 

Department of Transport and Main Roads: procurement hurdles – 

Laboratory Information Management System 

The Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) project‘s procurement stage 

took approximately two years to complete - much longer than originally expected, 

planned or indeed necessary in hindsight. Some of this extended time frame was due to a 

change in government that brought changed approval processes and periods of 

uncertainty. However, a notable factor in the time and cost to deliver the procurement 

was an inability to access quality resources, experienced in procurement and in particular 

contracts and evaluation. This meant much of the 'design' of the Invitation to Offer 

documentation and processes were done by the project itself. Although good outcomes 

were still achieved, they were significantly enhanced once the support of experienced 

resources when assigned directly to the project. 

The difference between the outputs when an experienced (and in some cases talented) 

procurement officer was directly assigned to the project and intimately involved, as 

opposed to being more of a 'gate-check' resource was significant enough for the project 

manager to observe that in future (significant procurement) projects should include a 

direct assignment of a dedicated procurement officer.  

This type of assignment may be more resource intensive. However, the money and time 

saved both in project budget and contracted expenditure would outweigh the costs. Over 

time, it would lead to project teams increasing their level of experience which would have 

the net effect of counterbalancing the initially higher demand for procurement specialist 

time. The procurement officer and the project manager would form a close partnership. 

The procurement officer would report to the project manager, but take significant 

ownership for procurement rather than a more hands-off approach that is more akin to 

'ensuring processes are followed'. 
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8.2.7 Project duration 

Gartner predicts by 2014, the average IT project duration will shrink by 25%, while the 

average volume of formalised work completed in a 12-month period will increase by 25% 

(Gartner, 2011). Project duration is assessed to support the concept of delivering value 

sooner. 

Findings 

The average time to deliver projects is estimated at 1.9 year per initiative across the 

sector. Although many would argue that an operational environment with low complexity, 

good flexibility and a right sized workforce, would achieve such an ambitious target 

suggested by Gartner, the fact is that projects with long lead times do have an impact, 

which have been included in Table 6. 

Table 6 - Time to deliver observations and potential impacts 

Observations Potential impact 

The value proposition weakens over time. 

 This appears to happen in government when an 

agency is not periodically reviewing the project‘s 

business justification and taking a hard look at 

whether the project should continue in its current 

form 

 If the business justification was not strong in the 

first place (e.g. poor options analysis), there is a 

greater chance that resources will be wasted. 

 The impact can be quite considerable if the value 

proposition is about fixing a problem and that 

problem is costing government in some way. 

 There is also an impact if other ‗value for money‘ 

solutions emerge that potentially write off the 

original project‘s business justification. 

Increased opportunity cost, where work (not costed) 

to define and procure the solution outweighs the cost 

of the solution or the benefits to be gained. 

 This appears to happen mostly when an agency 

is very risk averse and there is extra work 

required to ensure that the solution is ‗best-in-

class‘. 

 Solution design and development, including 

procurement were indicated by agencies as a 

key factor for protracted timeframes. 

 The impact of the time spent versus the benefits 

gained from extra due diligence adds to 

government inefficiency, increased overheads 

and poor use of government resources. 

 The impact to value delivery is high. If the project 

is about new system development, by the time 

the solution becomes ‗available‘, requirements 

have likely changed or the environment has 

changed. 

Increased probability that something will go wrong 

i.e. increased risk of poor project outcomes. 

 It appears that agencies with long-running 

projects (greater than three years) tend to show 

consistently poorer project outcomes (in time, 

budget and quality) than those projects delivered 

earlier. 

 Government has reduced its workforce, so there 

is little capacity in most agencies to address 

unmet demand. 

 Agile software development approaches are not 

often used, although some agencies have now 

started using agile delivery successfully. 

 The impact on government resources and on 

unmet demand means that government will find it 

difficult to address new business requirements, 

such as legislative change or innovative ways to 

improve service delivery. 

 Value delivery takes too long so customers may 

not gain the full benefits from the project. 

 Negative public perception that needs to change. 

 Research indicates that if the average 

organisation takes on more projects than it has 

the capacity to do, it will adversely impact 

productivity (Gartner, 2011).  
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The following example describes a DETE project that is keeping tight time frames and 

ensuring quality deliverables. 

Department of Education, Training and Employment: achieving project 

approval in two months – TSS refresh 

The Department of Education, Training and Employment (DETE) identified a major risk to 

service provision following the decision to transfer the TSS payroll application 

responsibility from Queensland Shared Services (QSS) back to the department. The TSS 

Refresh project was established to address this risk. 

Since the project commenced in May 2012, the project has successfully completed start-

up, is currently finalising the initiation stage, and has commenced the design and build 

stage.  

The Prince 2 Methodology has been followed with products approved by the TSS Project 

Board. Through the detailed project schedule, impacted stakeholders were given early 

visibility of the product development dates and most importantly the required approval 

dates. This early visibility of product turnaround times has been critical in delivering the 

approved products within the very tight timeframes. Through using the standard DETE 

templates, the quality of the information contained within the project documents is 

extremely high. This has reduced rework, avoided redistribution, reduced stakeholder 

frustration, and minimised turnaround times. 

Both the business case and the peer review panel submissions were based on 

maintaining the current solution and minimising business change and risk. However, 

within the business case five scenarios (and their associated NPV‘s) were included to 

provide evidence that the project had considered alternate solutions. As outlined within 

the business case, the alternate solutions would have increased both the costs and the 

risks to DETE. 

DETE entered an agreement on 30 June 2012 to upgrade the TSS payroll systems as a 

result of the applications becoming unsupported in September 2012. A detailed upgrade 

evaluation report and statement of work (SOW) were developed and formed the basis of 

the negotiated agreement. These products were produced by the external vendor and 

reviewed prior to acceptance by the DETE TSS project manager. Within the SOW, the 

work packages the vendor is responsible for delivering have detailed information 

including acceptance and exit criteria. 

There are multiple third party vendors required to deliver the TSS project. The detail and 

quality of the product descriptions (and the associated work packages) has been critical 

in ensuring there are no shortcomings once the products are delivered. The project has 

also implemented a quality review step within the work package documentation and 

incorporated an independent DETE internal review of the products once they are 

delivered. 
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8.3 Moving forward 

Goal: That government has appropriate governance and controls in place to minimise 

opportunity cost, maximise value, ensure appropriate solution choice, and deliver 

successful projects and activities in an acceptable timeframe. 

The key areas include: 

 A staged approach that scopes projects into manageable steps, which individually 

deliver value. If the project is to be reprioritised, put on hold, or closed, money spent 

to date has been optimised. 

 Shorten the time taken to procure solutions by selecting, where appropriate, 

services that are easy to deploy or, if applicable, undertake an agile software 

development approach. 

 Reduce the impact on projects of unplanned resource changes by ensuring 

sufficient control and management of project resources and identifying where 

possible enough capacity to handle variances. 
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Appendix A – Top agency initiatives 

This appendix provides an overview of 45 top agency initiatives. Although infrastructure projects or programs in some agencies are significant 

programs of work with high expenditure, these types of initiatives have been excluded to focus on applications that generally support 

transformational change. 

The top agency initiatives are ordered by total estimated expenditure in the table below. Since the investment information entails ‗forward‘ 

programs of work, current agency names are used (i.e. post machinery of government changes). 
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 Post MOG 
agency 

Initiative and description Status Start 
date 

End 
date 

Total estimated 
expenditure 

Expenditure 
remaining 

Comments 

1.  QH QPAS - Replacement / Upgrade of 

Queensland Patient Administration System 

(HBCIS)  

 

HBCIS (Hospital Based Corporate Information 

System) is the current Patient Administration 

System (PAS) for Queensland Health and the 

primary system for registering and managing all 

patients. It is the largest corporate information 

system in use in Queensland Health. It 

incorporates eBilling capability 

Not started 

 

Pre project 

stage 

 

Proposed 

CBRC funding 

  $438,800,000 $438,800,000 Of QH unfunded initiatives, this is the highest 

priority. 

2.  QH ieMR (Integrated electronic Medical 

Record) Program 

 

The ieMR program will deliver an authoritative 

single source of the patient record across the 

State. It will provide clinicians with the ability to: 

 access information that is integrated, 

accurate and clinically relevant 

 support decision making and better use of 

information 

 optimise management of patients, resources 

and provision of services 

 deliver location independent diagnostic and 

treatment services 

 support interaction across a network of 

providers that enables providers to be 

located, information to be transferred and 

multidisciplinary providers to collaborate. 

collaborate. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

managing 

program 

tranches 

 

Fully CBRC 

funded 

 

Oct 

2009 

Dec 

2014 

$179,581,291 $124,783,291 Dependencies include:  

Availability of Simulation Centre;  

Ability to leverage messaging services, 

medical objects, argus and health-link; 

Enhancements to CDR;  

Integration of data from AUSLAB, eLMS, 

HBCIS, ORMIS, ICU CIS, EDIS, PACS and 

AARK;  

Availability of eMR Viewer; Availability of 

supporting infrastructure such as eMPI, 

Clinical Data Service, eOrder Management, 

eReferrals and Single Sign-On 
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3.  QH Personally Controlled Electronic Health 

Record (PCEHR) Integration - National 

eHealth readiness 

 

COAG has invested significant funds in national 

eHealth infrastructure to underpin healthcare 

reform, including establishing the individual 

healthcare identifier service, the healthcare 

provider identifier service and acceleration of a 

national personally controlled electronic health 

record (PCEHR) system. A jurisdictional impact 

assessment (JIA) was undertaken for QH 

integration with the PCEHR. The key activities 

were: Sending of discharge summaries, event 

summaries, shared health summaries and 

specialist letters to the PCEHR; Viewing the 

PCEHR; Assisted consumer registration; 

Provider education and recruitment; Sending of 

pathology and Diagnostic Imaging result reports 

to the PCEHR; and Development of a PCEHR 

conformant repository. 

Not started 

 

Pre project 

stage 

 

Funding source 

unknown at this 

stage 

    $140,370,526 $140,370,526 National PCEHR and associated foundational 

eHealth projects 

4.  DCS DCS HR Payroll Business Solution Program 

 

Business continuity for HR payroll services that 

provides a strong basis for workforce 

management. Projects include: 

 SABA Upgrade 

 Electronic payslips 

 Operational Staff Recruitment Management 

System 

 Lattice Infrastructure Improvement 

Active 

 

In progress - 

defining a 

program 

 

Fully CBRC 

funded 

 

Jul 

2010 

Jun 

2016 

$104,563,717 $101,500,000 The program has recently received CBRC 

funding approval. The Lattice Infrastructure 

Improvement Project has experienced inter-

agency governance issues which have 

prolonged business exposure associated with 

old infrastructure. DCS have indicated that 

they will ensure accountability and strong 

governance for the program moving forward. 
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5.  QH RIP - Queensland Health Teleradiology 

Network Phase 2 

 

The Queensland Health Teleradiology Network 

Phase 2 will extend the Radiology Informatics 

Program (RIP) to all Queensland Health 

hospitals. 

Not started 

 

Pre project 

stage 

 

Funding source 

unknown at this 

stage 

    $93,740,000 $93,740,000   

6.  QH SAP Assets Procurement Finance 

Information Resource (SAPFIR) Project 

 

The SAPFIR project involves the greenfield 

implementation of the latest version of SAP 

finance, materials management and plant 

maintenance modules (ECC6). This system will 

ensure that Queensland Health and its Local 

Health and Hospital Network (LHHN) are able to 

comply with statutory finance and performance 

requirements. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully externally 

funded 

Nov 

2010 

Jun 

2014 

$79,736,000 $70,052,000 This initiative was referred to as 'NHHN ICT 

Program' as part of last year's QH ICT Work 

Plan submission. 

To ensure continuation of data the project 

needs to be aware of configuration changes 

to systems that supply or extract data from 

FAMMIS, QH‘s current finance system. 

The Activity Based Funding (ABF) project will 

be making changes to enterprise and state-

wide systems and may have additional 

requirements that impact this project. 

7.  DCCSDS SIP - Growing Stronger ICT 

 

The project will implement capability that will 

enable the business to achieve their goals: a) 

BIS R3.2: Service catalogue, provider 

management, enhancements, reporting, 

Integrated and Transition Support Plan (excl. 

content), data migration. b) BIS R3.3: Provider 

management to support funding model, service 

inventory, full ISP and Transition ISP; 

functionality to support AS&RS, reporting, 

Register of need, data migration. c) BIS3.4: 

Functionality to support Community Care 

providers and contract management; 

functionality to support payments to providers; 

simplification of fee for service processing. 

On-hold/ 

postponed 

 

Progress at 

80% complete - 

in delivery 

stage 

 

Awaiting CBRC 

funding 

approval 

Oct 

2009 

Jun 

2013 

$59,722,826 $7,000,000   
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8.  QH BreastScreen Queensland Digital Image 

System (BSQ) 

 

The project will deliver the ability to capture, 

store, distribute, view and interpret digital images 

and associated information electronically within 

the Breast Screen Services and potentially 

across the continuum of care.  

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully funded 

through other 

funding source 

Jul 

2006 

Dec 

2012 

$35,716,000 $1,821,000 This initiative has multiple funding sources. 

Only funding from ICT CAP have been 

reflected as it relates to actuals and forecasts. 

Migration of the BreastScreen Registry 

Application to a new platform (i.e. database, 

operating system and hardware). 

9.  QPS Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) 

 

Replace Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) 

system(s) currently operational in the seven 

scoped Police Communications Centres (PCCs) 

with a modern, integrated and highly reliable 

CAD solution providing state-wide coverage on a 

single platform that aims to: 

 Improve efficiencies in tasking frontline 

resources and response to calls for service 

 Reduce administrative burden for 

operational police in documenting 

occurrences 

 Enhance police and community safety 

through improved intelligence reporting 

 Enhance ability to respond to planned and 

unplanned events 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully internally 

funded 

Jul 

2010 

Jun 

2013 

$35,123,000 $8,292,000 Three out of seven site implementations 

completed. 

Scope extended by two sites and inclusion of 

LCAD at stations and mobile MDT client. 

All delivery milestones met on schedule and 

below budget. 
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10.  QH Primary and Community Care - Release 2 - 

Regional 

 

This initiative is an interim option and part two of 

a three-release journey. Far North Queensland 

is a challenging geographic and service delivery 

environment. This project will improve the 

eHealth infrastructure for primary and community 

care settings in regional far north Queensland. 

This initiative would reduce the fragmented 

nature of information systems currently in place, 

improve links with partner organisations and 

enable Queensland Health to participate flexibly 

and strongly in the changing national primary 

and community health care environment and the 

context of National Health Reform. 

Not started 

 

Pre project 

 

Funding source 

unknown at this 

stage 

    $35,000,000 $35,000,000   

11.  TMR CDOP Intelligent Traffic Camera System (I-

TCS) Program 

 

Replace the Traffic Camera Office (TCO) legacy 

Back Office System (BOS) with a digital Redflex 

Integrated Infringement Processing System 

(IIPS) BOS, and deliver proof of concept digital 

cameras for use by the TCO. The I-TCS Project 

is funded from the Camera Detected Offence 

Program (CDOP) and is in Stage 2 of a three 

Stage program.  

Active 

 

In progress - 

managing 

program 

tranches 

 

Fully externally 

funded 

 

 

Jun 

2008 

May 

2013 

$34,954,666 $14,996,103   
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12.  QH AARK (Automated Anaesthetic Record 

Keeping) Tranche 2 

 

The Automated Anaesthetic (Perioperative) 

Record-Keeping (AARK) was initiated to deliver 

an integrated state wide anaesthetic record 

keeping solution which is an essential pre-

requisite in enabling the State-wide Anaesthetic 

Network to implement good practice. Tranche 2 

of AARK will complete: a) rollout of 

the procedural and recovery module for the 

remaining 12 hospitals within Queensland 

(Beaudesert, Cunnamulla, Miles, Theodore, The 

Prince Charles, Royal Children's, Robina, Gold 

Coast, Mater, Noosa, Queensland Children's 

Hospital and the new Sunshine Coast Hospital). 

b) rollout the pre-procedural clinical assessment 

module to tranche I and 2 hospitals; c) rollout the 

acute pain module to tranche 1and 2 hospitals; 

d) commission the enterprise database. 

Not started 

 

Pre project 

 

Funding source 

unknown at this 

stage 

    $33,500,000 $33,500,000   

13.  QPS Weapons Licensing Management System 

 

The WLMS Project is implementing a new 

weapons licensing system which is planned to 

be delivered in three stages with a view to 

streamlining processes and providing efficiency 

of service to licence holders, firearm dealers and 

shooting clubs. Stage 1, delivery of the new 

WLMS, essentially a mandatory end-of-life 

replacement activity for 3 legacy systems. Stage 

2, delivering an internet service for the public to 

be able to apply and pay for licence and weapon 

applications on-line (including Permits To 

Acquire (PTAs)). 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully internally 

funded 

Jan 

2010 

Aug 

2012 

$19,617,433 $2,955,000 During agency consultation, the project team 

advised that on-line forms will go live in mid-

November; and (stage 2) project will be 

closed by the end of December 2012. Stage 3 

will be considered at a later time when other 

priorities (e.g. GWN for G20) have been 

addressed. 
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14.  DTESB Online Services Program  

formerly Integrated Services Delivery eBusiness  

 

Implement a franchise model for business and 

industry on-line service delivery. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

managing 

program 

tranches 

 

Fully internally 

funded 

Nov 

2010 

Dec 

2014 

$16,400,000 $3,400,000 Program is delivering the Business and 

Industry Franchise for WoG 

(www.business.qld.gov.au) 

15.  DNRM Streamlining Business Systems Program 

formerly Streamline Tenure Approvals 

 

Streamline the lifecycle of mining and petroleum 

permits to: reduce time taken for permit 

approval; improve transparency and certainty for 

government and the industry; and reduce cost of 

service delivery for government and industry. 

Projects include: 

• Mines Online Geographic Information System 

(Mines Online GIS) 

• Exploration Permit - Minerals (EPM) 

Active 

 

In progress - 

managing 

program 

tranches 

 

Fully CBRC 

funded 

 

Jul 

2009 

Jan 

2016 

$16,318,000 $13,602,000 Dependencies on legislative change, industry 

cooperation, business transformation 

16.  DETE ERP6 Project 

 

DETE to implement an ERP6 SAP finance 

instance separate from the current Whole-of-

government instance, configured to meet 

DETE‘s specific requirements. 

Active 

 

In planning - 

initiation stage 

 

Awaiting 

internal funding 

approval 

Jan 

2012 

Aug 

2013 

$15,942,702 $15,000,000 ICT Control - Shared with Finance 
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17.  DJAG BDM Digitisation 

 

The foundation Digitisation project will image the 

Registry‘s 6 million records and source 

documents (in physical form) and fully transcribe 

2.5 million of the most frequently accessed birth, 

death and marriage records to establish a full 

electronic repository. The tender for the 

outsourced work was awarded in October 2011 

and delivery will commence from June 2012. 

The contractor is Salmat Limited, an Australian 

incorporated company. Imaged and transcribed 

records will be provided to the Registry on 

secure hard drive, checked for accuracy and 

uploaded into the Registry's production life event 

system. 

Active 

 

In planning - 

initiation stage 

 

Fully CBRC 

funded 

Jul 

2009 

Dec 

2014 

$14,082,000 $13,192,000   

18.  DCS Triple Zero Statewide Telephony 

 

Implementation of new 000 emergency 

telephony system to provide increased call 

taking management and business continuity 

capability for QAS Communications Centres.  

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully internally 

funded 

Mar 

2010 

Jun 

2015 

$13,300,000 $9,992,000 Dependency with Communications Centre 

Modernisation Project 

ECM is limited to $13.3M 
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19.  DCCSDS Document and Record Management Program 

 

The DRMP will provide a consistent and 

seamless approach to document and records 

management that will enable improved frontline 

service delivery through better information 

sharing as well as ensuring the department‘s 

recordkeeping complies with relevant legislation. 

The introduction of a single eDRMS will mitigate 

the legislative, environmental, financial and 

frontline service delivery risks the department 

faces through current documents and records 

management practices, as well as improving 

client services through frontline staff having 

easier access, improved availability and greater 

visibility of departmental document and records. 

On-hold/ 

postponed 

 

Progress at 

26% complete - 

during 

managing 

program 

tranches 

 

Awaiting 

internal funding 

approval 

Nov 

2010 

Jun 

2016 

$12,621,986 $10,330,000   

20.  QH Public Health Information and Clinical 

Services Solution (PHICSS) 

 

The objective of the PHICSS project is to 

procure and implement an enterprise 'paperless' 

electronic medical record into these sites. It 

includes migration of a limited set of core client 

data from disparate legacy applications and 

where necessary, additional equipment to 

support a paperless clinical consulting 

environment. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully funded 

through other 

funding source 

Nov 

2007 

Apr 

2013 

$11,312,000 $2,395,405 This initiative has multiple funding sources. 

Only funding from ICT CAP have been 

reflected as it relates to actuals and forecasts 

Dependencies on AUSLAB/LISS and Private 

pathology providers; External Connectivity 

Project; eVici Interface 
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21.  QH Cardiac Information Solution Program (CISP) 

 

The Cardiac Information Solutions Program 

(CISP) is an initiative of the State-wide Cardiac 

Clinical Network (SCCN) in partnership with the 

Information Division eHealth Program and 

hosted by RBWH Information Technology 

Services. The CISP is a multiyear program of 

work initiated to meet the objectives of the 

SCCN to resolve information management 

barriers to the provision of safe, effective and 

efficient cardiac clinical care within Queensland 

Health. Projects include: 

CCL Heartlab project - Cardiac Image and 

Reporting System 

CCDR project - Central Cardiac Data Registry 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully funded 

through other 

funding source 

Jan 

2010 

Nov 

2013 

$11,290,000 $10,137,000 This initiative has multiple funding sources. 

Only funding from ICT CAP have been 

reflected as it relates to actuals and forecasts 

Dependencies on Radiology Informatics 

Program; Telecommunications and 

Connectivity Program; Processing & Storage 

Program 

22.  QH ICU CIS (Intensive Care Unit Clinical 

Information System) Stage 1 

 

ICU CIS is an enterprise clinical information 

system that will provide a comprehensive 

intensive care unit medical record and clinical 

data repository that is specifically designed for 

the Queensland Health intensive care unit 

environment. This initiative is a current in-flight 

project that has procured a solution and is 

currently implementing into sites that are 

categorised as Clinical Services Capability 

Framework (CSCF) level 6 intensive 

care services. (Original scope 4 sites. eHPB 

approved additional 2 sites, April 2012, total 6 

sites). In July 2012 the ICU CIS Project Board 

approved the extension of the project into Stage 

7. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully internally 

funded 

Jul 

2007 

Mar 

2013 

$10,782,000 $998,000 Project is dependent on the data within these 

related initiatives: 

Anaesthetic Clinical Information System 

(AARK); Server Virtualisation Project; 

Establishment of the Queensland Children‘s 

Hospital; AusLAB, Client Directory, HBCIS, 

CDR, EDS, and ePADT; Inter-district 

infrastructure projects such as WAN link 

capacity and security conducted by the 

Telecommunications Program (TCP). 
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23.  DETE Curriculum Into the Classroom 

 

To support school staff implement the Australian 

Curriculum released in late 2010. The project 

seeks to simplify the curriculum planning 

process further, by clearly articulating the core 

knowledge and understandings outlined in the 

AC and providing quality assured unit and lesson 

plans (developed for teachers by teachers) that 

will clarify for staff exactly what is required to be 

taught resulting in time saving. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully internally 

funded 

Feb 

2011 

Jun 

2013 

$10,457,000 $1,400,000 Responsibility transferred to Education 

Qld (corporate unit) with recent 

organisational restructure. Involves 

curriculum development - will be 

delivered using existing investment in 

core ICT systems. Cost of content 

development unknown. Cost includes full 

project lifecycle costs. 

24.  DETE VET Purchasing Solution 

 

Development of a Training Purchasing System 

(TPS) for managing VET procurement and 

migration of the current TPS into a flexible, user 

friendly system that meets the requirements of 

DET enterprise architecture. 

On-hold/ 

postponed 

 

Progress at 

50% complete - 

delivery stage 

 

Partially 

internally 

funded 

Dec 

2009 

Mar 

2013 

$9,059,886 $100,000   

25.  DCS All Hazards Information Management 

Program 

 

Build the capability of Disaster Management 

agencies, stakeholders and the community to 

ensure they are prepared and capable of 

effectively responding to a disaster. 

Dependencies include all frontline 

communications projects, including relevant 

Queensland Police Service initiatives. Projects 

include, Disaster Management Portal Project, 

Emergency Virtual Operations Centre Project, 

All Hazards Public Engagement Project. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

managing 

program 

tranches 

 

Fully CBRC 

funded 

 

Apr 

2011 

Jun 

2013 

$8,101,223 $3,565,133 Dependency on all frontline communications 

projects including relevant Queensland Police 

Service initiative. 

Resourcing limitations associated with the 

EMP process. 

High level of cooperation with external 

agencies including local government, utilities, 

NGOs. 
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26.  HPW iSPACE 

 

To purchase and implement a commercial off-

the-shelf system that supports the planning, 

design, management and utilisation of 

Queensland Government's real estate portfolio. 

The system will replace existing systems. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully internally 

funded 

Apr 

2011 

Apr 

2013 

$7,458,429 $4,844,182  

  

27.  QSS Aurion Upgrade 

 

Aurion version 9 has been on extended 

maintenance since 2002. The current extended 

support expires in July 2012. Negotiation of 

support on this version will be required at 

additional cost if migration to the current version 

10 offering is not complete by this time. 

Legislative obligations will not be met if either of 

these requirements is not met in this timeframe. 

The ACE solution is currently responsible for 

paying 8,000 employees. It is also a target 

environment to receive a number of separate 

instances of Aurion in the near future. This 

upgrade has a number of downstream 

dependencies that also have similar 

requirements.  

Active 

 

In planning - 

initiation stage 

 

Fully CBRC 

funded 

Oct 

2011 

Sep 

2013 

$7,030,830 $6,390,477   

28.  DETE SAP BI Project 

 

DETE to engage an implementation partner to 

work with the business to configure and 

implement a business intelligence capability 

taking advantage of the DETE configured ERP6 

SAP instance.  

Active 

 

In planning - 

initiation stage 

 

Awaiting 

internal funding 

approval 

Jan 

2012 

Sep 

2013 

$6,674,391 $6,425,000 ICT Control - Shared with Finance 
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29.  TMR Laboratory Information Management System 

(LIMS) 

 

The LIMS project will deliver a core business 

solution for TMR's Materials Services Branch 

and regional laboratories. The solution will be 

used to manage materials testing activities and 

will replace and consolidate existing legacy 

systems into one single state-wide system. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully externally 

funded 

Jul 

2007 

Nov 

2012 

$6,239,222 $2,189,222 Financial benefits only realised if rolled out to 

industry. 

Approved project budget has been up to 

$11.7M but has recently been reduced along 

with scope to comply with recent government 

priority changes. 

30.  QPS Enhance QPRIME User Interface 

 

To maximise QPRIME usability and quality 

through system and process improvement. 

EQUIP - NC5 will deliver a new method of data 

entry for front line operational police that is 

streamlined and targets specific policing 

activities in QPRIME. 

 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Partially 

internally 

funded 

Oct 

2010 

Dec 

2013 

$5,667,000 $2,889,000 Lite PID exists (rather than Business Case). 

31.  DETE The Solution Series (TSS) Payroll Refresh 

 

A TSS payroll system software and hardware 

refresh to ensure continued operation until 

beyond 2015.  

Active 

 

In planning - 

initiation stage 

 

Awaiting 

internal funding 

approval 

May 

2012 

Jun 

2013 

$5,620,000 $5,600,000   
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32.  QH Credentialing 

 

Implement a state-wide credentialing information 

repository and provide financial assistance to 

Districts to procure local credentialing solutions 

to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the 

credentialing process and provision of a central 

repository of eligible medical and dental 

practitioner Clinical Scope of Practice. 

Active 

 

In planning - 

initiation stage 

 

Fully internally 

funded 

Oct 

2010 

Jun 

2014 

$5,580,000 $5,580,000   

33.  DETE Learning Management System Business 

Continuity 

 

TAFE Queensland has a requirement to provide 

business continuity in the provision of e-learning 

capability when the current contractual 

arrangements expire in Sept 2013. This is being 

done in conjunction with Education Queensland 

(corporate office) to provide the opportunity for 

establishing a shared licensing arrangement and 

optimised financial benefit for Queensland 

Government. 

On-hold/ 

postponed 

 

Progress at 

10% complete - 

pre project 

stage 

 

Awaiting 

internal funding 

approval 

Mar 

2012 

Jun 

2015 

$5,066,369 $5,026,369   

34.  DNPRSR ParkInfo 2.0 

 

The ParkInfo system will manage the 

Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service (QPWS) 

estate through providing a portal to present, 

capture, integrate, and interact with the full range 

of QPWS data. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully internally 

funded 

Oct 

2010 

Jun 

2013 

$4,713,981 $1,420,981 October 2010, when contract was signed, is 

now considered the start date. However, the 

Business Case was first raised in September 

2007. All figures relate to the later date. 
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35.  QH MAIS (Medical Aids Information System) 

 

This project is to streamline business processes, 

increase efficiency and decrease time to 

complete transactions. This will decrease the 

amount of time the patient needs to wait (by 

approx. 50%) for the service and improve the 

collection of accurate data for planning 

purposes. This application supports the Medical 

Aid Subsidy scheme which is a state-wide 

service for the provisions of aids and equipment 

and processes in excess of 120,000 requests for 

medial aids each financial year. The new 

database will automate many manual functions 

including electronic/online application 

submission function, track status of the 

application, interface to SAP to eliminate double 

entry of orders. 

On-hold/ 

postponed 

 

Progress at 

10% complete - 

in planning 

stage 

 

Proposed 

internal funding 

source 

Sep 

2008 

  $4,117,000 $3,574,000   

36.  QTT Royalties 

 

Implementation of Mining Royalties into RMS 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully internally 

funded 

Oct 

2011 

Nov 

2012 

$3,825,000 $1,840,000 New project/activity due to machinery of 

Government change 
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37.  TMR 131940 

 

The 131940 system is a comprehensive system 

that collects data from disparate systems, 

provides a single source of truth for traffic and 

travel information that provides information to 

TMR, other authorised agencies and the people 

of Queensland through a variety of mediums. 

The 131940 system has been evolving for 

several years and is now a mature system that 

potentially requires redevelopment in light of its 

changing role in the community. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully externally 

funded 

Jul 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$3,808,833 $1,342,606 A single integrator contract finalised by 1 

October 2012. 

Service transition from Road Corridor use to 

Information Division to be completed by 1 

September 2012. 

38.  DPC eLegislation 

 

WoG access to legislation 

Active 

 

In planning - 

initiation stage 

 

Fully CBRC 

funded 

Jul 

2011 

Dec 

2013 

$3,805,591 $3,500,000   

39.  DETE eLearning for special needs student 

 

The eLearning for special needs students 

election commitment will provide tablets for use 

by students with special needs directly to State 

Special Schools, State Schools and non-

Government schools with special education 

programs. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

 

Apr 

2012 

Dec 

2012 

$3,505,000 $3,500,000 Ongoing costs still to be determined  

40.  DNRM ATS Client Modernisation (ATS-CM) 

 

Develop and implement a new software platform 

for the Automated Titles System (ATS) to 

address non-support for the existing platform 

from 2015. This is identified as high risk under 

the government‘s software currency framework.  

On-hold/ 

postponed 

 

No progress - in 

pre project 

stage 

Aug 

2012 

Oct 

2013 

$3,500,000 $3,500,000 CBRC submission documentation only. 

Update: 9-Aug-12 - Minimal work is being 

undertaken, just enough to keep some 

momentum given the high risk nature of the 

software currency issue and the significance 

of ATS to Queensland Government revenue. 
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 Post MOG 
agency 

Initiative and description Status Start 
date 

End 
date 

Total estimated 
expenditure 

Expenditure 
remaining 

Comments 

41.  DCCSDS CarePay Program 

 

The Carepay system is the system utilised for 

Foster and Kinship Carer allowances. The 

system has been identified through the ICT 

Baseline Process as a candidate for 

replacement due to the age and risk associated 

with its underlying platform. 

On-hold/ 

postponed 

 

Progress at 

30% complete - 

during 

managing 

program 

tranches 

Nov 

2011 

Jun 

2013 

$3,439,593 $3,143,000 Constraint is that Carepay solution should 

interact with ICMS platform 

42.  SSQ QGov Online Program 

 

The Franchise Implementation Project is the 

overarching project required to complete the 

QGov Online Program of Work—to deliver a 

seamless customer-centric online service 

delivery channel for Queensland Government. 

This is being achieved using the franchise 

model, different agencies take a lead role for a 

sub-section of www.qld.gov.au (a ‗franchise‘) but 

deliver a seamless experience by following a 

central set of defined processes and tools for its 

delivery and maintenance. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

managing 

program 

tranches 

 

Partially 

internally 

funded 

Apr 

2011 

Dec 

2014 

$3,182,753 $750,000 An options paper undertaken which led to a 

mandate of QGOV online supports the single 

entry point for citizens within the online 

channel for Whole-of-government.   

Dependent on the ability of franchise owners 

to adequately resource franchise teams to 

undertake appropriate customer research, 

content editing and publishing and 

stakeholder engagement. Program 

continuation and completion also dependent 

on allocation of funding internally from Smart 

Service Queensland. Budget for this 

overarching program of work covers projects - 

Franchise Implementation Tranche 2 and 

Franchise Implementation Tranche 3. 
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 Post MOG 
agency 

Initiative and description Status Start 
date 

End 
date 

Total estimated 
expenditure 

Expenditure 
remaining 

Comments 

43.  DETE ECEC Grants Management Solution 

 

The scope of the project is to replace the current 

ECEC grants applications with a contemporary 

Grants Management Solution to manage the end 

to end process of the grants lifecycle in ECEC. 

As a result of the Universal Access to 

Kindergarten legislation and other initiatives, the 

ECEC anticipates funding approximately 2,000 

service providers in the next four years and $90 

million recurrent and capital grants per year, by 

2014. The current solution to manage grants 

relies on a legacy bespoke application from 

DCCSDS that is non-compliant with DETE‘s 

Enterprise Architecture and does not have the 

capability to meet the current or future business 

requirements. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

Feb 

2011 

Jan 

2013 

$2,351,405 $705,000   

44.  QTT Project Link 

formerly PCS/PCMS replacement 

 

Replace the Claims Management systems (PCS 

and PCMS) used by the Office of the Insurance 

Commissioner (OIC) and its statutory authorities. 

The project will identify, procure and implement 

an insurance focussed business system that will 

provide efficient and comprehensive functionality 

to support industry best practice processes, for 

both the CTP scheme and general insurance, in 

a ―leading edge‖ or ―state-of-the-art‖ software 

package. 

Active 

 

In progress - 

delivery stage 

 

Fully funded 

through other 

funding source 

Mar 

2012 

Dec 

2013 

$2,000,000 $1,860,000   

45.  DSITIA - 

CITEC 

Public Safety Frontline Communications 

The GWN will deliver a state-wide digital 

communications network for mobile voice and 

data for all operational public safety personnel.   

Active 

 

In early 

planning 

May 

2012 

TBA TBA TBA This is a multi-agency initiative led by DSITIA 

that includes QPS and DCS. 

A request for expression of interest was 

released to industry in October 2012. 
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Appendix B – Work plan data quality assessment 

This appendix highlights the results from the work plan data quality assessment. 

The quality of information reported by agencies in their work plans was reviewed in terms of 

completeness and basic accuracy against a set of published business rules. Despite the known 

discrepancies between agency work plan data and formal project documentation, the results show 

acceptable quality for analysis. 

Figure 15 lists the attributes that are used to assess project performance. The graph shows the 

level of incompleteness and the level of inaccuracy per attribute against the proportion of projects 

assessed. Attributes with no value (empty) indicates 100 per cent acceptable quality. 

 
 

Figure 15 - Quality review of attributes used in assessing project performance 
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Appendix C – Evaluation of significant initiatives 

The appendix provides the results from the significant initiative evaluations. 

Table 7 summarises the results from the 14 significant initiatives evaluated. Although not every 

agency is represented, the results highlight some agencies are employing good initiative 

governance (e.g. DETE, QPS), while others showed a lack of approved project methodology (e.g. 

QTT, DNPRSR).  

Legend: 

Documentation Good, Acceptable, Poor 

Overall assessment 12 On target – the initiative is showing good progress toward 

the achievement of project goals 

At risk – the initiative is failing in one or more areas (e.g. 

budget, schedule, quality) 

Observations Notable facts, strengths, challenges and concerns 

 

Table 7 - Results from the significant initiatives evaluated 

Significant initiative Agency Document
ation 

Overall 
assessment 

Observations 

All Hazards Information 

Management Program 

DCS Acceptable On target Operational demand and priorities, diverse 

stakeholders/ beneficiaries, strong business-ICT 

partnership, lead agency at federal level. 

CIIP - ADS Technology 

Refresh Project 

QSS Acceptable At risk  Project has been put on hold. 

Delays due to reprioritisation of resources (high 

operational staff usage), inter-agency dependency 

due to CITEC as service provider, limited 

documentation.  

ECEC Grants 

Management Solution 

DETE Acceptable On target Part of overarching information management 

program driven by Office of Early Childhood 

Education and Care (OECEC), generic SAP-based 

solution provided by OSR, some delays associated 

with national system and broad range of 

stakeholders. 

ECEC Reporting 

Services for Early 

Childhood 

Development 

DETE Acceptable On target Part of overarching information management 

program driven by OECEC, impacted by National 

Quality Agenda IT system implementation delays, 

delivering early outcomes for local stakeholders 

through incremental IM changes. 

                                                      
 
12

 Evaluations were undertaken between July 2012 and October 2012, therefore the overall assessment is subject to change. 
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Significant initiative Agency Document
ation 

Overall 
assessment 

Observations 

Exploration Permit - 

Minerals 

DNRM Acceptable On target Part of overarching program to streamline business 

systems, CBRC funding managed at program level, 

high profile due to mining industry, using agile 

development. 

Fire Ant Information 

System (FAIS) System 

Redevelopment 

DAFF Acceptable On target Federal involvement with closely monitored KPIs, 

business case used solely to gain funds, program 

level benefits include significant cost avoidance 

through Fire Ant eradication, using agile 

development. 

iSPACE HPW Good On target Integrated workplace management solution, high 

business ownership with focus on business 

improvement, lessons from earlier projects 

supported single Oracle platform as opposed to 

multi-platform solution, earlier delays associated 

with inter-agency and system integrator issues. 

Laboratory Information 

Management System 

(LIMS) 

TMR Good At risk  Ideal candidate for project assurance.
13

 

Significant procurement and vendor management 

issues, ongoing resource issues, concerns around 

quality and industry acceptance of end product, 

executive indecisiveness. 

Lattice Infrastructure 

Improvement 

DCS, 

QSS, 

CITEC 

Poor At risk  Ideal candidate for project assurance. 

Extreme exposure, scope agreed late 2011 but still 

not started, issues with inter-agency governance 

and accountability, need for protected environment. 

ParkInfo 2.0 DNPRSR Poor At risk  Ideal candidate for project assurance. 

Significant procurement and vendor management 

issues, in-house developers had inappropriate input 

in early project, alternate solution with revised 

business case under consideration. 

Project link QTT Acceptable On target Agile development driven by Office of the Insurance 

Commission project manager, QTT will provide 

ongoing support, originally system replacement but 

process efficiencies being built in. 

QGOV Online Single 

Website Experience 

(DETE franchise) 

DETE Acceptable On target Seamless customer-centric online service delivery 

channel for Queensland Government using the 

franchise model, value not clear for the agency. 

                                                      
 
13

Project assurance is a mechanism to promote the conditions for successful business change and assist in the delivery of predictable 
and repeatable benefits. 
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Significant initiative Agency Document
ation 

Overall 
assessment 

Observations 

Queensland Health HR 

Technical Separation 

Project 

QSS Acceptable On target Technical focus including application independence 

from QSS to QH and disaster recovery test, process 

change under different project, QH chose purchase 

of HP superdomes over leasing arrangement 

offered through CITEC, dependency on payroll date 

change, slippages in time. 

Royalties QTT Poor On target Business case not used but assumed due to 

ministerial mandate, project methodology different 

to Whole-of-government, project resources high, 

revenue collection from mining and petroleum 

companies, 80% re-use of Revenue Management 

System (SAP based system through OSR). 

The Solution Series 

(TSS) Payroll Refresh 

DETE Good On target Good level of rigour, prepared within short time 

span, complex vendor delivery approach based on 

Fujitsu contract renewal, proactive engagement with 

new application vendor. 

Weapons Licensing 

Management System 

QPS Good On target Political impact due to stakeholders, security 

implications of online applications and payments, 

based on Sword Ciboodle product, rigorous 

governance through Major Projects Committee. 
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Appendix D – Project performance assessment 

This appendix provides the results from the project assessments. The assessment approach looked at five key areas (highlighted below) 

including the agencies‘ portfolios, which collectively contribute to answer how well are government projects being prioritised and managed, and 

are there opportunities to maximise value or minimise waste. Each assessment provides a piece of the puzzle that together builds 

understanding of project performance. 

Legend: 

Value

Business impact vs delivering value
1

Exposure

Business impact vs project performance
2

Cost overrun Schedule overrun Time to deliver Overall 

assessment

Guidance

Green High impact: High value High impact:High performance <25% increase 

in budget

On schedule < 1.5 years duration On target Continue to monitor, address the concerns 

w here there are yellow  results

Yellow High impact: Low  value

Low  impact: High value

Low  impact: High performance

Low  impact: Low  performance

25% - 75% increase in budget 0 - 1.5 years increase 

to schedule

1.5 - 5 years duration Some concerns Corrective action required, address the 

issues w here there are red results

Red Low  impact: Low  value High impact: Low  performance > 75% increase 

in budget

> 1.5 years increase 

to schedule

> 5 years duration At risk Address the issues or close the project.

Grey Missing information Missing information Missing information Missing information Missing information Unable to assess Reassess w hen information becomes 

available

[1] refer to value assessment section [2] refer to exposure assessment section  

 

The project performance assessments are ordered by total estimated expenditure in the table below. Forecast expenditure is the total estimated 

expenditure less the cumulative costs to date, which can be interpreted as expenditure remaining. 
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Post 
MOG 
agency Initiative and description 

Start 
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Overall 
assessment 

1. QH SAP Assets Procurement Finance Information Resource (SAPFIR) 

Project 

The SAPFIR project involves the greenfield implementation of the latest 

version of SAP finance, materials management and plant maintenance 

modules (ECC6). This system will ensure that Queensland Health and its 

Local Health and Hospital Network (LHHN) are able to comply with 

statutory finance and performance requirements. 

Nov 

2010 

Jun 

2014 

$79,736,000 $70,052,000      Some 

concerns 

2. QH GroupWise to Exchange 

The project will move Queensland Health from Novell GroupWise 

messaging and calendar services to Microsoft Outlook. GroupWise is an 

aging application and standard asset replacement process will be utilised 

to align the application with Whole-of-government architecture. The move 

to the Outlook email system is aligned to the whole-of-government 

direction and is one of the first steps in building the Queensland Health 

information and communication technology (ICT) collaborative 

environment.  

Jan 

2009 

Jun 

2013 

$40,522,061 $12,599,061      Some 

concerns 

3. QH BreastScreen Queensland Digital Image System (BSQ) 

The project will deliver the ability to capture, store, distribute, view and 

interpret digital images and associated information electronically within the 

Breast Screen Services and potentially across the continuum of care.  

Jul 

2006 

Dec 

2012 

$35,716,000 $1,821,000      Some 

concerns 

4. QPS Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) 

Replace Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system(s) currently operational 

in the seven scoped Police Communications Centres (PCCs) with a 

modern, integrated and highly reliable CAD solution providing state-wide 

coverage on a single platform. 

Jul 

2010 

Jun 

2013 

$35,123,000 $8,292,000      On target 

5. QPS Weapons Licensing Management System 

Implementing a new weapons licensing system (in three stages) with a 

view to streamlining processes and providing efficiency of service to 

Jan 

2010 

Aug 

2012 

$19,617,433 $2,955,000      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
assessment 

licence holders, firearm dealers and shooting clubs. 

6. DETE ERP6 Project 

Implement an ERP6 SAP instance separate from the current Whole-of-

government instance, configured to meet DETE‘s specific requirements. 

Jan 

2012 

Aug 

2013 

$15,942,702 $15,000,000      On target 

7. DJAG BDM Digitisation 

The foundation digitisation project will image the Registry‘s 6 million 

records and source documents (in physical form) and fully transcribe 2.5 

million of the most frequently accessed birth, death and marriage records 

to establish a full electronic repository.  

Jul 

2009 

Dec 

2014 

$14,082,000 $13,192,000      Some 

concerns 

8. DCS Triple Zero Statewide Telephony 

Implementation of new 000 emergency telephony system to provide 

increased call taking management and business continuity capability for 

QAS Communications Centres. Dependencies include Communications 

Centre Modernisation Project. 

Mar 

2010 

Jun 

2015 

$13,300,000 $9,992,000      Some 

concerns 

9. QH Public Health Information and Clinical Services Solution (PHICSS) 

Procure and implement an enterprise 'paperless' electronic medical record 

into Public Health sites. It includes migration of a limited set of core client 

data from disparate legacy applications and where necessary, additional 

equipment to support a paperless clinical consulting environment. 

Nov 

2007 

Apr 

2013 

$11,312,000 $2,395,405      Some 

concerns 

10. QH ICU CIS (Intensive Care Unit Clinical Information System) Stage 1 

ICU CIS is an enterprise clinical information system that will provide a 

comprehensive intensive care unit medical record and clinical data 

repository that is specifically designed for the Queensland Health intensive 

care unit environment. This initiative is a current in-flight project that 

has procured a solution and is currently implementing into sites that are 

categorised as Clinical Services Capability Framework (CSCF) level 6 

intensive care services. 

Jul 

2007 

Mar 

2013 

$10,782,000 $998,000      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
assessment 

11. DETE Curriculum into the Classroom 

Simplify the curriculum planning process further, by clearly articulating the 

core knowledge and understandings outlined in the Australian Curriculum, 

and providing quality assured unit and lesson plans. 

Feb 

2011 

Jun 

2013 

$10,457,000 $1,400,000      Some 

concerns 

12. HPW iSPACE 

Purchase and implement a commercial off-the-shelf system that supports 

the planning, design, management and utilisation of Queensland 

Government's real estate portfolio. The system will replace existing 

systems. 

Apr 

2011 

Apr 

2013 

$7,458,429 $4,844,182      On target 

13. DCS Managed Operating Environment 

Upgrade its existing MS Windows operating system from Windows XP to 

Windows 7. It also includes upgrade to Office 2010 and Application 

Rationalisation. 

Jul 

2011 

Jun 

2014 

$7,443,805 $6,207,805      On target 

14. DCS Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) Replacement 

Replacement of Mobile Data terminals in QAS vehicles in SEQ. 

May 

2009 

May 

2013 

$7,327,000 $4,363,544      Some 

concerns 

15. TMR Reporting and Performance Management (RPM) Project 

Deliver a strategic reporting and analytics solution to support the 

department‘s core business activity of Program and Project Management 

(P&PM). Phase 1 - delivery of reporting and analytics capability to support 

the Organisational Reporting and Management of Programs (OnRAMP) 

Initiative. Phase 2 - an infrastructure delivery performance report that 

provides common metrics across divisions and at all levels, such as 

projects, business programs, regions and for the total infrastructure 

program. 

Aug 

2008 

Oct 

2012 

$7,056,560 $263,734      On target 
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Overall 
assessment 

16. QSS Aurion Upgrade 

Aurion version 9 has been on extended maintenance since 2002. The 

current extended support expires in July 2012. Negotiation of support on 

this version will be required at additional cost if migration to the current 

version 10 offering is not complete by this time. Legislative obligations will 

not be met if either of these requirements is not met in this timeframe. The 

ACE solution is currently responsible for paying 8000 employees. It is also 

a target environment to receive a number of separate instances of Aurion 

in the near future. 

Oct 

2011 

Sep 

2013 

$7,030,830 $6,390,477      On target 

17. DETE SAP BI Project 

Engage an implementation partner to work with the business to configure 

and implement a business intelligence capability taking advantage of the 

DETE configured ERP6 SAP instance.  

Jan 

2012 

Sep 

2013 

$6,674,391 $6,425,000      On target 

18. QH CHRISP Connect Stage 1 (Centre for Healthcare Related Infection 

Surveillance and Prevention) 

The CHRISP Connect project will reduce the size, impact and duration of 

healthcare associated infection (HAI) outbreaks thereby decreasing harm 

to patients and healthcare workers. The system will lessen the 

administrative burden on infection control clinicians and allow the clinicians 

to focus more on reducing the frequency of HAI within their facilities 

through increased rates of clinical practice change. Statewide and Health 

Service District level reporting will be available in near real time, facilitating 

timely and accurate identification of HAI trends. CHRISP Connect will 

initially be deployed in 22 major Queensland Health facilities. In addition, 

approximately 140 facilities will be able to gain access to the system 

in Stage 2. 

Sep 

2009 

Dec 

2012 

$6,394,000 $883,000      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
assessment 

19. QPS RES (Radio) Technology Refresh 

Ongoing initiative to annually replace a percentage of operational 

communications equipment that is highly visible and used by officers on a 

daily basis, to ensure officers have reliable and robust operational 

communications equipment for frontline policing activities. The QPS has a 

communications equipment asset base in excess of $100 million, $28 

million of which is in mobile and portable radios, base radios and other 

systems that are between 4 and 11 years of age and have become an 

operational and maintenance liability. 

Jul 

2012 

Jun 

2013 

$6,300,000 $6,300,000      Some 

concerns 

20. TMR Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) 

Deliver a core business solution for TMR's Materials Services Branch and 

regional laboratories. The solution will be used to manage materials testing 

activities and will replace and consolidate existing legacy systems into one 

single state-wide system. 

Jul 

2007 

Nov 

2012 

$6,239,222 $2,189,222      Some 

concerns 

21. QPS Enhance QPRIME User Interface 

Includes legislative, data quality and technology innovation activities.  

The project has been progressing with necessary updates to QPRIME to 

support legislative and process changes that impact on data capture and 

management, as well as data quality activities to reduce duplication and 

ensure police officers have access to complete, accurate and integrated 

data from many sources.  

The technology innovation activities include maintaining version currency 

and examining the provision of QPRIME as a mobile application and 

necessary integration with other policing systems such as Policelink and 

QCAD. This component of the project is being reconsidered to ensure the 

scope and deliverables align with operational requirements and capability 

delivered through the Mobile Services Strategy. 

Oct 

2010 

Dec 

2013 

$5,667,000 $2,889,000      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
assessment 

22. DETE The Solution Series (TSS) Payroll Refresh 

Refresh TSS payroll system software and hardware to ensure continued 

operation until beyond 2015.  

May 

2012 

Jun 

2013 

$5,620,000 $5,600,000      On target 

23. QH Credentialing 

Implement a state-wide credentialing information repository and provide 

financial assistance to districts to procure local credentialing solutions to 

improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the credentialing process and 

provision of a central repository of eligible medical and dental practitioner 

Clinical Scope of Practice. 

Oct 

2010 

Jun 

2014 

$5,580,000 $5,580,000      Some 

concerns 

24. QH Consumer Integrated Mental Health Application (CIMHA) Phase II 

Enhance the CIMHA application to support the ongoing reform and 

evolving needs of mental health service delivery in Queensland. The 

project will expand the access to carers, consumers, external clinical 

service providers and existing users; add new functionality and a series of 

functional enhancements to improve the speed and efficiency of the 

system. 

Jan 

2010 

Jun 

2014 

$5,543,220 $4,600,220      Some 

concerns 

25. DCS ESCAD Infrastructure Upgrade Project 

Infrastructure improvement, implement Storage Area Network, replace 

servers and upgrade Citrix farm, updated electronic call taking screen. 

Jan 

2011 

Jan 

2013 

$5,143,000 $2,390,000      Some 

concerns 

26. DNPRSR ParkInfo 2.0 

The ParkInfo system will manage the Queensland Parks and Wildlife 

Service (QPWS) estate through providing a portal to present, capture, 

integrate, and interact with the full range of QPWS data. 

Audit assessment follow-up: ITP is currently re-evaluating the initiative 

on behalf of DNPRSR to determine its continued justification 

Oct 

2010 

Jun 

2013 

$4,713,981 $1,420,981      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
assessment 

27. QH Enterprise Active Directory Implementation 

Provide a highly available, scalable, secure, reliable manageable 

enterprise directory service which is available statewide for all Queensland 

Health users, resources and devices. EAD will underpin several Microsoft 

based technologies including Exchange, Lync Communications Server, 

System Centre Configuration Manager 2007, future workstation SOE 

updates and also other AD aware applications requiring password pass-

through authentication (i.e. Citrix), eHealth applications and other clinical 

applications. 

Jan 

2009 

Dec 

2012 

$4,399,969 $4,399,969      Some 

concerns 

28. DETE OneSchool Corporate Reporting (OSCR) - Stage 5 

 Convert Corporate Data Warehouse (CDW) from Oracle 6i to MS SQL 

server 2008 

 Remodel the OneSchool data warehouse and the CDW to combined 

dimensional data store 

 Finalise processes to allow the NAPLAN data to be reviewed and 

loaded directly into the new data store 

 Implement business intelligence dashboards and multi-dimensional 

cubes to enable data driven decision making in school, regional and 

corporate offices. 

Jul 

2009 

Oct 

2012 

$4,360,474 $253,474      Some 

concerns 

29. DETE Exit Neville Bonner Building data centre 

Relocate DET VET systems to the Polaris Data Centre. This activity is 

mandatory and aligns to the Queensland Government shared services data 

warehouse strategy.  

Mar 

2011 

Dec 

2012 

$3,992,667 $2,517,667      On target 

30. QTT Royalties 

Implement Mining Royalties into RMS. 

Oct 

2011 

Nov 

2012 

$3,825,000 $1,840,000      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
assessment 

31. TMR 131940 

The 131940 system is a comprehensive system that collects data from 

disparate systems, provides a single source of truth for traffic and travel 

information that provides information to TMR, other authorised agencies 

and the people of Queensland through a variety of mediums. This initiative 

will continue to the end of the 2012 calendar year, as they continue to 

deliver enhancements in response to flood enquiry recommendations and 

political commitments. TMR have been progressively removing the native 

reporting functionality out of the 131940 solution and moving this into their 

enterprise BI platform. 

Jul 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$3,808,833 $1,342,606      On target 

32. DPC eLegislation 

Whole-of-government access to legislation. 

Jul 

2011 

Dec 

2013 

$3,805,591 $3,500,000      On target 

33. DETE eLearning for special needs student 

The eLearning for special needs students election commitment will provide 

tablets for use by students with special needs directly to State Special 

Schools, State Schools and non-Government schools with special 

education programs. 

Apr 

2012 

Dec 

2012 

$3,505,000 $3,500,000      Some 

concerns 

34. DNRM QVAS Gateway Valuation Reform and LVA 2010 (QLVA) 

Implement Land Valuation Act 2010 to deliver grievance reform to provide 

clients with the opportunity to provide relevant and focused information to 

support objections against valuation. 

Jan 

2010 

Sep 

2012 

$3,330,040 $200,000      Some 

concerns 

35. TMR SHOC Data Centre Relocation All Stages 

Relocate the Spring Hill Office complex (SHOC) data centre to CITEC 

leased floor space at the Polaris Data Centre in Springfield Central.  

Jun 

2010 

Dec 

2012 

$3,013,000 $2,200,000      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
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36. QH SharePoint Implementation Project 

Provide a highly available, scalable, secure and reliable service to:· enable 

QH teams, community groups and individuals to effectively and efficiently 

share, review and amend information and electronic documents· 

Collaborate across geographical distributed and divisional boundaries· 

Enable controlled access to information and provision an effective 

communications channel. 

Jul 

2009 

Dec 

2012 

$2,930,307 $2,930,307      Some 

concerns 

37. TMR Effective Service Delivery (ESD) Lifecycle 

Transport and Main Road‘s (TMR) existing Websphere Application Server 

(WAS) Version 6.1 has been in place since 2008. This version has many 

limitations for key industry standards for application development. 

Apr 

2011 

Aug 

2012 

$2,890,786 $129,751      Some 

concerns 

38. QH PCEHR Wave 1: eHealth Support Project 

GPpartners, in collaboration with Queensland Health, were successful in 

their bid to become one of three lead eHealth implementation sites (Wave 

1) to establish a community of interest in the Brisbane north region for the 

establishment of components of the Personally Controlled Electronic 

Health Record (PCEHR). 

Jul 

2011 

Jun 

2013 

$2,800,000 $900,000      Some 

concerns 

39. QSS CIIP - ADS Technology Refresh Project 

Upgrade of the hardware and software associated with Fusion, CorpTech‘s 

connectivity solution.  

Jan 

2010 

Sep 

2012 

$2,580,900 $1,536,781      Some 

concerns 

40. DNRM ATS Property Exchange Australia (PEXA) 

Stage 1: Single Party Transactions. ATS System upgrade to meet COAG 

reporting commitments. 

Jul 

2012 

Oct 

2014 

$2,500,000 $2,500,000      Some 

concerns 

41. TMR Migration to VoIP 

Migrate voice services from legacy PABX to VoIP technology. 

Jul 

2011 

Dec 

2013 

$2,390,000 $2,251,000      Some 

concerns 
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42. DETE ECEC Grants Management Solution 

Replace the current Early Childhood Education and Care (ECEC) grants 

applications with a contemporary grants management solution to manage 

the end to end process of the grants lifecycle in ECEC. The current 

solution to manage grants relies on a legacy bespoke application (from the 

former Department of Communities) that is non-compliant with DETE‘s 

enterprise architecture and does not have the capability to meet the current 

or future business requirements. 

Feb 

2011 

Jan 

2013 

$2,351,405 $705,000      Some 

concerns 

43. QPS TCU (Telephony) Technology Refresh 

Ongoing initiative that aims to: 

 Optimise community access and QPS response capability within QPS 

telecommunications networks. 

 Align (non-radio) voice networks and QPS satellite networks and 

services with operational, departmental, and WoG imperatives 

 Reduce communication black spot zones 

 Evaluate and integrate networked satellite capability, capacity and 

interconnection/ integration options in partnership with DCS and other 

agencies. 

 Reduce maintenance costs and overall voice network complexity 

through introduction of new assets and integrated technologies. 

Jul 

2012 

Jun 

2013 

$2,290,000 $2,290,000      Some 

concerns 

44. QTT Project Link - formerly PCS/PCMS replacement 

Replace the Claims Management systems (PCS and PCMS) used by the 

Office of the Insurance Commissioner (OIC) and its statutory authorities. 

The project will identify, procure and implement an insurance focussed 

business system that will provide efficient and comprehensive functionality 

to support industry best practice processes, for both the CTP scheme and 

general insurance, in a ―leading edge‖ or ―state-of-the-art‖ software 

package. 

Mar 

2012 

Dec 

2013 

$2,000,000 $1,860,000      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
assessment 

45. HPW Procurement Intelligence 

Deliver a centralised business intelligence capability to allow Whole-of-

government and agency spend analysis. Agencies will be able to monitor 

expenditure by spend category and contract, and identify opportunities 

where significant savings can be made. Much of this benefit will only be 

achieved by concurrently implementing improved contract management 

and e-Procurement processes. 

Jul 

2010 

Jul 

2013 

$1,967,384 $1,196,384      Some 

concerns 

46. DSITIA - 

SSQ 

Integrated Water Quality Database - Phase 2 (IWQD II) 

Ensure the security of the Queensland Waterways Database (QWD) and 

develop a system that incorporates QWD and REMP databases 

(previously DERM) 

Feb 

2010 

Dec 

2012 

$1,962,000 $1,204,008      On target 

47. HPW Contract Lifecycle Management 

Deliver a standard process and methodology for the management of the 

contract lifecycle to provide increased visibility of agency contracts and 

their management from cradle to grave. This will identify and reduce both 

contract management costs and risks across the sector.  It will also 

facilitate more active management of Government spend by minimising 

leakage from contracts, reduce procurement cycle times and improve 

performance management of suppliers.  

Jul 

2010 

Jul 

2012 

$1,957,317 $1,009,554      Some 

concerns 

48. DPC TRIM Cabinet Information System 

Provide a stable and secure system for the management of Cabinet 

information; provide CLLO's, Ministerial offices and DPC staff with fast and 

secure access to electronic Cabinet submissions; and build an iPad 

application. 

Sep 

2010 

Sep 

2012 

$1,912,000 $926,000      On target 

49. QH Patient Clinical Data Repository 1b 

Migrate the existing CDR repository to an Oracle platform. It also will 

create a PAT, disaster recovery and backup capability to support CDR and 

eMR Viewer/ePADT capabilities and to procure and support fail over. 

Oct 

2010 

Nov 

2012 

$1,866,000 $923,000      Some 

concerns 
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50. DNRM Spatial Scientific Information Management of Reef (SSIMR) 

A spatial and scientific information management environment to manage 

reef information and procedures necessary to generate scientific reports to 

inform the environmental and resource management decisions. 

Jul 

2010 

Sep 

2012 

$1,815,200 $539,942      Some 

concerns 

51. DJAG National Occupational Licencing System (NOLS) including PAMDA 

split 

On 3 July 2008, the COAG agreed to the development of a national trade 

licensing system in the context of its broader agenda for regulatory reform. 

The National Occupational Licensing System (NOLS) will be applied to 

seven occupational areas, including property agents (OFT).  

Apr 

2010 

Oct 

2013 

$1,780,000 $1,670,605      Some 

concerns 

52. DETE International Students Management System (ISMS) CRM 

Provide DETi Microsoft Dynamics customer relationship management 

system for managing international student information. 

Audit assessment follow-up: DETE indicated that there were challenges 

with this project, which warrants the low assessment score. 

Jul 

2009 

Aug 

2012 

$1,708,000 $668,000      At risk 

53. QPS Statewide Access to Seized Digital Evidence (SASDE) 

This initiative seeks to implement an ICT-enabled solution that would allow 

the central storage of information extracted from digital devices seized 

during an investigation, so that QPS investigators can access the 

information remotely from any location in the state. 

Nov 

2012 

Oct 

2013 

$1,649,000 $1,548,000      Some 

concerns 

54. HPW Architecture Rectification Project 

Remove single points of failure at the data centre and network layers of the 

infrastructure. 

May 

2011 

Dec 

2012 

$1,635,000 $1,635,000      On target 

55. QSS Optimising Recruitment Administration 

Introduce a standardised and streamlined business process for recruitment 

services, and support the development of a performance-driven culture 

through the use of tools and measurement focused on making productivity 

and performance more transparent. 

Jul 

2010 

Jun 

2012 

$1,594,185 $0      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
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56. TMR A Road Management Information System (ARMIS) Remediation 

The scope of this project is to upgrade Oracle toolset to Oracle Forms 

version 11g, upgrade ARMIS database to version 11g, redevelop the 

ARMIS security operate in the new environment and to integrate with the 

corporate directory, redevelop GIMS GIS components to operate in the 

new environment, upgrade ARMIS Reports to version 11g, test the 

upgraded ARMIS and release to production. 

Jan 

2012 

Sep 

2012 

$1,574,198 $1,041,107      Some 

concerns 

57. TMR TIP Project Forecasting Enhancement (PFE) Project 

Deliver a single forecasting approach for TMR that will reinforce the focus 

on delivery of projects to schedule.  

Jul 

2011 

Feb 

2013 

$1,523,162 $1,085,964      On target 

58. QPS Public Safety Frontline Communications (PSFC) 

The GWN will deliver a state-wide digital communications network for 

mobile voice and data for all operational public safety personnel, including: 

providing an ability to meet current operational requirements not supported 

by existing technology; improved safety for front-line personnel and the 

community; more mature levels of interoperability between DCS and QPS; 

improved Command and Control; higher visibility policing and emergency 

services by providing greater mobility of front-line personnel; integration 

and convergence of multiple technologies to provide a resilient network; 

and effectiveness and efficiency in communications network management. 

Jul 

2009 

 $1,515,000       Too early to 

assess; data 

unavailable 

as currently 

in initiation 

59. DAFF Fire Ant Information System (FAIS) System Redevelopment 

Redevelop the nine-year old Fire Ant Information System (FAIS). 

Jan 

2012 

Aug 

2013 

$1,498,523 $1,045,612      On target 

60. DTESB Business Online Services - formerly COAG Projects 

Implement new unified online model to provide nationally coordinated 

services to business from all three tiers of government (BOS is the QG tier 

of this). 

Apr 

2009 

Dec 

2012 

$1,462,000 $807,000      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
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61. DETE ECEC Reporting Services for Early Childhood Development 

Define and implement an integrated reporting solution of grants and 

licencing related Early Childhood Education and Care (ECEC) information 

including analysis of the existing databases to produce a reporting 

conceptual data model. In addition, data from the delayed NQA – ITS 

regulatory monitoring system will be consolidated into an ECEC data 

repository. 

Feb 

2011 

Jun 

2013 

$1,426,000 $1,006,000      Some 

concerns 

62. DEHP GreenTape - Reducing Greentape Business Implementation 

Streamline regulatory requirements under EPA 1994 to reduce 

administrative costs to business and government by reforming 

environmental licensing and approval processes. 

Aug 

2011 

Jun 

2013 

$1,400,000 $1,300,000      Some 

concerns 

63. TMR Voice, Data, Mobile Contracts Project 

Deliver new contracts for voice, data and mobile telecommunications 

services. 

Jul 

2009 

Aug 

2012 

$1,388,000 $32,000      Some 

concerns 

64. HPW DPW IDES Implementation 

DPW's implementation of the Identity Management and Email System 

(IDES) project is a Whole-of-government initiative to provide a single 

platform for Identity management and electronic mail for Queensland 

Government. 

Audit assessment follow-up: DPW indicated that this project will shortly 

be closed, as they are currently in discussions with CITEC to wind up this 

project. 

Mar 

2010 

Dec 

2012 

$1,372,958 $1,372,958      At risk 

65. DETE  QGOV Online Single Website Experience (DETE franchise) 

QGOV Online is a Whole-of-government program enabling accessible 

government by delivering easy-to-access, customer-centric services and 

information for all Queenslanders through a single website experience. 

Sep 

2011 

Dec 

2012 

$1,268,000 $863,000      On target 
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Overall 
assessment 

66. TMR RoadCrash Business System Upgrade 

Provide an enterprise system for the management of TMR related road 

data (inclusive of road crash data). The project will examine the full end-to-

end process for collecting, validating and distributing road crash data.  

Jun 

2011 

May 

2014 

$1,217,844 $1,172,844      On target 

67. DSITIA - 

SSQ 

Application Migration 

Migrate ICT applications from legacy hardware to the "new" virtualised 

environment.  

Jun 

2011 

Dec 

2013 

$1,200,000 $800,000      Some 

concerns 

68. DETE Complaints Management System 

Information system for Ethical Standards (ES), Discipline and Grievance 

Team (EQ) and Workforce Relations (Training) to manage complaints 

about official misconduct by employees. 

Oct 

2009 

Aug 

2012 

$1,153,450 $143,000      Some 

concerns 

69. QSS Bulk Account Standardisation 

Standardisation of: 

 telecommunications 

 fleet and fuel 

 bulk account management. 

Sep 

2011 

Nov 

2012 

$1,140,841 $329,860      Some 

concerns 

70. DNRM Stock Route Management System (SRMS) 

Implement a solution that satisfies the requirements of the department and 

Local Government users to manage the use of the stock route network 

across the state, and to support compliance with the proposed Stock Route 

Management Bill. 

Apr 

2011 

Nov 

2012 

$1,125,000 $573,099      Some 

concerns 

71. TMR Service Centre Online Phase 2 

Deploy further Service Now modules to allow HP OpenView to be retired 

from active use for service call management. 

Mar 

2012 

Jun 

2013 

$1,114,907 $968,385      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
assessment 

72. TMR Rational Tools Implementation 

Implement tools and processes that will support solution lifecycle from 

opportunity assessment through to production and eventual decommission. 

Nov 

2011 

Dec 

2012 

$1,020,000 $890,000      Some 

concerns 

73. CITEC Accelerated migration to QGN 

Migrate legacy CBD MAN Service to Queensland Government network. 

Oct 

2011 

Jun 

2013 

$993,000 $917,000      On target 

74. DETE Employee Housing Management System 

The current Departmental Housing Management System (DHMS) is 

unsupported. This work also includes the implementation of a computer-

based Property Lease Management System located in Property 

Management Unit. The Project Initiation document for this initiative reflects 

a combined project until suitable solution(s) are identified. 

Mar 

2010 

Jul 

2013 

$970,000 $950,000      Some 

concerns 

75. TMR EFTPOS Integration 

The EFTPOS Integration Stage 2 project replaces existing EFTPOS device 

technology currently used at TMR Customer Service Centres with EFTPOS 

device technology that is integrated within the TICA application. 

Dec 

2010 

Mar 

2013 

$948,341 $77,675      Some 

concerns 

76. DETE 1School 1Plan 

Analysis project to define requirements of what plans are required from 

schools and the development of a subsequent mandated 

template/database. 

Sep 

2011 

Aug 

2012 

$925,319 $645,319      On target 

77. DJAG Australian Business Number / Business Names Implementation 

Project 

States and Territories based business names registers will be replaced by 

a national business names register to be administered by ASIC. This 

database will be linked to the Australian Government's Australian Business 

Number (ABN) and Trade Mark databases. This project is focused on the 

transfer of administrative responsibility from Queensland Government to 

the Commonwealth. 

Nov 

2008 

Oct 

2012 

$924,691 $619,280      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
assessment 

78. DNRM State Property Asset Management (SPAM) 

Enhance functionality of the Government Land Register (GLR) to enable 

more strategic management of the government's property portfolio across 

all government agencies and Government Owned Corporations. 

Jul 

2010 

Aug 

2012 

$908,000 $423,000      Some 

concerns 

79. QSS CommBiz Automated Channel 

The Commonwealth Bank (CBA) is decommissioning ODX and Combiz v1 

and replacing with Combiz v2. This is a web based solution that fully 

automates the transfer of files inbound and outbound and can transfer pay 

advice files to a print provider. 

Sep 

2011 

Jul 

2013 

$852,765 $314,653      On target 

80. TMR Zero Harm - improved WHS management 

The objective of Stage 5 is to support the Zero Harm vision of an injury free 

workplace by providing processes, tools and support to Workplace Health 

and Safety professionals and staff for pro-active (observations / 

interactions and audits) and post-event (incidents, injuries, rehabilitation 

and investigations) safety management. 

Mar 

2009 

Dec 

2012 

$845,000 $10,000      Some 

concerns 

81. DCCSDS Forensic Disability Act Information System 

Support the activities of the Forensic Disability Service facility at Wacol. 

The system records details of clients and key information about their 

activities at the facility. Information recorded includes data on admission, 

leave, medication, observations and incidents. The information in the 

system will be available for reporting. 

Sep 

2010 

Jul 

2012 

$764,876 $109,000      Some 

concerns 

82. DETE RTI and Case Management Tool (LALB) Implementation 

Provision of a website to administer and monitor Right to Information 

requirements.  

Sep 

2009 

Aug 

2012 

$723,500 $96,000      Some 

concerns 

83. DNPRSR IA Parks Operators and Web Redevelopment (IA Parks) 

Enhancement to reduce costs, improve quality, improve user experience 

and streamline content delivery for public campsite and vehicle access 

permit bookings. 

Nov 

2011 

Aug 

2012 

$705,610 $188,000      On target 
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Overall 
assessment 

84. DJAG SDIP - Business Intelligence Project 

 create an environment where staff can perform dynamic analysis on 

information across a number of data sources to help them to regulate 

the industry and direct their efforts more efficiently 

 provide a capability for non-IT staff to analyse and extract data across 

a number of data sources 

 reduce the effort required to produce ad-hoc reports 

 improve the consistency and accuracy of reporting 

 provide the ability for non-IT staff to create additional data sources that 

can be incorporated into dynamic analysis and reporting 

Jan 

2012 

Dec 

2012 

$674,500 $201,500      Some 

concerns 

85. QTT Grants DETE 

Implement grant disbursement system for DETE. 

Jul 

2012 

Apr 

2013 

$657,472 $657,472      Some 

concerns 

86. QTT Storage upgrade 

Address the issue of storage equipment that is end of life, fully depreciated 

and out of support. The project will also provision additional storage 

capacity to cater for Treasury‘s storage requirements over the next four 

years.   

Jun 

2010 

Dec 

2012 

$639,000 $495,000      Some 

concerns 

87. DJAG OFT Technical Refresh 

Refresh Office of Fair Trading technology including Operating Systems 

(Red Hat v3), the Oracle 10gR1 and the server hardware (Sun Fire v20z) 

to enable software upgrades that support patch levels. 

Sep 

2011 

Dec 

2012 

$628,000 $350,000      Some 

concerns 

88. CITEC HDS to EMC migration 

Migrate to ICTC shared utility based storage and data protection. 

Sep 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$625,000 $463,000      On target 

89. QSS Managed Service Transition Project 

Transition QSS Leichhardt St Service Centre off outsourced eDRMS to in-

house TRIM eDRMS and scope the potential transition from an outsourced 

workflow to TRIM workflow. 

Sep 

2011 

Jul 

2012 

$604,916 $18,702      On target 
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90. TMR SCRAM 

QPS initiated changes to the SCRAM system and an opportunity for PTD 

and RSSM to further automate and standardise their processes for 

performing criminal history checking as part of industry driver authorisation. 

The criminal history checking is part of TMR compliance with the Transport 

Operations (Passenger Transport) Act 1994 and Transport Operations 

(Road Use Management) Act 1995. 

Aug 

2011 

Sep 

2012 

$603,037 $68,300      On target 

91. QTT Grants Generic Solution 

Develop grants solution. 

Jul 

2012 

Apr 

2013 

$593,316 $593,316      Some 

concerns 

92. DETE Vulnerability Management Program 

The program directly addresses two key issues highlighted in ―Report to 

Parliament No.4 for 2011 Information Systems Governance and Security‖ 

(figure 3B – Key Issues pg. 31). They are ―Inadequate vulnerability 

management and security configuration processes‖ and ―Inadequate 

controls over firewalls and internet gateway‖. 

May 

2012 

Jun 

2013 

$570,000 $570,000      On target 

93. CITEC MOE upgrade - Windows 7 & Office 2010 

Upgrade CITEC's SOE from Windows XP and Office 2003 to Windows 7 

and Office 2010, taking advantage of the Queensland Government 

Desktop Centre of Excellence initiative. 

Jul 

2011 

Dec 

2012 

$542,000 $100,000      Some 

concerns 

94. QSS CIIP - CSANET Migration Project 

Migrate an external network environment containing numerous 

Queensland Shared Services applications into CITEC‘s data centres and 

associated managed services. 

Jan 

2010 

Oct 

2013 

$538,084 $103,185      Some 

concerns 

95. CITEC COURTS QLD Integration 

Manage the integration of the development, data migration and release of 

eCourts.  

Jul 

2011 

Jul 

2012 

$531,000 $223,000      On target 
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96. CITEC COAG NOLS Implementation 

Deliver the National Online Licensing System for the first five agency 

occupational licensing systems. 

Jan 

2012 

Dec 

2012 

$526,000 $401,000      On target 

97. HPW Consolidation of DPW websites 

Reduce the number of internet websites from 70 to 1-10, contributing to the 

Whole-of-government reduction of 70% within three years. To achieve this, 

the majority of websites will be consolidated into the department's current 

internet site. 

Jul 

2011 

Sep 

2012 

$520,000 $520,000      On target 

98. TMR ESD Foundations 

Develop basic authentication models and enablers for effective service 

delivery. 

Jan 

2012 

Jun 

2013 

$512,955 $349,060      On target 

99. DCS Lattice Infrastructure Improvement 

Virtualisation and dual siting of hardware supporting the Lattice systems. 

Jul 

2012 

Mar 

2013 

$510,000 $510,000      On target 

100. DETE TAFE Course Information Search (TCIS) System 

TCIS was developed as a replacement product for DDS, and successfully 

piloted with Gold Coast Institute of TAFE in 2008-2009 and then further 

enhanced and rolled out to the TAFE Queensland website and Central 

Queensland Institute of TAFE in March 2010. The proposal is to: 

 leverage existing investment in the TCIS product to further enhance 

and refine the product suite to suit TAFE institute needs 

 roll the product out to individual TAFE institutes (many have already 

expressed interest). 

Jun 

2010 

Dec 

2012 

$499,600 $379,600      Some 

concerns 

101. DCS Intelligence Database 

Implement an intelligence database solution for QCSIG to replace the 

varied spreadsheets, word documents and out dated BridgeTrak system 

which are all used to contain information currently. 

May 

2010 

Dec 

2012 

$491,168 $368,430      Some 

concerns 
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102. DNRM Simtars Workwise Replacement - formerly Replace Simtars' Workwise 

system 

Replace inhouse (Simtars) Workwise Enterprise Resource Planning 

system - improving business processes and added functionality. 

Jan 

2009 

Dec 

2013 

$472,000 $332,000      Some 

concerns 

103. DJAG Personal Properties Securities Implementation Project 

States and Territories based registers of security interests (BOS and 

REVS) will be replaced by a national personal property security register to 

be administered by ITSA. This project is focused on the transfer of 

administrative responsibility from Queensland Government to the 

Commonwealth. 

Nov 

2008 

Jul 

2012 

$448,862 $160,156      Some 

concerns 

104. QSS Department of Community Safety HR Infrastructure Improvement 

Project 

Infrastructure upgrade prior to transition of DCS to a new HR Solution (The 

DCS Human Capital Management Solution). 

May 

2011 

Feb 

2013 

$425,700 $370,656      On target 

105. QSS Fusion Satellite Farm Refresh 

The Majority of Fusion Satellite Farms are running on aging QSS owned 

infrastructure supported between CITEC and the agencies. The purpose of 

this initiative is to request for the agencies to take over this responsibility 

and fund either their own platform or procure a new infrastructure service 

from CITEC. 

Nov 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$399,381 $275,177      On target 

106. DAFF BQCC SQL Server 2008 migration 

Stabilise Biosecurity Queensland Control Centre systems on robust current 

software platforms. 

Oct 

2011 

Nov 

2012 

$398,842 $86,842      Some 

concerns 
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107. TMR EBI Data Stage Upgrade 

 Provisioning of logical and physical architecture diagrams. 

 Installation and configuration of DataStage 8.7 on a virtual platform.  

 DataStage 8.5 training for developers and administrators. 

 Installing of SubVersion as a source control tool. 

 Upgrade of pilot EBI Oracle 9i databases to Oracle 11g. 

 Migration of 5 selected applications from the existing DataStage 6 

environment to the new DataStage 8.7 environment.  

 Updating Standards and Processes to support the new DataStage 8.7 

environment. 

Dec 

2010 

Jan 

2013 

$396,288 $271,728      Some 

concerns 

108. DSITIA - 

SSQ 

AARNET to DERM Connect (AARNet Connect) 

High bandwidth network to enable science and research activities 

(previously DERM). 

Dec 

2011 

Jul 

2012 

$385,307 $0      Some 

concerns 

109. TMR PRINCE2 Implementation 

Implement the Queensland Government Project Management (QGPjM) 

Methodology within iDivision as part of the mandated Whole-of-government 

adoption for all ICT-enabled projects. 

Nov 

2011 

Nov 

2012 

$369,447 $50,000      On target 

110. CITEC COAG BOS Implementation 

Deliver a Proof of Concept on Evidence of Identity at the counter for 

selected Queensland Government agencies. 

Apr 

2012 

Sep 

2012 

$365,000 $257,000      On target 

111. TMR Unregistered Vehicle Permit 

Improve the efficiencies and service delivery within our Customer Service 

Centres (CSC‘s) by enhancing our online services to include purchasing a 

Unregistered Vehicle Permit. In 2011, Transport Services Division raised 

an initiative to improve the process for purchasing an Unregistered Vehicle 

Permit (UVP). 

Feb 

2011 

Nov 

2012 

$357,596 $108,596      Some 

concerns 
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112. DCCSDS Youth Support Coordinator DMA Project 

Redevelop the current Cold Fusion based application into a technology that 

can be fully supported by Information Services. 

Sep 

2010 

Oct 

2012 

$356,266 $32,000      Some 

concerns 

113. DETE Australian Music Examination Board Phase 2 

Two major enhancements for the AMEB application: 

 Online examination enrolment and payment function (including the 

facility to purchase exam materials online) 

 Integration of Queensland enrolments and results for the national 

AMEB online written examinations directly into AMEB (Qld) database. 

Jul 

2010 

Oct 

2012 

$350,000 $250,000      Some 

concerns 

114. DNRM Large Spatial Data Online Delivery (LSDOD) 

Purchase and implement a commercial off-the-shelf solution to manage 

large spatial data sets and deliver them online. 

Jun 

2010 

Jun 

2013 

$350,000 $221,470      Some 

concerns 

115. DSITIA - 

SSQ 

Online Environmental Mapping Service Redevelopment (OEMSr) 

Update the Online Environmental Mapping Service (OEMS) to allow public 

access to information used by government to make environmental 

decisions (previously DERM). 

Jul 

2010 

Sep 

2012 

$333,000 $48,000      Some 

concerns 

116. DJAG SDIP - Business-to-Government Data Exchange Project 

 reduce the risk to the monthly collection of revenue from taxation of 

gaming machines which totals $700 million per annum 

 reduce the risk associated with unsupported and end of life application 

frameworks used to manage the gaming machine tax collections 

 improve the capability of the Auditing Unit enabling 100% audit 

coverage in gaming jackpots 

 support new game technologies from gaming industry manufacturers, 

LMO's and Club and Hotel peak bodies are addressed 

 make more effective use of staff through reduced manual and 

repetitive processes and deliver budget efficiencies. 

Nov 

2011 

Dec 

2012 

$330,950 $164,000      On target 
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117. HPW DPW Applications Rationalisation 

Reduce the number of applications in the DPW applications portfolio. 

Mar 

2011 

Dec 

2012 

$314,454 $314,454      Some 

concerns 

118. DETE Ingress Software Upgrade 

The current version of Ingres (9.0.4 R11 206) is nearing end of vendor 

support. Running on an unsupported platform increases the risk of non-

recoverable failure in the event of a service fault. Support for Ingress 9.0.4 

R11 2006 ends December 2011. 

Mar 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$300,000 $150,000      Some 

concerns 

119. TMR Network Quality of Service (QoS) 

A number of business initiatives currently underway will introduce new 

applications to the enterprise data network. With the impending addition of 

voice, video and new data traffic, changes are required to the enterprise 

data network (LAN, MAN and WAN) to ensure the networks can support 

the quality of service required, together with tools for monitoring and 

reporting the performance of all traffic types. The most significant of these 

is the VoIP project.  

Oct 

2011 

Sep 

2012 

$285,000 $35,000      Some 

concerns 

120. TMR Primavera upgrade iDivision 

The Primavera application is utilised in iDivision as the operational tool for 

Project, Program and Portfolio Management. This project is an upgrade to 

Primavera from V5.0 SP2 to P6 V8.1.The Current version of Primavera 

V5.2 is out of support.  

Jul 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$284,571 $187,821      On target 

121. QSS IRM Procedures and Processes Project 

Develop and implement standardised, compliant IRM procedures and 

processes for QSS Client Services and Corporate. 

Mar 

2012 

Mar 

2013 

$279,685 $88,730      On target 

122. QTT Grants Sports and Recreation 

Implement grant disbursement for Sports and Recreation. 

Jul 

2012 

Apr 

2013 

$271,223 $271,223      Some 

concerns 
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123. HPW Notifiable Work (NW) 

Enable online submission of notifiable plumbing works (Form 4) to the 

Plumbing Industry Council (PIC) within Building Codes Queensland in lieu 

of lodgement with Councils.  

Oct 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$268,344 $115,911      On target 

124. CITEC GovNet Connectivity Migration Project 

Migrate GovNet connectivity from the existing network to the new ICTC 

network and decommission the existing network. 

Jul 

2012 

Jun 

2013 

$264,000 $264,000      Some 

concerns 

125. HPW Kerridge Stabilisation 

Develop and implement systems stability interventions including version 

upgrades, disaster recovery, capacity planning, system documentation. 

Dec 

2011 

Sep 

2012 

$260,000 $260,000      On target 

126. CITEC Client Reporting Framework, Self Service Portal, and decommission 

service desk & MyCITEC 

Apr 

2012 

Dec 

2012 

$242,500 $124,500      On target 

127. DLG Local Laws Enhancements 

Funding for building and enhancement of Local Laws system. Old 

Business Case to be reviewed in terms of requirements and costs. 

May 

2011 

Jun 

2014 

$240,130 $215,000      Some 

concerns 

128. DCS SABA Upgrade 

Upgrade learning management system to meet AVETMISS requirements 

for RTOs. 

Mar 

2012 

Aug 

2012 

$223,450 $196,200      Some 

concerns 

129. DETE Sybase ASA Upgrade 

Proposed that the current version of Sybase be upgraded to the 

recommended migration version of SQL Anywhere 12x. 

Apr 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$223,000 $110,000      Some 

concerns 

130. HPW Procure to Pay 

Facilitate systems integration between SDS and our suppliers to improve 

efficiencies and reduce processing costs. 

Jul 

2011 

Sep 

2012 

$217,000 $217,000      Some 

concerns 
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131. DETE VET Application server upgrade (ORACLE v10 to 11G) 

The current Oracle WebLogic application server platform which supports a 

number of VET systems, is due to reach end of life. To ensure business 

continuity and to make certain the VET business systems remain on a 

vendor supported platform an upgrade from Oracle V10 to Oracle V11G is 

required.  

Mar 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$200,000 $200,000      Some 

concerns 

132. DETE VET System Development Environment Upgrade (PowerBuilder 

Upgrade V11 toV12) 

The initiative is to upgrade the VET business systems development 

environment from PowerBuilder V11 to the latest and currently supported 

version, PowerBuilder 12. 

Mar 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$200,000 $100,000      Some 

concerns 

133. QH Cape York Pilot 

This initiative relates to a joint project between eHealth and the Cape York 

Health Service District funded through Closing the Gap. This project 

includes a systems component to pilot a primary health care solution to 

underpin Cape York's transition to a family-centred responsive integrated 

model of care. 

QH note: Further information required from the district. 

Mar 

2011 

Jul 

2013 

$200,000 $0      Some 

concerns 

134. TMR Written Off Vehicle Register (WOVR) 

In order to ensure better management of written-off vehicles and that 

Queensland complies with national standards, an additional 27 damage 

location codes are required to be recorded and 2 location severity codes 

have to be changed. This will bring the total of damage location codes from 

14 to 41. 

Vehicles will become a Statutory Write Off if there is a combination of 3 or 

more damage areas identified at which point the vehicle is not repairable.  

May 

2012 

Sep 

2012 

$196,757 $0      Some 

concerns 
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135. QSS Desktop Client Roadmap - formerly Upgrade Applications to IE 8 

Establish ownership of desktop client issues within QSS and undertake 

sociability test for QSS's HR, Finance and other solutions desktop clients 

with Windows 7, Internet Explorer 8, MS Office and CITEC system 

upgrades. 

Feb 

2011 

Jul 

2012 

$193,000 $131,851      Some 

concerns 

136. DSDIP CoRe 

Align strategic reporting across the whole department, and align all 

reporting processes via the use of a SharePoint site for ease of IT setup. 

Jul 

2011 

Aug 

2012 

$188,877 $8,000      Some 

concerns 

137. DSITIA - 

SSQ 

Air Quality Management System (AQMS) 

Upgrade telecommunications and server infrastructure for enhancements 

including standard Air Monitoring Station infrastructure and remote access 

to external agencies data (previously DERM). 

Jul 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$185,380 $58,317      On target 

138. QSS QSS Forms Management 

Standardise all QSS forms, ensure compliance with privacy legislation and 

identify an ongoing model for forms management for QSS. 

Feb 

2011 

Jul 

2012 

$167,147 $0      Some 

concerns 

139. TMR Road Safety Interactive Mapping 

The Road Safety Partnership (RSP) team was established in June 2011 to 

increase the strategic involvement of local government in road safety. 

This project will deliver an engagement tool for TSD road safety staff which 

will have the capability to both visually display risk on locally controlled 

roads (as defined by Net Risk) and crash locations and to analyse and 

prioritise or rank a councils road safety problems.  

Mar 

2012 

Nov 

2012 

$160,695 $100,000      On target 

140. QSS Establish Supporting SAP Technologies 

QSS is committed to using processes and functionality in SAP Solution 

Manager and recently purchased Application Lifecycle Management tools 

to help manage this upgrade program and ongoing operations. This project 

will implement a common Solution Manager and ALM toolsets across QSS 

SAP environments in accordance with roadmaps developed by SAP. 

Jun 

2012 

Dec 

2012 

$159,000 $156,559      On target 
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141. TMR Sun 040 migration stages 1 & 2 

This project will migrate the external FTP service from SUN040 to a SUSE 

Linux VM node. SUN040 is old SUN hardware must be decommissioned 

due to the upcoming hardware End of Serviceable Life (EOSL). 

Coordination is also required to identify all external agencies currently 

using TMR‘s FTP service and their TMR contacts. Once these agencies 

are identified, they must transition to TMR‘s new solution. 

Nov 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$157,000 $130,000      On target 

142. CITEC Aurion Upgrade (CITEC) 

CITEC Aurion upgrade project to version 10.2 to reduce penalty costs and 

enable the replacement of CITEC's unsupported and legacy time keeping 

software. 

Jan 

2012 

Sep 

2012 

$156,000 $73,000      On target 

143. DETE General Purpose Expenditure Voucher Smart Form 

The Smart Forms concept has been developed by Queensland Shared 

Services. When implemented, Smart Forms will replace approximately 

63,000 DET direct invoices currently entered manually each year by 

Accounts Payable (AP) personnel. The General Purpose Expenditure 

Voucher (GPEV) will be populated on-line and will load directly to SAP AP 

from the Smart Form.  

Jun 

2010 

Aug 

2012 

$153,000 $53,000      Some 

concerns 

144. QSS Mega - Install and Configure 

Install and configure Mega 2009 Enterprise Architecture software for use 

within QSS. Following an extended period of consultation between QSS, 

ISD and the DPW Information Steering Committee, the installation of Mega 

within QSS on the network has been approved by the General Manager, 

QSS and the Chief Information Officer, DPW. 

Dec 

2011 

Jun 

2012 

$150,200 $0      Some 

concerns 
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145. DSDIP Development Application Monitoring and Performance Project 

(DAMPP) 

Improve collection and storage mechanisms for data provided by councils, 

provide automated data validation and data cleansing to enable use in 

DAMPP business intelligence (BI) and automate (as best as possible) the 

production of the DAMPP annual report (priority). 

Apr 

2011 

Nov 

2012 

$133,452 $3,000      Some 

concerns 

146. DSITIA - 

SSQ 

Network Preparation and Internet Link (ISP) Migration 

Change Internet Service Provider from UECOMM to CITEC and 

reconfigure network accordingly. This project has been initiated based on 

the mandate to use CITEC as the Internet Service Provider. 

Aug 

2011 

Dec 

2012 

$129,514 $26,400      Some 

concerns 

147. QSS Decommission AMIS System 

This project will turn off the AMIS System once Infoview System is 

deployed. 

Dec 

2011 

Jan 

2013 

$125,424 $102,979      On target 

148. DETE Apprenticeship and traineeship document creation, storage and 

recovery (Delta Correspondence) 

Delta will not currently allow the department to fulfil their responsibilities 

under the regulations relating to correspondence generated on request 

with regulatory fees. Current reports are not deemed to be acceptable for 

court evidence nor to meet archival requirements. A solution to resolve this 

issue is required. 

Sep 

2010 

Jul 

2012 

$125,000 $52,000      On target 

149. HPW Ellipse Reporting & Analysis 

Leverage information through improved reporting and analysis of data, 

replace the current MER reporting environment which will not be supported 

by Mincom as its reporting platform post 2012; and provide an executive 

level 'dashboard' of key business intelligence reporting to the QBuild 

executive management team. 

Nov 

2011 

Dec 

2012 

$125,000 $125,000      On target 
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150. HPW QFleet ICT Strategic Development 

Define QFleet's future ICT requirements, architectures and develop a 

roadmap for implementation. This will include application, information, and 

infrastructure. 

Nov 

2011 

Aug 

2012 

$125,000 $125,000      On target 

151. QSS Com-Pair Interface Tool Hosting of Application on SSI Domain 

The Com-Pair Interface tool is a ASP.NET (3.5 Framework) application 

being built by an external SMS contractor to support the Travel 

Management System's extracts to be loaded into all SAP versions (Legacy 

and ECC). It is envisaged the application will be hosted on the SSI domain 

and managed by QSS. 

May 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$124,216 $54,883      Some 

concerns 

152. QSS Incorporate Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM) information within 

CMMS 

DPW has implemented the Built Environment Material Information Register 

(BEMIR) to assist agencies to manage their responsibilities under the 

Asbestos Management & Control Policy for government buildings. The 

CMMS will need to be enhanced to allow ACM to be stored and reported 

on for ad hoc reporting purposes within the department as well as provide 

the required asbestos information to BEMIR. 

Nov 

2011 

Nov 

2012 

$122,520 $27,971      Some 

concerns 

153. DETE International Offshore Project Unit (IOPU) Management Project for the 

implementation of a Customer Relations Database 

Identify a system to support the maintenance of resumes of both 

departmental staff and non-departmental people who are interested in 

performing off shore consulting services. DETE broker the services on 

behalf of international clients. 

Jun 

2010 

Jun 

2013 

$110,000 $65,000      Some 

concerns 

154. DSDIP Portfolio, Program and Project (P3) Management Improvement Project 

Increase ICT portfolio, program and project management skills within the 

department. 

May 

2012 

Nov 

2012 

$109,420 $65,920      On target 
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Overall 
assessment 

155. CITEC Timetrax replacement 

Replacement of CITEC's unsupported and legacy time keeping software 

which supports CITEC's ability to report on project costs and its ability to 

price products. 

Mar 

2012 

Aug 

2012 

$108,000 $49,000      Some 

concerns 

156. HPW Document Publisher 3.0 

 Address bugs and issues which affect the usability of the application 

 Provide enhancements which will improve the usability and capability 

of the application 

 Provide enhancements to allow PDFs and vectorised PDFs to be 

accepted by the application. 

Feb 

2012 

Aug 

2012 

$104,375 $104,375      Some 

concerns 

157. CITEC Desktop Collaboration Upgrade 

Upgrade CITEC's Office Communicator 2007 environment before end of 

support and leverage additional workloads around IM, presence, web 

conferencing and enterprise voice. Enterprise voice will be piloted to inform 

QGCIO on unified communications policy and guidelines as well as 

CITEC's telephony upgrade project. Additional capabilities through 

collaboration with CITEC vendors and other Queensland Government 

entities will extend collaboration capabilities. 

Apr 

2012 

Dec 

2012 

$102,000 $70,000      Some 

concerns 

158. HPW Ellipse HR/Payroll Functional Review & Update 

Optimise use of the Ellipse System to support QBuild automation of 

business processes. 

Oct 

2011 

Jul 

2012 

$99,000 $99,000      On target 

159. HPW Telstra IN Integration 

This is an internal ICT capability project that is a flow on from the Joint 

Contact Centre project (Zillmere Contact Centre). This project will enhance 

the capability for better call queuing, messaging and rerouting using the 

Intelligent Network Cloud. This will improve the overall customer service 

experience. 

Aug 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$90,851 $90,851      On target 
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Overall 
assessment 

160. TMR Three New Mobile CSCs 

The Department of Transport and Main Roads through its Transport 

Services Division is purchasing three mobile CSCs to augment its existing 

service delivery network in metropolitan, regional and rural areas of 

Queensland .The new units will be smaller versions of the existing mobile 

CSC and will be single axle, medium-rigid vehicles with a chassis-mounted 

body incorporating the service centre requirements. This project will 

manage the ICT requirements and service delivery for the three new 

mobile CSCs. 

Oct 

2011 

Sep 

2012 

$70,100 $36,130      Some 

concerns 

161. QSS HQP400 - Condition Appraisal Compliance 

Implement compliance function involving quality assessments on data 

collection (Conditional Appraisal). 

Jan 

2012 

Aug 

2012 

$51,040 $10,068      Some 

concerns 

162. CITEC Inbox Migration 

Migrate inbox from old technology to a standard environment. 

Jan 

2012 

Jul 

2012 

$50,000 $20,000      Some 

concerns 

163. DSDIP PlanMAP Print 

Implement PlanMAP Print function and proof of concept integration of 

PlanMAP with the Source. 

Jul 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$45,800 $5,000      Some 

concerns 

164. QSS Migration of Legacy Aurion Systems to DSERT 

Migrate Legacy Aurion Systems to DSERT (archival facility). 

Feb 

2012 

Oct 

2012 

$45,378 $8,248      Some 

concerns 

165. CITEC COURTS QLD Infrastructure Provisioning 

This project controls the acquisition of assets and associated infrastructure 

for eCourts.  

Sep 

2011 

Jul 

2012 

$45,000 $4,000      On target 

166. HPW Noise Corridor 

Enhanced service to end users, by allowing more searches to be 

processed and a visual representation of a property. Stage 2 provides a 

further enhancement to users, with a simplified user interface and an 

automated, property specific report, using planMAP. 

Jul 

2012 

Dec 

2012 

$35,611 $35,611      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
assessment 

167. DJAG National Online Licensing System 

First stage of the National Licensing Register approved by COAG. 

Jan 

2012 

Sep 

2013 

$33,000 $0      Some 

concerns 

168. DSDIP eQPlan Portal 

Stage 1 Document collaboration portal utilising SharePoint to deliver 

means of updating planning documents. Stage 2 is proposed but yet to be 

approved for investigation. 

Feb 

2012 

Aug 

2012 

$30,000 $10,000      Some 

concerns 

169. TMR Practice Evolve 

Procure and implement a Legal Management System for Legal and 

Prosecution Services Branch which provides in-house legal advice to 

Transport and Main Roads (TMR). 

Feb 

2012 

Aug 

2012 

$25,401 $0      Some 

concerns 

170. TMR Library server environment 

The existing Library Services environment requires review and updating to 

support a version upgrade of the Inmagic software. 

Jan 

2012 

Nov 

2012 

$23,126 $1,097      Some 

concerns 

171. TMR ITS Network Managed Service 

The ITSNMS project will hand over responsibility for the management of 

ITS firewalls in Traffic Management Centres to iDivision. In addition, it will 

arrange hosting environments for Network monitoring and management 

tools; IPRT Wan Support functions; new contracts with telecommunications 

providers. 

Sep 

2011 

Oct 

2012 

$14,609 $2,000      Some 

concerns 

172. TMR Trimble Business Centre 

Network license TBC software to better manage the software across the 

department. 

Mar 

2012 

Sep 

2012 

$11,526 $753      Some 

concerns 
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Overall 
assessment 

173. DNRM Exploration Permit – Minerals 

Design and implement a new Exploration Permit - mineral and coal (EP-

MC) business process for Mining and Petroleum Operations (MAPO) 

across all offices in Queensland. This project uses agile development and 

is the first implementation of the new common permit lifecycle being 

developed and deployed by the Streamlining Business Systems Program. 

Jan 

2012 

Jun 

2013 

Not reported       Some 

concerns 

174. DNRM Mines Online Geographic Information System (Mines Online GIS) 

Develop and implement a new Geographic Information System (GIS) to 

replace and enhance functionality of IRTM, Merlin Graphics, and SIE. 

Sep 

2011 

Mar 

2013 

Not reported       Some 

concerns 

175. DCS Emergency Vehicle Pre-emption 

Integrate the automated vehicle location in use by DCS with the Transport 

and Main Roads Traffic Management System. 

Jul 

2011 

Jun 

2013 

Funded by 

TMR 

Funded by 

TMR 

     On target 
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Appendix E – Agency initiative portfolio snapshots 

This appendix highlights government initiative portfolios, including number of initiatives, expenditure and summary findings. 

The snapshots start with Whole-of-government and then alphabetically ordered by agency name. 
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Whole-of-Government

$2.465B
Forecast 

expenditure

678
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
304 (45%)

$643M

Schedule overrun assessment
77 (44%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

1 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
207 (31%)

$1.7B

On hold/ 

postponed
167 (25%)

$93M

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
22 (13%) should ―act decisively‖

$87.4M (32%) potential expenditure at risk 

27 (16%) reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
34 (19%) projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

$28.5M (10%) expenditure not available for 

other pipeline opportunities

Activities
107, $52M

Projects
175, $2.1B

Programs
22, $338M

Value assessment
38 (22%) should ―assess priority‖

$23.2M (8%) potential expenditure for 

reallocation

Time to deliver assessment
1.9 years average length of projects

30 (17%) projects > 3 years

Research and findings show that 

initiatives which take more than 

one year to deliver and initiatives 

without business justification (e.g. 

business cases) increase the 

probability of:

 Poor project outcomes (time or 

cost overruns) 

 Poor use of government 

resources

 Pressure on project pipeline 

(unmet demand)

 Dis-benefits outweighing 

benefits

 Solution becoming unviable 

over time

Whole-of-Government findings 

show that there are opportunities 

to: improve government‘s ability 

to deliver value, make better use 

of government resources, and 

enable greater visibility of 

investment information.

Summary assessment

Activities
13, $7.2M 

Projects
193, $1.7M

Programs
1, $ not reported

Activities
39 $1.3M 

Projects
122, $75.9M

Programs
6, $16.1M
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DCCSDS

$40.6M
Forecast 

expenditure

40
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
6 (15%)

$1.4M

Schedule overrun assessment
1 (50%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

0.25 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
0

On hold/ 

postponed
34 (85%)

$39.2M

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
0 should ―act decisively‖

0 reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
0 projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

Activities
2, $0 

Projects
2, $141K

Programs
2, $1.3M

Value assessment
0 should ―assess priority‖

Time to deliver assessment
2 years average length of projects

0 projects > 3 years

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 Compared with many other 

agencies, the proportion of 

initiatives on hold is much 

greater than the sector 

average

 There is evidence of portfolio 

prioritisation

 Housing initiatives were not 

reported

Notable initiatives include:

 Child Safety Service 

Improvement Program 

(CSSIP) - initiative with 

highest expenditure –

completed in August 2012

 Document and Records 

Management Program - on 

hold initiative with highest 

remaining expenditure

Summary assessment

Activities
0

Projects
0

Programs
0

Activities
11, $ not reported

Projects
18, $23.1M

Programs
5, $16.1M
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DCS

$137.5M
Forecast 

expenditure

29
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
19 (66%)

$132.3M

Schedule overrun assessment
6 (75%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

1 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
0

On hold/ 

postponed
10 (34%)

$5.2M

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
1 (13%) should ―act decisively‖

$4.4M (18%) potential expenditure at risk 

2 (26%) reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
2 (25%) projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

$4.5M (19%) expenditure not available for 

other pipeline opportunities

Activities
8, $972K

Projects
8, $24M

Programs
3, $107M

Value assessment
0 should ―assess priority‖

Time to deliver assessment
2.5 years average length of projects

2 (25%) projects > 3 years

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 Decisions about initiative 

prioritisation visible and 

appear to be effective

 Some initiatives reviewed 

appear to be lacking 

appropriate levels of rigour for 

the level of exposure

 Time to deliver appears above 

the whole-of-Government 

average

Notable initiatives include:

 Lattice infrastructure 

improvement project -

extreme exposure and critical 

priority, highlighted as an 

example portraying inter-

agency governance issues

 HR business solution 

program – recent CBRC 

funding and high exposure

 All hazards program - critical 

priority

 Triple zero - DCS‘s active 

initiative with highest 

expenditure

Summary assessment

Activities
0

Projects
0

Programs
0

Activities
3, $618K

Projects
7, $4.6M

Programs
0
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DETE

$59M
Forecast 

expenditure

58
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
27 (47%)

$42M

Schedule overrun assessment
12 (48%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

0.7 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
3 (5%)

$3.9M

On hold/ 

postponed
28 (48%)

$13.1M

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
3 (12%) should ―act decisively‖

$2.1M (5%) potential expenditure at risk 

6 (24%) reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment*
10 (40%) projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

$4.9M (12%) expenditure not available for 

other pipeline opportunities

Activities
2, $338K

Projects
25, $41.7M

Programs
0

Value assessment
5 (20%) should ―assess priority‖

$4.6M (11%) potential expenditure for 

reallocation

Time to deliver assessment
2 years average length of projects

4 (16%) projects > 3 years

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 Prioritisation appears to be 

working well

 As the total budget is 

managed at the portfolio level, 

these are not considered by 

DETE as project cost 

overruns*

Notable initiatives include:

 TSS payroll refresh -

highlighted as example of 

good project rigour

 ERP6 project - highest cost 

initiative

 International students 

management system (ISMS) 

- was assessed with an overall 

low result due to four out of 

five assessments scoring low

Summary assessment

Activities
0

Projects
3, $3.9M

Programs
0

Activities
3, $ not reported

Projects
25, $13.1M

Programs
0
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DJAG

$47M
Forecast 

expenditure

87
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
50 (57%)

$26M

Schedule overrun assessment
5 (63%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

0.9 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
9 (10%)

$17.4M

On hold/ 

postponed
28 (32%)

$3.6M

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
2 (25%) should ―act decisively‖

$2M (12%) potential expenditure at risk 

3 (38%) reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
1 (13%) projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

$169K (1%) expenditure not available for 

other pipeline opportunities

Activities
37, $260K

Projects
8, $16.4M

Programs
5, $9.4M

Value assessment
0 should ―assess priority‖

Time to deliver assessment
2.7 years average length of projects

4 (50%) projects > 3 years

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 There is a pattern of schedule 

overruns

 Decisions about prioritisation 

not visible, although aware of 

the business being involved 

with prioritisation

 BAU type activities (including 

IM) are a large part of DJAG‘s 

change agenda

Notable initiatives include:

 Youth justice program –

transferred from DoC; initiative 

closed in late July; now 

considered BAU

 BDM digitisation project -

DJAG‘s initiative with highest 

expenditure

Summary assessment

Activities
0

Projects
9, $17.4M

Programs
0

Activities
12, $70K 

Projects
15, $3.5M

Programs
1, $ not reported
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$365K
Forecast 

expenditure

2
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
1 (50%)

$215K

Schedule overrun assessment
1 (100%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

2.9 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
1 (50%)

On hold/ 

postponed
0

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
1 (100%) should ―act decisively‖

$215K (100%) potential expenditure at risk 

0 reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
1 (100%) projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

$90K (42%) expenditure not available for 

other pipeline opportunities

Activities
0

Projects
1, $215K

Programs
0

Value assessment
0 should ―assess priority‖

Time to deliver assessment
3.2 years average length of projects

1 (100%) projects > 3 years

DLG

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 There is a pattern of schedule 

overruns

 As a small agency, the DLG 

portfolio consists mainly of 

operational type activities

Notable initiatives include:

 Local laws enhancement -

was assessed with an overall 

low result due to four out of 

five assessments scoring low

Summary assessment

Activities
0

Projects
1, $150K

Programs
0

Activities
0

Projects
0

Programs
0
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$4.4M
Forecast 

expenditure

3
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
2 (67%)

$4.4M

Schedule overrun assessment
0 projects > 3 month change in planned 

end date

Not started
0

On hold/ 

postponed
1 (33%)

$0

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
0 should ―act decisively‖

1 (50%) reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
0 projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

Activities
0

Projects
2, $4.4M

Programs
0

Value assessment
0 should ―assess priority‖

Time to deliver assessment
2.2 years average length of projects

0 projects > 3 years

DPC

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 In line with whole-of-

Government findings showing 

a pattern with time to deliver 

greater than 1.5 years

 BAU type activities are a large 

part of DPC‘s work, however 

neither IM nor vendor 

management activities were 

reported

Notable initiatives include:

 eLegislation – enabling online 

access to legislation

Summary assessment

Activities
0

Projects
0

Programs
0

Activities
0

Projects
1, $ not reported

Programs
0
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DSDIP

$1.8M
Forecast 

expenditure

18
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
11 (61%)

$826.7K

Schedule overrun assessment
3 (60%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

0.7 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
6 (33%)

$712.6K

On hold/ 

postponed
1 (6%)

$275K

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
1 (20%) should ―act decisively‖

$8K (9%) potential expenditure at risk 

0 reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
0 projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

Activities
6 $734.8K

Projects
5, $91.9K

Programs
0

Value assessment
3 (60%) should ―assess priority‖

$18K (20%) potential expenditure for 

reallocation

Time to deliver assessment
1 year average length of projects

0 projects > 3 years

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 As a small agency, the DSDIP 

portfolio consists mainly of 

operational type activities

 Limited project documentation 

has equated to 3 ―assess 

priority‖ results

Notable initiatives include:

 None

Summary assessment

Activities
1, $ not reported

Projects
5, $712.6

Programs
0

Activities
0

Projects
1, $275K

Programs
0
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DSITIA - CITEC

$27.3M
Forecast 

expenditure

75
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
15 (20%)

$4.5M

Schedule overrun assessment
0 projects > 3 month change in planned 

end date

Not started
59 (79%)

$22.5M

On hold/ 

postponed
1 (1%)

$279K

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
0 should ―act decisively‖

2 (15%) reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
0 projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

Activities
2, $1.5M

Projects
13, $3M

Programs
0

Value assessment
5 (38%) should ―assess priority‖

$503K (17%) potential expenditure for 

reallocation

Time to deliver assessment
0.9 years average length of projects

0 projects > 3 years

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 CITEC generally reported 

internal infrastructure projects 

with low impact. These 

account the five ―assess 

priority‖ results

 As a service provider, CITEC 

is not accountable for the 

budget or schedule of agency 

sponsored initiatives

Notable initiatives include:

 DCS Lattice infrastructure 

improvement project -

highlighted as an example 

portraying inter-agency 

governance issues

Summary assessment

Activities
0

Projects
59, $22.5M

Programs
0

Activities
0

Projects
1, $279K

Programs
0

CITEC, QSS, SSQ reported work plan details independently as 

the DSITIA PMO was not operational at the time of reporting. 

These agency names are used throughout the report. 
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DSITIA - QSS

$11.9M
Forecast 

expenditure

28
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
22 (79%)

$11.9M

Schedule overrun assessment
8 (42%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

0.7 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
6 (21%)

$0

On hold/ 

postponed
0

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
3 (16%) should ―act decisively‖

$1.8M (18%) potential expenditure at risk 

3 (16%) reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
1 (5%) projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

$33.8K (<1%) expenditure not available for 

other pipeline opportunities

Activities
2, $999K

Projects
19, $9.9M

Programs
1, $980K

Value assessment
5 (26%) should ―assess priority‖

$101K (1%) potential expenditure for 

reallocation

Time to deliver assessment
1.4 years average length of projects

1 (5%) projects > 3 years

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 One of the few agencies that 

did not report ―on hold‖ 

initiatives

 No explicit evidence of 

prioritisation

Notable initiatives include:

 Shared systems program of 

work - not clearly articulated 

in work plan, although some 

reporting at project level – see 

examples below

 DCS lattice infrastructure 

improvement project -

highlighted as an example 

portraying inter-agency 

governance issues

 Aurion upgrade - highest 

expenditure

Summary assessment

Activities
1, $ not reported

Projects
5, $ not reported

Programs
0

Activities
0

Projects
0

Programs
0

CITEC, QSS, SSQ reported work plan details independently as 

the DSITIA PMO was not operational at the time of reporting. 

These agency names are used throughout the report. 
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DSITIA - SSQ

$4.7M
Forecast 

expenditure

22
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
8 (36%)

$3M

Schedule overrun assessment
4 (67%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

0.8 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
2 (9%)

$0

On hold/ 

postponed
12 (55%)

$1.7M

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
1 (17%) should ―act decisively‖

$800K (37%) potential expenditure at risk 

3 (50%) reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
4 (67%) projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

$412.9K (1%) expenditure not available for 

other pipeline opportunities

Activities
1, $153.6K

Projects
6, $2.1M

Programs
1, $750K

Value assessment
0 should ―assess priority‖

Time to deliver assessment
1.8 years average length of projects

0 projects > 3 years

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 SSQ relies on agency 

contribution and participation –

potentially impacting the 

results

 The proportion shown for 

cost and schedule overruns

likely reflects the above 

situation

 Compared with many other 

agencies, the percentage of 

initiatives on hold is greater

Notable initiatives include:

 QGov online program -

overarching initiative to deliver 

seamless customer-centric 

online service delivery channel 

for Queensland Government. 

There will be project work 

continuing until 2014 to 

consolidate the franchises and 

move to operational BAU 

mode.

Summary assessment

Activities
0

Projects
1, $ not reported

Programs
1, $ not reported

Activities
6, $0

Projects
6, $1.7M

Programs
0

CITEC, QSS, SSQ reported work plan details independently as 

the DSITIA PMO was not operational at the time of reporting. 

These agency names are used throughout the report. 
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HPW

$53.3M
Forecast 

expenditure

42
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
20 (48%)

$20.9M

Schedule overrun assessment
10 (63%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

0.9 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
17 (40%)

$28.2M

On hold/ 

postponed
5 (12%)

$4.3M

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
2 (13%) should ―act decisively‖

$1.4M (12%) potential expenditure at risk 

2 (13%) reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
2 (13%) projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

$1.5M (12%) expenditure not available for 

other pipeline opportunities

Activities
3, $161K

Projects
16, $12.1M

Programs
1, $8.7M

Value assessment
2 (13%) should ―assess priority‖

$321K (3%) potential expenditure for 

reallocation

Time to deliver assessment
1.4 years average length of projects

1 (6%) projects > 3 years

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 Proportion of schedule 

overruns is greater the sector 

average

 Decisions about prioritisation 

not visible

 List does not include Housing 

initiatives

Notable initiatives include:

 iSPACE - high priority and 

high cost

 DPW IDES implementation –

has ―Low‖ overall assessment 

and will be highlighted as a 

candidate for closure

 Standardised desktop -

HPW‘s highest expenditure

Summary assessment

Activities
0

Projects
17, $28.2M

Programs
0

Activities
0

Projects
5, $4.3M

Programs
0
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ITP

$41.8M
Forecast 

expenditure

42
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
19 (45%)

$26.8M

Schedule overrun assessment
8 (53%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

1.3 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
4 (10%)

$1.6M

On hold/ 

postponed
19 (45%)

$13.4M

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
4 (27%) should ―act decisively‖

$1.8M (19%) potential expenditure at risk 

1 (7%) reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
5 (33%) projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

$3.7M (39%) expenditure not available for 

other pipeline opportunities

Activities
2, $125K

Projects
15, $9.6M

Programs
2, $17M

Value assessment
1 (7%) should ―assess priority‖

$2.5M (26%) potential expenditure for 

reallocation

Time to deliver assessment
2.2 years average length of projects

2 (13%) projects > 3 years

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 Despite oversight challenges 

associated with multiple 

agency responsibilities, ITP 

demonstrated appropriate 

levels of governance

 Expectations that there should 

be more information 

management and vendor 

management activities moving 

forward

Notable initiatives include:

 Online services program -

initiative with highest 

expenditure

 Streamlining tenures 

program and associated 

projects - newsworthy, high 

expenditure and example of 

agile development 

 Parkinfo v2.0 - reporting does 

not reflect true picture,  

highlighted as an example 

portraying procurement/ 

vendor management issues

Summary assessment

Activities
0

Projects
4, $1.6M

Programs
0

Activities
0

Projects
19, $13.4M

Programs
0

The Information & Technology Partners (ITP ) snapshot 

includes the following: DAFF, DTESB, DNRM, DEWS, 

DNPRSR, EHP.  
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QH

$1.921B
Forecast 

expenditure

119
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
46 (39%)

$279.4M

Schedule overrun assessment
7 (54%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

1.4 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
70 (59%)

$1.638B

On hold/ 

postponed
3 (3%)

$3.6M

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
1 (8%) should ―act decisively‖

$70M (65%) potential expenditure at risk 

2 (15%) reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
1 (8%) projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

$319K (<1%) expenditure not available for 

other pipeline opportunities

Activities
31, $36.4M 

Projects
13, $108.1M

Programs
2, $134.9M

Value assessment
2 (15%) should ―assess priority‖

$923K (<1%) potential expenditure for 

reallocation

Time to deliver assessment
3.9 years average length of projects

10 (77%) projects > 3 years

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 Schedule overruns appear in 

line with whole-of-Government 

findings

 Time to deliver is greater than 

sector wide average, which 

QH indicates is due in part to a 

complex operational 

environment

 Most unfunded initiatives 

sector wide equating to $1.6B 

forecast expenditure

Notable initiatives include:

 QPAS – replacement 

/upgrade of Queensland 

Patient Administration 

System (HBCIS) - noted as 

highest priority for QH, but still 

awaiting funding

 SAPFIR – due to exposure 

assessment, high expenditure 

and recent PwC review

 ieMR program, GroupWise 

to Exchange, Cardiac 

information solution 

program - active initiatives 

with forecast expenditure 

greater than $10M each

Summary assessment

Activities
6, $5.7M 

Projects
64, $1.633B

Programs
0

Activities
0

Projects
3, $3.6M

Programs
0
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QPS

$38.7M
Forecast 

expenditure

18
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
9 (50%)

$35.6M

Schedule overrun assessment
3 (43%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

0.86 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
9 (50%)

$3.1M

On hold/ 

postponed
0

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
0 should ―act decisively‖

0 reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
1 (14%) projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

$7.9M (33%) expenditure not available for 

other pipeline opportunities

Activities
0

Projects
7, $24.3M

Programs
2, $11.3M

Value assessment
2 (29%) should ―assess priority‖

$8.6M (35%) potential expenditure for 

reallocation

Time to deliver assessment
1.9 years average length of projects

1 (14%) projects > 3 years

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 There were no operational 

type activities reported, which 

understates the level of 

resources required for 

information management and 

security

 Decisions about initiative 

prioritisation visible and 

appear to be effective

Notable initiatives include:

 Computer aided dispatch -

initiative with highest 

expenditure and highlighted as 

an initiative with appropriate 

rigour against the level of 

exposure

 Weapons licensing - high 

expenditure, design and 

newsworthy

 Public safety frontline 

communications – QPS 

contribution to Government 

Wireless Network

Summary assessment

Activities
0

Projects
9, $3.1M

Programs
0

Activities
0

Projects
0

Programs
0
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$17.9M
Forecast 

expenditure

35
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
16 (46%)

$7.8M

Schedule overrun assessment
1 (17%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

1.5 years average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
3 (8%)

$1.6M

On hold/ 

postponed
16 (46%)

$8.5M

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
1 (17%) should ―act decisively‖

$495K (9%) potential expenditure at risk 

0 reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
1 (17%) projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

$199K (3%) expenditure not available for 

other pipeline opportunities

Activities
10, $2M 

Projects
6, $5.8M

Programs
0

Value assessment
3 (50%) should ―assess priority‖

$4.3M (75%) potential expenditure for 

reallocation

Time to deliver assessment
1.3 years average length of projects

0 projects > 3 years

QTT

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 Assessments appear to be 

misrepresenting QTT‘s current 

position (e.g. business impact)

 Project condition was not 

reported for active grants 

initiatives

Notable initiatives include:

 Royalties - noteworthy due to 

focus around revenue 

collection and links with 

mining; reuse of existing RMS; 

recently successfully 

completed

 Project link - high 

expenditure; agile 

development by OIC with QTT 

IS support

 3 grants projects -

noteworthy due to parallel 

grants activity through the 

Commission of Audit; in-house 

development based on reuse 

of RMS; newly established 

grants reference group

Summary assessment

Activities
2, $1.5M

Projects
1, $64k

Programs
0

Activities
4, $652K

Projects
12, $7.9M

Programs
0
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TMR

$56.5M
Forecast 

expenditure

59
Current and 

proposed 

initiatives

Active
33 (56%)

$45.6M

Schedule overrun assessment
8 (28%) projects > 3 month change in 

planned end date

0.8 year average per project slip in time 

potentially impacting value proposition

Not started
18 (31%)

$10.7M

On hold/ 

postponed
8 (14%)

$235K

Point in time snapshot as of 1 Sept 2012

All figures are based on agency estimates

Exposure assessment
2 (7%) should ―act decisively‖

$2.3M (16%) potential expenditure at risk 

2 (7%) reported high or extreme risk

Cost overrun assessment
5 (17%) projects > 20% change in planned 

expenditure

$4.6M (31%) expenditure not available for 

other pipeline opportunities

Activities
1, $25K

Projects
29, $15M

Programs
3, $30.6M

Value assessment
10 (34%) should ―assess priority‖

$1.4M (9%) potential expenditure for 

reallocation

Time to deliver assessment
1.6 years average length of projects

3 (11%) projects > 3 years

Overall agency findings show 

that:

 Decisions about prioritisation 

not visible

 Limited reporting of IM and IS 

activities

Notable initiatives include:

 CDOP intelligent traffic 

camera system - TMR‘s 

highest cost initiative

 Laboratory information 

management system (LIMS)

- example of long running 

initiative contributing to poor 

project outcomes

Summary assessment

Activities
3, $ not reported 

Projects
15, $10.7

Programs
0

Activities
0

Projects
8, $235K

Programs
0
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Disclaimer  

The materials presented in this publication are distributed by the Queensland Government as an 
information source only. 

The State of Queensland, acting through the Department of Science, Information Technology, Innovation 
and the Arts, makes no statement, representation or warranty about the accuracy, completeness, or 
suitability for any purpose of this publication, and any use of this publication is at the user‟s own risk.    

The State of Queensland disclaims all responsibility and all liability (including, without limitation, liability in 
negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages and costs anyone may incur as a result of reliance upon 
the information contained in this publication for any reason or as a result of the information being 
inaccurate, incomplete or unsuitable for any purpose. 

The public release version of this point in time document contains limited amendments which are 
required to make corrections, clarify potential inaccuracies, and/or protect the confidentiality of 
commercial arrangements. 

 

 

 

Licence 

© The State of Queensland (Department of Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the Arts) 
(DSITIA) 2013.  

The Queensland Government supports and encourages the dissemination and exchange of its 
information. The copyright in this publication is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution No 
Derivatives (BY-ND) 3.0 Australia licence. To view this licence visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/deed.en 

 

Under this licence you are free, without having to seek permission from DSITIA, to use this publication in 
accordance with the licence terms. 

You must keep intact the copyright notice and attribute the State of Queensland, Department of Science, 
Information Technology, Innovation and the Arts as the source of the publication. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/deed.en
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1 Summary 

1.1 Application legacy 

 

The Audit has identified approximately 904 (52%) of the applications within the reported 

Queensland Government applications portfolio could be considered legacy. The Audit also 

found that 9.3% of the applications can be decommissioned once an effective archive strategy 

is developed; these have been titled “dust gatherers”. Decommissioning these applications 

would provide approximately $8.0 million in annual savings when completed.  

The urgent need for a Queensland Government archive strategy became apparent when most 

agencies indicated they had legacy systems but were unable to decommission them due to the 

historical need to occasional access the data. 

1.2 Technology legacy 

A number of widely used technologies are of concern due to their low vendor support status 

including Microsoft Windows XP and Microsoft Office 2003. 

In addition, several technologies providing support for business applications are unsupported. 

These include versions of HP-UX, Progress database, Lotus Notes, Visual Basic and Java. 

On average, 81% of technology products used by agencies are fully supported. A further 5% 

are on extended support and the remaining 14% are unsupported. 
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2 Application legacy 

2.1 Legacy systems 

The Audit investigated options to decommission applications that are of low value to the 

business and little potential for the future. 

The National Association of State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO) has defined „Legacy 

System‟: 

“A Legacy System is not solely defined by the age of IT systems (e.g. 20 years) as there are 

many systems that were designed for continued upgrades, but the term also focuses on 

elements such as “supportability”, “risk” and “agility,” including the availability of software and 

hardware support, and the ability to acquire either internal or outsourced staffing, equipment or 

technical support for the system in question. The term may also describe the system‟s inability 

to adequately support “line-of-business” requirements or meet expectations for use of modern 

technologies, such as workflow, instant messaging (IM) and user interface1.” 

Within the Audit, a legacy application is classified as having one of the following attributes: 

 an age greater than the average age of all government systems 

 past its end-date of use 

 classified as 'retire' or 'streamline' as part of the ICT planning methodology. 

Analysis of agency baseline data and confirmation through agency consultation has identified 

approximately 904 (52%) of applications could be considered legacy.  

All of the applications reported to the Audit represent systems of substance to the business of 

government. The legacy system classification implies that those applications have additional 

risk associated with them and they will need some action to be taken in the near term to ensure 

the business of government can be continued. 

2.1.1 Factors leading to legacy systems 

An examination of the factors that have resulted in the high level of legacy applications reveals 

the following systemic issues: 

 Insufficient funds available for provisioning ICT resulting in:  

 Stretching the application portfolio beyond its normal useful life  

 Minimal maintenance and upgrade of existing applications becoming the norm 

                                                      
 
1
 Digital States At Risk! Modernizing Legacy Systems, National Association of State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO), 

December 2008. 
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 No planning or provisioning for ongoing operation of applications. 

 A lack of structured analysis of the application portfolio as input to strategic plans. 

 Poor performance management of the application portfolio. 

 Mass customisation of packaged software making updates and upgrades expensive and 

difficult. 

 Strong preference for custom built applications. 

 Business areas are separately funded to develop their own business solutions without any 

consideration of the current application portfolio that are difficult to support. 

 Machinery of government changes moving ownership to departments with incompatible 

technical architectures and implementation priorities. 

 Complex diverse heterogeneous environments that complicate maintenance and upgrades.  

  

The legacy problem is not only the applications, legacy applications predominantly depend on 

legacy infrastructure. The need to maintain legacy infrastructure has also been seen to drive 

poor application decisions, with that same infrastructure becoming the default preference for 

new applications. Further, the dependencies between the applications and the infrastructure 

and between the various elements of legacy infrastructure can be shown to be a significant 

constraint to moving to newer generations of application platforms. Further discussion on 

technology legacy can be seen in Section 2 of this Annex. 

2.2 Dust gathering systems 

The Audit has revealed a class of legacy systems which continue to incur an ongoing 

operational expense but for which the business value is extremely low or zero. The Audit refers 

to these systems as dust gatherers. In many cases these systems are being maintained to 

meet an occasional business need of retrieving old records from the system. Of the 1,730 

applications of substance reported to the Audit, 9.3% were found to be dust gatherers. 

The majority of these applications can be decommissioned; however, the major impediment to 

decommissioning is retaining access to the records contained in the system for occasional 

business reference. The Queensland Government does not have a general purpose facility for 

the preservation of digital public records. Without such a facility each agency has to provide its 

own mechanism to retain records in an accessible form. For example, Queensland Shared 

Services have a facility for maintaining historical records from government finance systems that 

they manage on behalf of agencies. 

The systems will contain public records that either no longer need to be retained, may need to 

be retained short term, or may need to be retained long-term (including permanently).  
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Data owners will need to work with Queensland State Archives (QSA) to determine the 

business, legal and historical value of the public records and their necessary retention periods, 

so that the data that does not need to be retained can be legally disposed of under the Public 

Records Act, 2002. Disposal of data that the Government no longer needs to retain is a 

potential cost saving. 

The dust gatherers that agencies consider to be suitable for decommissioning, many subject to 

the availability of a mechanism for digitally archiving their records, account for an annual 

operational cost of $8.0 million. However, it is projected that there are between 20,000 and 

30,000 small applications in government not reported as part of the Audit. If a significant portion 

of those could be decommissioned, the reduced operational costs could be substantial. 

The urgent need for an archive strategy has become apparent when most agencies indicated 

they had legacy systems but were unable to decommission due to the historical need to 

occasionally access the data. 

In addition, the availability of a general purpose digital archive will present a much larger 

opportunity for operational cost reduction by allowing older records currently held in operational 

production systems to be moved out to low cost archival storage. The reduction in data 

holdings in operational production systems will reduce the operational costs of those systems 

by reducing storage and processing costs on an ongoing basis. Further, the rapid growth in 

storage of digital images, for example medical imagery, geographic data and images, digital 

video and massive data sets will require the availability of petabytes of low cost storage for 

infrequent access. The value of this opportunity has not been modelled or estimated. 
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What often happens when there is no archive strategy 

The issue of decommissioning systems is not easy and has been an issue for many years as 

this example from the Department of Employment, Training and Education (DETE) illustrates. 

Three systems within DETE store apprenticeship business details; two just for reference 

purposes only: 

- Native II: Read only database application that stores pre-DESD99 and DELTA apprentice 

indenture and training contract information from early 1920s -1984. It is occasionally used by 

regional offices for reference purposes only. 

- DESD99: Read only database application that stores pre-DELTA apprentice indenture and 

training contract information from 1985 - 1994. It is occasionally used by the Skills Recognition 

branch and regional offices for reference purposes only.  

- DELTA: Used to record, register and monitor apprenticeship and trainee details for 

Queensland. This system stores details of training contracts between an apprentice or trainee, 

the employer and a training provider. DELTA is a bespoke software system which was 

introduced in 1998 and is now running on obsolete technologies. 

Implementing an archive strategy across government would allow these systems to be 

decommissioned. The agency is currently considering DELTA‟s replacement. This must include 

the decommissioning of the three systems and the appropriate archiving of the data. 

 

Because of risks associated with technology obsolescence, when data must be retained in a 

live environment, QSA recommends records are migrated from old systems into new systems, 

rather than retaining them in legacy systems. The QGCIO has commenced discussions with 

QSA to develop and implement an effective archival strategy for these current legacy systems. 

Agencies will also need to ensure an archival strategy is implemented as part of each 

application's decommissioning activity. 
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Figure 1 - Reported annual spend for applications suitable for decommissioning 

 

Figure 1 provides the reported annual spend for applications suitable for decommissioning. The 

applications have been categorised as: 

 Yes – these systems can be decommissioned 

 Yes – archive needed – these systems can be decommissioned once an archive strategy 

has been implemented 

 Yes – need replacement strategy – these systems are needed by business and need a 

replacement strategy 

 Maybe – needs review by business – these systems require review by the business as the 

possibility of decommission was not provided by agencies. These are predominately 

Department of Justice and Attorney-General applications with 28 systems from that 

department identified by the Audit as potential for decommissioning  

 Maybe – data not provided – no data was provided for these systems. These are 

predominately Department of Communities applications. Queensland Treasury did not 

provide any details on their legacy systems. 
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Details by agency can be seen in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 - Reported annual spend for applications suitable for decommissioning by agency 

 

Analysis and consultation have confirmed the value of the savings potential. For the identified 

„dust gathering‟ legacy systems, once the archive strategy is implemented and 

decommissioning costs accounted for, decommissioning would save government 

approximately $8.0 million per annum. The full list of dust gatherers can be seen in Appendix A. 
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3 Technology legacy 

3.1 Software currency 

ICT is a fast-moving industry with new and updated products being released by vendors at 

frequent intervals. For example, the Microsoft Windows desktop operating system has evolved 

through Windows 3.11 (1993), Windows 95 (1995), Windows 98 (1998), Windows XP (2001), 

Windows Vista (2006), Windows 7 (2009) and Windows 8 (released October 2012). Another 

example is the Oracle database which has seen major version releases every two or three 

years since 1981. 

Vendors release new versions of their products to fix defects and provide enhanced 

functionality. They also provide ongoing support in terms of help and workarounds, and patches 

which can be applied to an in-situ version to fix a specific issue that a customer may be 

experiencing. 

Vendors will commonly offer „mainstream‟ support for their products for a specified period of 

time during which patches and full support is available. They will then offer „extended‟ support 

for a further specified period of time during which only security patches and limited support are 

available. Once a product moves past these dates it is termed „unsupported‟. 

From the vendor‟s perspective, it becomes increasingly costly over time for them to provide 

support and to develop patches for older versions of their products. The vendor‟s preferred 

model is for customers to keep upgrading to newer, current versions so the vendor can focus 

their support teams only on a minimum number of versions. Vendors discourage customers 

from remaining on older versions by escalating the maintenance fees for older versions or by 

withdrawing support and ceasing the development of patches. 

One vendor’s aggressive approach to software currency 

Google is an example of a software vendor that aggressively maintains the currency of its 

product versions and the associated platforms and dependent products. The Google Docs 

product is a cloud-based suite of office products, broadly equivalent in functionality to 

Microsoft Office. (Microsoft also offers a cloud version - Office 365) 

Google‟s policy is to only support the current and previous version of web browsers that 

access its Google Docs product. Google has announced that with the impending release of 

Internet Explorer version 10 in late October 2012, they will cease supporting Internet Explorer 

version 8 for Google Docs. 

 

Although software doesn‟t „wear out‟, and in that sense doesn‟t age as with physical products, 

the risks in continuing to use old versions are skills to support or leverage the product for 

business change become expensive or unavailable, and additional security loopholes may be 

discovered in the product.  
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The availability of particular ICT skills for a product is a supply and demand relationship. As 

newer technologies emerge and older technologies become less popular, specialists in those 

older technologies become fewer and therefore more expensive. 

3.2 Queensland Government legacy technology 

Queensland Government has a software currency policy requiring agencies to keep their 

significant software products within mainstream support or at current (n), previous (n-1), or 

previous (n-2) versions. 

Considering the most common technology products used across the Queensland Government, 

Figure 3 shows the top ten (by AETCO) technologies that are currently not supported or are 

only supported through extended support arrangements with vendors. 

 

Figure 3 - Support status and AETCO of key legacy technologies 

Key observations: technologies at risk 

Figure 3 shows a number of technologies that are of concern due to their low vendor support 

status, including: 

 Desktop Fleet related - Microsoft Windows XP (operating system), Microsoft Office 2003 

(office productivity suite), desktop and laptop PCs 

 Database software - Microsoft SQL Server 2005 and older, Oracle database 9.1 

 Application and Infrastructure platforms - Microsoft Windows Server 2003 

 Physical assets - HP and other makes of server, HP and other makes of printer. 
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The chart represents only a portion of those technology products in use within the Queensland 

Government which are no longer on mainstream support. In total, there are 39 different 

products on extended support and 467 different unsupported products. 

In terms of technologies most at risk, Figure 4 shows the top 10 technologies furthest beyond 

the end of their extended support date.  

 

Figure 4 - Top 10 at risk technologies 

 

A further 17 unsupported technologies, not shown on the chart, are also in use within 

Queensland Government beyond the end of their extended support date. 

Of concern are those technologies that provide support for business applications and these are 

listed in the following table with the respective agencies. Note that these agencies may also 

have other supported technologies in good technical condition. 

Table 1 - Technologies that provide support for business applications 

Technology Agencies 

HP-UX 10.2, 11 QPS 

Progress 9.1d, 10.0B, 10.1B QSS 

Lotus Notes 6 DoC 

Visual Basic 6 DoC, DLGP  

Java 1.4, 5 DLGP, DEEDI, DHPW, SSQ 

Visual Studio 6 DoC, DEEDI 

.Net Framework 1, 3, 3.5 DPW, ,DoC, DCS, DET 

Oracle database 7, 8, 9.1, 9.2, 10.1 DoC, DCS, DEEDI, DET, DPW, QH, QSS 

Oracle WebLogic 8.1.6 DCS 

Windows Server 2000 DCS, QH, DET, QPS 
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This indicates insufficient provision for the ongoing currency of technology environments is 

made when planning and implementing new ICT capabilities.  

3.3 Windows XP 

The Queensland Government uses the Microsoft Windows operating system for its 

administrative personal computers. A large portion of agencies use Windows XP. Mainstream 

support for Windows XP ended in April 2009, and extended support will end in April 2014.  

If the current reliance on Microsoft operating systems is maintained, agencies will be required 

to migrate to later versions of Microsoft. The following table demonstrates the current progress 

of agencies with respect to the migration from Windows XP to Windows 7. 

Table 2 - Status of Window XP to Windows 7 migration 

Agency 
Desktop Microsoft Configuration 

% Complete 
Windows XP Windows 7 Total desktops 

CITEC 469 341 810 42% 

DCS 10,358 105 10,463 1% 

DEEDI 6,000 0 6,000 0% 

DERM 5,300 1,700 7,000 24% 

DET 74,928 214,998 289,926 74% 

DJAG 4,500 0 4,500 0% 

DLGP 989 0 989 0% 

DoC 12,527 1173 13,700 9% 

DPC 10 720 730 99% 

DPW 6,375 85 6,460 1% 

QH 49,877 123 50,000 0% 

QPS 10,860 30 10,890 0% 

SSQ2 510 0 510 0% 

TMR 8,500 0 8,500 0% 

Treasury 0 1,198 1,198 100% 

Total 191,286 220,473 411,759 54% 

 

Key observations: ICT liability - Windows XP 

 Only five agencies, plus CITEC, have made any significant progress in upgrading the 

Microsoft desktop environment. 

 Microsoft Windows 8 was released late October 2012. Those agencies still on Microsoft XP 

will need to choose to either migrate to Windows 7 or Windows 8. It may take at least 18 

months to test and assure the compatibility of Windows 8 with business systems, by which 

time Windows XP support will have lapsed. 
                                                      
 
2
 QSS advised they have approximately 1161 physical and virtual desktops running Windows XP. Not included as clarification was 

provided post analysis. 
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 The above analysis is an example of how strong interdependencies between various 

technologies, vendor upgrade cycles, limited funding and the limited capacity to undertake 

significant projects inhibit the ability to maintain technology currency. 

3.4 Agency technology currency 

Figure 5 shows the status of technology and software currency by agency for each of 

mainstream, extended and unsupported categories. 

 

Figure 5 - Technology support status by agency 

 

On average 81% of technology products used by agencies are fully supported. A further 5% are 

on extended support and the remaining 14% are unsupported. Only six agencies (CITEC, DCS, 

DJAG, DoC, DPW and Treasury) have an acceptable level3 of technology currency. 

                                                      
 
3
 Greater than 80% of technologies currently under normal (mainstream) product support.  
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Appendix A – Dust Gatherers 

Dust gatherers are applications, identified by the Audit and confirmed by the agencies, that can 

be decommissioned. Some will depend on the implementation of a suitable archive or 

replacement strategy. 

Pre-
MoG System Decommission? 

CITEC Secure 2002XP Yes 

CITEC SerView Yes - archive needed 

CITEC Project Management Office (PMO) Tool Yes 

CITEC CITEC Wiki Yes - archive needed 

CITEC Croom Yes 

CITEC Delegations Database Yes 

CITEC HR Recruitment Yes 

CITEC Training Database Yes 

CITEC Internal Service Centre Wiki (ISC Wiki) Yes - archive needed 

CITEC Networks Wiki Yes - archive needed 

CITEC Project Reporting Tool Yes 

CITEC Ready Access Register (RAR) Yes 

DCS Ambulance Community Education and Services System Yes 

DCS Baby Capsule Asset Tracking Yes 

DCS Customer Call Centre (CCC) Portal Yes 

DCS Asset Management System 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

DCS Stock Control (also known as Num Inventory Store) Yes 

DCS Demographic Mapping System (DMS) Yes 

DCS Task Tracking System Yes 

DCS Knowledge Place 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

DEEDI Envinsa Yes 

DEEDI GrowSearch Australia database Yes 

DEEDI Image Server Yes 

DEEDI InfoMaker Yes 

DEEDI Local Industry Policy DB (TRDI) Yes 

DEEDI Minor Works Database Yes - archive needed 

DEEDI Phoenix (Helpdesk) Yes 

DEEDI PlanMap Yes 

DEEDI Promotional Opportunities Database (POD) Yes 

DEEDI Queensland Aviation and Defence Directory (TRDI) Yes 

DEEDI 
Queensland Environmental Technologies and Services Directory 
(TRDI) Yes 
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Pre-
MoG System Decommission? 

DEEDI Queensland Fibre Composites Capability Directory (TRDI) Yes 

DEEDI Queensland Marine Directory (TRDI) Yes 

DEEDI Queensland Plant Introduction Accession Register Yes - archive needed 

DEEDI Quota Management System Yes 

DEEDI Reachform Client (TRDI) Yes 

DEEDI RedDot Yes 

DEEDI Scheduled Events Calendar (TRDI) Yes 

DEEDI Time Sheet Software Yes 

DEEDI Agricultural Productions Systems Simulator Yes 

DEEDI CAS_Business Results Database Yes 

DEEDI CAS_QIIS secretariat corresponding tracking database Yes 

DEEDI Performance Reporting System (PRS) 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

DEEDI WorkWise Yes 

DEEDI FishTasks Yes 

DEEDI Budget Utility System (BUS) Yes 

DEEDI IT Chargeback Yes 

DERM SAP ECC-SRM Yes 

DERM Corporate Registry Service Yes 

DERM Desktop Support System Yes 

DERM DSERT Yes - archive needed 

DERM IWUBS - Integrated Water Use and Billing System Yes 

DERM Network Account Manager Yes 

DET DESD99 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

DET Native II 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

DET Case/Complaint Management System (CMS) Yes 

DET Departmental Housing Management System (DHMS) Yes 

DET E-Minerva Yes 

DET International Travel Database (iTravel) Yes 

DET Resource Replacement Scheme System (RRSS) Yes 

DET Corporate Data Warehouse Solution (CDW) Yes 

DET Maximizer Yes 

DET VET Systems Reporting (VSR) Yes 

DJAG Adult Guardian Case Management Yes - archive needed 

DJAG Bill of Sales system Yes - archive needed 

DJAG Community Visitor Program Yes - archive needed 

DJAG Tactical ETCR Yes 

DJAG ESO Approvals and Labeling Yes - archive needed 

DJAG ESO Electrical Licensing Yes - archive needed 
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Pre-
MoG System Decommission? 

DJAG Fines system Yes - archive needed 

DJAG Inspection Audit System Yes - archive needed 

DJAG Queensland Electrical Equipment Approval Certificate Search Yes 

DJAG {DHPW} - Fair & Safe Work Register Application Yes 

DJAG Delete - SRB Assigning and Judges Register Management Tool Yes 

DJAG Complaints Management Register QWRO Yes 

DJAG Criminal Register System Archive - CRS Yes - archive needed 

DJAG Liquor Licensing System (LLS) Yes - archive needed 

DJAG Individual Performance System (IPS) - Lotus Notes 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

DJAG HR Workflow - Lotus Notes 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

DJAG Funds Management System (FMS) Yes - archive needed 

DJAG Correspondence Workflow - Lotus Notes (OLGR) 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

DJAG EQUAL Exam Question and Answer Library Yes - archive needed 

DJAG Criminal Injuries Compensation Unit (CICU) Templates Yes 

DJAG Intranet - Library Intranet Yes 

DJAG RecFind (OFSWQ) Yes - archive needed 

DJAG CDRS Claims and Debt Recoveries System 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

DJAG Committals Information System Yes - archive needed 

DJAG Complete Legal Office System (CLO) Yes - archive needed 

DJAG Compliance and Investigation System (CIS) Yes - archive needed 

DJAG FOI Online Yes - archive needed 

DJAG QSIS (Queensland Sentencing Information System) Yes - archive needed 

DJAG Dalet Yes 

DoC Budget Estimates Tracking System Yes - archive needed 

DoC Standards Assessment Database Yes - archive needed 

DoC SurfStats Yes 

DoC Training Records Administration System Yes - archive needed 

DoC TRG System Yes 

DoC BYDC Programs Database 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

DoC Workplace Injury, Illness and Incident Report Form Yes 

DoC CIF Database Yes - archive needed 

DoC Conditional Bail and Bail Support Yes - archive needed 

DoC CPIS Yes - archive needed 

DoC Critical Incident and Child Safety Concern Report Database Yes - archive needed 

DoC CSO Database Yes 

DoC Data Warehouse [DAM] [COM] Yes 

DoC Document Management System [DMS] Yes 
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Pre-
MoG System Decommission? 

DoC DOGIT Central Yes - archive needed 

DoC Duke of Edinburgh Award System 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

DoC Emergency and Crisis Database Yes 

DoC EMT database Yes - archive needed 

DoC Escape Alerts Database Yes - archive needed 

DoC FAMYJ Yes - archive needed 

DoC FAMYJ Child Safety Instance 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

DoC Financial Management Practice Manual Yes - archive needed 

DoC Flexible Access Management System [FAMS] Yes 

DoC Foster and Kinship Carer - Business Database Yes 

DoC Foster and Kinship Carer Card - Database Yes 

DoC Future Directions Evaluations Database Yes - archive needed 

DoC HR Delegations / EOI Yes - archive needed 

DoC HR Information and Forms Yes - archive needed 

DoC IRM - Insite Rates Module Yes 

DoC Legal Providers Database Yes 

DoC Priority Incident Yes - archive needed 

DoC Registration, Applications and Funding Database Yes - archive needed 

DoC Services Information Management System Yes 

DoC Grants Management (DSQ) Yes 

DoC After Hours on-call lookup Yes 

DoC Grants Database (Grants DB) Yes 

DPC HRMS Payroll Archive Yes - archive needed 

DPW Disposals Management Database and Website Yes 

DPW IMAS Yes 

DPW Impaler 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

DPW PlanetLive Yes 

DPW Records Management Yes 

DPW Tracker Yes 

DPW Maximise Yes 

DPW System Architect - QGCIO Yes - archive needed 

QH Mental Health Act 2000 Information System (MHA2000 ) 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

QH Medicare Australia Provider Directory Yes 

QH PC/ICT Purchasing Yes 

QH Roundtable 2 (Meetings and Minutes) Yes 

QPS ChargePrep 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 
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Pre-
MoG System Decommission? 

QPS Occurrence Sheet Management System (CER) 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

QPS Accoutrement Database - Mackay 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

QPS Fuel Upload 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

QPS DPACS 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

QPS Mugshots Yes - archive needed 

QPS Property Tracker (NCR) Yes - archive needed 

QPS Payroll Processing 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

QSS PRODH; Human Resources Mgmt Yes - archive needed 

QSS HRMS Payroll Archive Yes - archive needed 

QSS Overpayments db Yes 

QSS Overseas Travel Yes 

QSS DCP; Financial Mgmt Reference Only Yes - archive needed 

QSS DTN; Financial Mgmt Reference Only Yes - archive needed 

QSS ESP; Financial Mgmt Reference Only Yes - archive needed 

QSS EDP; Financial Mgmt Reference Only Yes - archive needed 

QSS Chartbuilder Yes 

QSS Time Billing/Time Capture/Volume Billing Yes 

SSQ Genesys - BRIO Yes 

SSQ Primervera (reported by Communities) Yes 

SSQ QGAP Management Information System 
Yes - need replacement 
strategy 

SSQ Service Integration Infrastructure (Sii) Yes 

SSQ EASYCMDB Yes 

TMR Bentley MX Customisation Yes - archive needed 

TMR Coordinate Geometry Calculations (COGO) Yes 

TMR Bentley MX 2004 Yes - archive needed 

TMR Workplace Health and Safety Management System Portal Yes - archive needed 

TMR Spatial Information System (SIS) - Native Title Yes 

TMR DocBase3 Yes - archive needed 

TMR Disabled Parking Yes - archive needed 

TMR RoadCrash - Roadcrash 1 Yes 

TMR RoadCrash - WebCrash2 Yes 

Treasury Ltax Legacy Yes - archive needed 

Treasury Remas Legacy Yes - archive needed 
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Disclaimer  

The materials presented in this publication are distributed by the Queensland Government as an 
information source only. 

The State of Queensland, acting through the Department of Science, Information Technology, 
Innovation and the Arts, makes no statement, representation or warranty about the accuracy, 
completeness, or suitability for any purpose of this publication, and any use of this publication is at 
the user’s own risk.    

The State of Queensland disclaims all responsibility and all liability (including, without limitation, 
liability in negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages and costs anyone may incur as a result of 
reliance upon the information contained in this publication for any reason or as a result of the 
information being inaccurate, incomplete or unsuitable for any purpose. 

The public release version of this point in time document contains limited amendments which are 
required to make corrections, clarify potential inaccuracies, and/or protect the confidentiality of 
commercial arrangements. 

 

 

 

Licence 

© The State of Queensland (Department of Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the 
Arts) (DSITIA) 2013.  

The Queensland Government supports and encourages the dissemination and exchange of its 
information. The copyright in this publication is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution No 
Derivatives (BY-ND) 3.0 Australia licence. To view this licence visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/de ed.en  

 

Under this licence you are free, without having to seek permission from DSITIA, to use this 
publication in accordance with the licence terms. 

You must keep intact the copyright notice and attribute the State of Queensland, Department of 
Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the Arts as the source of the publication. 
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1 Summary 

Queensland Government recently committed to properly coordinating and consolidating 

its purchasing, cutting red tape by a minimum of 20%; and providing the best services 

possible at a cost that provides value for money through practical, business-driven 

solutions. In order to achieve these commitments, focus needs to be applied to improving 

the three interconnected areas of visibility, red tape reduction and performance 

management in ICT procurement. 

Visibility 

Queensland Government is committed to properly coordinating and consolidating its 

purchasing by gaining better visibility and control of procurement across government. To 

do this, government needs to have the right procurement governance in place and the 

correct information at hand to ensure that its strategies can be appropriately set and 

achieved. However, the Audit found a number of areas in procurement information and 

governance that require improvement to align with the government’s stated aims 

including: 

• a lack of availability of comprehensive and accurate ICT procurement information 

• poor software asset management and lack of control or governance over software 

deployment 

• a lack of control or governance over telecommunications, which represents the 

second largest ICT commodity spend in government. 

Red tape reduction 

Queensland Government aims to cut red tape by a minimum of 20% in order to grow the 

economy quicker and create more jobs. However, the Audit found a number of areas that 

contribute to significant red tape and cost for government and industry whilst providing 

very little value including: 

• administration charges (or management fees) to industry on sales through whole-of-

government (WoG) arrangements 

• unnecessary and disaggregated ordering processes. 
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Performance management 

Queensland Government is committed to providing the best services possible at a cost 

that provides value for money through practical, business-driven solutions. This 

commitment calls for better ways of procuring ICT and improvements in ICT procurement 

capability. However, The Audit found: 

• a lack of ICT vendor management maturity 

• limited adoption of new strategic ICT procurement strategies, such as utility based 

Software-as-a-Service. 
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2 ICT products and services 

 Expenditure 2.1

The Queensland Government spent around $1.057 billion during 2011‐20121 on the 

procurement of ICT products and services. Of this total, $167 million was spent with 

internal Queensland Government service providers such as CITEC and Queensland 

Shared Services. Telecommunications and ICT contractors and consultants represented 

more than 45% of this total expenditure (Figure 1). The expenditure proportions by 

agency are detailed in Appendix A. 

 
Figure 1 - Expenditure on ICT products and services by general ledger commodity 
 
Queensland Government recently committed to properly coordinating and consolidating 

its purchasing; cutting red tape by a minimum of 20%; and providing the best services 

possible at a cost that provides value for money through practical, business-driven 

solutions2. In order to achieve these commitments, focus needs to be applied to improving 

the three interconnected areas of visibility, red tape reduction and performance 

management in ICT procurement. 

 
                                                      
 
1 Based on 2011-2012 invoicing information provided to The Audit by the Queensland Government Chief Procurement 
Office, DET and CITEC. 
2 September 19, 2012 Premier’s CEDA State of the State Address  
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3 Visibility 

 ICT procurement issues 3.1

Queensland Government is committed to properly coordinating and consolidating its 

purchasing by gaining better visibility and control of procurement across government. To 

do this, government needs to have the right procurement governance in place and the 

correct information at hand to ensure that its strategies can be appropriately set and 

achieved. 

The Audit found a number of areas in procurement information and governance that 

require improvement to align with the government’s stated aims including: 

• the lack of availability of comprehensive and accurate ICT procurement information 

• poor software asset management and lack of control or governance over software 

deployment 

• the lack of control or governance over telecommunications, which represents the 

second largest ICT commodity spend in government. 

 ICT procurement information 3.2

The Audit sourced procurement information from a number of strategic vendors to 

supplement information provided by agencies. As shown in Figure 2, varying degrees of 

success in actually receiving complete information from vendors was achieved since 18 

June 2012. 

Where whole-of-government agreements were in place with a particular vendor, the 

information received was accurate and timely reflecting the reporting obligations in 

existence and the centralised management of their whole-of-government agreements. 

These included vendors such as Dell, SAP, Microsoft, Adobe, Telstra, Optus, EMC and 

AAPT. 
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Figure 2 - Supply of sales data from vendors 
 
Note:  Lighter shades of colour indicate improving performance up to 50% while darker 

shades of colour represent improving performance beyond 50% 

Other sales information was difficult to gather, given some vendors such as Cisco, Citrix 

and HP predominately sell to agencies through their reseller channel. They were quick to 

provide their direct sales information, but were unable to provide information on sales 

through their resellers. Some vendors, such as Cisco, have over ten resellers in 

Queensland and therefore gathering a comprehensive picture of sales information would 

be extremely time-consuming for government and vendors.  

Vendors who sell both hardware and software provided hardware sales information 

relatively quickly compared to receiving the software information. Software sales 

information was the hardest information to gather with some vendors refusing to provide 

the requested information, ignoring requests to provide the pricing information or rolling 

up the information, rendering analysis impossible. The Audit’s assumption is that vendors 

know the information is invaluable in allowing the government to put the right licensing 

strategies in place for the best prices and sharing this information may result in lower 

sales revenue for the vendor. 

Not all vendors treat government agencies equally. The largest agencies with the largest 

spend usually get the biggest discounts and the most flexible licensing conditions given 

their relative bargaining power.  
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The process of engaging with vendors to gather information was time consuming and 

unsuccessful in some cases. This experience provides a strong case for establishing a 

system for collecting valuable whole-of-government ICT sales information for future 

analysis to drive savings opportunities. 

 Contract lifecycle management tool 3.3

A Contract Lifecycle Management tool is an application that facilitates contract authoring, 

approval, execution and obligations management. It supports negotiation processes, 

provides easy access to terms and conditions in order to aid compliance and entitlement 

management and assists the administration of renewal and expiration dates. 

The Queensland Government Chief Procurement Office (QGCPO) recently selected a 

Contract Lifecycle Management tool, Open Windows, which has been trialled in a number 

of agencies. A mandated procurement arrangement has been established on a Software 

as a Service (SaaS) basis, therefore, the initial capital outlay in taking up the service, Q-

CONTRACTS, is minimal. As is the case for all mandated arrangements, the Q-

CONTRACTS arrangement and buyer’s guide is freely available on the Contracts 

Directory managed by the QGCPO and familiar to all Queensland Government 

purchasing staff. 

Analysis of the currently used contract lifecycle management tools (refer to Figure 3 

below) used by agencies reveals that these tools are at best disparate, siloed, and at 

worst non-existent. Of the 16 agencies audited, five did not have a contract lifecycle 

management tool. Of those that did, there were ten products or a combination of products 

used. Only six said they were planning to use the QGCPO mandated contract lifecycle 

management tool, Q-CONTRACTS; however, to date, no agency has wholly adopted Q-

CONTRACTS. 

 

 
Figure 3 - Disparity of tools used by agencies to m anage contracts 
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• The tools used by agencies for contract lifecycle management are represented on the 

Y-axis (vertical axis).  

• The circular symbol indicates that these agencies are not currently considering Q-

CONTRACTS (the mandated whole-of-government contract lifecycle management 

tool) to manage their ICT contracts. 

• The size of the symbol represents the number of reportable ICT contracts awarded by 

the agency since 1 July 2011. 

• The numerical label indicates the number of reportable contracts awarded but not 

published on the Queensland Government eTender website3, as required by the State 

Procurement Policy. 

If all agencies in government adopted Q-CONTRACTS for managing their contracts it 

would provide a means to consolidate whole-of-government procurement information and 

enable better strategic procurement decisions, while facilitating effective contract 

management of vendors throughout the procurement lifecycle. Until such time, vendors’ 

ability to avoid treating the Queensland Government as one government and, ultimately, 

one customer will continue. In addition, duplicated purchases, lack of reuse and unequal 

discounting will prevail. 

 Software asset management 3.4

Software asset management reduces risk by providing an understanding of entitlements 

and usage, allows the procurement of what is actually needed and maintains software 

licence compliance. However with the emergence of virtualisation4 and consumerisation5 

in software, the task of managing licences is becoming increasingly more complex. The 

combined impact of consumerisation and pervasive computing will require IT 

procurement to reassess device based software contracts and understand the impacts of 

devices indirectly accessing software. Costs and compliance issues could quickly 

become a major issue with media tablets and other consumer devices becoming popular 

for accessing core IT systems. 

                                                      
 
3 eTender Website- https://secure.publicworks.qld.gov.au/etender/index.do The Queensland Government Website for 
listing tender opportunities that are upcoming current or closed. 
4 Virtualisation- Gartner’s IT Glossary defines virtualization as the abstraction of IT resources that masks the physical 
nature and boundaries of those resources from resource users. An IT resource can be a server, a client, storage, networks, 
applications or OSs. Abstraction enables better flexibility in how different parts of an IT stack are delivered, thus enabling 
better efficiency (through consolidation or variable usage) and mobility (shifting which resources are used behind the 
abstraction interface), and even alternative sourcing (shifting the service provider behind the abstraction interface, such as 
in cloud computing). 
5 Consumerisation is the growing trend for information technology to emerge first in the consumer market and then spread 
into business and government organizations as opposed to the earlier prevalence of business and government being the 
primary driver of information technology innovation. 
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The Audit found low levels of maturity in software asset management. The analysis in 

Figure 4 shows the unplanned expenditure by agencies who needed to true-up with their 

software licensing obligations during the 2011-12 financial year. 

Agencies with a $0 unplanned expenditure were found to be compliant with their software 

licensing obligations, while those with blank unplanned expenditure are still to complete 

negotiations with licensors. 

 
Figure 4 - Unplanned expenditure on software produc ts by agencies in 2011-12 
 
Software audits by five software vendors, which commenced during 2011-12, are 

continuing at DCS, DET, DoC, DJAG, and QH. The licensors identifying licensing true-up 

requirements are depicted in Figure 5 below. 

 
Figure 5 - Software licensors that identified licens ing true-up requirements during 2011-12 (by cost of  
unplanned expenditure with the software licensor) 

Unplanned expenditure

DPW

QPS

QH

TMR

DET

DEEDI

Treasury

DCS

DJAG

DoC

$4,849,266

$3,133,604

$263,112

$230,801

$177,835

$0

$0
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This exposure to government is largely attributable to continuing significant lack of 

compliance (refer to Figure 6 below) with the QGEA Position on Software Asset 

Management6 

 
Figure 6 - Compliance with QGEA Software Asset Manag ement target in 2011 and 2012 

 Telecommunications 3.5

The telecommunications commodity is the second largest component of ICT expenditure. 

Figure 7 shows the market share of the top five telecommunications vendors, based on 

expenditure. The diagram also illustrates the diversity of smaller telecommunications 

vendors currently dealing with government. Telstra and Optus, represent approximately 

78% of the Queensland Government’s telecommunications expenditure across a range of 

products and services. 

 

Figure 7 - Telecommunications market share in Queen sland Government 
  

                                                      
 
6http://www.qgcio.qld.gov.au/SiteCollectionDocuments/Architecture%20and%20Standards/QGEA%202.0/SAM%20Position
.pdf 
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 Telstra Services 3.6

3.6.1 Scope of analysis 

Fastlane Software was engaged to review Telstra’s billing data for Queensland 

Government agencies to determine what savings might be available if: 

• inactive mobile and voice services were cancelled 

• mobile voice plans were optimised 

• mobile data plans were optimised 

• fixed voice plans were optimised 

• billing accounts were rationalised. 

3.6.2 Mobile Services 

Queensland Government spends approximately $23 million per annum on Telstra mobile 

services7. Savings opportunities of up to $8 million (including GST) per annum were 

identified from more than 49,000 mobile services that were billed by Telstra in July 2012 

(refer to Appendix E to the Queensland Government ICT Audit 2012 for full details of the 

savings identified). 

3.6.3 Benchmarking 

Benchmarking by Fastlane Software illustrates that the Telstra Enterprise Fleet Plan 10 

offered to Queensland Government compares favourably with deals negotiated by similar 

sized organisations in the public and private sector. 

3.6.4 Fixed voice services 

The Queensland Government spends approximately $36 million per annum on Telstra 

voice services8. Savings opportunities of up to $6.5 million (including GST) per annum 

were identified from more than 85,000 fixed voice services that were billed by Telstra in 

August 2012 (refer to Appendix E to the Queensland Government ICT Audit 2012for full 

details of the savings identified). 

  

                                                      
 
7 Based on expenditure over the six months to August 2012 
8 Based on expenditure over the six months to August 2012 
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3.6.5 Account rationalisation 

There were 1,191 accounts for the August 2012 billing period. Account rationalisation 

down to around 200 accounts would result in an indirect saving due to a reduction in 

processing cost of almost $2.4 million per annum, assuming an average processing cost 

of $200 per invoice (refer to Appendix E to the Queensland Government ICT Audit 

2012for full details of the savings opportunities). 

3.6.6 Conclusion 

The failure by some agencies to periodically review the prices they are paying for 

common telecommunications services and optimise the number of telecommunication 

accounts is wasting money unnecessarily. Current pricing information may be readily 

obtained from the Queensland Contracts Directory9 and Telstra billing data is made freely 

available to all agencies for review and analysis from Telstra’s MBRS10 bill reporting 

website. 

  

                                                      
 
9 http://qcd.govnet.qld.gov.au/Pages/Home.aspx 
10 https://www.cobs1.telstra.com/QLDGovtCIO/BRS/dashboard/default.aspx 
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4 Red tape reduction 

Queensland Government aims to cut red tape by a minimum of 20% in order to grow the 

economy quicker and create more jobs. However, the Audit found a number of areas that 

contribute to significant red tape and cost for government and industry whilst providing 

very little value including:  

• administration charges (or management fees) to industry on sales through whole-of-

government (WoG) arrangements 

• unnecessary and disaggregated ordering processes. 

 Management fees imposed on WoG arrangements. 4.1

Currently, there are a number of whole-of-government ICT procurement arrangements 

that charge a management fee (typically 2% of invoice charges) to suppliers for supplying 

under that specific arrangement. The fee is represented as a mechanism for recovering 

the cost to government in managing the arrangement. However, the revenue collected 

from suppliers is in some cases grossly disproportionate to the cost of resources required 

to manage these arrangements. A number of issues present themselves when applying 

administration fees on government procurement arrangements: 

• The cost of administering the collection of the fee as well as the fee itself represents 

red tape and unnecessary costs to both industry and government. A number of 

vendors in Queensland confirmed in an interview that the administration fees were 

viewed by their business as representing no value and the costs were simply passed 

on to government through higher prices. Removing the fee would enable them to 

reduce their sales costs resulting in deeper discounts to agencies. 

• The fees represent a barrier to doing business with Queensland Government and 

potentially excludes small to medium sized enterprises, resulting in the stifling of 

innovation. One vendor confirmed that their software sales team had refused to be a 

part of a CITEC managed arrangement that charged a management fee as, “they'd 

prefer for the discount to be applied up front to the end client and the cost of putting 

all the internal resources in place to track, report and fulfil the rebates are too 

onerous.” 

• The fees, in some cases, are disproportionately high compared to the real costs of 

administering the arrangements. The additional revenue has the potential to 

incentivise the wrong behaviours with agencies seeking to maximise the flows as they 

become reliant on the additional income stream to cross subsidise other areas within 

the agency.  
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QP-707, managed by the Queensland Government Chief Procurement Office (QGCPO), 

is one such mandated whole-of-government supply arrangement that charges a 2% 

management fee. It was originally established for the provision of ICT commodity 

categories including desktop personal computers (PCs), portable computers and file-

servers. Sales data from 2009-2010 indicates that expenditure on low to high end servers 

through QP-707 amounted to approximately $39 million or around 30% of the total spend 

against QP-707.  

When QP-707 went to market for ICT commodity categories, highly configurable servers 

were not in scope. The scope of products sold under this arrangement has been allowed 

to grow over time to include non-commodity ICT products such as HP’s highly 

configurable Superdome, their highest-end server costing greater than $1 million, without 

additional market testing. The revenue collected by QGCPO has subsequently grown 

with the fees charged to industry for purchases under QP-707 for the 2011-12 financial 

year amounting to $1,305,835 (including GST). 

New South Wales Government removes procurement arra ngement fees 

As of July 2012, the New South Wales Government has taken steps to remove all 

arrangement management fees in an effort to reduce red tape when doing business with 

government and to realise savings for industry and government. Their printers and 

photocopiers arrangement will be the first arrangement to remove administration fees11. 

They estimate that this will save industry $15 million a year. 

The decision to remove the fee was consistent with economic analysis conducted by the 

Centre for International Economics. The analysis found that the fee effectively acted as a 

tax on suppliers, who in turn recovered the fee in the form of higher prices paid by 

government agencies. In addition, the fee was regarded as a burden by industry, given it 

created additional red tape in the recording, collecting and payment of the fee12. 

The analysis also discovered that the fee acted as more of a disincentive for small and 

medium-sized businesses to supply government thereby stifling innovation and 

competition in the procurement landscape. 

The recent NSW Commission of Audit has also found that while whole-of-government 

procurement arrangements may offer best value for homogenous commodity purchases, 

value for money is often more effectively achieved through more localised and intra-

agency based contracts, given they are better able to manage end user needs and the 

complexity not present with simple commodity purchases. They have recommended that 

mandatory requirements to use whole-of-government arrangements should only be 

applied to those that clearly provide value for money.  

                                                      
 
11 Millions saved on NSW Government Contracts, 23 August 2012, 
http://www.services.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/120823-millions-saved-on-nsw-government-contracts.pdf 
12 Supply Management Fee, NSW Hansard, 7 March 2012, 
http://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/prod/parlment/hansart.nsf/V3Key/LC20120307036 
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 Inefficient order processing 4.2

4.2.1 Adobe and Microsoft procurement 

Queensland Government is a significant consumer of Microsoft and Adobe products with 

Standing Offer Arrangements (SOA) established for these products. These SOAs enable 

agencies to procure Microsoft and Adobe products at consistent prices, and include 

standard terms and conditions for all agencies including software license compliance. 

Whilst agencies can deploy Adobe software during each quarter, they are only required to 

place an order for those products at the end of that quarter. Similarly, Microsoft software, 

which has been deployed during a calendar month, is only required to be purchased at 

the end of that month. This process is deliberately designed to reduce red tape and the 

associated costs incurred by government in processing multiple orders and purchase 

orders, etc. 

However, actual data shows that agencies are generating many more orders than 

needed, resulting in wasted effort and processing costs (refer to Appendix D to the 

Queensland Government ICT Audit 2012for full details of the savings that could be 

realised). 

 GITC framework 4.3

Under the State Procurement Policy, budget sector agencies and statutory bodies must 

use the Government Information Technology Contracting (GITC) Framework when 

procuring ICT goods and services13. The current version of these standard contractual 

conditions, GITC Version 5.02, has slowly evolved since being released on 1 March 

2005: 

• Version 5.01 replaced V5.00 on the 24 March 2005 

• Version 5.02 replaced V5.01 on 1 January 2010. 

The variations incorporated in V5.02 largely relate to the incorporation of Right to 

Information provisions within the GITC Framework. The current framework documents 

still do not adequately address software procurement through resellers or emerging 

services such as SaaS, PaaS or IaaS, without significant skilled legal input. 

  

                                                      
 
13 Clause 13 of State Procurement Policy 2010 
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Procurement of Microsoft products 

Standing Offer Arrangement PW-ICT-062 for Microsoft Products and Large Account 

Reseller Services required the development of a complex suite of documents, with both 

Microsoft and its resellers, with significant input from Crown Law and QGCPO’s GITC 

Services unit. Expanding the scope of the SOA to encompass an expanded range of 

Microsoft licensing programs has required further skilled legal resources to incorporate 

the necessary changes to these documents. While the costs of these changes are 

significant, agencies and resellers benefit from a significant reduction in the cost of 

procuring Microsoft products and service.  

Most other Standing Offer Arrangements and Customer Contracts with resellers do not 

adequately address aspects such as licensing conditions on software purchases. The 

cost and complexity of establishing Standing Offer Arrangement PW-ICT-062 has 

inhibited development of similar arrangements with other software manufacturers such as 

Adobe and Google. 

Furthermore, the mandate to use GITC imposes significant cost on both agencies and 

suppliers; particularly for low cost, low risk purchases, with no apparent benefits. 
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5 Performance management 

Government is committed to providing the best services possible at a cost that provides 

value for money through practical, business-driven solutions. This commitment calls for 

better ways of procuring ICT and improvements in ICT procurement capability. 

Gartner14 identified the seven key disruptive forces that IT procurement will face in 2012 

as being: 

• vendor consolidation 

• virtualisation 

• cloud computing 

• software audits 

• increasing software maintenance fees15 

• consumerisation 

• ubiquitous computing.16 

Given these new challenges facing IT procurement professionals, government needs to 

ensure it has the procurement capabilities to manage these disruptive forces and achieve 

better services for the best price possible. However, the Audit found: 

• a lack of ICT vendor management maturity 

• limited adoption of new strategic ICT procurement strategies such as utility based 

software as a service. 

 Vendor management maturity 5.1

Ongoing market consolidation of major ICT vendors requires IT procurement 

professionals to manage an increasingly powerful set of strategic suppliers. Queensland 

Government has a number of major ICT vendors such as IBM, SAP, Adobe, Microsoft, 

Oracle and VMware that require a higher degree of management than other vendors do 

due to their strategic nature to Queensland Government ICT.  

  
                                                      
 
14 16 February 2012 Gartner Agenda for IT Asset Management and Procurement 2012 
15 Software Maintenance- Updating software, adding new functions, fixing bugs and solving problems. Technology vendors 
often sell a maintenance contract with their software. This contract is usually calculated as an annual fee based on some 
percentage of the total software cost. It generally provides for overall support and maintenance of a software product, 
including applications. Support may include telephone assistance time as well. 
16 Ubiquitous computing is where simultaneous information processing has been thoroughly integrated into everyday 
objects and activities and therefore in the course of ordinary activities, someone engages many computational devices and 
systems. 
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The high switching costs and strategic dependencies on these large vendor’s solutions 

means a high degree of lock-in to their products and services.  

Therefore, highly skilled IT vendor managers are required to manage entrenched vendors 

and ensure contracts and relationships are more effectively managed to align IT and 

corporate goals and to ensure software and hardware investments are maximised. 

Gartner17 research has established that organisations continue to spend a significant 

percentage of their IT budgets externally, but invest minimally in the resources, processes 

and technologies necessary to manage vendors. In addition, organisations are 

increasingly dependent on outsourcing to deliver key technologies and business support 

capabilities, thereby exposing them to increased risk associated with third parties. 

Organisations who wish to maximise the value they receive from the vendor from a 

performance and pricing point of view are establishing a disciplined and formalised 

vendor management program to manage their strategic vendors. 

Gartner’s18 recommended first step in establishing a vendor management program is to 

begin by identifying and implementing the organisational structures, roles and 

competencies to coordinate and manage vendors in a comprehensive manner. There is 

no one size fits all and each organisation needs to agree and then formalise their 

particular vendor management activities in a documented Vendor Management 

Framework. 

The analysis found that of 16 agencies audited, only ten agencies have a vendor 

management function and, of these, only four had a Vendor Management Framework 

that governs their vendor management function. The suggested alternative for 

organisations who do not establish a comprehensive vendor management program to 

manage vendors is to consider insourcing as opposed to outsourcing core technology 

services by focussing on retaining in-house capability. However, this alternative 

precludes a sourcing strategy that, in some cases, can achieve significant value for 

money and improved outcomes. 

                                                      
 
17 16 April 2010 Gartner Introducing Gartner’s Vendor Management Framework 
18 16 April 2010 Gartner Introducing Gartner’s Vendor Management Framework 
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Figure 8 - Maturity of vendor management and resour ces allocated 
 
Figure 8 shows that only ten agencies have a vendor management function and, of these, 

only four had a Vendor Management Framework that governs their vendor management 

function. 

This position suggests that maturity levels in vendor management programs are very low. 

This is a failure of discipline. Vendor management requires multi-disciplinary capabilities 

including legal, commercial, technology and financial competencies and, without 

formalising a vendor management approach, significant skill gaps could easily be missed. 

 Lack of procurement innovation 5.2

ICT procurement is experiencing a fundamental shift away from how it has traditionally 

operated in the past. The typical attitude has been to adopt a buy/own (Capex) approach 

rather than lease/pay as you use (Opex) method. In addition, due to the lengthy 

processes involved in conducting procurement processes, projects have tended to 

procure all estimated licences up front in many cases even before the design stage has 

been completed.  

A recent example is the IDES program where $15 million worth of Tivoli licences were 

procured at the start of the project without flexibility being built into the terms and 

conditions to allow staggered payments for the licences that were actually used.  
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The termination of the project, even before it was implemented to any significant degree, 

has meant the full investment in these licences has never been realised, creating millions 

of dollars in waste. 

The collective impact of consumerisation and pervasive computing will also mean that 

ICT procurement professionals have to re-evaluate the way ICT is traditionally procured. 

Costs of traditional device based licences could potentially double or triple as users 

access core IT systems through numerous devices such as tablets and smart phones as 

well as their desktops and laptops. These changes have necessitated the evolution of 

new sourcing options such as the cloud and software-as-a-service. 

 Software licence inflexibility 5.3

Buying software on a utility basis, such as Software-as-a-Service, or with additional 

services in addition to software, such as Business Process-as-a-Service, needs to be 

examined when considering procurement options. Traditional procurement of software 

licences has proven wasteful in circumstances where ICT projects stall or, in many cases, 

change scope. 

Current examples can be seen with licences procured up front for whole-of-government 

projects such as CITEC’s whole-of-government email solution and Queensland Shared 

Services whole-of-government Human Resource and Finance SAP solution. 
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Appendix A – Expenditure by general ledger commodity by agency 
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Disclaimer  

The materials presented in this publication are distributed by the Queensland Government as an 
information source only. 

The State of Queensland, acting through the Department of Science, Information Technology, 
Innovation and the Arts, makes no statement, representation or warranty about the accuracy, 
completeness, or suitability for any purpose of this publication, and any use of this publication is at 
the user‟s own risk.    

The State of Queensland disclaims all responsibility and all liability (including, without limitation, 
liability in negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages and costs anyone may incur as a result of 
reliance upon the information contained in this publication for any reason or as a result of the 
information being inaccurate, incomplete or unsuitable for any purpose. 

The public release version of this point in time document contains limited amendments which are 
required to make corrections, clarify potential inaccuracies, and/or protect the confidentiality of 
commercial arrangements. 

 

 

 

Licence 

© The State of Queensland (Department of Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the 
Arts) (DSITIA) 2013.  

The Queensland Government supports and encourages the dissemination and exchange of its 
information. The copyright in this publication is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution No 
Derivatives (BY-ND) 3.0 Australia licence. To view this licence visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/deed.en 

 

Under this licence you are free, without having to seek permission from DSITIA, to use this 
publication in accordance with the licence terms. 

You must keep intact the copyright notice and attribute the State of Queensland, Department of 
Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the Arts as the source of the publication. 

  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/deed.en
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1 Security 

 Summary 1.1

There is no silver bullet for security; absolute security cannot be achieved while still 

achieving useful outcomes. Informed business decisions around security are required. 

Information security across Queensland Government has effectively been delegated to 

individual agencies. The quantity, placement, skills and seniority of information security 

staff vary between agencies, resulting in different levels of security engagement, visibility 

and culture. 

Information security oversight, leadership, coordination and support at a whole-of-

government level have been limited, resulting in fragmented and inconsistent security 

across government. Visibility of security across government agencies is provided through 

the Information Standard 18 – Information Security (IS18) self-assessment, Queensland 

Audit Office reports and mandatory incident reporting. Participation in mandatory incident 

reporting has been limited.  

No formal mechanism or responsible body is in place to actively understand whole-of-

government information security risk or to ensure risks accepted by agencies are 

acceptable to the broader government. 

As discussed in detail elsewhere in the Audit report, Queensland Government faces 

operational and future replacement cost issues in managing its ICT legacy systems and 

applications. This has resulted in old, unpatched and/or unpatchable ICT systems still 

being utilised operationally, creating a significant security exposure. 

The average compliance across all agencies for all IS18 requirements is 38% full 

compliance, and approximately 58% for full and substantial compliance combined. Under 

current arrangements, resourcing and culture it is clear that near full compliance with 

IS18 will not be reached in the coming years. 

Results from Queensland Audit Office (QAO) audits of IT network security have 

recurrently confirmed serious security issues and are consistent with the reported non-

compliance identified through the agency self-assessment process. The Audit initiated 

light web site security testing and network monitoring identified the following. 

 A significant proportion of Queensland Government web sites tested had concerning 

security issues. For instance, 12% of sampled web sites appeared to have high risk 

vulnerabilities and 20% identified as running old software with patches available. 

Given the exposed nature of web sites, the potential for multiple compromises is high 

and probably beyond the level acceptable to government. 
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 Queensland Government networks have some compromised computers, are under 

constant attack, and our networks are being used to attack others.   

The above results confirm the need for further action by agencies and better central 

support and oversight mechanisms. The independent Deloitte “Whole-of-Government 

Information Security Governance Review, April 2012” recommended the establishment of 

a Chief Information Security Office (CISO) to provide executive oversight of Queensland 

Government‟s information security management program as a necessary first step toward 

the adequate protection of government information. 

 Security overview 1.2

Australian government networks, systems and information are facing an unprecedented 

level of intrusion activities with hostile cyber activity ranging from opportunistic through to 

highly focused attacks.  

The Queensland Government has information and systems that are of interest to cyber 

criminals, activists, nation states, and businesses seeking commercial advantage. Even 

systems with little sensitive information may be targeted by activists and criminals. For 

instance, in July 2012 several Queensland Government web sites were compromised, 

one by cyber criminals using a Queensland Government web site to infect visitor‟s 

computers and the others by cyber activists (Anonymous) to protest against the Federal 

Government. The Anonymous cyber activist attack generated two weeks of negative 

media coverage, resulted in the leakage of data and potentially eroded trust in 

Queensland Government‟s ability to securely manage information about citizens and 

businesses. 

The Audit performed network monitoring and a light security scan of a sample of 

Queensland Government web sites. The scan confirmed that Queensland Government 

has a significant portion of web sites that are susceptible to being hacked by 

unsophisticated attackers. The network monitoring confirmed there are compromised 

computers on Queensland Government networks, Queensland Government systems are 

being used to attack other networks and that there is constant attack activity directed at 

Queensland Government systems. 

The 2011 Auditor-General of Queensland Report to Parliament No. 4 identified a range of 

issues with ICT security in the Queensland Government, many of which had been 

previously identified in 2009 in a similar Auditor-General‟s report. The fact that many 

serious issues remained unresolved for two years is concerning.  

IS18 requirements are not treated as mandatory by agencies. This is evident by reported 

non-compliance, the state of maintenance across many agencies and systems (e.g. out 

of support legacy systems) and the proportion of web sites that appear to have security 

issues. 
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Table 1 summarises some key security and risk issues across Queensland Government.  

Table 1 – Common security issues and impacts 

Issue Impact(s) 

Immature security culture  Focus on responding to auditors instead of attackers and 
sensible business risk decision making. 

 Grass roots awareness is limited, leading to risky behaviours. 

 Failure to classify sensitive information. Information over 
classification and under protection is common. 

 Need to know and segmentation principles are not consistently 
applied resulting in broad open file sharing and limited access 
control across many environments.  

 Generally, little resistance to malicious insiders or anyone with 
physical access to Queensland Government office spaces. 

 Agencies have competing operational considerations which often 
relegate security to an ancillary issue or after thought. 

 Agencies and support area processes may be open to abuse e.g. 
account management and service access. 

 Information security impacts consistently omitted from business 
cases. 

Fragmented and limited security and 
network management  

 Only the most obvious attacks are likely to be detected.  

 Proactive monitoring is limited; few agencies have an ability to 
detect security intrusions or data loss.  

 Inconsistent protection and resources between agencies: some 
agencies report as low as 0.1 FTE allocated to ICT security 
(Deloitte interviews). 

 Duplication of effort and systems resulting in inefficiencies.  

 Limited sharing of security information between agencies. 

Security risk is not understood at a 
whole-of-government and agency 
level 

 Lack of visibility means whole-of-government risks cannot be 
properly understood or managed. 

 Risks to government are not properly understood or accepted 
leading to unacceptable risk levels.  

 Conversely, opportunities are missed or costs increased due to 
failure to take appropriate risks.  

 Implicit technical risks may be accepted at operational levels 
without the business fully understanding the implications. 

Limited visibility of assets, incidents 
and limited preparation of resources 
for disaster and security incident 
response 

 Recent activity to identify critical systems as part of disaster 
recovery has revealed a large number of systems, many with 
inadequate supporting agreements and/or in poor technical 
condition. 

 Opportunities to improve efficiency of common assurance 
activities (scanning, log analysis, event alerting) are missed with 
each agency acting in isolation. 

 More can be done to improve Queensland Government‟s incident 
detection and response capabilities. 

 At present there is no clear inventory of all Queensland 
Government web sites, though significant progress has been 
made with identifying critical systems. 

 Confused ownership has complicated system maintenance and 
incident response.  
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Issue Impact(s) 

Excessive faith in network 
perimeters by some agencies 

 Failure to follow sound security practices inside some agency 
network perimeters is exposing systems and networks to 
compromise. 

 Reliance on preventative controls at the agency perimeter is 
becoming more problematic with BYOD and untrusted device 
access from outside the enterprise. 

 The perimeter security paradigm is impeding information sharing 
with limited practical security improvement. 

Unpatched workstations and 
insecure legacy ICT 
applications/systems 

 Workstations across a number of departments have software that 
has been known to be vulnerable to exploits for over two years.  

 Legacy applications originating before vendor improvements in 
security architectures, with many approaching or past end-of-life 
support. 

 Workstation security generally remains a weak link even where 
systems and services are otherwise secured. 

Many internet facing services are 
not resilient to attack 

 Activists will find targets for Denial of Service and gain media 
attention. 

 Some web services are likely to be easily abused for gain. 

 Legacy sites/servers exist that need to be cleaned up, shutdown 
and/or have their content migrated.  

 Ownership and responsibility for Queensland Government 
websites is not clearly assigned and has been further confused 
due to government restructures. 

 Contracts for external web hosting often have unclear roles and 
responsibilities with respect to security and patching. 

Information security governance, 
compliance capability gaps 

 Recurring negative audit findings and failure to effectively 
improve Queensland Government‟s security status.  

 Security misused to block information sharing and efficiencies. 

 Outsourcing, service and organisation level agreements often do 
not adequately reflect security and recovery needs, including 
performance indicators.  

 Significant opportunities exist to increase adoption of share-
before-buy-before-build and/or to leverage common outsourcing. 

 

Of the 168 requirements covered by the IS18 self-assessment, there is not a single 

requirement where all agencies self-reported substantial or full compliance. Based on 

feedback during agency consultation a portion of agencies are not working towards 

continuously improving levels of compliance, but rather seeking a middle position 

compared to other agencies. This reflects the reality that there is little enforcement of 

“mandatory requirements” or significant consequence for non-compliance.  

Regardless of any potential fresh mandate, it is unlikely that Queensland Government 

agencies will suddenly have the culture, budget, resources and knowledge to become 

near fully compliant in the near future without significant change in the compliance 

framework, governance and resourcing of security and risk across Queensland 

Government. 
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In late 2011, the Queensland Government Chief Information Office (QGCIO) 

commissioned Deloitte Australia to independently review security governance across 

Queensland Government. The Deloitte review made a number of key observations 

including: 

 information security leadership and coordination at a whole-of-government level is 

limited 

 agencies are struggling with staffing and capability with some reporting as little as 0.1 

full time equivalent resources focused on information security 

 significant variability was identified in the maturity of information classification 

activities across agencies 

 information security risk management is poorly understood and immature 

 significant risks are not visible at a whole-of-government level and therefore cannot 

be addressed strategically or comprehensively 

 concerns exist over the compliance-driven focus of assessment, the level of 

compliance achieved and limited improvement in compliance levels 

 whole-of-government information security incident reporting needs refinement with 

agency participation in incident reporting and communication around incidents 

requiring significant improvement. 

In addition to the low security staffing levels identified above, the Audit workforce 

capability analysis shows that the reported number of information management 

specialists has decreased overall by 14% from June 2012 to September 2012. The 

reduction in security resources will place further pressure on the already limited security 

expertise within Queensland Government. 

While the Queensland Government faces many challenges, across a number of agencies 

and at the whole-of-government level, there has been some good security and risk 

management activity over the last 12 months including: 

 ongoing sector awareness efforts through informal Information Security Group 

meetings, a variety of private sector events and coordinated security briefings such as 

the Defence Signals Directorate (DSD) briefing day in late 2011 

 individual agencies progressing strategic security planning and security reviews 

 Queensland Government Virtual Response Team contributing coordination of timely 

awareness of and coordinated response to ICT security incidents 

 significant progress across the sector in identifying critical systems and their current 

condition. Knowing  critical systems, their business value, continuity requirements, 

sensitivity and dependencies is key to risk based security effort prioritisation 
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 some agencies have implemented proactive security reviews and proactive scanning 

programs, including security scanning of web sites and hosting infrastructures. These 

programs are used to facilitate management communication, prioritise corrective 

actions and improve visibility of security status 

 active participation across the sector in security policy formulation and the whole-of-

government information security governance review 

 increased informal sharing of policy, guidelines and planning documents for common 

and emerging issues between agencies.  

1.2.1 Placing security in a broader context 

Industry and the Australian Government are transitioning from a protect focus to one 

more focused on business and technical resiliency. In this context resiliency is the ability 

to continue to meet key business goals while resisting, and adapting to negative 

disruptive events and actions. For instance, resilient ICT models include a combination 

of: isolation/separation of untrusted systems, reduction of technical vulnerabilities, 

protection of systems, detection of compromise to systems, containment (of infection or 

negative consequences), and strong recovery capabilities. 

Traditional perimeter models, as relied upon by some Queensland Government agencies 

for security, have become increasingly limited in their security effectiveness in the context 

of mobile devices, inter-organisational communication, ubiquitous internet access, 

outsourced services and use of collaborative media. Organisations stuck in the perimeter 

mind set are not well placed to take advantage of new business models for the provision 

of ICT and may also be suffering from a security perception reality gap.   

International and industry standards for information security management and risk 

management have matured greatly since Queensland‟s own Information Standard – 

Information Security (IS18) was created. Support for, and expertise in, aligning to these 

standards is widely available. It is important to note that the security validation of services 

offered in a standardised commodity manner (e.g. cloud) will generally only be available 

relative to these international and industry standards. 

Queensland Government has had a reasonably complete and mature security 

compliance framework through IS18 and supporting standards and guidelines for many 

years. These standards and guidelines are Queensland Government‟s current statement 

of appropriate ICT management from a security perspective.  

As far as compliance with the IS18 framework, the Queensland Government is not 

meeting its stated ICT security objectives and will not meet them under current 

arrangements, culture and resources.   
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 Attacks on Queensland Government 1.3

1.3.1 Recent web site compromises 

Queensland Government is known to have had two sets of web site compromises in July 

2012. Specifically, on 3 July 2012 statements.cabinet.qld.gov.au was compromised such 

that visitors to the site downloaded a malicious virus from another site. On 22 July 2012, 

a set of nine Queensland Government sites1 were defaced and subscriber data from the 

sites was published on the internet. This second event attracted wide spread media 

attention due to the data leak and the fact that the compromise was promoted by the 

hacking group „Anonymous‟. The loosely affiliated collective, representing themselves as 

„Anonymous‟, is a group that strongly opposes internet censorship and has hacked 

various government web sites. 

It appears that these recent compromises were not sophisticated and were the result of 

poor patch management and/or security configuration. In both cases the web sites were 

hosted with external hosting providers, demonstrating that security responsibilities need 

to be made clear in support agreements. 

Observations about the two July 2012 incidents: 

 It does not appear that the attacks were sophisticated nor does it appear that the sites 

were specifically targeted, contrary to media reports. The web sites were 

compromised because they were relatively easy to compromise by a moderately 

skilled attacker. 

 The Statements website was compromised through functionality for which access 

could have been limited by simple network traffic filters. That is, the opportunity to 

attack the file transfer protocol (FTP) service through which the site was hacked could 

have been blocked by only allowing FTP traffic to come from necessary networks, 

and not the wider internet. 

 The Anonymous attack was possible due to unpatched software. 

 The sites in question were considered legacy or running on legacy software and due 

for decommissioning. The statements site has been completely replaced as a result of 

a project already underway at the time of the compromise, and the other sites have 

had remedial action including patching and disabling old site functionality that was no 

longer used.  

  

                                                      
 
1
 The following websites hosted on a single server were compromised: regions.qld.gov.au, sd.qld.gov.au, dtrdi.qld.gov.au, 

science.qld.gov.au, createitmakeitliveit.qld.gov.au, smartawards.qld.gov, tourism.industry.qld.gov.au, 
workliveplay.qld.gov.au. Shortly afterwards the sunshinecoast.qld.gov.au website was also compromised though it is not a 
state government site.  
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 Machinery of government changes increased ownership challenges impacting the 

ability for the systems and services to be proactively managed (transferred, 

decommissioned), and, in the case of the Anonymous incident, impeded effective 

incident responses due to the need to consult with a diverse set of business owners. 

 In both cases the immediate response activity commenced promptly, including 

communication within government coordinated by the Virtual Response Team, and 

active technical response by the hosting provider. 

 Notification to impacted third parties could have been better, reflecting a common 

reluctance by business owners to disclose incidents and data loss. 

 Attackers had been undetected inside the former DEEDI system for approximately 

one week before disclosing their presence voluntarily 

 Had the attackers not chosen to take actions that exposed their successful 

compromise of these web sites and data, the compromises may not have been 

discovered.  

1.3.2 Denial of service attacks 

Since early 2012, CITEC have had the capability to proactively monitor for traffic patterns 

that may indicate a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack traversing the government network, 

and respond when significant impacts are likely to be experienced. 

DoS attacks can flood network links and can overload servers with spurious requests that 

prevent them responding to real workloads. The attackers aim is to disrupt normal 

operation of the intended target. 

This year, Queensland Government has been subjected to at least 17 significant Denial-

of-Service attacks. The targets of these major attacks have included QPS, DET and 

DERM. In many situations, the attacks originate from multiple sources ranging from a few 

minutes through to half an hour. One attack against QPS involved traffic originating from 

over 100,000 different endpoints.  

The combined size of the Queensland Government internet service affords a level of 

protection through its ability to soak up the inbound traffic without significantly impacting 

other users. If these DoS targets were hosted on individual agency internet services it 

would be much more likely that other users would have been affected. It is believed that 

in these cases the attackers‟ intentions have remained unfulfilled and they have given up 

and moved onto other, more susceptible targets. 

In most cases the agencies targeted were not equipped to diagnose or respond to these 

attacks. The ability for CITEC to assist in the response to these attacks has improved 

over time with the assistance of its various internet service providers and the 

technologies it already has. Better technologies are now available in the marketplace to 

allow a greater ability to detect and mitigate DoS attacks.  
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Duplicating this capability within each agency would not be economical and any 

fragmentation of the network may result in less resilient connectivity for, at least, the 

smaller agencies.  

Resiliency comes from the technologies deployed, availability architectures, the overall 

capacity of the service, relationships with upstream networks and underpinning service 

providers and the expertise of operations staff. 

1.3.3 Network monitoring findings 

The Audit wanted to gain some visibility of network traffic between Queensland 

Government networks and the internet. Due to tight time constraints a Palo Alto next 

generation intrusion detection appliance (IDS) already available onsite for technology 

demonstration purposes was used for the Audit. CITEC was commissioned to deploy and 

provide network traffic to this appliance. 

The IDS was positioned to passively monitor traffic as it leaves the agency/government 

network perimeter to the internet. The network monitoring had limitations with respect to 

the network traffic made visible to the appliance. Despite these limitations the potential for 

increased situational awareness, development of actionable insight and potential to aid in 

post incident recovery have been confirmed. 

The traffic analysis confirmed that Queensland Government agency networks: 

 are under constant attack and are reliant on agency security measures that limit any 

potential harm from the attacks 

 contain some computers that are compromised (including by spyware) and traffic is 

being allowed through agency perimeters, though the number detected was less than 

expected given the likely quantity of unpatched workstations across government 

 are involved in attacks against other systems. 

Specifically, network monitoring included evidence of the following serious infections 

within Queensland Government: 

 Torpig 

 TDL4 

 Conficker. 

All three of the above are used as part of Botnets (large numbers of remotely controlled 

computers), are capable of providing remote access to the infected machine (even 

through agency proxy infrastructures), and gathering login credentials. All three employ 

malware (rootkit) techniques to be resistant to local detection and removal. During the 

course of monitoring, the Torpig related activity appeared to have ceased, potentially 

indicating the infection was detected and removed. 
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At the time of data collection, the limited Audit network monitoring deployment made it 

impractical to translate detection of these infections at the gateway into specific 

identification of individual infected PCs. Queensland Government agencies were 

informed about the infections during the Audit consultation sessions. 

The Queensland Government network has a number of key control points suitable for 

deploying intrusion detection capabilities. Any future ongoing monitoring configuration 

with traffic collection at multiple network points could address the limitations of the Audit 

deployment, producing more actionable information.  

Queensland Government needs visibility and understanding of traffic flowing in and out of 

its networks. Based on recurrent Queensland Audit Office reports, and the traffic seen, 

some agencies continue to have limited detection and response capabilities.  

A key challenge in deploying network monitoring, and similar technologies, such as 

Security Incident and Event Monitoring (SIEM), is the issue of resources required to 

investigate and respond to issues identified through the systems. Even under a limited 

resource model these systems have value in allowing investigation after a security event 

is detected; however the greatest benefit is achieved with at least periodic, and ideally 

ongoing, active monitoring and investigation.  

 Systems at risk 1.4

1.4.1 Web site vulnerability scanning findings 

Background 

Prior to the Audit, Queensland Government had little visibility of its level of exposure to 

web site compromise. Estimates of government‟s core agencies (excluding schools, 

statutory boards and Government Owned Corporations) range between 300 and 600 

websites. As there is no centralised register of government websites it is difficult to 

determine an accurate number of sites outside of the qld.gov.au namespace. In addition 

to web sites, there are a significant number of applications connected to the internet for 

internal agency uses such as remote access and business to business purposes. 

A sample of 65 Queensland Government web sites were scanned as part of the Audit to 

gain a picture of the proportion of poorly patched sites and of the level of exposure to 

basic attacks. 

After scanning was complete, it was clear that the tool used did not detect some issues 

such as known old software, so the automated scan was supplemented by a manual 

review of web site header information. The web site headers identified additional sites 

running old software versions with serious known vulnerabilities.  
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For 11% (seven) of the web sites in the sample, scanning was blocked by the hosting 

provider and potential issues would not be detected. A further 16 sites had some 

scanning anomalies that could mean they were also blocked before the scan completed. 

Blocking scanning activity and other potential network attacks is an appropriate response 

for hosting providers. Blocking of the scanning is a clear indication that the scanning 

activity was detected and that the hosting provider proactively responded. However, the 

scanning performed as part of the Audit was obvious and blocking of this type of 

scanning should not give confidence that less obvious information gathering would be 

blocked or even detected.  

Approximately half the agencies whose web sites were scanned, and a hosting provider 

for some of the sites (Melbourne IT), made enquiries to determine whether the scanning 

was malicious or to inform the Audit that the scanning was detected. 

Observations 

The results of the scanning activities conducted by the Audit are shown in Figure 1. 
 

 

Figure 1 - Queensland Government web site scan results 

 

Automated scanning indicates that out of the 58 hosts for which scanning was not 

blocked: 

 78% of sites may have issues worthy of further investigation by the site owners. Note 

these are only potential issues, include low impact items, and in many cases will turn 

out to be of no consequence 

 41% of sites appear to have issues of medium or high risk (with a preliminary 

examination indicating the issues are likely to be real) 

 12% of sites appear to have issues of high risk (with a preliminary examination 

indicating the issues are likely to be real) 
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 45% of sites may have issues with their SSL configuration (the secure protocol that 

results in the padlock being displayed on most browsers). Having SSL errors is not 

good practice and may erode confidence even where they are not of significant 

technical concern. For sites that are using SSL to provide confidence or to receive 

sensitive information, fixing these errors should be a high priority. 

 36% of the scanned web site hosts had additional network ports open. That is, the 

sites allowed extra communication channels not required for normal web services.  

 14% of sites had more than ten extra network ports open to the internet; these should 

be investigated and, typically under standard security practice, filtered at the network 

level to reduce the opportunity to attack these from the general internet. One of the 

successful July 2012 attacks was possible because of this exact issue. 

A manual review of web site header information (information web servers provide about 

themselves) revealed 20% (13 out of the 65) were running old vulnerable software, with 

three sites using software past end of life.  

Specific examples of problems include: 

 unsupported and old web server software such as Internet Information Server (IIS) 5 

which reached end of extended support in 2010, and old versions of Apache web 

server with patches available in 2007 not applied 

 unsupported and old application environments used on webservers such as PHP 

versions that reached end of life in 2010, and share point with security updates 

available in 2008 not applied. 

In line with common security practice to minimise information, most sites did not provide 

detailed software version information. Best security practice is to keep software patched, 

securely configured and to limit version information that may be used for rapid targeting 

as new vulnerabilities and exploits become available to attackers.  

In the area of web servers, like desktops and applications, Queensland Government 

tends to run older software. Approximately 36% of server instances were running IIS 6.0 

or older, compared to approximately 27% running IIS 7 and IIS 7.5 combined.  

Released in 2008, IIS 7.0 was a complete redesign and rewrite which included a new 

modular design that allowed for a reduced attack surface and increased performance; the 

more modern operating system and webserver platforms are a significant security 

improvement over the older platforms.  

Care is required in interpreting scanning results. While some issues flagged by 

automated scanning are definitely of concern, not all issues flagged by automated 

scanning are necessarily a problem. Scanning tools report false positives; that is the tools 

sometimes incorrectly report an issue where there is not one. For example, the tool 

reported that the SSL certificate for www.communities.qld.gov.au was invalid; a manual 

validation confirmed the certificate was actually fine. 
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Whether an issue is actually a problem often depends heavily on other controls, the 

nature of the site and specific configuration choices. For example, some hosts included in 

the scan allow anonymous file transfer (FTP). With careful configuration and separation of 

the locations files can be placed in and the locations files can be retrieved from, this can 

be very useful for allowing the transfer of large encrypted or UNCLASSIFIED files on an 

ad hoc basis. It is easy to imagine some agencies needing this facility and it being used 

appropriately to support business; it is also potentially a real security issue. An automated 

scan will not provide the answer in cases like this.  

Recent web site compromises have highlighted the importance of being able to obtain 

timely and accurate incident information from hosting providers. For example, agency 

consultation revealed that some important Queensland Government web sites were 

provisioned under hosting arrangements that did not allow for basic security scanning. 

Consultation also revealed other Queensland Government web site support 

arrangements that had extremely vague data back-up and restore provisions. 

A number of agencies do proactively review their web sites and perform regular 

automated scanning.  

The Audit web site review confirms significant exposure to web site compromise and sites 

that have not had security maintenance for years. Given the exposed nature of web sites, 

the risks of compromise are high and probably beyond the level acceptable to the 

government. 

1.4.2 Old ICT equals insecure ICT and business exposure 

It is clear that government faces operational and future replacement cost issues in 

managing its ICT legacy systems and applications. This has resulted in old, unpatched 

and/or unpatchable ICT systems still being utilised operationally, creating a significant 

security exposure. 

With the rapid evolution of information technology, the race to get functionality and then 

commerce on the internet, security was not a high priority for vendors. From the early to 

mid-2000‟s, confronted by virus outbreaks and a rising wave of cybercrime, vendors 

started to focus on security, secure development practices, more secure software 

architectures and deployment approaches.  

Over time vendors have significantly improved their software development practices to 

enhance security. Modern software is usually better equipped to withstand the threats 

that they are exposed to. Legacy software is typically stuck at a point in time and has 

limited defence against newer threats that were never envisioned when the software was 

released. Software often stands still while the threats continue to evolve. Vendors are 

often reticent and slower to supply patches for older versions of their products. 
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For example, in 2002 Microsoft announced the trusted computing initiative, resulting in 

numerous bug fixes, delaying the release of Windows Vista and resulting in significant 

architectural improvements in operating systems (Windows 7 released 2009, Windows 

Server released 2008), browsers (Internet Explorer 8 released 2009) and web servers 

(Internet Information Server 7 and 7.5).  

The story is similar across most major vendors and many open source software 

initiatives. Other examples include Adobe which reengineered many of its products, web 

content management systems were reengineered, and product install defaults changed to 

reduce attackable functionality.   

Figure 2 highlights the changes in infection rates with the different Microsoft product 

releases. 

 

Figure 2 - Infection Rates (per 1000 computers of type) by Microsoft Client and Server Operating 
Systems2 

 
  

                                                      
 
2
 Data supplied by Microsoft. This data is normalised: the infection rate for each version of Windows is calculated by 

comparing an equal number of computers per version (for example, 1,000 Windows XP SP3 computers to 1,000 Windows 
7 RTM computers). 
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Transitioning from legacy ICT can be a major challenge. From a security perspective it is 

an important one, especially with the large number of critical systems falling into this 

category. Internet Explorer 6 (IE6) and the applications that require it are examples of 

legacy ICT. Internet Explorer usage observed by the Audit network traffic analysis is 

detailed in Table 2.  

Table 2 – Queensland Government Internet Explorer 6 usage, a legacy ICT example 

Version Released Observed usage 

IE6 (WinXP) 27 August 2001 57% 

IE7 (WinXP) 18 October 2006 3% 

IE8 (WinXP, Win7) 19 March 2009 38% 

IE9 (Win7) 14 March 2011 1% 

IE10 (Win7 & Win8) Preview releases <1% 

 

In May 2010, Microsoft urged users to upgrade to the latest version of internet explorer, 

with the slogan “You wouldn‟t drink nine-year-old milk, so why use a nine-year-old 

browser?”  Microsoft believes that consumers will be better protected running newer 

versions of their browser. There are ongoing active campaigns by Microsoft and web 

service providers to end the use of IE6. First released in 2001, IE6 is now 4 versions and 

12 years behind the current version from Microsoft. The Queensland Government‟s 57% 

use of this out-dated, and relatively insecure, web browser contrasts with browser use in 

Australia where IE6 represents less than 1% of browser usage3.  

IE6 is still widely used in the Queensland Government due to the need for some users to 

access applications that may not work with newer browsers. While existence of these 

applications and internal web sites may justify the continued availability of IE6 for 

selected users to access internal legacy applications, it does not justify the majority IE6 

use for internet access. There are plenty of more secure and feature rich browsers that 

can be installed even where IE6 is still required.  

IE6 should not be used for general internet access. Applications that still require the use 

of IE6 are a maintenance and security concern. IE6 dependent applications will not have 

been upgraded for a number of years and may have themselves been developed with 

limited security consideration.  

1.4.3 Unpatched systems inside agency networks 

Failure to follow sound security practices inside some agency network perimeters is 

exposing systems and networks to compromise. Reliance on preventative controls at the 

agency perimeter will be even less effective with employees bringing their own devices 

and untrusted device access from outside the enterprise. Inconsistent security across 

Queensland Government is a barrier to agency sharing of systems and data. 

                                                      
 
3
 IE6 browser usage figures as supplied by http://www.ie6countdown.com/ a site promoted by Microsoft to encourage 

people to stop using Internet Explorer 6. 

http://www.ie6countdown.com/
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The following case study is real; the specific agency has not been identified to reduce the 

likelihood of it being targeted because of this report.  

False security from perimeters 

The agency had a number of security controls in place including: 

 web proxy with security filtering of http web traffic 

 email filtering and virus scanning 

 centrally managed workstation configuration: antivirus, limited administration access, 

recent web browser upgrades and application of security policies 

 network firewall blocking inbound traffic. 

From the above it is easy to understand why management may believe the agency‟s 

security situation is sound. However, the agency data and its workstations are actually at 

great risk. The IT support function has used the network perimeter controls above to 

justify poor security practices within the agency network. 

For instance on 11 October 2011, in response to security concerns raised by staff about 

the acrobat reader being vulnerable since 2009, IT support stated: 

“In regards to your below email, XXX currently provide Adobe Acrobat 8.1 as part of the 

standard operating environment (SOE). It has been tested for compatibility within the 

SOE and is fully supported under the SLA. We are currently looking into revising the 

current version; however, this process will take some time. There is also an eventual 

Windows 7 environment on the horizon. 

While there are always security issues/exploits with any application that does not always 

mean that there is a risk provided appropriate measures are taken. The YYY network 

alongside the standard desktop has its integrity maintained by XXX and our systems are 

firewalled/protected from a number of external threats.” 

The following are technical examples of workstation configuration issues: 

Firewall administratively turned off for desktop and laptop computers. 

Remote desktop enabled for all workstations – helpful for support, however access is not 

limited to support staff addresses. This service has had serious security vulnerabilities 

and while patches are available they have not been applied. 

Applications and the operating system are infrequently patched for known security issues. 

Two specific application examples include: 

 the Java software had functionality and security updates available in 2005. Java is 

directly attackable by any web site visited, and if the website is viewed over https/SSL 

then the network perimeter will have no ability to inspect the content and reduce the 

infection risk 
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 automated attacks have been available since 2009 for the version of acrobat reader 

installed on agency workstations.  

The above technical details mean: 

 Every workstation on the network is particularly vulnerable to being infected by bugs 

that are now seven years old. Simply by browsing the internet, clicking on a link in 

email or opening a malicious PDF document the computer could become infected via 

these unpatched applications. Viruses are often specially tested to ensure they won‟t 

be detected by antivirus, so antivirus should not be relied upon to prevent infections. 

 Once compromised, any computer on the network can easily infect other workstations 

on the network. 

 Any user names and passwords captured on a compromised computer can be sent to 

the attackers. For instance, the user names and passwords could be used to remotely 

access work email for any user whose account details were captured. 

 The agency handles Cabinet-in-Confidence material; if the workstation of a user with 

access to this material is infected, then all material could be leaked. 

 A compromise to information on this network is only likely to be detected if the 

attackers wish to leak information, promote their activity or highlight the poor security. 

 A multi-week media discussion about these security issues may erode confidence not 

just in the agency but the whole of the Queensland Government.  

Two of the top 3 recommendations in the widely respected Defence Signals Directorate 

(DSD) Top 35 Strategies to Mitigate Targeted Cyber Intrusions4 state: 

 Patch applications e.g. PDF viewer, Flash Player, Microsoft Office and Java. Patch or 

mitigate within two days for high risk vulnerabilities. Use the latest version of 

applications. 

 Patch operating system vulnerabilities. Patch or mitigate within two days for high risk 

vulnerabilities. Use the latest operating system version. 

Microsoft data indicates “Exploits that affect Adobe Reader and Adobe Acrobat 

accounted for most document format exploits detected throughout the last four quarters.” 

Many vulnerabilities targeted by exploit code used to attack systems have been 

addressed with security updates or new product versions several months or years earlier. 

  

                                                      
 
4
 http://www.dsd.gov.au/infosec/top35mitigationstrategies.htm 
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The example agency is not alone in having old software such as vulnerable versions of 

acrobat reader on their standard workstations. Acrobat reader issues were recently 

confirmed to be present across a number of agencies and were discussed as an example 

with agency CEOs and CIOs as part of the 2011 Information Security self-assessment 

presentations in early 2012. As at the 18 October 2012, the current versions of Adobe 

Acrobat reader on Windows were 9.5, 10.1.4 and 11.0.   

The above example agency contrasts with other agencies who report transition from 

Windows XP to Windows 7 desktop project completion in less than one year, and 

agencies that have or are implementing proactive network discovery activity to identify old 

and unpatched systems. 

DCCSDS: active scanning program, awareness, measurement and 

communication with management  

Department of Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services (DCCSDS) - 

Information Services performs regular (McAfee) infrastructure vulnerability scans of 

devices including: 

 Windows Server 

 Windows Desktop 

 Unix Server 

 Printer 

 Switches/Routers. 

Together with other security incident and event management (SIEM) tools, scanning 

results are progressively embedded into information and event monitoring across all 

technology platforms.  

In addition to internal system scans, web application vulnerability scans of externally 

facing websites are performed as part of the software development lifecycle as well as  

on an ongoing basis. 

The Information Security Branch of DCCSDS is responsible for assessing the scan 

results and liaising with appropriate technology owners for the remediation of threats. 

Reports are provided to senior stakeholders including the Information Security Steering 

Committee (ISSC). Findings and progress are reported to senior management on a 

quarterly basis. At an ICT management level, the reporting provides simple agency 

benchmark scores (the “foundscore”) and details of vulnerabilities so management can 

monitor remediation and measure improvement. 
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The reporting is about more than senior management education and awareness. It has 

created a regular discussion where senior management gains a better understanding of 

threats and risks associated with their systems/information assets and how Information 

Services manage these. It also creates an important opportunity for Information Services 

to better understand business priorities and risk appetite.  

For example, this combination of business level visibility combined with actionable 

technical information, has resulted in the Windows Server Technical team leaders now 

seeing OS related vulnerabilities, senior management supporting remedial action which 

has driven improvement in patch management.  

Vulnerability scanning has also been included as part of the agency‟s project 

management gating process, which provides some minimum project assurance.   

 Information Standard 18 – Information Security and incident 1.5
reporting 

1.5.1 Introduction 

IS18 was established to help ensure that the significant amount of information held by 

Queensland Government is protected appropriately. IS18 seeks to ensure all agencies 

implement a consistent approach to the implementation of information security to protect 

information assets and any ICT assets that create, process, store, view or transmit 

information, against unauthorised use or accidental modification, loss or release. 

Of the 168 requirements covered by the IS18 self-assessment, there is not a single 

requirement where all agencies self-reported substantial or full compliance.  

Currently, mandatory requirements are not treated as mandatory by agencies as evident 

by reported compliance, the portion of web sites that appear to have security issues and 

the state of system maintenance across many agencies (e.g. out of support and legacy 

systems). 

Agency consultation feedback confirmed a portion of agencies are not working towards 

continuously improving levels of compliance, but rather are seeking a middle position 

compared to other agencies. This position reflects the reality that there is little 

enforcement of “mandatory requirements” or significant consequence for non-compliance.  
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Figure 3 - 2012 IS18 compliance across all requirements for all agencies 

 
The complete 2011 report on IS18 compliance is available from the QGCIO govnet website 
(qgcio.govnet.qld.gov.au) under the architecture and standards section.  

1.5.2 Agency overview 

Across the Queensland Government, overall compliance levels remained quite stable 

between the 2011 and 2012 self-assessment results. It should be noted that given the 

timing of assessment data gathering, the period between assessments was less than a 

full year.   
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Figure 4 - 2011 and 2012 compliance breakdown by agency 
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The following scoring algorithm was used to rank agency compliance and facilitate 

comparisons across the ten IS18 principles and their associated sub policies. 

Rating Year Ranking 
score 

Fully compliant 2011 & 2012 3 

Substantially 

compliant 

2012 2 

Partially compliant 2012 1 

Partly compliant 2011 1.5 

Not compliant 2011 & 2012 -2 

 

Figure 5 show the agencies ranked on their 2012 results. The 2011 average compliance 

score (1.72) was marginally below 2012. Figure 6 shows the level of improvement from 

2011 to 2012 with respect to IS18 compliance. 

 

Figure 5 - Overall agency compliance score 2012 
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Figure 6 - Agency Rank and change5 

 

Five agencies (DPC, DCS, DoC, DEEDI and QPS) showed an improvement in IS18 

compliance with a score that improved by more than 0.3. Three agencies (DETE, QSS 

and DSDIP) showed a decrease in compliance score by more than 0.3.  

The DETE and QSS score reduction appears to be machinery of government related, 

however it should be noted that DETE is the second top ranked and QSS is a mid-ranked 

agency. 

DSDIP (the former DLGP) has had a significant drop in reported levels of compliance 

from 2011 to 2012. DSDIP has stated that: 

“Major organisational change has recently occurred within the department with leadership 

change at all levels. The ICT branch is now under a new division, Corporate Services, 

which has new executive leadership and we have a new CIO. We have also approached 

the self-assessment differently by using a more objective assessment method and 

engaged all managers within the branch to obtain a more accurate assessment of our 

compliance level. This is in line with our attempt to improve the quality of all the Audit 

responses compared to last year.”   

The contrast in DSDIP results highlights a key limitation of self-assessment and that it 

cannot be relied upon as the sole indicator of compliance or appropriate risk 

management.   

                                                      
 
5
 Agencies to the right of the vertical line have a higher than average 2012 score. Agencies above the horizontal line 

improved compared to their 2011 score. 
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An additional concern with IS18 self-assessment is that, despite improved definitions for 

the assessment criteria, there still appears to be significant variation in self-assessment 

results. Of particular concern is the possibility of highly inaccurate reporting. Specifically 

agencies with a high security and risk awareness have a better understanding of their 

security weaknesses and better understand IS18 compliance requirements. These 

agencies through their better understanding report more accurate and lower compliance 

compared to some other agencies. 

For example, the QPS self-assessment result is believed to be accurate and results in 

them being ranked in the bottom quarter of results despite the generally accepted view 

that QPS are likely to be in the top third of agencies in terms of security and risk 

management. In contrast, DLGP in 2011 reported near full compliance and in interviews 

their previous leadership appeared to believe the particularly good self-assessed 

compliance findings. 

1.5.3 Policy and requirement overview 

IS18 is comprised of ten principles: 

1. Policy, planning and governance - Agency management must recognise the 

importance of, and demonstrate a commitment to, maintaining a robust agency 

information security environment. 

2. Asset management - Agencies must implement procedures for the classification 

and protective control of information assets (regardless of format). 

3. Human Resources management - Agencies must minimise the risk of loss or 

misuse of information assets by ensuring that security controls are incorporated 

into agency human resource management, including the development of 

supporting policies and processes. 

4. Physical and environmental management - The level of physical controls 

implemented must minimise or remove the risk of equipment or information being 

rendered inoperable or inaccessible, or being accessed, used or removed without 

appropriate authorisation. 

5. Communications and operations management - Operational procedures and 

controls must be documented and implemented to ensure that all information 

assets and ICT assets are managed securely and consistently, in accordance with 

the level of required security. 

6. Access management - Control mechanisms based on business requirements, 

assessed/accepted risks, information classification and legislative obligations must 

be in place for controlling access to all information assets and ICT assets. 

7. System acquisition, development and maintenance - During system acquisition, 

development and maintenance, security controls must be established and must be 

commensurate with the security classifications of the information contained within, 

or passing across, information systems, network infrastructure and applications. 
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8. Incident management - Effective management and response to information 

security incidents is critical to maintaining secure operations within the Queensland 

Government. 

9. Business continuity management - A managed process including documented 

plans must be in place to enable information and ICT assets to be restored or 

recovered in the event of a disaster or major security failure. 

10. Compliance management - Agencies must ensure compliance with, and 

appropriate management of, all legislative and reporting obligations relating to 

information security. 

Within the ten IS18 principle areas are 41 sub-policy areas. Sub-policy areas are 

comprised of groups of related requirements. 

Figure 7 shows the overall level of agency compliance across the 10 policy areas of IS18 

for 2011/2012. 

 

Figure 7 - Overall compliance by policy area  
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The majority of IS18 principle compliance scores remained almost unchanged or showed 

a slight improvement. However, the number of principles with a non-compliance level 

greater than or equal to 10% dropped from five to two in the 2012 results (Principle 1 – 

policy, planning and governance 16% not compliant, Principle 3 – HR management  10% 

not compliant). 

Of concern is the low level of full and substantial compliance for Principle 7 – System 

acquisition, development and maintenance. Resolving and avoiding repeating our 

considerable exposure to legacy systems will require an improvement in system 

acquisition, development and maintenance. Principle 7 had the lowest compliance score 

and contains key sub policies such as “technical vulnerability management”. According to 

DSD‟s Top 35 Strategies to Mitigate Targeted Cyber Intrusions, two of the top three most 

effective mitigation strategies are patch applications and patch operating systems.  

That is, the sub-policy area that most closely aligns with two of the most effective 

strategies to mitigate cyber intrusions is an area with low compliance (bottom 4 by 

compliance score, bottom 9 by level of substantial or full compliance). 

 

Figure 8 - Bottom third sub-policy areas by score 2012 
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The bottom third sub policies by compliance score highlight weakness in a number of key 

areas. Compliance and maturity across the sector is required to position the Queensland 

Government to better leverage new sourcing models. Of particular concern for 

outsourcing, cloud adoption and increased cross agency sharing are: 

 authentication 

 external party governance 

 legal requirements 

 third party service delivery 

 technical vulnerability management  

 information security classification (8% not compliant). 

Technical vulnerability management may improve through clever outsourcing 

arrangements. This is despite the recently compromised government web sites which 

were externally hosted and having vulnerability management issues. 

Figure 9 shows the level of agency compliance with IS18 sub-policy areas.

 

Figure 9 - Top sub-policy areas by full and substantial compliance 2012 
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Even in the best sub-policy areas, Queensland Government has significant room to 

improve compliance, with just 5 out of 41 sub-policy areas exceeding 75% substantial 

compliance. 

While business continuity and ICT disaster recovery sub-policy areas are amongst the top 

areas by compliance, they are examples of areas where only very high levels of 

compliance should be acceptable. Business continuity and ICT disaster recovery were 

both areas focused on by the Queensland Audit Office in Report to Parliament No. 4 for 

20116.  

Figure 10 shows the level of agency non-compliance with IS18 sub-policy areas. 

 

Figure 10 - Sub-policy areas with not compliant over 5% for 2012 

 

Ironically IS18, supporting standards and privacy legislation interpretation can and has 

been used to block innovation and more secure service delivery. New proposals and 

services are measured against the full weight of security standards, regardless of the 

state and exposure of existing systems and service delivery.   

                                                      
 
6
 www.qao.qld.gov.au/files/file/Reports/2011_Report_No.4.pdf 
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Many agencies are struggling with the application of IS18 and its underpinning 

documents. The QGCIO frequently receives requests for in depth assistance from 

agencies and suggestions for increased sector support. For example, the following 

suggestion was made by an agency representative: 

“I refer to our meeting on 29 July in which I made a suggestion for the advancement of 

Queensland Government information security. My concern is that, as you are aware, 

classification of data is a fundamental requirement for the appropriate security control 

design. Evidence to date, though, suggests that agencies have difficulty in classifying 

their own data. 

As discussed, my suggestion for a way of tackling this issue, is for a small group of 

specialised staff (perhaps two or three), either from or coordinated centrally from QGCIO,  

to be given responsibility for partnering with agency staff to address this issue, and 

reporting back to QGCIO on project progress.   

One-by-one agencies would be contacted according to a pre-determined priority, and the 

agency would then have responsibility for committing their own staff (perhaps two or 

three) to their agency project. So each agency has a project which is comprised of a mix 

of local agency staff and specialised (rolling) staff from QGCIO. Once the agency 

assignment is completed, the rolling staff from QGCIO would then move onto the next 

agency project, and so on.      

I see the advantages of this approach are: 

1. It provides a catalyst for agencies to get started. 

2. It provides assistance to agencies. 

3. The experience gained on one agency project is useful input into other 

agency projects. Knowledge is shared. 

4. It provides consistency of approach across Queensland Government. 

5. You should end up with residual agency-specific skill in each agency and a 

residual whole-of-government skill.” 

 

The above highlights the need for support and consistency in the application of the 

existing rules. It also highlights that IS18, while not incompatible with international 

standards, is not directly equivalent to these standards. Availability of resources directly 

knowledgeable in the Queensland Government‟s IS18 compliance framework is limited. 

Direct alignment with widely used standards and benchmarks would simplify inclusion of 

practical security in agreements. For example, IS18 requirement 5.2.1 states “Third party 

service agreements comply fully with IS18”. Most service providers are not familiar with 

IS18 and have not been assessed against IS18. Some service providers, particularly in 

the cloud space, organise just a small number of third party audits and security reviews 

and these will be against standards and targets other than IS18. 
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1.5.4 Incident reporting compliance and awareness 

A key challenge for Queensland Government senior management is understanding 

security risk in a way that is meaningful to business. One input is awareness of what is 

happening across government through sharing of information at the technical and 

business level.  

Additionally, timely sharing of actionable incident information is critical to effective 

detection and response efforts across government. Under IS18 agencies have been 

mandated to report quarterly to the Queensland Government Chief Technology Officer on 

incidents via the process documented in the Information security incident reporting 

guideline. The quarterly reports must include all High and Very High severity incidents.   

Quarterly reporting from March 2011 to June 2012 has resulted in 59% failure to report, 

33% of reports indicating nothing to report and just 8% reporting of incidents. Only three 

departments have ever reported detecting an incident through mandatory reporting. On 

numerous occasions incidents worthy of being reported were independently detected 

externally, but not included in agency reporting. Examples include Queensland 

Government websites hosting malware, significant denial of service attacks and some 

data leakage. 

While five departments acknowledged non-compliance with the incident reporting 

requirement (8.2.6), only four of 13 departments reported in March 2012, and only three 

in June 2012. This highlights an inconsistency between self-reported IS18 compliance 

and reporting practice across the sector. 

Figure 11 shows the level of participation in mandatory quarterly incident reporting. 
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Figure 11 – Incident reporting participation through to June 2012 (* IS18 self-assessment of not 
compliant)  

 

At present the level of reporting is low and Queensland is failing to realise the full benefits 

of central incident reporting. In the absence of incident information, it is not possible to 

make an assessment of the likelihood of security incidents occurring or the adequacy of 

agency incident detection. More importantly, it is not possible to assess and develop a 

coordinated response against any significant or regular IT security incidents. 
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Disclaimer  

The materials presented in this publication are distributed by the Queensland Government as an 
information source only. 

The State of Queensland, acting through the Department of Science, Information Technology, 
Innovation and the Arts, makes no statement, representation or warranty about the accuracy, 
completeness, or suitability for any purpose of this publication, and any use of this publication is at 
the user‟s own risk.    

The State of Queensland disclaims all responsibility and all liability (including, without limitation, 
liability in negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages and costs anyone may incur as a result of 
reliance upon the information contained in this publication for any reason or as a result of the 
information being inaccurate, incomplete or unsuitable for any purpose. 

The public release version of this point in time document contains limited amendments which are 
required to make corrections, clarify potential inaccuracies, and/or protect the confidentiality of 
commercial arrangements. 

 

 

 

Licence 

© The State of Queensland (Department of Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the 
Arts) (DSITIA) 2013.  

The Queensland Government supports and encourages the dissemination and exchange of its 
information. The copyright in this publication is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution No 
Derivatives (BY-ND) 3.0 Australia licence. To view this licence visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/deed.en 

 

Under this licence you are free, without having to seek permission from DSITIA, to use this 
publication in accordance with the licence terms. 

You must keep intact the copyright notice and attribute the State of Queensland, Department of 
Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the Arts as the source of the publication. 
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1 Summary 

Queensland Government ICT systems are vital for the provision of a large variety of 

government services and as such should be managed appropriately to minimise risk and 

ensure that these services are delivered as is expected. 

Currently there are 1,730 individual systems which have been reported to the Audit. Of 

these 1,730 applications, there is a sub group of 388 systems which has been identified 

as being higher risk as they provide the majority of government services and consume 

over 65% of the annual budget. 

This sub group has been labelled the “significant” systems and have been identified as 

disaster critical, high risk or high profile. 

With regard to significant systems, the Audit found the following. 

 There is significant variation in the quality of reporting from agencies and therefore 

the visibility of the condition and performance of significant systems. 

 There were many more significant systems identified during the Audit than were 

expected. 

 There appears to be a management “gap” at the whole-of-government level as there 

is no consistent whole-of-government approach to the way these systems are 

managed. 

 Significant systems are strongly tied to agency service delivery: any failure has a 

strong impact on core services. 

 There is a disconnect between the reporting of metrics associated with the system 

itself and reporting activities related to maintenance, upgrade or replacement.  

 The average age of reported applications across the Queensland Government is 8.5 

years and the average expected life of these applications is 11 years. 

 There is a substantial portion of significant systems which are past their replacement 

date and/or are in poor technical condition representing a significant risk to the 

government. 

 Across the sector over 40% of all significant systems have been identified as being 

past due for replacement, or due within the next two years at a replacement cost of 

$407 million. 

 Only 75 significant systems of the 160 past due for  replacement or due in the next 

two years appear to have an initiative proposal for either upgrade or replacement 

registered. 

 In the event of a large scale loss of Queensland Government computing capability 

there are potentially 250 systems which need to be recovered to be partially or fully 

operational status in one to two days.  
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 71 significant systems list a personal safety implication related to failure, all but 4 of 

these systems have been reported as being in good health. 12 of these are reported 

as being past end of life.  

All reported high risk systems have been documented in Appendix A. 
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2 Queensland Government ICT application 
portfolio 

 ICT application portfolio 2.1

2.1.1 Introduction 

Queensland Government has a substantial investment in ICT applications and systems. 

Applications and systems are described as part of the “Application Layer” within the 

Queensland Government Enterprise Architecture  2.0  (QGEA) which provides the 

descriptors and metrics to ensure that details associated with applications and systems 

are captured appropriately. 

Visibility of these systems at a whole-of-government level is highly dependent on the 

annual ICT baseline process conducted by the Queensland Government Chief 

Information Office (QGCIO) to capture not just the existence of these assets but important 

metrics associated with their cost, technical health and their current alignment with 

agency service delivery. Despite a high level of variability in the quality of reporting which 

hampered analysis efforts, agency commitment to this process across the sector has 

been improving over successive years.  

It is important to note that that there are significantly more systems within Queensland 

Government other than those reported as part of the ICT Baseline – the cost and risk 

associated with those not reported is small compared to those which are reported. 

2.1.2 Annual cost 

The number of applications reported in the 2012 ICT Baseline, as shown in Table 1,  was 

1,730; representing an annual spend of $547 million to keep them operational. The 

number of reported applications has increased by 29% since 2011, predominately due to 

an improvement in the quality of reporting data - not in the number of applications within 

the portfolio. 
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Table 1 - Summary of systems reported in the 2012 baseline by agency 

Owner 
Number  of systems Reported Total Spend App data 

quality 
rating 2011 2012 Change 2011 2012 Change 

CITEC 56 56 0% 15,633,114 16,714,910 6% 92% 

DCS 69 81 15% 23,031,854 23,355,634 1% 95% 

DEEDI 68 153 56% 10,478,521 12,375,936 15% 94% 

DERM 122 132 8% 28,791,328 27,811,908 -4% 90% 

DET 76 81 6% 60,757,372 81,660,683 26% 95% 

DJAG 55 227 76% 19,910,337 16,061,847 -24% 73% 

DLGP 42 34 -24% 3,250,333 4,576,725 29% 97% 

DoC 216 218 1% 36,338,674 34,847,099 -4% 92% 

DPC 17 34 50% 2,341,627 1,437,538 -63% 84% 

DPW 56 101 45% 23,916,054 23,296,098 -3% 93% 

QH 97 199 51% 105,558,477 108,640,730 3% 64% 

QPS 23 72 68% 7,939,627 13,636,478 42% 93% 

QSS 64 91 30% 113,700,644 104,311,566 -9% 89% 

SSQ 108 100 -8% 7,305,738 7,132,142 -2% 82% 

TMR 140 128 -9% 32,719,647 50,386,481 35% 74% 

Treasury 22 23 4% 14,330,719 20,634,594 31% 96% 

TOTALS 1,231 1,730 29% $506,004,066 $546,880,369 7% 88% 

 

The quality of application and system information reported by DJAG, QH and TMR was 

questionable despite being encouraged to address their reported discrepancies. Due to 

the above average size of total spend within QH and TMR, these three agencies (DJAG, 

QH, TMR) represent a third of the total spend on systems within Queensland 

Government.  

2.1.3 Size of the investment – some context 

A total of 1,730 applications were reported to the Audit ,of which 388 are high priority 

systems which the Audit has labelled as significant due to their level of importance to 

both agencies and government as a whole. The nature of “significant” systems is 

described in the next section. 

Significant systems only represent 22% of the total number of reported systems, but 

make up 65% of the annual spend.  
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Figure 1 represents the proportion of significant systems within the total reported 

application portfolio. 

 

Figure 1 - Proportion of significant systems within the total portfolio 

 

Figure 2 represents the cost proportion of significant systems within the total portfolio 

spend. 

 

Figure 2 - Proportion of significant systems cost within total portfolio spend 

 

The reported annual spend (AETCO) for all 1,730 applications is approximately $547 

million for applications, of which $354 million is spent on significant systems.  

 Significant systems overview 2.2

The “Significant Systems” subgroup, as shown in Figure 3, is comprised of systems 
which: 
 

 underpin services which are considered critical – particularly in a disaster event 

 have a high total cost of ownership 

 were identified by Chief Information Officers (CIOs) as being significant 

 have been identified in the press. 

 

Significant systems also represent those systems which would be considered as the most 

important in an agency for the delivery of core services and where the majority of effort 

and resourcing is directed. These systems are focus for investment and constitute the 

foundation for the provision of core agency services. 
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65% 
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Figure 3 - Breakdown of the subgroups which make up the total reported application portfolio 

 

It is important to note that numbers of each group do not sum to the total of (388) 

significant systems as many of the systems belong to multiple groups. 

Figure 4 illustrates the percentage of significant and non-significant systems within each 

agency. 

 

Figure 4 - Relative proportion of numbers of significant systems within each agency 

 

Significant systems were identified for specific analysis, not just at an agency level but 

more importantly at a whole-of-government level, because of their importance to service 

delivery and the relatively high consequences in the event of failure.  
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The quality of information received from agencies describing the health of these systems 

was highly variable or missing, which did not allow a full risk assessment to be 

undertaken. It should be noted that some agencies displayed considerable difficulty in 

compiling this information for the Audit.  

Although it is important to recognise that many agencies were going through substantial 

change at the time related to Machinery of Government (MoG) changes; ICT Baseline 

reporting is a mandatory annual activity so the exercise should not have been as difficult 

as it was. Such a situation may be tolerable for less important systems within an 

organisation; however, for those considered to be intrinsic to the provision of agency 

services this is unacceptable.  

The Audit‟s effort relating to qualifying risk and exposure focused on significant systems 

as any recommendations that affect these systems will have the most impact on service 

delivery. 

Analysis of significant systems was categorised into the following groups: 

 Issues related to system replacement both now and in the future: Are strategies 

already in place to upgrade or replace systems before they reach their end of life? 

 Issues related to the health of this group of systems: Is the portfolio in good health 

and in which business units are those system which may pose risk? 

 What is Queensland Government‟s current liability with respect to system 

replacements? 

 Which systems in Queensland Government would be considered “legacy” and should 

be retired? 

 Which systems, and in what order, need to be restored in the event of a large loss of 

Queensland Government computing capability? 

 Which systems across the sector mitigate risk related to personal safety?  
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3 Significant systems 

 Analysis 3.1

3.1.1 Findings 

It is important to note that prior to the Audit a complete list of significant systems for 

Queensland Government had not been compiled. 

With regard to significant systems, the Audit found the following. 

 There is significant variation in the quality of reporting from agencies, which to some 

extent hampered analysis activities. The difficulty (in some cases) in obtaining this 

information may also be indicative of how well agencies are managing intelligence 

related to these important assets. 

 There were many more significant systems identified during the Audit than were 

expected. 

 There appears to be a management “gap” at the whole-of-government level as there 

is no consistent whole-of-government approach to the way these systems are 

managed. 

 Significant systems are strongly tied to agency service delivery: any failure has a 

strong impact on core services. 

 There is significant variation in how these systems are being reported by agencies so 

a consolidated picture of the health of these systems across government is more 

difficult than it should be. 

 There is a disconnect between reporting metrics associated with the system itself and 

reporting activities related to maintenance, upgrade or replacement. Significant 

numbers of systems flagged as having no strategy in place to upgrade or replace did 

have some strategies in place, but no effort had been made to report these in the 

forward work plan. 

 

It is also important to acknowledge that both the perspective of agencies and whole-of-

government differ significantly when considering significant systems and their impact on 

government service delivery. For example, agencies have their own business continuity 

and disaster recovery arrangements to ensure continuity of services, and expect that 

these would be invoked in the event of a failure. However, when a whole-of-government 

perspective is required in a large scale disaster response situation there is a distinct lack 

of any ability to prioritise how agency plans may be invoked to ensure a coordinated and 

effective response at the whole-of-government level; particularly when both time and 

resources are stretched. 
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There is significant risk attached to any failure of these systems, so understanding 

exactly what constitutes a significant system and establishing some minimum standards 

under which these systems are managed is highly important . This would include: 

 formalising the attributes and definition of what is considered a “significant” 

application 

 minimum requirements as to: 

 business continuity measures 

 disaster recovery 

 metrics related to system health and performance 

 system governance and management 

 minimum standards for reporting (through the ICT Baseline) which include: 

 much improved visibility of significant system replacements and upgrades 

 regular risk assessments to ensure a balanced approach to management. 

Some of this work has already been done in the form of the draft “Whole-of-Government 

BCP/DR Framework”, developed by QGCIO, which received positive agency feedback 

when released for consultation through the QGEA consultation process.  

3.1.2 Business exposure 

Business exposure is a measure of the current risk each application or system presents 

to the business. The model is a plot of the business impact of each application against 

their “technical condition”. 

The desired state is that systems, when plotted on the business exposure matrix, fall 

within the top right quadrant indicating they are both relevant to the business and in good 

technical condition. As can be seen in Figure 5 the majority of significant systems fall 

within this quadrant. 
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Figure 5 - Business exposure grid for significant applications 

 

Alternatively, systems which fall in the bottom left quadrant of the plot can be considered 

as having a medium business exposure with both a low business impact and low 

technical condition. Systems appearing in this quadrant should be considered for 

retirement, especially if they have a large total cost of ownership. 

Three applications have a very poor business exposure and are graphed in the figure 

above. None are considered high risk to government and these applications are covered 

in the section on legacy systems. 

3.1.3 Significant systems with very high replacement cost 

Significant systems with a very high replacement cost are those which require a very high 

proportion of the ICT budget to upgrade or replace. The magnitude of the cost involved 

can put substantial pressure on agency budgets, or require special funding 

arrangements, which can result in deferral of upgrading or replacement of the systems 

perpetuating the total ICT replacement cost problem. 

As can be seen from Figure 6 there are some years where no large systems are due for 

replacement, and others where there are a number of these in the same year. The whole-

of-government perspective provides visibility of these spending peaks and troughs. 

Spreading replacements over successive years rather than trying to tackle every 

application in a single year can help annual budgeting by balancing replacement 

initiatives. 
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Figure 6 - Significant applications with high ERC (>$20M) by reported end date 

 

3.1.4 Significant systems end of life 

All ICT systems will, in time, reach what is termed „end of life‟. A system reaches end of 

life when the system can no longer effectively and economically support the ongoing 

business operations of the organisation. End of life may be caused by the vendor of the 

product withdrawing support for the product, or by the age of the application resulting in 

support skills becoming scarce and expensive, or by the underlying technology becoming 

obsolete. 

The average age of reported applications across the Queensland Government is 8.5 

years and the average expected life of these applications is 11 years. Assuming the 

business environment does not significantly change, when ICT systems reach their end 

of life they need to be replaced with an equivalent system if the business requirement is 

still there. These renewals could potentially be based on newer, lower cost, more agile 

technology products or services. 

In some cases end of life is not a fixed date, rather it is a transition point at which the 

operating expense, business risk or inflexibility of the system changes from being 

acceptable to not acceptable to the business. The business may choose to defer the end 

of life date by months or even years, but at an ever increasing cost, risk and inflexibility. It 

is vital that proper planning is done well in advance of this date to ensure that appropriate 

management strategies can be put in place to upgrade, replace or even retire these 

systems. 
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As can be seen in Figure 7 there are a large number of systems due for replacement over 

the next ten years. The business impact of each system is depicted on the Y axis. It 

would be reasonable to expect that any system categorised as critical have a business 

impact of greater that 2.5 (above the horizontal line) – however many systems are below 

this line, which leads to the conclusion that these systems are not actually critical or their 

role in the organisation is not properly understood. 

 

Figure 7 - Significant systems – replacement dates and condition timeline 

 

Across the sector over 40% of all significant systems have been identified as being past 

due for replacement, or due within the next two years. Total replacement cost for all these 

systems is approximately $407 million, representing a significant portion of government‟s 

total ICT replacement cost. 

Figure 7 depicts systems in good health as green and those in poor health in red. As can 

be seen the majority of significant systems are reported as being in good health, 

however, there are several systems which are not only reported as being in poor health 

(red) but are also well past due their end of life replacement date.  

In addition, there appears to be a lack of forward planning attached to these due to the 

lack of forward work plan initiatives connected to these systems (represented as a 

diamond shape), and as discovered in agency engagement discussions. Where there is 

planning in place, it is often not apparent as no reference has been made of these 

systems in forward work plans.  
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It is reasonable to expect that if a system is considered critical that is should have an 

initiative within the agency‟s forward work plan to address the impending end of life 

situation and that this intent should be visible at a whole-of-government level. 

Systems well past their end of life, in any condition and with low business impact are 

potential candidates for retirement if there is no action being taken to redress their 

situation. 

In some cases the nominated initiative attached to the system may not address 

replacement and only be a „band aid‟ or temporary solution to extend the life of the 

system, and as such is simply deferring the problem.  

Department of the Premier and Cabinet – asset management plans 

Departments should have plans to replace or upgrade significant systems prior to the 

replacement date specified by their supplier. This will ensure they avoid the risk of failure 

and its subsequent impact on the business. 

If a department has planned appropriately they should not have any significant system 

with replacement dates in the past or any systems due for replacement in the next two 

years, without an associated work plan initiative for upgrade or replacement. This would 

go a long way towards avoiding the additional costs associated with supporting a legacy 

system, as well as ensuring that legacy debt does not accumulate. 

The Department of the Premier and Cabinet manage their critical systems very well. They 

do not have any systems that are past their replacement date, all critical systems are in 

good technical condition and there are initiatives in place to manage systems due for 

replacement in the near future. 

 

Queensland Government systems that are past end of life, or due in the next two years, 

in poor technical condition are considered to be high risk – particularly those that register 

a high business impact. 

Of the 160 significant systems either now due for replacement, or due in the next two 

years, only 75 appear to have an initiative proposal for either upgrade or replacement 

registered.  Nine of the 85 significant systems that don‟t have an initiative associated with 

them have been classified as legacy. It is important to note that in the total reported 

portfolio of applications (1,730) there are many more legacy systems. 

This means there are 76 significant systems due for replacement now, or in the next two 

years, for which no formal evidence of planning related to their upgrade or replacement 

has been provided. Given that a large system may take up to two years lead time in pre-

planning and project establishment these systems are considered to be high risk.  
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In addition, to those 160 systems either due for replacement now, or due in the next two 

years, there are 30 systems reported as being in low technical condition, with only 20 of 

these having some evidence of planning activity. The remaining 10 systems with no 

apparent planning activity attached constitute a high risk to government and any 

rectification efforts should prioritise these systems.  

Figure 8 provides a visual depiction of these 30 systems (five are not displayed due to the 

end date reported as being before 2006, or they had a missing business impact score). 

 

Figure 8 - Systems past end of life or due for replacement in the next two years in poor technical 
condition 

 

It is also important to note there are 3 significant systems which have no technical 

condition assessment. For systems which are “critical” to the functioning of the business 

this is unacceptable. 
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Department of Community Safety - a high risk significant system 

The Department of Community Safety‟s (DCS) human resource Lattice Systems (Existing 

human resource solution Lattice v2.5 and Human Capital Management System (HCMS)) 

are examples of high risk critical systems. They have a combined estimated replacement 

cost of over $150 million and are essential for the operation of the department. 

These systems are currently more than five years past their replacement date and are 

reportedly in poor condition. These systems have a high risk of failure and are 

jeopardising the future operation of the department. 

CBRC recently approved approximately $100 million toward the ongoing maintenance of 

these systems. 

 

 Significant systems subgroups 3.2

There are several subgroups which make up the category of “significant systems”. There 

are distinct findings and analysis related to several of these which are discussed below. 

3.2.1 Disaster critical systems 

In 2011, the Queensland Audit Office (QAO) raised significant concerns about whole-of-

government and agency disaster recovery arrangements. In addition to identifying a lack 

of coverage of service level and recovery objectives in individual service agreements, 

QAO highlighted “an inability to determine which critical systems need to be prioritised for 

“recovery” in shared service environments. 

In response to this, the QGCIO conducted a survey in conjunction with all Queensland 

Government departments to document disaster critical applications across the sector. 

This was to ensure that disaster critical applications were clearly identified in the event of 

a major disaster. In consulting with agencies to collate this list of disaster critical systems 

several additional parameters were collected which included: 

 the maximum time a system could be unavailable for before a significant impact is 

realised 

 the business impact that would be realised if the system was not recovered in 

sufficient time 

 the custodian of the system 

 any key dependencies that support the system. 

The results of the interviews determined that there were approximately 318 disaster 

critical applications (all included as part of the significant systems group of 388 

applications).  
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Disaster critical systems – visibility 

Visibility of these systems is vital for government to understand the form and function of 

systems that will assist in a disaster situation. Several systems identified as being 

disaster critical (three) were not listed as part of the annual baseline reporting.  

This is of significant concern as up to that point the importance of those systems in a 

disaster response was not known, other than within the agency. It also meant there are 

no metrics associated with these systems because if they are not in the ICT Baseline 

their health and status are not reported. 

Disaster critical systems – outage implications 

Agencies reported a “maximum acceptable outage” related to each system which is the 

maximum time a system can be unavailable for before the nominated impact is realised. 

From this information QGCIO found that in the event of a large scale loss of Queensland 

Government computing capability there are potentially 250 systems which need to be 

recovered to be partially or fully operational in one to two days. See Figure 9 for the 

distribution of system recovery times by agency. 

 

Figure 9 - Number of systems by Maximum Acceptable Outage (MAO) 

 

Resourcing for recovery efforts may be deemed appropriate at the agency level, but in a 

situation where there is a wholesale loss of Queensland Government computing 

capability, recovery of these systems may not be possible as there will be a resources 

“squeeze” due to the competing needs of many systems.  
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Although it is unlikely that all of these systems would be lost at once the restoration of 

even a significant number of these within such a short time frame could stretch resources 

beyond available capacity. 

The risk identified is that most significant systems are held by agencies who provide the 

majority of public services – QH, TMR, DCS, DET, QPS - therefore loss of these systems 

results in a loss of the important services provided to the public.  

71 significant systems list a personal safety implication related to failure, all but four of 

these systems have been reported as being in good health. 12 of these are reported as 

being past end of life. The distribution of those systems within agencies with a personal 

safety implication is documented in Figure 10. Agencies with a high proportion of these 

systems should actively report health and status of these systems on a regular basis. 

 

 

Figure 10 - Distribution of systems with a personal safety implication within agencies 

 

As can be seen from Figure 10, Queensland Health, Department of Community Safety, 

Department of Communities, Queensland Police Service, Department of Environment 

and Resource Management and Department of Justice and Attorney General all have 

significant portions of their application portfolio mitigating personal safety risks.  

As illustrated in Figure 11 there are 4 systems related to mitigating personal safety risk in 

low technical condition. 
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Figure 11 - Systems with low technical condition with a personal safety impact 

 

3.2.2 Systems mentioned during departmental engagements 

QGCIO conducted a series of interviews with agency CIOs and 94 systems which were 

mentioned in those discussions as being significant to agency business were included in 

the significant systems subgroup. These systems have been reviewed and the high risk 

systems are included in Appendix A. 
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3.2.3 Systems mentioned in the media 

11 systems have been included in the list of significant systems due to their profile having 

been mentioned in the press. Most were already identified for inclusion in the significant 

systems list through the other criteria. 

Table 2 - Significant systems 

System Name Comments 

QH HR (Queensland Health human 
resource and rostering payroll 
solution) 

Queensland Health payroll solution.  All application support goes through 
Queensland Shared Services (formerly known as CorpTech).     

QFRS Operations Management 
System (OMS) 

Courier Mail 5 Sep 2012 : Firies burnt by 'dog' of an computer system 

LTL - Land Tenure Ledger Queensland Country Life, 21 Jun 2012 : Parliamentary inquiry 

Intelligent Traffic Analysis System (I-
TAS) 

Courier-Mail, 23 Jun 2012 : I-TAS has been developed to standardise the 
planning, tasking and evaluation of traffic policing activities 

Portal Services - GovNet itnews, 12 Sep 2012: Qld Budget to reform shared services 

QPS Computer Aided Dispatch 
(QCAD) 

itnews, 12 Sep 2012: Qld Budget to reform shared services 

Weapons Licence Management 
System (CRM) 

itnews, 12 Sep 2012: Qld Budget to reform shared services 

ATS - Automated Titling System itnews, 12 Sep 2012: Qld Budget to reform shared services 

DCDB - Digital Cadastral Database itnews, 12 Sep 2012: Qld Budget to reform shared services 

QVAS Gateway - Queensland 
Valuations and Sales Gateway 

itnews, 12 Sep 2012: Qld Budget to reform shared services 

Revenue Management System 
(RMS) 

itnews, 12 Sep 2012: Qld Budget to reform shared services 
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4 High risk systems 

“High Risk” systems are those systems for which failure is highly likely, and/or the 

consequences of failure are high, for the agency. These would be considered the highest 

risk to Queensland Government and where strategies to minimise ICT risk should begin.  

 High risk systems overview 4.1

A number of metrics were applied to identify systems that fall within this category. There 

are many reasons a system could be considered as high risk ranging from supporting 

framework and environment issues, to those related to its health or fit for purpose.  

High risk systems are systems where: 

 the application software is no longer supported by the vendor (for packaged 

application software) 

 the agency does not have ready access to sufficient skilled personnel to maintain the 

application software (for purpose built application software) 

 the application has become unstable, or has reached its limits, and is difficult to 

provide continuity of operational performance 

 the application is dependent on one or more unsupported technical components 

 the window for replacement of the application is shorter than the time needed to get a 

replacement in place 

 there is an upcoming critical change to business which the application will not be able 

to meet 

 has been identified as high risk by the CIO 

 system failure carries a large impact. 

Explicit metrics on all these attributes were not available to the Audit so the following 

criteria was used: 

 The system was identified in the Audit (3 Month Report) via CIO feedback 

 The system has been assigned an extreme Business Exposure (High business 

impact, low technical condition) by the agency 

 The system is past or near end of life in poor technical health with no evidence of a 

planning activity to address the issue 

 For disaster critical applications, the system carries a personal safety implication if it 

were to fail.  

These criteria were used to develop a consolidated list of high risk systems (validated 

with agencies) which can be found in Appendix A. 
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 Findings 4.2

4.2.1 Identified in the Audit (3 month report) 

These high risk systems have previously been identified in the Audit (3 Month Report).  

Some of the systems which were identified in that report have subsequently been 

removed, as a result of information provided during agency engagement sessions, and 

some systems have been added as new and updated information was received. 

4.2.2 Extreme business exposure 

Business exposure is a measure of the technical condition of the system, against its 

impact on the ability of the agency to provide its services. It is a way of assessing the 

value of the system to the business against its current ability to provide this value in a 

consistent way into the future. 

This group of systems would be considered as being highly critical to agencies due to 

their strong connection to agency service delivery. Systems in this category that are past 

end of life or in poor technical condition could constitute a large risk to Queensland 

Government. 

These systems are captured in the following sections. 

4.2.3 Significant systems – end of life 

The description of systems end of life has been categorised into two groups: 

 Systems which are past end of life – these would be considered as being very urgent 

for attention 

 Systems which are due to be replaced in the next two years 
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Significant Systems past end of life 

These are systems where their expected end date has now past. 37 significant systems 

in total are considered to be in poor technical condition. 

 14 of these are past their end of life with an estimated replacement cost of $170 

million.  

 10 of these applications have forward work plan initiatives registered to address 

upgrade or renewal. 

These systems are depicted in Figure 12. 

 

 
 

Figure 12 - Systems with poor technical condition and past end of life 

 

Two significant systems do not report a technical condition and 27 do not report an 

accurate end date – this in itself is a significant risk.  
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Significant systems with expected replacement in the next two years 

To adequately plan for replacement of critical systems a certain amount of lead time is 

required in order to ensure they are planned for and delivered on their end date. Two 

years has been selected as the minimum time required to perform this task for most 

systems. 

37 significant systems are considered to be in poor technical condition. 

 17 are due for replacement in the next two years with an estimated replacement cost 

of $15 million.  

 11 of these applications have forward work plan initiatives registered and two are 

considered by the agency to be legacy applications. 

These systems are depicted in Figure 13. 

 

 

Figure 13 - Systems with poor technical condition and due for replacement in the next two years 

 

Systems in a poor technical condition and due for replacement in the next two years can 

be identified as those systems with technical condition as Poor and an end of life date 

earlier than October 2014. 
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4.2.4 High risk systems - disaster critical with a personal safety implication 

These systems were identified as part of the recent BCP/DR audit process where 

agencies each identified their disaster critical systems – impacts types were recorded for 

these systems with several identified as having impacts related to personal safety in the 

event of an unscheduled outage. 

Many of these systems are in good health and do not have any serious issues associated 

with them. It is important for these systems to: 

 be highly visible at a whole-of-government level 

 be subject to regular health checks to ensure their ongoing viability 

 have stringent testing regimes in place to ensure their robustness. 

 

 

Figure 14 - Systems with a personal safety impact registered against them. 
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There are several systems listed in Appendix A which are not depicted on Figure 14. This 

is of concern as these systems listed in Table 3 are missing important metrics which 

could be used to assess their condition and status. 

Table 3 - Systems missing important metrics 

Post MOG 
agency 

System Name Reason system is not displayed in above figure 

DCS Ambulance Arrivals Board1 The end of life date is registered as being in the year 
1905. 

DJAG Electrical Licencing System; Office 
of the Director of Public 
Prosecutions Case Management 
System; Queensland Wide 
Interlinked Courts System; Resolve; 
and Visual Files 

The end of life date is registered as being in the year 
2100. 

DCCSDS Shift Worker Allowance System Is a service offered by QSS to DoC – but has not 
been listed as a managed system by QSS. 

QH Enterprise PACS No listed end of life date. 

QH ICUIS The end of life date is registered as being in the year 
2036. 

QPS Weapons Licence Management 
System2 

No technical condition or business impact score 
assigned. 

QPS COMFIT The end of life date is registered as being in the year 
1900. 

QPS Policelink Customer Relationship; 
QCAD 

No Business Impact assigned to the system. 

QPS QPRIME The end of life date is registered as being in the year 
2026. 

 

  

                                                      
 
1
 DCS have since provided an updated end-of-life date of 2015 that has not been analysed. 

2
 QPS have since provided clarification that has not been analysed. 
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 Highest risk systems 4.3

Following is a list of the top 15 high risk systems, as determined by the Audit. 

Table 4 - Top 15 high risk systems 

Post MOG 
agency 

System Name Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of 
life date 

Estimated 
replacement 
cost3  

QH Hospital Based Corporate 
Information System (HBCIS) 

High Good Sep 2015 $250M 

DCS Human Capital Management 
System (HCMS)  

High Poor Jun 2008 $150M 

QH AUSLAB High Medium Jun 2020 $131M 

QSS Corporate Finance, HR systems 
(excluding Health and Education) 

Multiple systems, multiple instances $77M+ 

HPW SAP RE (Real Estate) - Housing 
Tenancy Management 

 

SAP PM (Plant Maintenance) 

 

SAP PS (Project Systems) 

High Poor Jan 2016 $75M 

DNRM Automated Titling System (ATS) High Good Dec 2025 $40M 

QH Queensland Health payroll solution  

 

High Good Dec 2010 $40M 

(potentially 
under 
reported) 

QH AUSCARE High Medium Jun 2016 $5M 

QTT TriData High Good Dec 2009 $5M 

QPS Incident Management System (IMS) High Poor Jun 2013 $5M 

QPS Weapons Licencing Management 
System (WLMS)4 

Not reported Not reported Jan 2018 $4.2M 

QH Finance business solution 
(FAMMIS) 

High Good Jun 2012 $4.1M 

(potentially 
under 
reported) 

DCCSDS Carepay High Poor Jan 2010 $1M 

DNPRSR IAParks Version 2 High Poor Jun 2012 $0.8M 

DCS Disaster Management Portal High Poor Apr 2011 $0.04M 

 
It should be noted that the first five systems in the list have an estimated replacement cost of $683 
million representing a significant challenge for government to fund. Although AUSLAB has a 2020 
end of life and HBCIS has a 2015 end of life, QH have advised that both will need a seven year 
lead time for replacement. 
 

                                                      
 
3
 System replacement costs only, does not include implementation costs in agency 

4
 QPS have since provided clarification that has not been analysed. 
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Appendix A – High risk systems 

A number of business critical and significant systems were reported to the Audit or identified through agency interviews and other stakeholders. The tables below lists those systems which have been assessed as 

significant or business critical and represent a high risk to the government. The list does not document all significant and business critical systems.  

System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

DCS DCS Interim report  
 
 
Business 
critical 
systems 

Human Capital Management 
System (HCMS)  
 
DCS‟s core HR management 
system, servicing a diverse range 
of key community safety personnel 
including fire, ambulance and 
emergency management. A severe 
impact (priority 1) BCP-DR system. 
 
HCMS is supported by Queensland 
Shared Services (QSS). 
 
Systems include: 

 Standard HR Offering Service 
Lattice V3.1 - $75m replacement 

 Existing Human Resource Solution 
Lattice V2.5 - $75m replacement 

High Poor Jun 2008 $150M HR Payroll Business Solution 
Program 
 
Business continuity for HR payroll 
services that provides a strong 
basis for workforce management. 
 
Current projects include: 

 SABA Upgrade – in progress 

 Electronic payslips – on hold 

 Operational Staff Recruitment 
Management System – on hold 

 Lattice Infrastructure Improvement 
– in progress 

$104.6M Jun 2016 Critical Active 
 
In progress - 
defining a 
program 
 
Fully CBRC 
funded 

Program 

DCS DCS Interim report  
 
Extreme 
business 
exposure 
 
Business 
critical 
systems 

Disaster Management Portal 
 
Collaboration tool for sharing 
information across the Disaster 
Management Community. 

High Poor Apr 2011 $0.04M All Hazards Information 
Management Program 
 
To build the capability of Disaster 
Management agencies, 
stakeholders and the community to 
ensure they are prepared and 
capable of effectively responding to 
a disaster. 
 
Dependencies include: 

 All frontline communications 
projects including relevant 
Queensland Police Service 
initiatives 

$8.1M Jun 2013 Critical Active 
 
In progress –
managing 
program 
tranches 
 
Fully CBRC 
funded 

Program 

DCS DCS Personal 
Safety 

Ambulance Arrivals Board (AAB)5 High Good Jul 1905 $0.08M Ambulance Arrivals Board (AAB)      

DCS DCS Personal 
Safety 

Electronic Ambulance Report Form 
(eARF) 

High Good Jun 2015 $3.8M No identified initiative      

                                                      
 
5
 DCS have since provided an updated end-of-life date of 2015 that has not been analysed 
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

DCS DCS Personal 
Safety 

ESCAD High Good Jun 2018 $12M Various      

DCS DCS Personal 
Safety 

GPS Offender Monitoring High Good Sep 2013 $0.09M Global Positioning System 
Dangerous Prisoners Sex Offender 
Act Tracking 

     

DCS DCS Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  
 
Business 
critical 
system 

Knowledge Place High Poor Jun 2012 $1.7M Related initiative: Microsoft 
Reporting 

     

DCS DCS Personal 
Safety 

ProQA High Good Jun 2015 $0.5M No identified initiative      

DCS DCS Personal 
Safety 

PSIAM High Good Dec 2013 Data not 
provided 

No identified initiative      

DCS DCS Personal 
Safety 

RFA Online High Poor Jul 2015 $1.5M No identified initiative      

DEEDI DNRM Interim report Mineral and Energy Resource 
Location and Information 
Network (Merlin)  
 
An integrated set of databases and 
systems that provide a range of 
functions including mining tenure 
management, geoscience and 
resource management, lost time 
accidents statistics, exploration 
data centre, management of land 
restrictions, spatial data 
maintenance, spatial data enquiry 
(being decommissioned), royalty, 
rent and security deposit 
accounting. 

High Good Dec 2009 $5M Streamlining Business Systems 
Program 
 
Streamline the lifecycle of mining 
and petroleum permits to: 

 Reduce time taken for permit 
approval 

 Improve transparency and certainty 
for government and the industry 

 Reduce cost of service delivery for 
government and industry 

 
Current projects include: 

 Mines Online Geographic 
Information System (Mines Online 
GIS) 

 Exploration Permit - Minerals 

$16.3M Jan 2016 Critical Active 
 
In progress –
managing 
program 
tranches 
 
Fully CBRC 
funded 

Program 

DEEDI DNPRSR Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014. 
 
Business 
critical 
system 

Laboratory Information 
Management System (LIMS) (RSC) 

High Poor Dec 2010 $2.2M Laboratory Information 
Management System (LIMS) 
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

DERM DNRM Interim report Automated Titling System (ATS)  
 
A mission critical system for all land 
and property related transactions 

High Good Dec 2025 $40M ATS Client Modernisation (ATS-
CM) 
 
A new software platform for ATS to 
address non-support for the 
existing platform from 2015. This is 
identified as a high risk under the 
government‟s software currency 
framework. The ATS Client 
software is developed in VB6, and 
the current end-of-life for 
mainstream support of the VB6 
runtime is 13-Jan-15.  

$3.5M Oct 2013 High Minimal work 
is being 
undertaken, 
just enough 
to keep some 
momentum 
given the 
high risk 
nature of the 
software 
currency 
issue and the 
significance 
of ATS to 
Queensland 
Government 
revenue  

Project 

ATS Property Exchange 
Australia (PEXA) 
 
Stage 1: Single Party Transactions. 
ATS System upgrade to meet 
COAG reporting commitments. 

$2.5M Oct 2014 High Active 
 
In planning - 
initiation 
stage 
 
Awaiting 
CBRC 
funding  
approval 

Project 

DERM DSITIA Personal 
Safety 

Air Quality Database Low Good Dec 2015 $0.05M Air Quality Management System 
(AQMS) 

     

DERM EHP Personal 
Safety 

Coastal Data System High Good Dec 2020 $0.2M No identified initiative      

DERM EHP Personal 
Safety 

EMR/CLR High Good Jun 2016 $0.4M Environmental Management 
Register / Contaminated Land 
Register (EMR/CLR) System 
Redevelopment 

     

DERM DNPRSR Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014. 
 
Business 
critical 
system 
 
Personal 
Safety 

IAParks Version 2 High Poor Jun 2012 $0.8M IA Parks Operators and Web 
Redevelopment (IA Parks) - 
RUFUS_QPWS Authorities 
Management System 
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

DERM DNPRSR Personal 
Safety 

ParkInfo High Good Jun 2012 $2M ParkInfo v2.0 $4.7M Jun 2013 High Active 
 
Revised 
business 
case under 
consideration 
 
Fully 
internally 
funded 

Project 

DERM DSITIA Personal 
Safety 

Point Source Database High Good Dec 2012 500,000 No identified initiative      

DERM DEHP Personal 
Safety 

Property Location Service High Good Sep 2011 Data not 
provided 

No identified initiative      

DERM DNRM Personal 
Safety 

WAS - Water Accounting System 
(ex SWDB - Surface Water 
Database) 

High Good Dec 2020 $2M No identified initiative      

DET DETE Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  
 
Business 
critical 
system 

DET Internet High Poor Jun 2013 $3M No identified initiative      

DET DETE Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  
 
Business 
critical 
system 

Maximizer High Poor Jan 2014 $0.15M To be decommissioned 31/12/12      

DET DETE Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  
 
Business 
critical 
system 

VET Systems Reporting (VSR) High Poor Jan 2012 $0.2M To be decommissioned      
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

DJAG DJAG Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  
 
Business 
critical 
system 

Dalet High Poor Jun 2013 Data not 
provided 

Tender for replacement expected in 
November 

     

DJAG DJAG Personal 
Safety 

Electrical Licensing System (ELS) High Good Jun 2100 Data not 
provided 

No identified initiative      

DJAG DJAG Personal 
Safety 

ODPP (Office of Director of Public 
Prosecutions) Case Management 
System 

High Good Jun 2100 Data not 
provided 

No identified initiative      

DJAG DJAG Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  
 

Queensland Juries Administration 
System (QJAS) 

High Poor Jun 2013 Data not 
provided 

Queensland Juries Administration 
System (QJAS) - Process Analysis 

     

DJAG DJAG Personal 
Safety 

QWIC High Good Jun 2100 Data not 
provided 

Related initiative: Criminal Justice 
Analytics - Single Person Identifier 
(SF) (Premier Mandate), JSS ICJ 
ETCR, Oracle Foundation 
Infrastructure Project, QWIC JAG 
Enhancements 

     

DJAG DJAG Personal 
Safety 

Resolve - Office of the Adult 
Guardian 

High Good Jun 2100 Data not 
provided 

No identified initiative      

DJAG DJAG Personal 
Safety 

Visualfiles - ODPP High Good Jun 2100 Data not 
provided 

CMS Enhancement Program      

DLGP DSDIP Interim report eDA (previously Smart eDA) 
 
Electronic Development 
Assessment (eDA) is a jointly 
developed online system that will 
advance the development 
assessment process in Queensland 
– improving the efficiency of the 
development assessment process, 
and ultimately reduce the timeframe 
for development approvals. 

High Poor Dec 2014 $0.7M 
(under-
stated) 

Electronic Development Application 
Management (eDAM) Release 1 – TMR 

NA     

DLGP HPW Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  
 

PADLS High Poor Jun 2013 $0.4M PADLS Replacement      
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

DoC DCCSDS Interim report 
 
Extreme 
business 
exposure 
 
Personal 
Safety 
 

Carepay 
 
Foster carer payments system that 
provides for the calculation of foster 
carer payments in respect to the 
placement of children including 
respite care. 

High Poor Jan 2010 $1M Carepay Program 
 
The Carepay system is the system 
utilised for Foster and Kinship 
Carer allowances. The system has 
been identified through the ICT 
Baseline process as a candidate for 
replacement due to the age and 
risk associated with its underlying 
platform. 

$3.4M Jun 2013 High On-hold / 
postponed 
 
Progress at 
30% 
complete – 
during 
managing 
program 
tranches 
 

Program 

DoC DCCSDS Interim report 
 
Personal 
Safety 

Business Information System 
(BIS) 
 
Formerly known as DISQIS. A 
client information management 
system to support, measure and 
report on service delivery and the 
management of information about 
people with a disability, family and 
contacts, providers and funding. 

High Good Dec 2012 $44M Stronger Information Program 
(SIP) 
 
This is an over-arching Disability 
Services program which aims to 
determine the effectiveness of the 
existing and planned information 
management systems, 
departmental capacity and 
processes. Incorporates AS&RS 
Service Management System. 

$60M Jun 2013 High On-hold / 
postponed 
 
Progress at 
80% 
complete – in 
delivery 
stage 
 
Awaiting 
CBRC 
funding 
approval 

Program 

DoC DCCSDS Interim report 
 
Personal 
Safety 

Integrated Client Management 
System (ICMS) 
 
A state-wide database managing 
detailed assessment and casework 
information on children, young 
people and their families, who have 
contact with the child protection 
system. ICMS also supports: the 
management of children and young 
people placed in foster care; and 
the youth justice function. 

High Good Dec 2019 $45.5M Core Application Management 
Program (CAMP) 
 
The Core Applications 
Management Program is 
established to enable an integrated 
future direction to support business 
systems, processes and services. 
 
All projects on hold and include: 

 ICMS Forms Roadmap & 
Replacement ($1.1m forecasted 
current FY expenditure) 

 Complex Cold Fusion 
Replacements 

 Server Hosted Development 
Environment 

 Integration Platform Expansion 

$1.3M Jun 2015 
 

Critical On-hold 
 
Progress at 
50% 
complete – 
during 
managing 
program 
tranches 
 
Awaiting 
funding 
approval 

Program 
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

DoC HPW Interim report 
 
Personal 
Safety 

SAP RE (Real Estate) - Housing 
Tenancy Management 

 
SAP PM (Plant Maintenance) –

Management of Property 

Maintenance requests and 

completed work. 

 
SAP PS (Project Systems) – 
Management of Capital Projects 
relating to Property. 
 

These modules collectively support 
Property and Tenancy 
Management functions for the 
Department, and have some 
integration with SAP FI (Finance 
module). 

High Low Jan 2016 $75M FOPATS 
 
Replacement for Housing‟s current 
SAP and associated systems 

$75M 2015-
2017 

High Active 
 
In planning - 
initiation 
stage 
 
Developing 
business 
case 

Project 

DoC DCCSDS Personal 
Safety 

BMC Remedy Action Request 
System 

High Good Dec 2017 Data not 
provided 

No identified initiative      

DoC HPW Personal 
Safety 

Bondscape High Good Jan 2016 $11.7M DHPW Fopats Program      

DoC DCCSDS Personal 
Safety 

Community Recovery Processing 
System 

High Good Dec 2014 $0.45M Community Recovery Program      

DoC DCCSDS Personal 
Safety 

Critical Incident Recording, 
Management and Reporting 
System 

High Good Jul 2014 $0.02M Critical Incidents      

DoC DCCSDS Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  
 
Business 
critical 
system 

Critical Incident Reporting 
Management System 

High Poor Dec 2012 $0.55M No identified initiative      

DoC DJAG Personal 
Safety 

DCOIS Low Good Jul 2021 $3.8M No identified initiative      

DoC DCCSDS Needs 
replacement, 
poor 
technology 
condition. 

GMS - Office for Women Grants 
System 

Low Poor Jul 2012 Data not 
provided 

No identified initiative      
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

DoC DATSIMA Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  

Grants Administration System High Poor Jul 2012 $0.6M No identified initiative      

DoC DCCSDS Needs 
replacement, 
no identified 
initiative, 
poor 
technology 
condition. 

Grants Budget System Low Poor Jul 2012 Data not 
provided 

No identified initiative      

DoC DCCSDS Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  

Grants Management System High Poor Jul 2012 $1.6M No identified initiative      

DoC DCCSDS Personal 
Safety 

IJIS/EMMA High Good Jan 2019 $1.8M No identified initiative      

DoC HPW Personal 
Safety 

Loanscape High Good Jan 2015 $2.5M DHPW Fopats Program      

DoC HPW Personal 
Safety 

PRIME High Good Dec 2015 $0.8M DHPW Fopats Program      

DoC DJAG Personal 
Safety 

QUEST Low Good Dec 2012 $0.1M No identified initiative      

DoC DCCSDS Personal 
Safety 

Shift Worker Employee Allowance 
Payments 

High Poor Nov 2009 $0.6M Service provided by QSS      

DPW HPW Personal 
Safety 

BEMIR High Good Jul 2015 $4M BEMIR Re-
Development/Replacement 

     

DPW HPW Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  
 
Business 
critical 
system 

CARS+ High Poor Jul 2013 $0.1M No identified initiative      
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

DPW HPW Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  

Maximise High Poor Jul 2013 $0.08M Will be decommissioned      

QH QH Interim report 
 
Personal 
Safety 

AUSCARE 
 
A web-based clinical diagnostic 
reports viewer based on the 
AUSLAB system. It is designed to 
provide easy access for clinicians 
across QH. 

High Medium Jun 2016 $5M LISS Replacement Procurement 
and Implementation. 
 
AUSLAB system replacement 
includes a major procurement 
process and rollout across the 
state. 
 
Health Services Support Agency 
(HSSA) is currently finalising 
detailed ICT planning activities 
including the development of an 
ICT Investment Roadmap for the 
next 4 years. 
It is anticipated that additional 
investment opportunities will be 
identified to address key priorities 
which may include further 
enhancements to 
AUSCARE/AUSLAB. 
AUSCARE and AUSLAB are key 
critical clinical systems which 
support pathology and other clinical 
services state-wide. 

$131M Jun 2016 High Planning 
stage 
 
Project has 
approved 
funding for 
$64,426 
 

Project 

QH QH Interim report 
 
Personal 
Safety 

AUSLAB 
 
AUSLAB is a laboratory information 
system used by Pathology, 
Forensic and Population Health 
departments for results reporting 
and management. This clinical & 
scientific information system 
provides workflow management; 
allows for analytical instrument 
interfacing; provides for 
standardised reporting; allows for 
billing and information management 
and accommodates extended 
database queries.  
(refer Appendix A for further detail) 

High Medium Jun 2020 $131M 
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

QH QH Interim report Integrated electronic Medical 
Record (IeMR) – aka Cerner 
 
Originally reported in the 30 Day 
Report – under development as 
part of a current initiative. 
 
A commercial-off-the shelf 
integrated eMR solution from 
Cerner Corporation. The 
arrangement is expected to apply to 
Queensland Health state-wide and 
underpin the ongoing transition 
from a paper based medical record 
to an electronic Medical Record 
(eMR). Cerner Corporation is also 
establishing a Queensland based 
hosting service for the eMR 
software and related services. 

 
 

Not applicable – under development as part of a current 
initiative. 

 

ieMR (Integrated electronic 
Medical Record) Program 
 

The ieMR Program will deliver an 
authoritative single source of the 
patient record across the State.  It 
will provide clinicians with the ability 
to: 

 access information that is 
integrated, accurate and 
clinically relevant 

 support decision making 
and better use of 
information 

 optimise management of 
patients, resources and 
provision of services 

  deliver location 
independent diagnostic and 
treatment services 

 support interaction across a 
network of providers that 
enables providers to be 
located, information to be 
transferred and 
multidisciplinary providers 
to collaborate. 

$179.6M Dec 2014 High Active 
 
In progress –
managing 
program 
tranches 
 
Fully CBRC 
funded 

Program 

QH QH Interim report 
 
 
Personal 
Safety 

Hospital Based Corporate 
Information System (HBCIS) 
 
A patient administration system that 
includes: patient demographics; 
patient admissions, transfers and 
discharges; and patient 
appointments and scheduling 

High Good Sep 2015 $250M QPAS - Replacement / Upgrade 
of Queensland Patient 
Administration System (HBCIS) 
 
HBCIS (Hospital Based Corporate 
Information System) is the current 
Patient Administration System 
(PAS) for Queensland Health and 
the primary system for registering 
and managing all patients. It is the 
largest corporate information 
system in use in Queensland 
Health. 
 
Activity for HBCIS Consolidation 
and Disaster Recovery also 
reported.  

$438.8M Unknown 
(early 

stages) 

Critical Not started 
 
Pre project 
stage 
 
Proposed 
CBRC 
funding 

Project 
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

QH QH Interim report Queensland Health payroll 
solution  
 
Included for completeness sake – 
originally reported in the 30 Day 
Report, however it is out of scope 
for the Audit. 
 
HR/payroll and financial solution 
based on SAP 

High Good Dec 2010 $40M 
(potentially 

under 
reported) 

QH payroll solution out of scope of the Audit 
 
Related QSS projects: 

 Queensland Health HR Technical Separation Project 

 Queensland Health Transition Project 

QH QH Business 
critical 
systems 

Finance business solution 
(FAMMIS) 
 
Finance and Materials 
Management Information System. 

High Good Jun 2012 $4.1M 
(based on 
application 

as a service) 

SAP Assets Procurement 

Finance Information Resource 

(SAPFIR) Project 

$80M Jun 2014 High Active 

 

In progress – 
delivery 
stage 

 

Fully funded 

Project 

QH QH Interim report  
 
Business 
critical 
systems 
 
Personal 
Safety 

Medical Aids Information System 
 
Multiple capabilities related to the 
documentation and management of 
medical aids supporting assets and 
services. 

Low Good Jul 2011 $1.2M MAIS (Medical Aids Information 

System) 

 

This project is to streamline 
business processes, increase 
efficiency and decrease time to 
complete transactions. This will 
decrease the amount of time the 
patient needs to wait (by approx. 
50%) for the service and improve 
the collection of accurate data for 
planning purposes. This application 
supports the Medical Aid Subsidy 
scheme which is a state-wide 
service for the provisions of aids 
and equipment, and processes in 
excess of 120,000 requests for 
medial aids each financial year. The 
new system will automate many 
manual functions including 
electronic/online application 
submission function, track status of 
the application, and interface to 
SAP to eliminate double entry of 
orders. 

$4.1M Not 
reported 

High On-hold/ 
postponed 

 

Progress at 
10% 
complete – in 
planning 
stage 

 

Proposed 
internal 
funding 
source 

 

 

Project 

QH QH Interim report  

 

Business 
critical 
systems 

 

Personal 
Safety 

Operating Room Management 
Information System (ORMIS) 

 

The Operating Room Management 
Information System (ORMIS) is a 
medical theatre management 
system 

High Poor Jul 2019 $1.8M ORMIS v7 

 

Implementation of the Operating 
Room Management Information 
System (ORMIS) v7, a multi-
campus enterprise application into 
all facilities currently using HBCIS-
TMS or ORMIS v5.  

$2.3M  Jun 2013 High Delivery 
stage 

 

Fully funded 

Project 

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Aged Care Evaluation System 
(ACE ) 

High Good Jun 2016 $0.5M No identified initiative      
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

CaSS Antibody 
i
Register/Transfusion Backup 

High Good Jun 2016 $0.2M No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

CaSS ECRI-AIMS High Good Jun 2020 $0.2M No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

CaSS FSS Digital Radiology 
System 

High Good Jun 2018 $0.8M No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

CaSS High Risk Medication 
Reports 

High Good Jun 2016 $0.04M No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

CaSS Kinship DNA Matching 
System 

Low Good Jun 2020 $1.2M No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

CaSS National Organ Matching 
System (NOMS) 

High Good Jun 2020 $0.01M No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Client Directory (CD) High Good Jul 2014 $5M Demographic service, Person 
Service (CD replacement) 

     

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Clinical Co-ordination Retrieval 
Information System (CCRIS) 

Low Good Jun 2016 Data not 
provided 

No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Clinical Decision Support System 
(CDSS) 

High Good Jul 2012 $0.5M  No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Consumer Integrated Mental Health 
Application (CIMHA) 

High Good Jul 2018 $7.8M Consumer Integrated Mental Health 
Application (CIMHA) Phase II 

     

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Emergency Department Information 
System (EDIS v9) 

High Good Dec 2019 $2.1M No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Enterprise Liaison Medication 
System (eLMS ) 

High Good Jun 2016 $0.6M No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Enterprise PACS High Good Data not 
provided 

Data not 
provided 

Digital Image Service      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Environmental Health Information 
Network (EHInfoNet) 

High Good Jun 2014 $0.2M No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

ICU Bed Availability Register 
(ICUBED) 

High Good Jun 2015 $0.25M No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

ICUIS High Good Jul 2036 $10M ICU CIS (Intensive Care Unit 
Clinical Information System) Stage 
1 

$11.3M Nov 2013  Active 

 

In progress – 
delivery 
stage 

 

Fully 
internally 
funded 

Project 

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Monitoring of Drugs of Dependence 
System (MODDS ) 

High Good Jun 2012 $3M  No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Notifiable Conditions System 
(NOCS ) 

High Good May 2012 $5M  No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Pap Smear Register (PSR) High Good Jul 2012 $3.5M  No identified initiative      

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Queensland Radiology Information 
System (QRiS) 

High Good Jun 2016 $0.19M Digital Image Service, Enterprise 
Provider Directory Release 2 

     

QH QH Personal 
Safety 

Surgical Access Team Reporting 
(SATR) 

High Good Jun 2016 $0.4M  No identified initiative      
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Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

QH QH Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  
 
Business 
critical 
system 

Travel Manager Queensland Health 
Travel Information System 

High Poor Jul 2010 $0.49M Com-Pair Interface Tool Hosting of 
Application on SSI Domain 

     

QPS QPS Interim report 
 
Personal 
Safety 

Weapons Licencing Management 
System (WLMS)6 
 
A new weapons licensing system 
which is planned to be delivered in 
three stages (2009 through 2015) 
with a view to streamlining 
processes and providing efficiency 
of service to licence holders, 
firearm dealers and shooting clubs. 

Not 
reported 

Not 
reported 

Jan 2018 $4.2M Weapons Licensing Management 
System 
 
The WLMS Project is implementing 
a new weapons licensing system 
which is planned to be delivered in 
three stages with a view to 
streamlining processes and 
providing efficiency of service to 
licence holders, firearm dealers and 
shooting clubs. 

$19.6M Aug 2012 High Active 
 
In progress – 
delivery 
stage 
 
Fully 
internally 
funded 

Project 

QPS QPS Personal 
Safety 

COMFIT7 High Good Jan 1900 $0.1M  No identified initiative      

QPS QPS Personal 
Safety 

Forensics Register High Good Jan 2015 $3M  No identified initiative      

QPS QPS Personal 
Safety 

Policelink Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM)8 

Data not 
provided 

Good Jan 2018 $3M  No identified initiative      

QPS QPS Personal 
Safety 

QCAD9 Data not 
provided 

Good Dec 2021 $34.5M  No identified initiative      

QPS QPS Personal 
Safety 

QPRIME High Good Jun 2025 $53.8M Enhance QPRIME User Interface - 
Mobile Services (including 
Automatic Number Plate 
Recognition (ANPR)) - Technology 
Refresh & Improvement Program 
(TRIP) 

     

QPS QPS Personal 
Safety 

QPRIME Mapping High Good Jan 2018 $1.5M Enhance QPRIME User Interface - 
Mobile Services (including 
Automatic Number Plate 
Recognition (ANPR)) - Technology 
Refresh & Improvement Program 
(TRIP) 

     

                                                      
 
6
 QPS have since provided clarification that has not been analysed. 

7
 QPS have since provided clarification that has not been analysed. 

8
 QPS have since provided clarification that has not been analysed. 

9
 QPS have since provided clarification that has not been analysed. 
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Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

QPS QPS Personal 
Safety 

Traffic Camera Scheduling & 
Reporting System (TSRS) 

High Good Jan 2012 $0.85M TMR program: CDOP Intelligent 
Traffic Camera System (I-TCS) 

$35M May 2013 High Active 
 
In progress – 
managing 
program 
tranches 
 
Fully 
externally 
funded 

Program 

QPS QPS Interim report 
 
Business 
critical 
systems 
 
Personal 
Safety 

Incident Management System 
(IMS) 
 
IMS is a computer aided dispatch 
system. It is used for the recording 
and management of the response 
to requests for police assistance. 

High Poor Jun 2013 $5M Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) 
 
Replace Computer Aided Dispatch 
(CAD) system(s) currently 
operational in the seven scoped 
Police Communications Centres 
(PCCs) with a modern, integrated 
and highly reliable CAD solution 
providing state-wide coverage on a 
single platform 

$35.1M Jun 2013 Critical Active 
 
In progress – 
delivery 
stage 
 
Fully 
internally 
funded 

Project 

QSS DSITIA - 
QSS 

Interim report Corporate Finance, HR systems 
(excluding Health and Education) 
 
HR/payroll and financial solution 
provided by QSS 

Multiple systems, multiple instances Implement 2012 MOG 
 
Activity to implement the 2012 
Machinery of Government changes 
 
Proposed Shared Systems 
Program of Work – CBRC 
submission currently under review 

Unknown 
(early 

stages) 

Unknown 
(early 

stages) 

High Active 
 
In planning 
 
Funding 
unknown 

Activity 

QSS DSITIA - 
QSS 

Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  

DCP; Financial Mgmt Reference 
Only 

High Poor Dec 2012 Data not 
provided 

No identified initiative      

QSS DSITIA - 
QSS 

Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  

DTN; Financial Mgmt Reference 
Only 

High Poor Dec 2012 Data not 
provided 

No identified initiative      

QSS DSITIA - 
QSS 

Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  

ESP; Financial Mgmt Reference 
Only 

High Poor Jan 2013 Data not 
provided 

No identified initiative      
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

QSS DSITIA - 
QSS 

Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  
 
Business 
critical 
system 

PWP; Financial Mgmt High Poor Jan 2013 $1.4M Upgrade of SAP 3.1i to ECC5      

QSS DSITIA - 
QSS 

Extreme 
business 
exposure 
and end date 
before July 
2014.  
 
Business 
critical 
system 

QTP; Human Resources Mgmt High Poor Dec 2012 $1.4M No identified initiative      

TMR TMR Interim report Road Management Information 
System (ARMIS) 
 
Provides load, management, 
summary and access of current and 
historical road condition and 
structural data. 
 
ARMIS is an integrated suite of ICT 
applications and supporting 
databases that have at its core the 
Road Reference System. 

High Good Feb 2015 $40M A Road Management Information 
System (ARMIS) Remediation 
 
The scope of this project is to 
upgrade Oracle toolset Oracle 
Forms version 11g, upgrade 
ARMIS database to version 11g, 
redevelop ARMIS security to 
operate in the new environment 
and to integrate with the corporate 
directory, redevelop GIMS GIS 
components to operate in the new 
environment, upgrade ARMIS 
Reports to version 11g, test the 
upgraded ARMIS and release to 
production. 

$1.6M Sep 2012 High Active 
 
In progress – 
delivery 
stage 
 
Fully funded 

Project 
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

TMR TMR Interim report ExcessMass 
 
(aka Heavy Vehicle Permit 
Management System) 
 
Secure system for Heavy Vehicle 
Management and issuing of permits 
to transport overmass or 
overdimension loads on QLD 
roads. 

High Good Jun 2013 Not reported Permit Management System 
 
Establish a more effective State-
wide Heavy Vehicle Operations and 
Permits process including provision 
of a new system that will meet the 
expected future requirements for 
the management of heavy vehicle 
permits. (This will preferably be a 
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 
system). It is likely that the system 
implemented by TMR will be 
adopted by the National Heavy 
Vehicle Regulator (NHVR) for its 
use, and could result in the 
replication of the system in other 
states. 

Unknown 
(early 

stages) 

Aug 2014 High Active 
 
Yet to start - 
pre project 
stage 
 
Awaiting 
funding 
approval 

Project 

TMR TMR Interim report Statewide program investment 
delivery application (SPIDA) 
 
A Lotus Notes bespoke system that 
is used for the development, 
management, delivery and 
publication of the (multi-billion dollar 
per annum) Queensland Transport 
and Roads Investment Program 
(QTRIP). 

Not 
reported 

Not 
reported 

May 2017 Not reported TIP – Portfolio & Program 
TIP – QTRIP/RAP 
 
SPIDA provides a 'source of truth' 
for infrastructure investment 
portfolio/ program/ project 
information for years 1-4 for the 
scope of the portfolio 
(acknowledging the recent inclusion 
of transport investment data).  

$0.1M 
$0.3M 

Unknown 
(early 

stages) 

High Active 
 
Yet to start - 
pre project 
stage 
 
Funding 
unknown 

Project 

TMR TMR Interim report Transport registration and 
integrated licensing system 
(TRAILS) 
 
Containing major business 
functionality such as accounting, 
vehicles and vessels, customer and 
involved parties, plates, licensing, 
infringements, registrations and 
vehicle inspections 

High Good Jun 2017 $60M RnL Apps Rationalisation 
 
The current TRAILS system which 
provides registration and licensing 
functionality is a monolithic legacy 
system. The RnL apps 
Rationalisation project will be the 
first step in breaking the legacy 
system into more manageable 
modules 

$0.3M Jun 2013 High Active 
 
Yet to start - 
pre project 
stage 
 
Awaiting 
funding 
approval  

Project 

TMR TMR Interim report Asset Management & 
Maintenance System (AMMS) 
 
AMMS is a bespoke system that is 
used for the management of asset 
maintenance backlog information, 
scheduling of work and data to 
update the Asset Management 
System (ARMIS), remit against 
schedules to allow payment to and 
by RoadTek and some local 
authorities across the state. 

High Good Dec 2012 $0.9M Transport Infrastructure Asset 
Management System (TIAMS) 
 
The TIAM function does not have a 
comprehensively defined 
framework to provide coherence to 
the future development of TIAMS. 
The existing departmental asset 
management systems have limited 
life and expansion capability, and 
asset managers are highly 
dependent on system capability to 
deliver reliable information and 
analysis, in a timely manner.  

$3.1M Unknown 
(early 

stages) 

High Active 
 
Yet to start - 
pre project 
stage 
 
Awaiting 
funding 
approval 

Project 
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System details (application) Related initiative information (project) 

Pre 
MOG 

agency 

Post 
MOG 

agency 

Category System and description Business 
impact 

Technical 
condition 

End of life 
date 

Estimated 
replacement 

cost  

Initiative and description Total 
estimated 

expenditure 

Planned 
end date 

Agency 
assigned 
priority 

Status Initiative 
type 

Treasury QTT Interim report TriData 
 
The Queensland Government‟s 
primary budgeting and reporting 
system. Consisting of a number of 
modules, it is designed to meet all 
of Treasury's financial management 
requirements under an accrual 
accounting environment. 

High Good Dec 2009 $5M Tridata review 
 
Business review of Tridata system 
and reporting. 
The objective of the review is to: 

 redesign a framework for the 
reporting system 

 to build a new server side process 
and a new web based front-end 

 to permanently remove Microsoft 
Access as part of the Tridata 
development tool set 

 to provide a new development 
platform to customise new reports 

$0.2M Unknown 
(early 

stages) 

Not 
reported 

On-hold 
 
Yet to start 
 
Fully funded 

Activity 
(finite 
duration) 

 
 
 
                                                      
 
i
 Queensland Health excluded all projects not controlled by central Health Information Division and these systems have been marked “No identified initiative”. 
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Disclaimer  

The materials presented in this publication are distributed by the Queensland Government as an 
information source only. 

The State of Queensland, acting through the Department of Science, Information Technology, 
Innovation and the Arts, makes no statement, representation or warranty about the accuracy, 
completeness, or suitability for any purpose of this publication, and any use of this publication is at 
the user’s own risk.    

The State of Queensland disclaims all responsibility and all liability (including, without limitation, 
liability in negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages and costs anyone may incur as a result of 
reliance upon the information contained in this publication for any reason or as a result of the 
information being inaccurate, incomplete or unsuitable for any purpose. 

The public release version of this point in time document contains limited amendments which are 
required to make corrections, clarify potential inaccuracies, and/or protect the confidentiality of 
commercial arrangements. 

 

 

 

Licence 

© The State of Queensland (Department of Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the 
Arts) (DSITIA) 2013.  

The Queensland Government supports and encourages the dissemination and exchange of its 
information. The copyright in this publication is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution No 
Derivatives (BY-ND) 3.0 Australia licence. To view this licence visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/deed.en 

 

Under this licence you are free, without having to seek permission from DSITIA, to use this 
publication in accordance with the licence terms. 

You must keep intact the copyright notice and attribute the State of Queensland, Department of 
Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the Arts as the source of the publication. 
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 Scope 1

This document combines analyses from the disciplines of strategy and direction, 

governance, performance management, financial management and service delivery. The 

analysis provides an end-to end view of the performance of ICT business units within 

Queensland Government agencies. 

More than 19,000 documents sourced from agencies were reviewed, with approximately 

1,200 documents selected as core documents used to assess ICT business performance. 

These included, but were not limited to: strategies and plans; initiative documentation 

including business cases; governance frameworks and governance Terms of Reference; 

governance documents including agendas and minutes; costing models and risk 

frameworks. Interviews were then conducted with Chief Information Officers (CIOs) and 

delegated staff to provide context to assessment results. 

To ensure consistency in the assessment of agency documentation, an assessment 

framework was developed to better understand what mechanisms were in place within 

agencies to support ICT in the delivery of business outcomes for the Queensland 

Government. 

Due in large part to the quantum of information provided, the complex nature of each 

agency, and the changing structure of every agency involved; it was necessary to assess 

all the information provided in conjunction with qualitative feedback from the CIO. 

Assessments are made based on documentary evidence to assess the existence of, and 

application of, better practice ICT management processes. 
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 Executive Summary 2

This annex reviews all Queensland Government ICT business units and shared service 

providers in the context of their business performance. Each was subjected to analysis 

that considered 264 business attributes in 5 business disciplines to understand how well 

they managed their ICT business. 

There are obviously varying degrees of strengths and weaknesses displayed by agency 

ICT business units. Most agency ICT business units demonstrated: 

 good governance establishment with a reasonable cross section of focus 

 good initiative/project risk identification and good identification of low level incidents 

and project risks and issues 

 ICT strategic plans that align to business objectives. 

The areas of concern in most agency ICT business units are listed below 

 Not recognised as a strategic enabler by their agency, rather being asked to focus on 

low value operational activity. 

 Not recognised as a business partner in delivering business outcomes. 

 Lack of using governance to drive holistic portfolio outcomes, often primarily focusing 

on initiative (project and programs) or operational risk management. 

 Lack of understanding of how ICT investments contribute to business benefits. 

 Focusing on mitigating probable negative outcomes through risk management as 

opposed to performance management to deliver business outcomes. 

 Lack of understanding of the total cost of the ICT services they deliver. 

 Lack of understanding of how well they are performing across the ICT services they 

deliver. 

 Lack of comprehensive options and market analysis when establishing and managing 

a procurement process. 

 Lack of vendor and supplier management to drive value and enforce vendor 

accountability through service agreements. 

 Lack of workforce capability management to ensure sustainability and alignment of 

skills to business priorities and agency needs. 

Additionally, shared service providers experienced a number of other challenges. 
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 Complex cross servicing adding to excessive governance, processes and cost. 

 Agencies wanting their own outcomes, and shared service providers needing to react 

to these outcomes, with no independent body driving whole-of-government outcomes 

and savings. 

 Not seen as a strategic partner to Government which limited their ability to assist 

government in providing more holistic and practical solutions. 

Significantly more ‘red tape’ for shared service providers including significantly more 

rigorous risk management processes that add complexities, project delays and costs to 

service outcomes.  
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 Synopsis 3

Agencies were assessed on 264 attributes, across five disciplines to determine the 

effectiveness of ICT business performance within agency ICT business units. The five 

disciplines are: 

 strategy and direction 

 governance 

 performance management 

 financial management 

 service delivery. 

Figure 1 provides an overview of ICT business performance by agency. The horizontal 

axis represents the total score accumulated across the five disciplines. Higher scores 

represent better ICT business performance. 

 

Figure 1 – Whole-of-government ICT business performance 

 

The Department of Education (DET) has the highest overall ICT business performance in 

the Queensland Government scoring highly across all five disciplines. Queensland Health 

(QH) was also consistently strong across all disciplines with the exception of performance 

management where a strong emphasis on risk management rather than performance 

management lowered their score for this discipline.  
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However, both of these agencies show continuous improvement in ICT business 

performance, and are actively working towards managing their ICT business with a 

service-centric focus. 

There is clear evidence that the issues identified in this document reflect a larger cultural 

and maturity challenge for Queensland Government agencies. The main observations in 

these five disciplines are:  

Strategy and direction 

 While the overall business plans and ICT plans seem reasonably comprehensive, 

there are varying levels of maturity in how performance measures and benefits are 

articulated in terms of their emphasis on business outcomes. 

 There are varying levels of innovative thinking within strategies and plans that take 

into consideration innovation and new environmental trends. Also, there are varying 

levels of evidence of agencies using the current ICT investment data to identify 

problems and issues that inform strategies into the future. 

 Resource (staff) planning is not an explicit part of ICT strategy and planning in most 

agencies, making it difficult to ensure the right capabilities are in place to implement 

and align with these strategies and plans. 

Governance 

 Whilst most governance bodies play a significant role in investment decision-making 

within the Queensland Government, the peak ICT governance bodies were a catch-all 

for management of a broad range of issues from those related to operational aspects 

of the business to issues typically associated with a program board. This meant that 

decision making in agencies was effectively forced through a funnel. As a result this 

can lead to delays in decision making and a heavy reliance on the peak ICT 

governance body to prioritise and action outcomes. 

 There was an absence in the majority of agencies of an overall governance 

framework that clearly articulated the existence of various governance bodies, their 

roles and inter-dependencies. More obvious is the absence of references to a Change 

Advisory Board (CAB) in many of the governance frameworks that were provided. It is 

clear that peak ICT governance bodies are heavily focused on the initiative 

governance of the agency. 

 While the majority of agencies had an ICT strategic plan, only a few agencies used 

the ICT strategic plan to manage transformation and to establish targets from which 

performance of the ICT business unit can be measured against. 
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Performance management 

 Risk management frameworks are the de facto performance framework for most 

Queensland Government agencies, with the majority of reviewed governance papers 

indicating the use of risks to manage business outcomes. Despite this risk-based 

focus towards managing overall business outcomes and performance, there are very 

few agencies that take a holistic view of organisational risks across strategy, 

initiatives and business operations. What occurs is that risks for a project and 

program are captured, and separately the operational areas capture risk usually 

through their CAB.  

 The challenge is that project risks often have operational impacts, and operational 

risks can also have project impacts. For example, a website might have a security 

weakness, yet a project is about to use this web service to launch their new systems. 

Because the operational risks are not shared with the project areas there is no 

opportunity to address it. A portfolio risk approach looks at both Initiative risk and 

business operation risks and ensures that dependencies between both are mapped, 

and risks across both portfolios are prioritised and managed effectively. 

 Additionally, there is evidence that suggests that when a project is finalised the 

residual risks that have not been dealt with, do not get transferred to the business 

operations risk register. This needs to be done as part of release management, which 

has the lowest ICT service maturity in Queensland Government.  

 The ICT business unit should also have visibility of risks within business units that 

may be dependent on ICT. For example, business units may have common risks that 

are related to ICT that the ICT business unit needs to be aware of and manage 

holistically. Without this visibility, mapping both risks and problem dependencies 

across the agency is difficult.  

 Most business-as-usual (BAU) performance indicators were focused on incident and 

problem management. Few agencies translated their strategic plan targets into clear 

measures of actual business operational performance to drive value/benefits in the 

delivery of their program of work. 

 While customer surveys related to business performance were undertaken, they were 

often focused solely on measuring help desk support times and satisfaction levels. 

Agency surveys had poor coverage of broader ICT services such as business 

analysis, project management, procurement management and others. These surveys 

are conducted primarily for reporting purposes and not as a catalyst for refining 

strategic targets and performance. 
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 Performance was not managed holistically with an absence of central registries 

describing both what was being measured, as well as business performance against 

those measures. Whilst there were performance indicators (PIs) found in both internal 

and external service level agreements (SLAs), there is little evidence of compensable 

SLAs for poor vendor performance. Only two agencies, DET and the Department of 

the Premier and Cabinet (DPC) provided evidence to compensable SLAs in the form 

of rebates to managed service fees. 

Financial management 

 Agencies spent considerable effort in providing this audit with a consolidated list of 

agency ICT costs and expenses. Many had to work closely with their finance areas to 

generate the necessary views. These views are essentially spreadsheets tabled 

against cost centres, with the majority of agencies unable to provide total costs of 

their services.  

 There are very few agencies that have a service centric or activity-based view of their 

budget or expenses. This is where QH’s Clearcost service costing model and DET’s 

service cost model displayed significant promise in demonstrating an activity-based 

costing (ABC) approach aligned to the ICT business unit’s service offerings, as 

defined by their service catalogue. 

 Budget versus actuals reporting showed a high tendency of actual figures to be 

consistently under the forecasted budget by a margin of 20%. This may indicate that 

the ICT business unit is over-budgeting its needs as a mitigation strategy to manage 

unanticipated demand for its services. Consequently, the unused funds that could 

potentially be utilised by other areas of the agency are kept within the ICT business 

unit. 

 Depreciation is managed as a financial treatment to the budget, where no dedicated 

funds are allocated to support the renewal and replacement of ICT assets. History 

also indicates that whenever there have been attempts in agencies to establish 

residual funds for capital replacement, these funds were either diverted by 

Queensland Treasury and Trade (QTT) towards other expenditure or investments, or 

reallocated by the agencies into other investment areas. 

 All agencies have faced tightening budgetary pressures, forcing them to charge for 

services that are of higher value. Use of fee for service models will increase within 

agencies. 
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Service delivery 

 With greater austerity measures and fiscal constraints being placed on agencies, ICT 

business units have been directed to focus their budget on delivering ‘lights on’ 

activity thus hampering change activities to enhance and innovate service delivery. It 

is evident that agency CIOs engage with other agency business units on ICT, but the 

overwhelming expectation of senior business representatives is that ICT business 

units primarily deliver (and focus on) operational outcomes. CIOs are often limited in 

their ability to focus on broader strategic outcomes, and to drive more strategically 

focused service delivery. This focus and expectation from the business make 

transformation activities, that may be driven from innovative use of ICT for service 

delivery, extremely difficult. 

 There has also been a reduction in the last six months of temporary staff and 

contractors that possess significant tacit knowledge of specific ICT platforms and 

applications posing additional service delivery risk to government. 

 The expectation of agencies on ICT business units to focus on the operational aspect 

of ICT (lights on), coupled with fiscal constraints, have placed even greater limits on 

growing capability in the areas of succession planning, skills transfer and capability 

planning – areas which are crucial to support the government’s intention to shift 

government ICT capability to a more strategic focus e.g. moving ICT procurement 

from raising purchase orders to strategic sourcing and contract management. 

 Whilst most agencies have adopted the Queensland Government Chief Procurement 

Office’s (QGCPO) Significant Procurement Plan (SPP) guidelines, the majority of 

agencies did not undertake proper market analysis when seeking to procure ICT 

products and services. Also, the Audit’s review of business cases has identified 

options analysis to be of low and variable quality. These provide a strong indication 

that optimal solutions for investments may not have been procured. 

What does this mean? 

There are few examples of ICT business units having service oriented organisational 

views to assist them in delivering ICT services in Queensland Government. Such a view 

can potentially enable increased visibility of ICT services, better cost management of ICT 

services, and more effective prioritisation of ICT services. Queensland Government’s 

core focus and strength in relation to ICT services still remains in the area of ICT support 

and help desk management. However, this is not necessarily the choice of the agency 

CIOs. There are a number of drivers which perpetuate this situation including: 

 a strong focus by ICT business units on practices derived from ICT standards such as 

the Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) and the Information 

Technology Service Management (ITSM) frameworks, specifically adopting the 

incident and problem management techniques and applying them to their service 

delivery processes 
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 agencies not recognising ICT business units as strategic partners (potentially due to 

the ICT business unit’s traditional focus on operational ICT activities) 

 agencies struggling with their own maturity in creating a service-centric organisation 

 financial and performance management maturity in agencies, as a whole, are still 

based on cost centre management and risk-driven performance with a strong focus 

on existing operational requirements 

 tight fiscal constraints and the subsequent erosion of value added capabilities such as 

portfolio management, strategic sourcing, vendor management and strategic delivery 

- coupled with poor holistic management of both ICT operations and change initiative 

governance; means that it is becoming increasingly difficult for ICT business units to 

transition to more strategic sourcing arrangements and a ‘one Government’ approach 

to service delivery 

 a strong focus on using risk management to deliver service outcomes, coupled with 

poor financial visibility and poor performance visibility, have resulted in a 

management style that is focused on reacting to issues and mitigating risks; as 

opposed to contributing towards the aspirational future states as defined within 

strategies and plans 

 ICT business units are also being asked to enable significant change and the 

restructure of the business with reduced capability. This will impact service delivery, 

and the ability for the ICT business unit to prioritise and to do more with less will be 

challenging.  
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 Context 4

In order to provide context to the findings, it is necessary to understand some areas of 

particular complexities within government. Without this context, conclusions are at 

significant risk of being misrepresented. The following is a list of contextual issues within 

Queensland Government. 

 Large agencies have disparate business units that have different levels of business 

maturity, cultural mindsets and service delivery requirements. Sometimes a business 

unit’s service delivery requirements may be in conflict with another within the same 

agency e.g. the Department of Natural Resources and Mines has to support 

conservation activity while promoting and accelerating resource extraction from 

environmentally sensitive areas. 

 The Queensland Government has had significant machinery of government (MoG) 

changes implemented prior to the commencement of this audit. This meant that as 

the Audit progressed, many agencies were in a dynamic state and were making 

changes to their service profiles and capability to reflect new agency structures and 

priorities.  

 Executive Government sees MoG changes as cost neutral. Apart from the existing 

financial and capability constraints agencies face, they are also required to shift and 

divert remaining capacity and resources to realise the changes Executive 

Government has requested.  

 Strategic direction has not been made explicit by the current government during the 

period of this audit and hence alignment and the effect on service delivery outcomes 

are based on previous business and ICT strategies, and a presumed future state 

described in Section 5.2 Future State Assumptions. 

 There are complex inter-relationships in the Queensland Government ICT ecosystem. 

For example, the Department of Housing and Public Works (HPW) Information 

Services Division (ISD) provides services to business units within DPW as well as the 

previous Department of Employment, Economic Development and Innovation 

(DEEDI) and Department of Environment and Resource Management (DERM). At the 

same time, ISD also provides services to QSS, who are in turn a whole-of-

government service provider. These are only two scenarios (of which there are many 

others), which demonstrate the complexities and inter-relationships caused by fee-for-

service models, and issues that result from MoG changes. These issues are 

discussed further in Section 7.0 Shared Service Providers. 

These environmental factors, and other externalities, will be referred to throughout this 

annex as they significantly impact the ability, capability and risk in attaining a high level of 

ICT business performance. 
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 Analysis 5

 Interpreting the evidence 5.1

Critical evaluation of evidence provided by agencies reveals a number of systemic 

concerns and significant gaps in maturity and capability across the sector. There is, 

however, a more significant story that needs to be drawn out to ensure better 

interpretation of the results. 

 Strategy and direction, governance, performance management, financial 

management and service delivery are essential components that underpin the fabric 

of the business. No matter how well ICT performs in these disciplines, if the agency’s 

business lacks the maturity or cultural inclination to proactively support these 

disciplines, ICT will neither make inroads in its own maturity nor be able to realise the 

benefits of any investment made in these areas.  

 This assessment is based on a service first approach, and that may not necessarily 

be the expectation of the business from their ICT business units, nor the focus that 

agencies demand from ICT service delivery. 

 Given the strong fiscal constraints, with some agencies losing more than 50% of their 

ICT workforce in less than a year, many CIOs have been asked to focus on what the 

agencies believe is the core business of ICT – technology. Whilst there is stronger 

business rhetoric that says ICT should be a strategic enabler, the interpretation from 

these results seems to indicate that agencies are demanding ICT to focus on 

technology and application/solution delivery, and not on innovative and strategic 

opportunities to improve business service delivery.  

The assessment framework used for this audit makes a quality judgement based on best 

practice on what are deemed necessary elements of efficient and effective ICT business 

performance. This needs to be taken into consideration when interpreting agency ICT 

business performance, specifically: 

 Analysis is based on a balanced scorecard approach that focuses on business 

outcomes. This means there is a heavy emphasis on managing ICT as a business. 

 When this document refers to the ICT portfolio it looks at two aspects of the portfolio: 

the business-as-usual (BAU) portfolio and the change portfolio (projects and 

programs). Management of the ICT portfolio is concerned with the cohesive and 

integrated management of both these portfolios against a service portfolio.  

The use of a balanced scorecard approach across the business processes of 

Queensland Government is a new approach to providing a health check on ICT business 

performance. It can be expected that agencies who have not taken this approach to 

manage their business may not perform well.  
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This is not to say that all agencies have performed poorly in this regard. There are 

several agencies which should be commended on their approach of managing their ICT 

business units using this framework. These agencies have been highlighted in this annex. 

 Future state assumptions 5.2

The following future state assumptions were used to provide a business basis for 

assessing ICT business performance. It is assumed that the Queensland Government 

aspires: 

 to take a one-government approach to service delivery 

 to deliver more services with less resources 

 to direct its efforts on value-added ICT service delivery and to investigate other 

sourcing options for commodity-based ICT services 

 towards effective partnering engagements with business and industry 

 to decrease its total ICT replacement cost and risk exposure when delivering services 

 to offer quality end-to-end services to the community. 

These future state assumptions have provided focus and alignment for the formulation of 

this annex’s findings. In order to have a one-government approach to service delivery, 

ICT business units need to: 

 understand the business direction 

 know what services they provide 

 know how well they are performing 

 drive value from their services and their service partners 

 make investment decisions that are holistic and incorporate the direction of both the 

business and government. 

Five disciplines of ICT business performance used to assess agencies: 

 strategy and direction 

 governance 

 performance management 

 financial management 

 service delivery. 
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To understand what government’s core business is, the Audit focused on identifying ICT 

services delivered, and what areas of capability that are indispensable in: 

 directing, prioritising and approving investments 

 driving value 

 assuring outcome 

 mitigating risk 

 enabling business. 

 

To understand what was important to ensure effective partnerships with business and 

industry, the Audit reviewed capabilities, processes and vendor agreements in the 

following ways. 

 To ensure comprehensive risk management, reviews of risk management plans and 

how risk is managed at the ICT portfolio level (BAU and change) were undertaken. 

 To determine whether Government offered any quality assurance in end-to-end 

service delivery, the Audit investigated how services were planned, developed, 

managed and maintained as part of a lifecycle of ICT management. 

 Explanation of analysis 5.3

Within this annex, summary results for each discipline are diagrammatically represented 

using spider diagrams such as the one below. Major points to consider are: 

 Scores range from 0 (poor) to 5 (excellent) 

 The shaded area represents the whole-of-government mean. For example, the spider 

diagram below shows the government mean across the four aspects of Strategy and 

Direction. 

 

Figure 2 - Strategy and direction 
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 The results 6

 Strategy and direction 6.1

Audit scope: Assessed how well an agency understands where it is going, and provides 

focus and clarity for initiatives and activities that need to be put in place to move the 

agency ahead. It is the first step towards answering the questions ‘where are we going?’ 

and ‘what do I need?’ At the point of analysis, most of the documentary evidence relates 

to pre-MoG agencies. As additional evidence was gathered through subsequent CIO 

interviews, and where more current documentation provided new perspectives and 

context on the analysis, the relevance of these pieces of evidence are discussed. 

Agency business strategies, ICT plans and ICT roadmaps were analysed to determine 

current and relevant documentary evidence of agency direction, based on a set of 

criteria. Sixteen agencies were assessed: the thirteen core pre-MoG departments and 

three shared service providers – QSS, SSQ and CITEC.  

The assessment categories used for this discipline are detailed below. 

Relevance 

 The existence of business strategy, ICT strategy and associated roadmaps that 

provide clear and explicit direction to the agency and its staff to assist with investment 

decision-making. 

 Business strategy and ICT strategy (the plans) are documented for a duration of at 

least four years, and have been updated since the last financial year. 

 These plans explicitly link to business strategy, Queensland Government drivers and 

national drivers, where appropriate. 

 The risks that may impact on delivering on the strategy and associated mitigation 

strategies to address these risks are explicit. 

Evidenced 

 ICT plans were developed using a structured, evidence-based approach. 

 ICT strategy explicitly discusses the future state that it intends to create. 

 Initiatives exist that drive successful achievement of the ICT strategy. 

 Dependencies between initiatives are explicit with clear practice of share-before-buy-

before-build as a mechanism to identify collaboration opportunities and synergies. 

 Resourcing (staffing) capability is considered. 
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 Scheduling and timing are considered. 

Measurable 

 Performance measures exist in these plans, including the articulation of benefits. 

 These performance measures are outcome-focused, specific and measurable. 

Accountable 

 ICT strategy is endorsed or approved by business executives e.g. Chief 

Executive Officer (CEO) or Executive Management Group. 

 There is an explicit governance approach for implementing the ICT 

strategy. 

 Benefits are assigned to roles as owners. 
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 Strategy and Direction Average 

     
 

Relevance:       
 

Evidenced:       
 

Measurable:      
 

Accountable:       
 
 
 
 

Figure 3 - Queensland Government mean – strategy and direction 

 

Findings for this discipline are detailed below. 

6.1.1 Relevance 

 There is reasonable and current business direction to facilitate proactive development 

of ICT strategies. All agencies have documented their current business strategies for 

at least four years with explicit links to state and federal government drivers (where 

appropriate). 

 All ICT strategies specify end-states but the specificity of the end-state varies. There 

are also varying levels of innovative thinking applied to ICT strategies i.e. 

consideration of innovative approaches such as outsourcing, mobile applications and 

cloud services. 

 There is a high degree of inconsistency in the way ICT strategies are documented 

across Queensland Government. Although there is a whole-of-government 

methodology for ICT resource strategic planning, only 18% of agencies demonstrated 

complete alignment to this approach. This presents difficulty in identifying common 

themes, threads and decisions for cross-agency collaboration that is integral to 

facilitating a one-government agenda. 

 Although the business strategy may seem coherent and cohesive as a document, 

there are varying levels of maturity across business units within an agency in their 

preparedness and ability to embrace ICT as a strategic enabler. 

 In most cases, risk does not form an integral part of ICT direction setting and it 

appears that risk is treated as an afterthought. About 25% of agencies did not 

explicitly consider any type of risk within their ICT strategy. There is little evidence to 

indicate the closing of the risk management loop i.e. that strategic risks are filtered 

down to agency’s tactical and operational risk registers to set up appropriate 

mitigation strategies. Only one agency (DPC) had risks and mitigation strategies 

explicitly documented in their ICT strategy. 
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6.1.2 Evidenced 

 Fifteen out of sixteen pre-MoG agencies included an initial change portfolio within 

their ICT strategy. This ensures focus and cohesion for ICT investments within an 

agency and develops a common understanding between business and ICT as to the 

major pieces of work to be undertaken for the agency to achieve its ICT direction. 

Initial CIO interviews also indicate a stronger move towards integrating strategy 

development and portfolio management. However, capabilities to move this agenda 

forward may fall short with current staffing reductions.  

 Scheduling dependencies of initiatives and activities, capability sharing, and share-

before-buy-before-build practice are commonly treated as an afterthought and do not 

necessarily form an integral part of ICT planning. More than 50% of agencies do not 

explicitly identify dependencies between initiatives and did not provide sufficient 

evidence of share-before-buy-before-build in their ICT strategy. Coupled with 

business case analysis, there is evidence to indicate room for improvement in the 

conduct of environmental scanning both internal to government and across 

jurisdictions. Anecdotal evidence suggests a level of reluctance to share due to fears 

of increased risk as a result of scope creep from cross-agency initiatives and 

activities. 

 There are varying levels of maturity in using a repeatable, sustainable and evidence-

based approach to making investment decisions throughout the sector. More than 

25% of agencies did not provide sufficient evidence that they apply a portfolio 

management approach to initiatives prioritisation. Project, Program and Portfolio 

Management (P3M3) assessments state the average sector maturity for portfolio 

management is 1.79 out of 5. 

 There is low emphasis on staffing capability and capacity planning embedded within 

ICT strategies. Only 35% of agencies consider staffing capability and capacity in their 

ICT strategy. With capability being a scarce resource within and outside of 

government, this is fast becoming a major concern for Queensland Government. 

 Scheduling of initiatives and activities was explicit in about 90% of ICT strategies. 

6.1.3 Measurable 

 75% of agencies articulated performance measures that are outcome-focused, 

specific and measurable in their ICT strategy, but there is insufficient evidence to 

indicate how the performance management loop is closed i.e. how the ICT business 

unit’s operational and tactical performance indicators contribute to these more 

strategic performance measures. 

 Benefits of achieving the ICT strategy are not always clearly communicated. Less 

than 75% of agencies had explicitly articulated benefits within their ICT strategy. 
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 There are varying levels of accountability for realising these benefits. Out of agencies 

that have explicit benefits articulated, approximately 50% have benefits assigned to 

business roles within the agency. The sector average is 1.72 out of a possible 5.  

 Benefits management as a discipline is of a low level of maturity across the sector. 

P3M3 maturity assessments for organisational governance is 2.18 out of a possible 5. 

6.1.4 Accountable 

 There are varying levels of business ownership and business oversight of ICT 

investments and ICT decisions. Although there is evidence of CIOs being part of 

strategic business planning processes across the sector, this does not necessary 

imply a strategic partnership between ICT and the business. In some cases, ICT is 

still regarded as an operational back office and not a strategic partner for improved 

service delivery through innovative use of ICT. 

 There are varying levels of repeatable governance processes for managing activities 

and initiatives that are to be delivered as part of its ICT plans and roadmaps. These 

processes may be documented but there is little evidence to indicate execution 

effectiveness. P3M3 maturity assessments for organisational governance is 2.18 out 

of a possible 5. 

6.1.5 Where agencies ranked 

 
 

Figure 4 - Overall agency scores in strategy and direction 
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DET demonstrated current, relevant and comprehensive documentation of their 

strategies and plans, coupled with strong explicit evidence to demonstrate how ICT 

baseline and other sources of environmental data were used to inform their ICT 

strategies. Initiatives were prioritised using a structured and methodical approach. QSS 

also had good coverage within their strategies and plans although their ICT strategies 

emphasise activities and actions, rather than future state scenarios. DJAG’s ICT strategy 

should be commended for its visioning component and its emphasis on articulating 

benefits to specific initiatives and assigning owners for these benefits. 

For a detailed summary of these scores for each agency, see Annex - Strategy, 

governance and service delivery - agency profiles. 

 Governance 6.2

Department of Education and Training: achieving optimal governance 

Governance has been trumpeted by business experts to be critical in driving business 

outcomes, mitigating risk and allowing an agency’s leadership to steer the agency in the 

right direction. As Queensland Government agencies have increased in size, there is a 

fine balance between optimal governance and bureaucratic governance.  

The Department of Education and Training’s (DET’s) governance framework has shown a 

good balance of achieving business direction and outcomes as well as balancing 

necessary stakeholder and customer engagement. Combined with their business 

intelligence platform and strong buy-in from the business in supporting ICT outcomes, 

there is strong evidence to indicate that DET achieves a good balance between 

governance control and business outcomes achievement. 

 

Audit scope: Assessed how an agency makes explicit the way it manages, directs, 

makes decisions and implements actions to prioritise and deliver on organisational 

activities, with the aim of meeting its vision, objectives and outcomes. 

The assessment categories used for this discipline are detailed below. 

Accountable 

 Governance bodies have clear and concise direction, roles, responsibilities and 

controls. 

 Governance bodies are operated and managed in an efficient and transparent way.  

 Governance bodies communicate with staff and key stakeholders on their oversight 

and direction. 
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Representation 

 CIO is represented in the executive level governance bodies. 

 Business participates in the ICT governance process. 

 Change governance committees have appropriate business and ICT representation. 

 Business-as-usual (BAU) committees have appropriate business and ICT 

representation. 

Coverage 

 Agencies have explicit understanding of its governance structure and their 

dependencies. 

 Governance bodies encompass responsibilities across organisational management, 

change portfolio management and business-as-usual (BAU) management 

 Governance bodies have responsibility and oversight over business and ICT 

strategies including roadmaps, and have a role in supporting enterprise architecture 

practice. 

Empowered 

 Governance bodies are empowered to approve and make decisions. 

 Governance bodies review, prioritise and manage organisational risks and issues. 

 Governance bodies review, prioritise and manage investment and organisational 

performance. 

 
  
 Governance Average 

      
 

Accountable:       
 

Represented:       
 

Coverage:      
 

Empowered:      
 
 

 

Figure 5 - Queensland Government mean – governance 
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Findings for this discipline are detailed below. 

6.2.1 Accountable 

Governance bodies were assessed on their level of accountability for transparent 

decision-making and associated processes for directing and realising outcomes.  

 Governance entities are well established in agencies and demonstrate that they have 

both the right documentation and processes to perform well in this area. 

 There is less discipline attached to agency processes relating to governance activities 

of participation, quorum management, general attendance and the monitoring and 

management of actions.  

 In the majority of cases, there is no evidence of comprehensive oversight and 

cohesive management or risks across the agency. 

 Generally, the performance of governance groups was not measured. 

 Evidence of transparent (and accountable) decision making through the publication of 

minutes and agendas were sparse. There was no explicit evidence of communication 

plans within governance frameworks that showed how major decisions and outcomes 

were communicated to both staff and their customers. 

6.2.2 Represented  

Governance bodies were assessed on the level of representation of the CIO in the 

business and whether the business was appropriately represented in ICT governance 

processes. 

 Few CIOs have a direct reporting relationship to the Director-General (DG). In the 

shared service space, there were no CIOs. This was because they are largely a 

Commercial Business Unit (CBU) embedded within a larger host agency that has a 

CIO. If host agency CIOs are focused on lights on activity, then there is a likelihood 

that the CBUs strategic ICT drivers are not represented within, or can potentially 

conflict with, the host agency’s strategic priorities. 

 There are variations in the roles of the chair of the peak ICT governance board. In 

most cases, the Deputy Director-General (DDG) or Executive of Corporate Services 

and, in some cases, the DG. The CIO rarely chairs the Information Steering 

Committee (ISC). 

 CIOs in the majority of agencies do not sit on the peak executive governance body of 

the business. 

 While the data shows that the CIO is not on any procurement or financial governance 

bodies, this could be explained by the absence of corporate governance information, 

or corporate investment based boards where procurement and financial governance 

are undertaken.  
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 Change Advisory Boards (CABs) and their functions are still maturing, and it is clear 

that while the majority of agencies had a CAB, there are fewer that had dedicated 

positions for this role. The representation on the CAB, for what is essentially a BAU 

program board, consists primarily of ICT operational staff without having adequate 

business representation. 

6.2.3 Coverage 

This assessment is focused on the governance bodies’ responsibilities in managing a 

range of issues. 

 50% of ICT business units had some overall governance framework. Qualitative 

assessment of documentation showed that in the majority of cases, it appears all ICT 

decisions are funnelled to the peak ICT governance body. 

 Approval for a number of ICT instruments (e.g. plans, frameworks, strategies and 

roadmaps) were not explicit in the majority of governance documentation. In the 

majority of cases, the governance bodies had oversight of the development of these 

instruments but the Terms of Reference were not explicit in articulating approval 

authority over these instruments. 

 There appears to be an absence of oversight over Significant Procurement Plans 

(SPP), and it is not clear whether the CIO and procurement areas signed off on these 

plans independent of a governance body or if it was thought to be approved as part of 

an initiative. Also, SPPs lacked an explicit reference and alignment to the Queensland 

Government Enterprise Architecture (QGEA). This poses a risk of procured solutions 

that do not align with agency and/or government architectural considerations leading 

to possible duplication and systems integration concerns. 

6.2.4 Empowered 

This assessment is on whether governance bodies had the authority to cease, direct and 

approve investments and act as an effective gating mechanism. 

 Empowerment of all decisions largely rests with the peak ICT governance body with 

little delegation to empower other governance bodies to make decisions within 

specified scope and/or tolerances. As previously mentioned, centralisation of this 

empowerment, especially when these ISCs are dealing with a breadth of issues 

requiring urgent attention, can mean non-urgent but still relevant business decisions 

can be left until they become critical. This can develop into a cycle of problem 

creation that can be crippling to a peak governance body whose role is to play a more 

proactive and strategic role. 
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 The consideration here is whether ICT governance bodies are empowered to halt and 

approve investments. What is evident is that when initiatives have been previously 

approved by a business unit outside of ICT, and where the business unit does not 

involve ICT in decision making; the ICT business unit is not positioned to provide 

evidence for or against the decision to invest in the initiative.  

As many of these applications are business-based, a decision to divest investment is 

driven by the business. Whilst this is understandable and acceptable, it is imperative that 

business units also consider the interests of the agency at large. With an absence of 

proper portfolio management processes within agencies, ICT business units are tasked 

with a case-by-case negotiation with each business stakeholder. Stronger portfolio 

management practices and accompanying governance processes can drive better whole-

of-agency business outcomes. 

6.2.5 Where agencies ranked 

 

Figure 6 - Overall agency scores for governance 

 

Queensland Health and DET both showed comprehensive governance and oversight of 

their investments. In the case of QH, the CIO is a member of 19 governance entities 

including boards, panels and committees (with some delegations as appropriate). The 

inter-relationships between the large number of committees introduce other complexities 

to QH’s governance processes. These two agencies (largest in size) in Queensland 

Government have provided strong and explicit documentation on organisational 

governance. 

For a detailed summary of these scores for each agency, see Annex - Strategy, 

governance and service delivery - agency profiles.  
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 Performance management 6.3

Department of Community Safety: consolidated risk management 

While many agencies had good line of visibility of risk in program and project 

management, there were few that had a consolidated list of operational, change portfolio, 

and strategic risks. 

The Department of Community Safety maintains a consolidated risk register, which 

enables the agency to have a consolidated view of risk, understand who is responsible 

for managing this risk, and potentially understand risk dependencies that need to be 

acknowledged.  

 

Department of Education and Training: managing performance as a portfolio 

In order to realise business strategy, there needs to be mechanisms to drive it into a 

practical use. Only one agency showed a strong understanding of and application of 

using performance instruments to drive business outcomes, improve service delivery, and 

more importantly, drive strategy implementation. 

The Department of Education and Training’s (DET’s) ICT business unit not only has a 

strategic plan that aligns to the business, they have a central performance register that is 

used as a repository of indicators that informs the realisation of goals and achievement of 

objectives set out in their plans. They are also one of two agencies that have 

compensable SLAs with vendors, enabling DET to drive vendor performance. This 

mechanism allows DET to appropriately govern outcomes realisation. DET submitted the 

most comprehensive business intelligence dashboard for performance management to 

the Audit. 

 

Audit Scope: Assessed performance management practice within agencies to determine 

whether ICT business units have measures across their ICT portfolio. These measures 

should provide an end-to-end view of business performance that drives business 

improvement.  

The assessment categories used for this discipline are detailed below. 

Coverage 

 Strategic and business targets are established. 

 Benefits are established in business cases. 

 SLAs with vendors are established. 

 Operational or internal service agreements are provided to ICT clients. 

 Workforce performance is captured. 

 ICT asset performance is captured. 
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 Business continuity and disaster management requirements are managed. 

 Critical systems are identified. 

 Responses to incidents are captured. 

 Performance against measures is captured. 

Measured 

 Incident response, problem response, incident resolution and problem resolution 

times are measured and benchmarked. 

 Vendor performance is captured and benchmarked against service agreement and 

industry. 

 Customer satisfaction is captured and benchmarked. 

 Business cases stating benefits and return-on-investment are centrally captured and 

benchmarked. 

 Operational and tactical risks are registered and their impacts centrally measured. 

 Targets set by business and ICT are centrally registered, ideally through the use of a 

measures dictionary. 

 Business and strategic plans explicitly set goals and targets that have operational 

measures that relate to service delivery. 

Accountable 

 Customer satisfaction measures are reviewed and processes are in place to improve 

service delivery. 

 Benefits realisation is reviewed and processes are in place to support the 

measurement and realisation of benefits. 

 Vendor performance is reviewed and processes are put in place to negotiate with 

vendors on appropriate performance measures. 

 Steps taken to monitor and improve vendor performance where necessary. 

 Steps taken to continuously improve the quality of SLAs. 

 There is ownership assigned to incidents and problems at the operational, tactical and 

strategic levels, including those of security breaches. 

 Capability planning and staff performance are reviewed at regular intervals to ensure 

continual alignment with current business priorities. 
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Governed 

 Governance bodies hold relevant stakeholders accountable for poor performance 

including poor vendor performance and initiative schedule and budget overruns. 

 Incidents, problems and risks are properly triaged through relevant governance 

processes to ensure resolution. 

 There is a central register of risks that enables the agency to capture, manage and 

mitigate risks and their dependencies. 

 
 Performance Management Average 

      
 

Accountable:       
 

Measured:       
 

Governed:       
 

Coverage:       
 
 
 
 

Figure 7 - Queensland Government mean – Performance management 

 

Findings for this discipline are detailed below. 

6.3.1 Coverage 

This section assesses the performance indicators (PIs) used across the agency and the 

services that were measured to determine if the ICT business unit had a comprehensive 

set of measures that considers all aspects of the ICT business unit; including ICT 

services, vendor performance, client satisfaction and strategic targets. 

 While the majority of agencies submitted an agency strategic plan, a proportion of 

these were approved prior to the new government. While many articulated objectives, 

very few demonstrated the measures that were being collected to establish whether 

objectives were being met (except in the case of operational and tactical PIs for 

service delivery) 

 Current contract and procurement guidelines emphasise document completion, not 

techniques to maximise value for the agency from their contracts. The documentation 

of compensable SLAs for poor vendor performance is the exception, rather than the 

rule. 

 Customer surveys focused on incident and problem resolution with minimal emphasis 

on other ICT services including business analysis, project management and ICT 

solution implementation. 
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 Generally, customer satisfaction surveys are conducted at irregular intervals and 

acquired responses from small samples. 

 There is little evidence of benefits being realised beyond the lifespan of initiatives. 

Benefits realisation processes are not widely adopted within agencies. These benefit 

measures do not necessarily transition into an agency’s business-as-usual activities 

and subsequently achievement of these benefits is difficult to determine. 

 There is little evidence of overall workforce planning including the lack of succession 

plans for staff, the lack of knowledge transfer activities from contractors, and also lack 

of professional development opportunities for staff that are in alignment with agency 

priorities. 

 There is no evidence of a central performance register within agencies. Performance 

dashboards and annual portfolio reports provided to the peak ICT governance bodies 

place a stronger emphasis on change portfolio (initiatives) performance as compared 

to BAU service performance. 

 Risk management is generally siloed within an agency e.g. initiative risks are not 

appropriately transitioned into BAU risks at the closure of the initiative. 

 Risk was the main approach used to manage business performance. This means that 

decisions made are driven by the likelihood of risks occurring. This is opposed to a 

best practice approach to making decisions that are focused on business 

improvement as a result of service delivery outcomes and value generated for clients. 

There are three main instruments that should be used in combination to drive business 

outcomes. 

 Policy and regulatory instruments are about driving outcomes through compliance 

to enable better practice. 

 Risk instruments are about reducing the likelihood of negative outcomes occurring. 

 Performance instruments are about driving better business outcomes and increasing 

value for clients. 

Evidence suggests that there is a heavy emphasis on the use of risk instruments to drive 

outcomes without taking a balanced approach across all three types of instruments. 
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6.3.2 Measured 

Agencies were assessed to determine if performance indicators (PI) exist and are 

diligently measured and used to actively improve business outcomes.  

 The majority of ICT PIs were aimed at measuring incidents, problems, resolution 

times and areas of risk within ICT operations. While there were some targets 

established in the business and strategic plans, a central repository of PIs (ideally 

through a measures dictionary) was not used to tie PIs to business and strategic 

plans. The coverage of performance in most agencies is largely confined to meet 

operational service desk incident and resolution outcomes. There are disparate 

repositories of PIs e.g. vendor PIs and associated SLAs, service desk PIs and 

individual staff performance. There is no overall performance framework that provides 

a portfolio view of BAU, change initiatives, vendors and contracts and overall ICT 

service performance. 

 In relation to vendor PIs, most service agreements were developed using vendor 

templates leading to a wide diversity of content. There is a gap in current Government 

Information Technology Conditions (GITC) and procurement guidelines in the area of 

service agreements; particularly in relation to defining and managing vendor 

performance indicators.  

 Some incident-based trending data was provided by agencies to their clients and 

tabled at agendas of peak ICT governance bodies. 

 While there were reasonable risk registers to manage the change (initiatives) 

portfolio, most agencies did not provide evidence of an overall portfolio register that 

also encompasses BAU risks. This meant that systemic incidents that are elevated as 

problems are not diligently transferred and managed as corporate risks. DCS should 

be commended for being the only agency that has demonstrated this holistic 

approach to risk management.  

 While there were limited workforce plans and staff improvement plans, there is little 

evidence of central registers of staff performance and how these are aligned to 

service delivery outcomes.  

 The majority of ICT business units did not collect and measure procurement 

performance. 

6.3.3 Governed 

Agencies were assessed on governance oversight, management and prioritisation of 

measures. 

 The majority of agencies had strong governance processes relating to incident and 

problem management including the allocation of responsibility and prioritisation of 

these incidents/problems for resolution. 
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 There is little evidence of governance bodies’ awareness of benefits realised and 

risks to the realisation of benefits as these pieces of information are neither diligently 

tabled nor cohesively reported to governance bodies. 

 There is little evidence of cohesive performance reporting to governance bodies 

including benefits realisation and vendor performance. In addition, there is little 

evidence of taking a holistic view of vendors and contracts for the purpose of 

leveraging high performing contracts for other parts of the agency and eliminating 

poor performing vendors. 

 There is no clear evidence to indicate that customer survey results are made 

available to the agency. 

 There is no evidence that further feedback was sought as part of a 360-degree 

process for validating and responding to survey results. Only DET provided evidence 

of validating and responding to customer survey results by reporting associated 

performance results with key section managers and staff. 

 There is little evidence of PIs that relate to release management including release 

planning and scheduling. 

6.3.4 Accountable 

Agencies were assessed to determine if appropriate processes are in place to manage 

performance issues as they arise. 

 There was strong and explicit evidence showing necessary processes for resolving 

incidents and problems. There was also evidence of processes that review these 

incidents/problems for assignment to appropriate owners. 

 There was no evidence to suggest that accountability processes are in place to 

address poor customer feedback, poor benefits realisation, low alignment of skills to 

business priorities, and achievement of targets within ICT strategies.  

 Except for agencies which have managed desktop services through outsourced 

arrangements, there was little evidence of performance baselines established relating 

to Queensland Government shared service providers and other internal-to-

Government ICT service providers. This meant that accountability for poor 

performance of these service providers is not adequately managed. Only two 

agencies had compensable contracts that can be used to drive better vendor 

performance. 
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6.3.5 Where agencies ranked 

 

Figure 8 - Overall agency scores for performance management 

 

DET was the only agency that attempted to gain a holistic view of performance. All other 

agencies had a very high dependency on using risk as an indicator of how well they were 

performing. DET is the only agency that has high coverage of PIs across all areas of 

service delivery, not just incident and problem management. DET also provided evidence 

of using these measures to improve business outcomes. 

For a detailed summary of these scores for each agency, see Annex - Strategy, 

governance and service delivery - agency profiles. 

 Financial management 6.4

Queensland Health: structured financial management 

Queensland Health have a structured approach for managing the cost of service delivery 

using a commercial solution, Clearcost, that clearly identifies cost items in ICT and can 

accurately provide visibility of the total cost of ICT services. 

 

Audit Scope: Assessed how an agency manages its fiscal responsibilities including the 

agency’s ability to understand the service delivery costs. This enables the agency to 

prioritise its spend, more acutely manage and drive down costs, and potentially 

consolidate and find opportunities to leverage their investments. 
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The assessment categories used for this discipline are detailed below. 

Visibility 

 Regularity and timeliness of reporting actuals. 

 Revenue and expenses are factored into regular performance reporting. 

 Financial performance against budget is reported to relevant governance groups. 

 There is governance oversight of ICT expenditure including vendor costs. 

Accuracy 

 ICT business units can reconcile budget against total spend. 

 ICT business units are within plus or minus 5% of budget forecasts. 

 ICT business units can report their budget performance in a timely manner. 

 ICT business units understand the total cost of services, including overheads and 

staffing (capability) costs. 

 ICT business units can report staffing. 

 Costing and pricing models align with services provided to clients. 

Accountability: 

 ICT business units have oversight of all ICT expenditure within the agency. 

 Governance bodies review initiative and BAU spend, including overheads and staffing 

costs. 

 Budget targets are allocated to service areas. 

 There are assigned roles that are responsible and accountable for achieving budget 

targets. 

Prioritisation: 

 ICT business units prioritise their budgets in alignment with their business priorities 

(business and ICT strategies). 

 That initiative spending goes through a prioritisation process. 

 That BAU spending goes through a prioritisation process. 

 Workforce expenditure is aligned with business priorities. 

 Benefits in initiatives are aligned with the business objectives. 
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 Financial Management Average  

   
 
 

Accountable:      
 

Alignment:      
 

Accuracy:      
 

Visibility:      
 
 

Figure 9 - Queensland Government mean – financial management 

 

Findings for this discipline are detailed below. 

6.4.1 Visibility 

Agencies were assessed on the visibility of spend against budget, and how timely the 

agency can retrieve and report up-to-date financial information. 

 Only a few ICT business units have a view of service costs. ICT business units that 

are able to report service costs, do so by extracting data from the agency’s financial 

management tool into their own analysis tool (usually Microsoft Excel) and 

extrapolating this data into a service-centric view. This approach is taken as agency 

financial management systems will require significant customisation to enable 

reporting of costs against ICT services. Because of the time and effort involved to 

produce service-centric views, the currency of these reports may be affected. 

 Annual reports do not report on ICT asset depreciation leading to a lack of visibility of 

the total ICT replacement costs of these assets for future upgrades and renewals.  

 There is little evidence of budget data being reviewed by governance bodies. Terms 

of References provided for governance bodies do not explicitly indicate this as one of 

their responsibilities. 

 There is little evidence of processes that deal with errors relating to vendor payments. 

 Where there was a designated procurement area within ICT business units, there 

were discussions with vendors at regular intervals. These discussions appear to be 

largely about payments and cost reconciliation. There is little evidence of using these 

procurement areas for value-adding activities such as contract and vendor 

performance management.  

 There is less scrutiny for BAU expenditure than initiative spending as BAU budgets 

are largely managed by line managers with little organisational reporting. There is 

more visibility and accountability of spending associated with initiatives due to 

established reporting relationships with initiative boards.  
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6.4.2 Accuracy 

Agencies were assessed to determine if the necessary reporting views and tools are in 

place to provide accurate financial information. 

Findings for this discipline are detailed below. 

 The majority of ICT business units were heavily dependent on financial tools, 

practices and analysis of the financial area within their agency. Based on the diversity 

of data submitted to the audit, this level of variation indicates there are multiple 

standards across government used for the reporting of ICT financial information. The 

majority of budgets provided are still based largely on cost centres. Consequently, 

these agencies struggled to provide a service-centric view of costs.  

 ICT business units continued to be under the forecasted budget by more than 20% for 

the last financial year. The Audit has not been able to ascertain whether this forecast 

against actuals is due to projects and investments ceasing with the MoG changes, or 

because the ICT business unit factors in contingencies for risk and other incidentals 

that have not occurred.  

 Most agencies were not able to provide total costs against ICT services, pricing and 

costing models that were consistent with their ICT services catalogue. The agencies 

who did provide this information were QSS, CITEC, Queensland Health, DET and the 

former DERM.  

 Most agencies costed services in terms of direct staffing costs and the cost of specific 

ICT assets that underpin the delivery of these ICT services. However, other 

overheads such as cost of governance, risk management, performance management, 

vendor management and other less visible cost elements are not factored into the 

total cost of a service. 

 There is little evidence of costing or pricing models that substantiate the overheads of 

ICT services that are charged back to business units within agencies. These charge-

backs are largely managed through directed allocations of fixed funds paid to the ICT 

business unit. There appears to be a lack of an evidenced-based approach to 

measure the level of utility and the value that ICT services provide to business units. 

This is particularly challenging for CBUs that are directed to consume core ICT 

services from the ICT business unit at a flat rate and are unable to proportionally 

reduce their costs with usage because these services are charged by the ICT 

business unit at fixed and often less competitive rates. 

 In terms of ICT asset depreciation to support asset renewal and upgrades, some 

agencies were able to provide ICT asset depreciation costs while others had to 

consult with their financial areas to locate the value of ICT asset depreciation. 
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6.4.3 Accountability 

Agencies were assessed on the level of accountability applied to financial management 

within the ICT business unit.  

 Budgets are largely broken down into the functional areas of the business. As there 

was an absence of Activity Based Costing (ABC), it is difficult to apportion costs 

based on activity or services. These funds were managed largely as business unit 

cost centres or in relation to specific initiatives. 

 The CIO appears to be the individual that shaped and developed the ICT budget and 

has ultimate accountability for ICT funds. Investment management governance 

groups or portfolio governance groups were largely focused on accountability for ICT 

funds that relate to initiatives only. Some ICT business units developed continuous 

and cyclical investment reviews but there was little evidence to suggest that the BAU 

investments were managed as effectively as initiatives.  

 As business units within agencies own/purchase their core business assets, including 

ICT assets (even though these assets are owned by the agency and not the business 

unit), there is low motivation for business units within the agency to drive 

consolidation or whole-of-agency streamlining initiatives within their business unit. 

This level of ownership and accountability at the business unit level for the specific 

investments makes it difficult to drive whole-of-agency cost consolidation as it 

requires buy-in from all parts of the agency, or strong CEO-mandated initiatives to 

streamline BAU costs. 

 There is an absence of BAU cost targets and therefore accountability on BAU cost 

savings for ICT.  

6.4.4 Alignment  

Agencies were assessed on the existence of explicit processes and documentation that 

reported budget alignment to ICT strategies. This assessment is further complicated by 

fee-for-service or demand-driven models, where the priorities of ICT activity are driven 

largely by the business. However, if the CIO’s role is viewed as a strategic whole-of-

agency partner in maximising ICT spend across the agency, then CIOs and their 

investment governance boards should be able to assert some influence in aligning spend 

to agency priorities and direction. 

 There is a high degree of governance relating to initiatives prioritisation with varying 

levels of ICT business unit involvement in the process. If a particular initiative was to 

be funded by a business unit, the question was more a matter of when to implement, 

rather than a more effective way to leverage the investment across the entire agency 

(the agency portfolio). It must be noted that this is not an issue that the ICT business 

can resolve on its own. Fee-for-service models further drive more siloed expenditure 

behaviour from business units as they have a finite time to execute an initiative within 

limited budgets. 
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 Although there is evidence of linkages between business cases to business 

outcomes, without a structured performance management framework, these 

alignments are retrospective at best. There is no evidenced-based approach to 

determine the contribution of these initiatives to strategic outcomes.  

 As lights on activities become more of a priority within ICT business units, there is 

little capacity for ICT business units to implement change initiatives that have been 

approved outside of the ICT business unit’s visibility. 

 There was no clear evidence of prioritising or aligning the budget to meet the 

workforce requirements of the business. More specifically, there was no real 

performance management in the BAU aspects of ICT except in relation to service 

desk PIs. This makes it difficult for the ICT business unit to budget for greater 

capacity given the existing staff reductions in their establishment and an absence of 

an outcomes-based performance framework for staff. 

6.4.5 Where agencies ranked 

 

Figure 10 - Overall agency scores for financial management 

 

Queensland Health achieved the highest overall score due to its use of the Clearcost tool, 

which showed total cost against ICT services. QSS and DET also had a good 

understanding of their ICT service costs. 

For a detailed summary of these scores for each agency, see Annex - strategy, 

governance and service delivery - agency profiles. 
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 Service delivery  6.5

Department of Justice and Attorney-General – workforce capability planning 

The Department of Justice and Attorney-General (DJAG) has developed a workforce 

planning toolkit that systematically assesses its workforce to support staff development, 

succession planning and skills improvement. This approach to workforce planning 

provides DJAG with an ability to assess and improve their workforce capability in a 

structured and managed way. 

 

Audit Scope: Agencies were assessed on the management and coordination of services 

to deliver business outcomes. They were also assessed on how well value was provided 

to its customers, clients and stakeholders through effective service delivery management. 

The assessment categories used for this discipline are detailed below. 

Capability 

 A capability view of services to understand what roles and skills are available and 

directed toward the delivery of ICT services. 

 Workforce capability to support the diverse range of ICT services within the agency. 

 Workforce planning and implementation approach that supports knowledge transfer 

and appropriate succession planning that enables a sustainable and well-skilled 

workforce. 

Sourcing 

 Sourcing arrangements supported by vendor management activities that ensure 

efficient and effective provision of outsourced services. 

 Evidence of the use of procurement principles as defined in QGCPO’s government 

procurement guidelines. 

 Expertise exists within the agency to procure services through GITC contracts and 

manage these contracts, including standing offer arrangements. 

Agility 

 A service catalogue that provides the agency with an unambiguous and 

comprehensive view of ICT services. The existence of this capability supports the 

business units and ICT business unit in the specification and management of ICT 

service outcomes. 

 A transparent financial view of services listed in the ICT services catalogue so 

business units understand the real cost of investments made to deliver ICT service 

outcomes. 
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 Performance measures across catalogued services are fully documented, measured 

and benchmarked. 

 Significant business systems are implemented on enterprise-supported and 

architecture-aligned platforms. 

 Service agreements exist between business units and the ICT business unit for 

catalogued ICT services. 

 ICT assets are baselined annually, and reported in the WoG ICT baseline, particularly 

those ICT assets that are of high business impact to the agency. 

Enabling 

 The ICT business unit is proactively engaged in: 

 strategic planning processes within the agency 

 initiative sponsorship 

 whole-of-agency ICT portfolio management 

 whole-of-agency investment prioritisation and ICT assets rationalisation. 

 
 Service Delivery Average 

      
 

Capability:      
 

Enabling:      
 

Sourcing:      
 

Agility:      
 
 

 

Figure 11 - Queensland Government mean – service delivery 

 

The extremely diverse range of ways ICT services are funded across government, 

governed and delivered are testimony to the inherent complexity of the Queensland 

Government. Large agencies that have been amalgamated as a result of MoG changes 

have a range of business sub-cultures and service profiles, with each pre-MoG agency 

demonstrating different levels of maturity in understanding and governing their services.  

 The majority of agencies use ITSM as a basis for their operational service 

management methodology. There is also evidence of the use of industry standards 

such as Control Objectives for Information and Related Technologies (COBIT), and 

Six Sigma. The maturity of the documentation and governance suggests low to 

medium maturity in the application of these standards across the sector. 
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 The majority of agencies have centralised agency funding for lights on operational 

services which are largely service/help desk, network, desktops and servers. 

 The majority have a peak ICT Steering Committee, Program Board and a Change 

Advisory Board (CAB) for managing ICT issues. 

 The majority of agencies have risk and issues registers for BAU activity and 

program/project management. 

 The majority of agencies use GITC contracts where applicable. 

 The majority of agencies have indicated that they will be moving towards a focus on 

ICT operations and a fee for service/demand driven model for application/solution 

management and development. 

6.5.1 Capability 

Agencies were assessed to determine if capabilities were directed to the right ICT service 

delivery areas.  

 Less than half of ICT business units within agencies have a workforce plan. A 

workforce plan is necessary to ensure that the right people with the right skills in the 

right roles are in place to effectively and efficiently deliver ICT services. With 

significant shifts in staff profiles across government and increased workloads, 

workforce capability planning is more crucial. 

 In most ICT business units, the ICT workforce has a heavy ICT operations focus. 

 Trend data captured throughout the Audit also indicates that a shift towards 

operational activity will increase; with those in the roles of investment prioritisation 

(portfolio management) business management, business integration and solution 

design, including enterprise architecture, to diminish. 

 There does not appear to be strong workforce practices in transferring tacit ICT 

knowledge between contractors to staff and between staff. Coupled with little 

evidence in relation to succession planning, there is a high risk that ICT service 

delivery may be severely compromised in some agencies. 

 The former DERM, prior to its merger with DEEDI, had nearly 50% of their ICT staff 

as contractors from specific vendors. A proportion of these vendors have been 

employed within these agencies for over a decade. A similar pattern exists within the 

Office of State Revenue as these contractors specifically support one system – the 

Revenue Management System. 

 This heavy reliance on contractors over long periods suggests significant expenditure 

on contract staff, with no plans to transition contractor skills to internal staff or to 

develop capability plans with a strong knowledge transfer focus to reduce the 

agency’s reliance on costly contractors. 
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 The primary reason provided by these agencies is that these contract skills are not 

readily available in the market place and the government’s remuneration rates for 

internal staff will not attract the necessary skills to support these systems that are 

generally heavily customised or specialised. 

 There is a high risk of a cycle of reliance on contractors as these individuals are 

motivated by remuneration rates that are for the most part, more than double of what 

would be the remuneration if they were employed as government employee. In 

addition to better remuneration, these contractors are motivated by a degree of job 

security as a result of the agency’s reliance on them to support core ICT systems. A 

further impact is on internal staff that may be performing similar tasks as contractors 

but without perceived equitable remuneration.  

 Without strong knowledge transfer conditions built into contracts, contractors see no 

motivation to share knowledge. 

6.5.2 Sourcing 

Agencies were assessed on their sourcing practices. 

 Current agency procurement arrangements are a mix of centralised ICT procurement 

under the agency’s corporate services area and the ICT procurement area managed 

within the ICT business unit, which work in conjunction. However, having more than 

one procurement area can create inefficiencies in relation to managing contracts and 

ICT vendor performance.  

 Diverse procurement processes also occur in tandem in situations where the ICT 

business unit is responsible to procure commodity ICT such as ICT consumables and 

desktops, and the corporate procurement area performs a procurement assurance 

function.  

 Where there are procurement teams within the ICT business unit, there is a large 

emphasis on managing the operational aspects of procurement including the 

accounts payable and accounts receivable aspects of sourcing. In some larger 

agencies like DET, these teams perform more strategic activities including strategic 

sourcing and vendor management functions that review contracts and vendor 

performance. 

 There appears to be a low level of maturity in ICT business units in contract 

development and in establishing and monitoring vendor performance.  

 Where procurement is centralised, there is little evidence that central procurement 

bodies provide any business intelligence or performance reviews of contracts. 
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 Most agencies have adopted the Queensland Government Chief Procurement Office 

procurement policies and guidelines as part of their practices; however the content in 

Significant Procurement Plans differ significantly in both quality and application of 

these guidelines. 

 There appears to be an acceptance of performance criteria as provided by vendors 

with service level agreements established by the vendor. Further analysis of whole-of-

government procurement arrangements and guidelines indicates that there is no 

strong guidance material on performance measures that should be considered in 

service agreements. The majority of the documentation is focused on establishing the 

contract but there are gaps in managing, maintaining and driving value from contracts 

and service agreements. 

 Legal advice can be seen to be sourced from internal legal units or Crown Law. 

However it should be noted that the emphasis is on the legal validity of the document 

and not necessarily to drive or establish value for money from contracts. 

 Business cost centres for financial management purposes are reflective of an 

agency’s organisational structure and core commodities, not necessarily the services 

they provide. This means costs of service delivery are difficult to calculate and 

reconcile against total budget. 

 Current project and program management practices within agencies do not display 

explicit consideration of the service impact and cost impacts once an initiative is 

completed and transitioned into business-as-usual. As each initiative is finalised, the 

additional impact to services and costs are assumed to be absorbed into overall ICT 

business unit overheads, with no evidence of an increase in the budget for these 

overheads as a result of the transition. This implies that there is a lack of continued 

commitment to maintain these investments into the future. 

 Understanding the true cost of services is hampered by agencies without a proper 

view of services, coupled with a lack of transparency when it comes to a service view 

of costs. 

 Significant Procurement Plans (SPPs), though largely using the QGCPO template, 

lacked depth in the options analysis. There was no mention of QGEA alignment in 

any of these SPPs; understandably as there is no explicit section in QGCPO’s 

template. 

6.5.3 Agility 

Agencies were assessed on their ability to accept and adopt change in an agile way. One 

way to assess agency agility is to determine how well an ICT business unit understands 

its own services, including their ability to measure their performance in ICT service 

delivery. This also includes how an agency sets its funding priorities in relation to these 

services, while balancing existing investments in relation to contracts and sunk capital in 

legacy assets.  
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 The majority of ICT business units had or were aiming to establish a service 

catalogue. The presence of a catalogue is largely new and driven by a need to 

communicate to the agency in relation to what services it is receiving (and paying for). 

 There were only three agencies that had a service view of their budget, implying that 

they are the only agencies that could legitimately claim they knew how much their 

services cost for agency consumption. 

 There were few ICT business units that outlined any priority to focus on business 

process or investment in innovation to assist in service transformation. 

 In the majority of agencies, the individual business units drove and funded the 

development of systems, with ICT focused solely on lights on activity. As a result, ICT 

will be less able to proactively assist the business in innovation and business 

streamlining without the business driving and sponsoring that partnership with ICT. 

6.5.4 Enabling 

Agencies were assessed on how well the ICT business unit enabled and supported 

agency business outcomes, including how, when and where ICT business units 

capitalised on opportunities to engage, plan, innovate and learn from the business to 

better enable the agency’s service delivery. 

 Whilst most CIOs participate as part of the executive in strategic planning, the 

strategic plans of the business still clearly identify the role of ICT as keeping the lights 

on in the business. 

 As we see more point ICT solutions (i.e. a single ICT solution that caters for a single 

business unit with low consideration for its utility across the agency) within the 

business unit and across the agency, ICT business units can assist the business with 

resolving the proliferation of these ICT applications. Ideally, reducing this duplication 

is something the business should be engaged in. However, it appears that the 

business units within agencies lack the maturity or necessary motivation to do so. 

There are examples (including within Queensland Health) of agencies that undertake 

reviews and business process assessments, including motion studies, to assist the 

business in understanding how well their processes will transition into corporate 

solutions. 

 While there are service and operational agreements with various parts of the agency, 

they are there to support point solutions and maintain assets and provide helpdesk 

services. There is little evidence to indicate that the majority of ICT business units are 

invited by business representatives to focus on improving business service delivery 

outcomes. 
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 In the majority of cases, ICT business units are not recognised as a business partner 

to assist agencies in meeting their business needs, except in cases where the ICT 

business unit is required to understand processes in order to implement, or support 

an ICT solution. 

6.5.5 Service delivery benchmarking 

 

Figure 12 - SLA incident response times by agency 

 

With a heavy emphasis by ICT business units on incident management, it was necessary 

to measure agency performance when responding to incidents. The response times 

represented above were largely drawn from ICT service catalogues, but it is important to 

note that service agreements with individual business units do exist for various solutions. 

SLAs for specific ICT applications may be an exception to these incident times, 

depending on the business impact and priority of incident resolution placed by the owners 

of these ICT applications. This is more the exception than the rule.  

Whilst most agencies had a priority numbering up to 4, the focus here is on priorities 1 

and 2 because of more readily available information, and there is substantial variance in 

data provided for priorities 3 and 4. DPC (through a managed contract with Ventyx) had 

the lowest (quickest) agreed response time, followed by DCS, SSQ, DET and then 

CITEC. 

What needs to be noted here is that some agencies used automated emails as a 

measurement of response time. This is not a true reflection of performance relating to 

incident management. 
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Figure 13 - SLA incident resolution times by agency 

 

Low incident resolution time is a good measure of how effective an ICT business unit is 

performing. DPC has a contract with a service provider (Ventyx) that offered the lowest 

lead time to resolution within Queensland Government. This arrangement also includes 

compensable SLAs for poor incident resolution time. For an internal-to-government ICT 

service provider, DCS has the lowest resolution time. 

 

 

Figure 14 - Queensland Government incident resolution times against industry 

 

The median incident resolution times for Priority 1 and 2 were compared with several 

other industry service providers. It showed that Queensland Government ICT agencies 

were largely in line with the rest of industry in their response to Priority 1 and 2 incidents. 
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6.5.6 Where agencies ranked 

 

Figure 15 - Overall agency scores for service delivery 

 

QH, DET and QSS were the top three agencies in service delivery, with the majority of 

agencies scoring low in capability within service delivery. This was the result of little 

evidence in workforce planning, succession planning, knowledge transfer with contractors 

and providers, and limited training and professional development opportunities. 

For a detailed summary of these scores for each agency, see Annex - Strategy, 

governance and service delivery - agency profiles. 
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 Shared service providers 7

Shared service providers have been under significant scrutiny since 2006 when the 

Service Delivery and Performance Commission (SDPC) recommended their realignment, 

including moving CITEC back to government facing services only. The Audit reviewed, in 

detail, all functions of the service providers, because in all three cases (CITEC, SSQ, 

QSS) ICT formed a very core part of their service delivery. What is evident, particularly 

with CITEC and QSS, is that each had robust business frameworks, good understanding 

of their costs, and scored above the government mean in the governance discipline.  

Shared service agencies were also: 

 significantly audited in the past 12 months and required to implement audit 

recommendations 

 directed to be self-sustainable and provide a financial return back to Treasury, 

requiring these shared service providers to be financially diligent 

 required to deliver on whole-of-government directives and outcomes.  

As a result of this, the shared service providers had significant explicit documentation and 

processes that reflected the best practices in their management of ICT. Negative media 

publicity introduces further pressure for these entities to deliver effective service 

outcomes for the government. 

A number of issues unique to shared service providers are described below. 

1. These agencies are constrained by a host agency’s business and ICT direction.  

 

In a commercial enterprise, an organisation is able to direct its investments and 

strategic targets based on market analysis, industry experience and customer 

relationships. These shared service providers, as commercial business units 

(CBU), are required to work under a host agency framework where the strategic 

outcomes of the agency may be quite different to that of the shared service 

provider. CBUs have had to use agency strategic frameworks and templates and 

align to performance frameworks that are largely risk-based and focused on 

political outcomes, not on business competitiveness (particularly in comparison 

with industry service providers).  

 

Additionally, they are burdened with additional whole-of-government initiatives that 

present significant pressure for these providers to: 

a. Reprioritise their program of work to deliver initiatives to meet the 

priorities of government; which may not necessarily drive the best 

commercial outcomes. 
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b. Manage the repercussions of cost and debt, as part of the process of 

operationalising these initiatives; often through reduced funding and 

through debt servicing. 

c. Direct and influence strategic outcomes of whole-of-government initiatives 

within the confines and priorities of the host agencies they belong to. 

2. Whole-of-Business Cases driven by mandates being realised, where no agency 

was given incentive or funding to adopt mandates.  

 

More challenging was the absence of an independent governance umpire whose 

role was to realise the whole-of-government outcomes being sought. This 

presented a number of challenges and also developed a corrosive relationship 

between the provider and the rest of the agencies. 

a. Agencies would bring their own requirements and, without an arbiter, the 

proliferation of ‘unique’ requirements increased the complexity of 

solutions being developed; which were subsequently incompatible with 

other agencies who were supposed to share the same infrastructure. 

b. Service providers, in trying to deal with complex requirements where 

there were limited funds yet a requirement to provide the same level of 

service, could not commit to more strenuous and compensable service 

agreements. 

c. Costs increased to deal with the more complex environment and ‘unique’ 

environments, which meant a duplication of technologies and lead to the 

benefits identified in the initial business case not to be realised. 

 

3. There is a circular loop of service providers, where each service provider 

provided each other services (sometimes through third party departmental 

service providers).  

This added layers of complexity and significant cost to delivering services as 

overheads are added through each service brokered e.g. In the Department of 

Public Works (DPW), Queensland Shared Services (QSS) is an agency within 

DPW. QSS is then required to use network services from the DPWs internal ICT 

service provider ISD, who in turn purchase their services from CITEC. So when 

QSS then has to cost these services and charge the rest of government for their 

services, the overheads are significantly higher; as depicted in the Business as 

Usual (BAU) Review. This complexity, as well as agencies like DPW still 

servicing other agencies due to legacy agreements and unrealised machinery of 

government (MoG) changes, creates a shared service cost multiplier. Also when 

issues occur, the resolution process can be challenging due to number of 

stakeholders involved.  
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While not comprehensive in its coverage of issues, these observations were 

substantiated by evidence and qualitative assessments conducted on how strategies 

were implemented in the business, how costs were appropriated and funded, and how 

outcomes (BAU and initiatives) were delivered under the auspice and political direction of 

agencies.  

What was clearly missing, given the lack of performance drivers and the need to deliver 

whole-of-government initiatives were: 

 a strategic partnership approach between the agency and its shared service 

providers. This should not be a one sided partnership where the government directed 

outcomes but where the service provider, as an equal partner ,could objectively and 

independently provide cost effective strategic solutions with Government  

 a performance framework that service providers were benchmarked against where 

they held service providers accountable in delivering the service outcomes 

 a single source of ICT commodity provisioning for service providers that allowed: 

 the ability of shared service providers to directly procure from the source 

provider 

 the ability to source ICT infrastructure from competitive and market sources 

 shared service providers to not be charged fixed corporate overheads so they 

pay only for what they use and can scale and manage their budget more 

effectively. 

It needs to also be recognised that many internal ICT business units, as they transition to 

more fee for service arrangements and outsource many of their functions, are 

transitioning from a shared service provider (where they continue to host and own their 

own ICT assets) to a shared service broker. Additionally, many of the ICT business units 

service former business units, now in other departments. If Queensland Government 

wants to cut cost and overheads of ICT service provisioning, it must seriously address the 

cross servicing that is occurring and provide a simplified ICT broker and shared service 

model. 

Smart Service Queensland (SSQ) has different challenges. Their ICT business unit is 

maturing, however unlike other service providers, they are often involved in WoG 

strategic development. The major challenge for SSQ, as evidenced in their ICT business 

performance assessment, is in relation to having a more holistic portfolio approach to 

their ICT investments. Because ICT is embedded into all aspects of their service delivery, 

it is difficult to identify their total ICT spend and holistic ICT investment prioritisation. As 

such, ICT operations are seen largely as delivering operational ICT outcomes. The review 

of their ICT operations showed that while initiatives were well funded and managed, the 

recurrent impact on ICT once these initiatives were established was not as well 

accommodated.  
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The funding models that were reviewed indicated there is greater visibility for their service 

channel costs, but less explicit visibility of specific ICT costs.  

Special mention: CITEC Confirm 

In 2006, when the SDPC recommended that CITEC withdraw from all commercial 

operations it made an exception for one of its entities, CITEC Confirm.  

CITEC Confirm operates as a retailer of government information and, more importantly, 

as a simultaneous transaction engine to Governments across Australia. This includes 

supporting magistrate courts in Victoria, titles and land searches across multiple 

jurisdictions and at the moment finalising the federation of various license and license 

types across Queensland to interface with the National Licensing system.  

It is important to consider the following in relation to CITEC Confirm. 

 CITEC Confirm is providing a return for Queensland Government and is one of the 

largest information brokers in the southern hemisphere; providing Queensland with a 

strategic asset that can support the government’s transition to the cloud. 

 CITEC Confirm, while part of CITEC, has been able to largely remain independent 

and remains a commercial success; participating and succeeding in a competitive 

market place. 

 Commercial business units can thrive within Queensland Government given the right 

business, government and commercial drivers. 
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  Summary analysis  8

 

Figure 16 - ICT business performance summary by agency (scores out of 5) 

 

For a detailed summary of these scores for each agency, see Annex - Strategy, 

governance and service delivery - agency profiles. 

Overall, DET scored consistently well across all five disciplines demonstrating: 

 strong governance processes that drive improved business outcomes through 

performance management in both BAU and change (initiatives) portfolios 

 a 360-degree performance management approach. Their ICT strategic plan is not a 

stand-alone document used to retrospectively align their initiatives, but a mechanism 

to drive business visibility and performance 

 reasonable oversight processes to align strategic, tactical and operational outcomes  

 the most comprehensive service performance dashboard in the sector 

 strong understanding of the cost of ICT services, with informative views of their costs 

and expenses, coupled with processes to reconcile costs 

 compensable vendor service agreements and a strong working relationship with 

vendors to manage vendor performance 

 a good range and quality of service contracts within Tertiary and Further Education 

(TAFE) entities. 

Special mention should be made of DLGP and DPC as this ICT business performance 

framework did not favour their ICT business model. Both DLGP and DPC have largely 

outsourced their services and so it was difficult to appropriately score around 25% of the 

assessment attributes.  

Agencies
Strategy & 

Direction
Governance

Performance 

Management

Financial 

Management
Service Delivery Overall Average

DET 4.48 3.65 3.40 3.09 2.77 3.48

QH 4.04 3.68 1.86 3.70 2.92 3.24

QSS 4.39 2.65 2.06 3.32 2.57 3.00

CITEC 4.31 3.40 1.71 2.92 2.39 2.95

DoC 3.85 2.65 2.08 2.29 2.52 2.68

QPS 2.90 3.28 2.66 2.03 2.36 2.65

TMR 3.92 2.92 1.85 2.42 1.95 2.61

DCS 3.70 2.55 1.93 2.46 1.91 2.51

DEEDI & DERM 3.27 2.60 1.83 2.30 2.49 2.50

DPW 4.02 3.01 1.46 1.99 1.89 2.47

SSQ 3.25 2.49 1.28 3.22 2.09 2.47

DJAG 4.34 2.87 1.67 1.81 1.60 2.46

DPC 3.48 2.71 2.22 2.01 1.82 2.45

DLGP 3.73 2.43 1.60 2.30 1.31 2.28

Treasury 2.66 2.05 1.41 1.08 1.02 1.64

Government Mean 3.76 2.86 1.93 2.46 2.11 2.62
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Their scores should be considered within this context and taken in conjunction with 

specific evaluations stated within Annex - strategy, governance and service delivery - 

agency profiles.  

Queensland Treasury was a consistent underperformer across all five disciplines. These 

scores were the subject of significant scrutiny, however consultation with Treasury 

indicated that they are not pursuing a portfolio approach to their management of ICT; and 

are emphasising vendor relationship management at the expense of vendor performance 

management (with the belief that vendor scrutiny creates unnecessary obstacles to 

achieving ICT outcomes). Similarly each of Queensland Treasury’s federated business 

units e.g. Office of State Revenue (OSR), have significant ICT investments that are not 

managed as part of Queensland Treasury’s whole-of-agency portfolio. All current and 

future investments are managed independently within these federated business units. For 

example, since 2008, the Revenue Management System (RMS) within OSR has reported 

expenditure of more than $150 million for its development, implementation and 

operations. However, estimates of RMS expenditure from other sources (yet to be 

validated by Queensland Treasury) indicate expenditure in excess of $200 million. These 

discrepancies further indicate the lack of a portfolio-based approach to managing 

investments within Queensland Treasury that results in reduced whole-of-government 

visibility of ICT costs within that agency. This lack of insight into Queensland Treasury’s 

ICT costs is of concern.  

The newly formed Information and Technology Partners (ITP) was assessed based on 

documentation provided by the former DEEDI and DERM. The approach for their 

assessment was to consider the best practices from each agency on the assumption that 

ITP would adopt the better of each agency’s frameworks and practices. It is necessary to 

note that DERM had substantially better contract, vendor and financial management 

practices than DEEDI.  

There is an expectation that as each agency completes its MoG transition activities that 

there will be improvements in each of the five disciplines assessed. Many agencies are 

still finalising governance structures, approaches to managing finances and redefining 

their services. 

Performance management and service delivery received the least scores overall. These 

disciplines assessed the ICT business unit’s ability to support the agency in delivering 

business outcomes. Due to tighter fiscal constraints imposed upon agencies and their 

ICT business units, and with some ICT business units facing up to a 50% reduction in 

capability and capacity, there will only be a focus on maintaining lights on operations. 

This limits the ability of ICT business units to be innovative with its service delivery and 

proactive in delivering more effective ICT service solutions. The lack of workforce and 

succession plans further indicate skill losses and knowledge gaps that may be difficult to 

recover from.  
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Disclaimer  

The materials presented in this publication are distributed by the Queensland Government as an 
information source only. 

The State of Queensland, acting through the Department of Science, Information Technology, 
Innovation and the Arts, makes no statement, representation or warranty about the accuracy, 
completeness, or suitability for any purpose of this publication, and any use of this publication is at 
the user‟s own risk.    

The State of Queensland disclaims all responsibility and all liability (including, without limitation, 
liability in negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages and costs anyone may incur as a result of 
reliance upon the information contained in this publication for any reason or as a result of the 
information being inaccurate, incomplete or unsuitable for any purpose. 

The public release version of this point in time document contains limited amendments which are 
required to make corrections, clarify potential inaccuracies, and/or protect the confidentiality of 
commercial arrangements. 

 

 

 

Licence 

© The State of Queensland (Department of Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the 
Arts) (DSITIA) 2013.  

The Queensland Government supports and encourages the dissemination and exchange of its 
information. The copyright in this publication is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution No 
Derivatives (BY-ND) 3.0 Australia licence. To view this licence visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/deed.en 

 

Under this licence you are free, without having to seek permission from DSITIA, to use this 
publication in accordance with the licence terms. 

You must keep intact the copyright notice and attribute the State of Queensland, Department of 
Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the Arts as the source of the publication. 

  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/deed.en
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1 Agency business profile scope 

This annex outlines the key areas that the Audit focused on to see how the business of ICT 

was managed across Queensland Government.  Five business disciplines were examined 

as part of a scorecard approach. Each of these business disciplines were then assessed 

against four aspects.  Their scope and definition is provided below. 

 

 
  

 Strategy and Direction 

 

Assesses how well an organisation understands where it is going, and provides focus and clarity 
for initiatives and activities that need to be put in place to move the agency ahead. It is the first 
step towards answering the questions „where are we going?‟ and „what do I need?‟ 

 

Key Principles 

 

Accuracy 
Ensuring the financial information of the organisation has integrity, is 
current and is timely for the purposes of allowing the organisation to set 
vision, provide direction and undertake actions. 

 

Visible 
Ensuring that relevant financial information is provided and available for 
individuals and entities to make informed business decisions. 

 

Accountable 
Ensuring that those that make decisions that have a financial impact are 
held against the financial outcome and positions that have resulted. 

 

Prioritised 
Ensuring that there are relevant instruments and controls to support 
investment and expenditure activity and ensure these are aligned to the 
vision, objectives and the outcomes being sought by the organisation. 

 

 

 Governance 

 

How an organisation makes explicit the way it manages, directs, makes decisions and implement 
actions to deliver and prioritise organisational activity. The aim of which is to meet the vision, 
objectives and outcomes of the organisation. 

 

Key Principles 

 

Accountable 
Ensuring there are explicit policy and rules so that decision makers are 
held against the outcomes of decisions, actions and direction taken. 

 

Representation 
Ensuring that the right people from the right parts of the organisation are 
participating in the right areas of Governance.  This is to ensure informed 
direction, decision and action are taken. 

 

Coverage 

Ensuring that those who participate in setting direction, making decisions 
and driving action have the necessary oversight across the organisation to 
set the direction, make informed decisions and implement actions in a 
holistic way. 

 

Empowered 
Ensuring that those entrusted with governing the organisation are given the 
ability and powers to make decisions, set direction and drive action in the 
organisation. 
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 Performance Management 

 

The explicit way in which an organisation makes visible and improves upon the way they 
undertake business to ensure effective and efficient use of capability and resources to meet 
organisational vision, objectives and outcomes. 

 

Key Principles 

 

Measured 
Ensuring that key criteria is identified that allows an organisation to 
understand the risk and issues, health, performance and viability of the 
activities they are undertaking in the organisation. 

 

Governed 

Ensuring that those determining the direction, decisions and actions in the 
organisation are informed and have visibility of the performance 
challenges, issues and opportunities.  This is to support informed decisions 
and derive appropriate actions. 

 

Accountable 
Ensuring that relevant entities and individuals responsible for performance 
outcomes are appropriately reviewed and actions taken to ensuring 
improved outcomes and learning for the organisation. 

 

Coverage 

Ensuring that the scope of performance measures covers all aspects of the 
business and its customers and stakeholders to ensure that ICT has an 
informed and balanced view of the organisations' activities and how it is 
delivering to the vision, objectives and outcomes of the organisation. 

 
 
 

 

 Financial  

 

The explicit way an organisation undertakes and carries out its fiscal responsibilities to achieve 
the vision, objectives and outcomes for the organisation. 

 

Key Principles 

 

Accuracy 
Ensuring the financial information of the organisation has integrity, is 
current and is timely for the purposes of allowing the organisation and the 
establishment to set vision, provide direction and undertake actions. 

 

Visible 
Ensuring that relevant financial information is provided and available for 
individuals and entities to make informed business decisions. 

 

Accountable 
Ensuring that those that make decisions that have a financial impact are 
held against the financial outcome and positions that have resulted. 

 

Prioritised 
Ensuring that there are relevant instruments and controls to support 
investment and expenditure activity and ensure these are aligned to the 
vision, objectives and the outcomes being sought by the organisation. 
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Service Delivery  

 

The explicit way an organisations, manages and coordinates the end to end lifecycle in delivering 
the outcomes, objectives and the value sought by its customers, clients and stakeholders. 

 

Key Principles 

 

Capability 
Ensuring human and other capital resources are effectively managed, 
prioritised and scaled to deliver the vision, objective and outcomes of the 
organisation. 

 

Sourcing 

Ensuring that the organisation is able to acquire and direct resources to 
deliver programs of work as well as hold entities and individuals to agreed 
sourcing requirements to ensure the organisation delivers the outcomes, 
direction and objectives sought. 

 

Agility 
Ensuring that the organisation has the flexibility and ability through explicit 
relationships to understand its portfolio and redirect, deploy and prioritise its 
resources and capability as efficiently and effectively as possible. 

 

Enabling 

Ensuring capability portfolios (in this case ICT services) are able to 
participate in relevant dialogue that will allow them to understand the 
business and its priorities so that they can effectively plan and support the 
organisation in achieving its vision, objectives and outcomes. 
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2 Diagram interpretation 

The format of the business profile begins with a summary of the individual agency. 
 
A tick indicates the Audit found evidence of good practice in the agency. 
 

 An orange question mark indicates areas that an agency should consider as part of 
good practice to help improve overall maturity and business outcome. 

 
A red question mark indicates that an issue is in the way of ensuring better value and 
service outcomes and should be addressed in the near term 

 
When summarising issues, consideration has been taken of the agency‟s size, the services 
they deliver and federated or central nature of their control.  
 
Each agency is represented by a business profile that consists of one overview spider 
diagram and five detailed spider diagrams for each business discipline assessed. 
 

 
The shaded colour area indicates the score 
footprint against each axis and the black 
outline indicates the overall government 
average against each of the identified 
principles; out of a possible score of five. 
 
At this point, agencies should view how they 
are relative to the government mean, as 
opposed to the overall score.  This will 
provide the best indication of performance 
against other government agencies. 
 
 
 

Prior to representations made in this report, the summaries were presented twice to 
agencies to validate interpretations.  Every effort has been made to interpret the information 
provided in the right context.  Requests were also made to agencies if documentation was 
not found on specific areas, until the agency indicated there was no more explicit 
information in this area.  
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3 Agency business profiles 

 CITEC 3.1

3.1.1 Overall business profile  

 
 

 
Positive achievements  
 

 Operationally and tactically strong IT service management (ITSM) maturity in comparison to the rest of 
government. 

 Strong operational performance reports provided to clients.  (DTMR and DET examples were provided). 

 Strong business as usual (BAU) and project risk management. 

 Strategic plan framework good (using balanced scorecard to frame strategic architecture). 

 Good product cost information. 

 Good workforce capability plan. 
 

Areas for improvement  
 

 Significant procurement plans vary in quality.  Options analysis is not often done well.  There are no 
measures and a large variation on standard procurement documentation. 

 Performance indicators were largely operationally based and focused on capacity, incident and problem 
management. 

 Customer Relationship Managers (CRM) are largely linking to operational staff in the business and 
there is no strong client relationship with business areas in departments. 

 Unable to see other value added services in the pricebook including business analysts and project staff 
that provide strong value to the business in delivering business outcomes. 

 Customer surveys are narrow and operationally focused through key agency contacts only.  This 
narrow sample size is not significant enough to get an understanding of CITEC‟s performance. 

 Current governance documentation indicates that a Portfolio Governance (change) is managed largely 
through existing functions through to the information steering committee (ISC).  There is no overall 
governance framework (provided) that explicitly ties BAU and portfolio operations together or deals with 
risks and dependancies across the portfolio. 

 
 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 The strategic plan show goals, objectives and measures, but there was no evidence to indicate how the 
initiatives established realise the measures and overall targets in the strategic plan.  Measures are also 
mostly operational and are largely around establishing reviews and establishing more measures.  There 
was no evidence that showed how operational and initative measures tied back into the strategy and 
strategy development (Except for initiatives that were stood up to improve operational performance). 
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 No larger corporate board or oversight governance body to drive a strong strategic partnership between 
CITEC operations and whole-of-government (WoG) outcomes. 

 CITEC faces challenges in driving WoG outcomes without an appropriate funding model and the ability 
to drive agency compliance to adopt these WoG outcomes. This makes it difficult to realise the 
intended WoG benefits established in initiatl business cases. 

3.1.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Some inconsistency in benefit (performance 

measures) owners – sometimes roles, sometimes 

person names. 

 Risks not explicitly articulated in CITEC‟s overall 

strategy, they are contained within business unit 

strategies. 

 Evidence base for deriving strategies is unclear. 

 No consolidated staff (resourcing) information 

included within the CITEC strategy. 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

CITEC 4.8 3.6 4.5 4.4 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 
 

3.1.3 Governance  

 

 

 
Governance assessment 

 Overall assessment appears to show that all 

governance decision making is undertaken by the 

Executive Management Group (EMG), creating a 

potential bottleneck for decision making. 

 Governance and performance management in 

CITEC is focused on risk management, similar to the 

rest of the government sector. This is of more 

concern when applied by a service provider to drive 

service outcomes. 

 Evidence that program boards exist, however all 

decision making appears to be directed to the ISC. 

 Absence of portfolio vendor management that 

looked and reviewed investments with varying ICT 

suppliers, or undertook an active review of 

consolidation or strategically managing service 

outcomes through vendors. 

 Overall governance of procurement does not appear 

to be strategically managed, as this is mostly 

distributed across the organisation through product 

lines.   

 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

CITEC 3.8 3.2 2.2 4.4 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.1.4 Performance management 

 

Performance management assessment 
 Very strong incident management practices. 

 Vendor engagement at operational and tactical 

levels is good, but no evidence of engagement with 

CITEC clients at the strategic level. 

 Evidence points to a disconnect between operational 

performance and portfolio performance.  Operational 

measures are focused heavily on incidents and 

mitigating issues and problems. 

 The strategic plan contains very similar 

goals/objectives as the previous version, indicating 

that the strategy has not really changed and 

operational performance has not influenced strategic 

focus. 

 No evidence of existing performance indicators 

being used for better customer or product outcomes 

e.g. innovative solutions to meet new customer 

requirements. 

 Configuration management data base (CMDB) is 

advanced compared to the rest of the sector. 

 Utilisation of „Service Now‟ to drive ITSM maturity is 

good. 

 Some linkages between initiatives and strategic 

planning however they appear to be retrospective 

alignment. 

 Planning documentation in CITEC is good, but there 

is no explicit evidence to indicate how some of these 

plans are actually applied in the business. 

 Unable to determine if/how risk is being triaged 

across various governance boards; however 

decision making seems very centralised at the 

executive level. 

 Risk registers across initiatives and products are 

good. 

 Operational risk is not consolidated and used to 

change strategic direction or address longer term 

systemic issues. 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

CITEC 1.9 2.0 1.8 1.1 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 
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3.1.5 Financial Management 

 

 

 
Financial management assessment 

 Good solid ability to identify cost objects and 

calculate total costs. 

 Allocation of cost overheads were visible through the 

cost model and the MARS financial system. 

 MARS showed good functionality and ability to 

reconcile costs and expenditure.  It should be noted 

that a request to see a BDO Kendall report on cost 

allocation could not be provided, as such, whilst 

MARS indicates good functionality, the practices of 

how cost processes were applied was not easily 

visible. 

 There is evidence from agencies that there were 

variations from pricebook prices for similar products. 

 Procurement processes with purchase plans are of 

varying quality and appear to be no performance 

measures assigned to the delivery of procurement. 

 

 

Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

CITEC 3.5 3.6 2.9 1.8 

Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 

 

3.1.6 Service delivery 

 

 

 
Service delivery assessment 

 Good capability plans for staff. 

 Vendor arrangements and service agreements are 

good. 

 Use of Signficant Procurement Plans good, however 

inconsistent in quality particularly when looking at 

market and options analysis. 

 Service agreements with departments lack any 

compensable elements. 

 Agreements with agencies also lack strong 

performance accountability except in relation to 

problem and incident resolution, which satisfied most 

agency requirements, or the levels they provided to 

their customer.  Only the Department of the Premier 

and Cabinet (who outsources their ITSM processes) 

and the Department of Community Safety had faster 

resolution times.  

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

CITEC 2.3 3.3 2.5 1.6 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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 Smart Service Queensland (SSQ) 3.2

3.2.1 Overall business profile  

 

 
 

 
Positive achievements 
  

 Good concentration on cost reduction as affirmed by review undertaken by PricewaterhouseCoopers. 

 Strong service culture and emphasis through governance and actions. 

 Strong channel (supply and distribution chain) centric culture in understanding service impact, 
performance management, financial management and governance. 

 Strong focus on improving and supporting staff in specific channel areas. 
 

Areas for improvement 
  

 Cost and performance structures are largely channel and cost centre based, and not against the ICT 
service catalogue. 

 No real understanding of the total cost of ICT across the portfolio, as costs are rolled up and structured 
by business area. 

 Resolution times of two days for priority two incidents are the longest resolution times in Queensland 
Government. 

 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 Cost models do not indicate a sustainable funding model for ICT.  

 Total cost of ICT is not visible across multiple business areas. 

 There is not a portfolio approach to vendor management and driving value for the business.  Once the 
vendor is chosen for a specific solution, the contract is only managed on an operational and incident 
basis. 

 Inconsistent service level agreement (SLA) and performance setting. Performance was largely incident 
and operationally based. 

 There does not appear to be an overall ICT Strategic plan linked to overall SSQ Strategic Plan 

 No overall portfolio performance management approach in both BAU and in ICT-enabled initiatives. 

 Portfolio SSQLT has strong oversight of initiative and change risk, however evidence indicates there is 
no overall portfolio risk management approach to ICT. This includes initiative risk management and 
business as usual. 

 Low maturity in all ITSM processes including operational change, problem, release and configuration 
management. 
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3.2.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Well articulated direction and focus areas. 

 Reasonable and measurable outcome-focused 

performance measures as articulated within 

documented strategies and plans. 

 Strategies can be more current – reported strategies 

are for 2008-2013. 

 Evidence base for deriving strategy unclear . 

 Benefit (performance measures) ownership can be 

made explicit. 

 Share-buy-build considerations, collaborations and 

synergies within and across agencies can be made 

more explicit. 

 Evidence on the use of a structured portfolio 

prioritisation approach. 

 Resourcing (staff) considerations at the planning 

stage can be made more explicit. 
 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

SSQ 4.0 2.5 4.0 2.5 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 
 

3.2.3 Governance  

 

 

 
Governance assessment 

 Terms of Reference were available, but were 

missing details on attendance requirements, review 

of committees and communication activities.  

 ICT is reasonably represented within SSQ with the 

Director, Technology and Infrastructure being on the 

SSQ Leadership Team, and an observer at the ICT 

Strategic Management Group.  While there are plans 

to implement a Change Advisory Board (CAB), there 

is no evidence to indicate that a CAB or similar 

governance oversight of operational change 

management has been implemented. 

 SSQ ICT Strategic Management Group can 

“Recommend and endorse the development of the 

strategic and operational plans for ICT resources”, it 

requires SSQLT to approve the plan. 
 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

SSQ 2.2 1.5 3.0 3.3 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.2.4 Performance management 

 

 
Performance management assessment 

 A large proportion of the performance 

documentation provided by SSQ consisted of 

external customer service performance 

measurement, and not ICT service delivery. 

However, this can be attributed to the nature of 

SSQ‟s business. This makes an assessment of SSQ 

difficult when using whole-of-government ICT 

performance management criteria. SSQ was also 

previously in the former DPW.  As such they were 

required to align to the DPW strategic plan which 

was more internally focused.  

 Performance dashboards included statistics relating 

to incidents logged, closed and still open, as well as 

average resolution time performance.  These 

dashboards show an emphasis on mostly 

operational performance. 

 There was a central BAU/operational risk register 

provided, but no evidence of a consolidated initiative 

risk register (or a combined view of the two to be 

able to map and understand systemic issues). 

 There was evidence of risks and issues included 

within one of SSQ‟s strategies (SMS channel 

strategy), although there were no risk mitigation 

strategies documented within this strategy. 

 There was no evidence of a central measures or 

performance dictionary or register so that strategic 

performance could be tied to operational and 

initiative measures and outcomes. 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

SSQ 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.3 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 

 

3.2.5 Financial management 

 

 

 
Financial management assessment 

 Budget variance of 15% on Opex and 19% on 

Capex. Spend is below budget. 

 Overall cost structures are largely functional but 

have reasonable control and governance over 

financial information.  This is indicated by their 

overall performance in financial management. 
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Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

SSQ 3.6 3.6 2.9 2.9 

Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 

3.2.6 Service delivery 

 

 

 
Service delivery assessment 

 Significant procurement plans varied in quality and 

options and market analysis also varied. 

 Whilst a strong focus in developing staff in channel 

based operations, there were no available workforce 

plans for ICT staff. 

 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

SSQ 1.8 1.3 3.2 2.2 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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 Queensland Shared Services (QSS) 3.3

3.3.1 Overall business profile  

 

 
 
Positive achievements  
 

 Customised Clearcost financial system provides good transparency on overhead allocation, 
identification of cost objects and allows accurate derivation of total service cost. 

 Mature Change Advisory Board with good representation. 

 Good governance framework and good coverage of governance body. 
 

Areas for improvement  
 

 The majority of performance indicators provided were largely transactional or incident based. 

 Risk managed well for line of business operations and change processes, however overall portfolio risk 
(operations and change) was not obvious except through the Risk and Assurance Sub-Committee. No 
clarity on how overall ICT Risk was triaged or managed and no overall strategic, tactical and 
operational risk register submitted. 

 Configuration management details not available for assessment at the time. 

 SLA with vendors have largely incident based performance indicators. 
 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 Business plan/strategy largely operationally focused with milestones for initiatives and performance 
targets not taking a portfolio approach to business improvement.     

 Absence of a larger customer focused strategic plan. 

 Risk and activity/compliance completions is used as a de facto business performance framework.   

 Governance boards where performance measures outlined are focused on operational, transactional, 
initiative outcome and risks. 

 Value realisation once an initiative transitions into the BAU space appears absent. 

 ICT Investment does not appear to be strategically led (granted that they are largely customer driven). 

 Larger portfolio vendor management to drive value and outcome is handled on an issue or per initiative 
delivery basis. 

 Using ICT to drive innovation and strong business outcomes is a challenge that is linked to the wider 
strategic management issue. 
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3.3.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Well-articulated links to whole-of-government 

drivers. 

 Strategy is written around activities and actions, not 

future states. 

 Evidence base for deriving initiatives/actions is not 

explicit. 

 No benefits section defined as QSS is using the 

DPW template. 

 Initiative prioritisation mechanism not explicit. 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

QSS 5.0 4.2 4.0 4.4 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 
 

3.3.3 Governance  

 

 

 
Governance assessment 

 Governance framework reasonably comprehensive. 

 A lot of governance boards are largely oversight 

boards and most of the empowerment in decision 

making and accountability appears in only the peak 

governance boards. 

 Oversight reasonable across business processes, 

policy and tactical operations. 

 No measures identified in relation to governance 

performance. 

 QSS has good representation with a strong Change 

Advisory Board. 

 Absence of portfolio vendor management that 

looked and reviewed investments with varying ICT 

suppliers and lack of active review of consolidation 

or strategically managing service outcomes through 

vendors. 

 

 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

QSS 2.2 2.9 2.4 3.1 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.3.4 Performance management 

 

 
Performance management assessment 

 It was difficult to distinguish between internal 

operations/documentation, and external service 

delivery when assessing QSS documentation.  

 This suggests that there is a potential lack of 

distinction between internal ICT operations and 

services provided from the rest of the business. 

 In particular, there was no visibility of internal service 

delivery performance which was largely replaced by 

a risk view of service outcomes. 

 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

QSS 2.5 2.4 1.7 1.7 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 

 

3.3.5 Financial management 

 

 

 
Financial management assessment 

 Very strong cost models with good triaging of cost 

elements against key services.  Specific total ICT 

costs are more difficult to reconcile but still possible 

with effort using these cost models. 

 Overhead apportionment consistent. 

 Depreciation is captured . 

 Total cost against service lines were good. 

 
 

  
Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

QSS 2.9 2.1 4.3 3.9 

Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 
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3.3.6 Service delivery 

 

 

 
Service delivery assessment 

 No workforce capability plans provided. 

 No succession plans provided. 

 No clarity as to training and skilling programs or 

opportunities for staff. 

 Significant procurement plans vary in quality 

specifically around options and market analysis. 

 Vendor service agreements vary in analysis. 

 The approach for servicing QSS internally has been 

to treat QSS as a „client‟ that uses the same 

processes as external clients.  There may be a more 

simplified approach that tracks those costs but not 

necessarily generate the administrative costs that 

are incurred in managing themselves as a client. 

 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

QSS 1.0 2.5 3.6 3.1 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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 Department of Communities (DoC) 3.4

3.4.1 Overall business profile  

 

 
 
Positive achievements  
 

 Good SLAs with vendors. 

 Governance framework indicates there is holistic ICT portfolio management (BAU activities and change 
initiatives) occuring with most governance bodies. 

 Governance and minutes indicate there is proper assignment of responsibility and time frames for 
actions and decisions to be realised. 

 Most applications in the business have an SLA (though mostly at the lowest level; bronze). 

 ITIL/ITSM documentation is strong across the organisation. 

 Good workforce capability planning and follow through with good action plans. 
 

Areas for improvement  
 

 The Audit was provided a risk management framework that indicated that risks were looked at 
operationally, tactically, strategically. It also indicated that there was a consolidated risk register.  No 
consolidated register was provided and there was no outline in the risk management framework as to 
the relevant governance bodies and roles that were responsible and accountable for risk. 

 The governance framework and strategic plan both include performance measures, however these are 
largely operationally focused.  The register indicates performance indicators (PI‟s) are largely 
operational and they do not seem to tie back to strategic targets. 

 Costing model provided showed costs against services. However, it was not clear how overheads were 
apportioned. 

 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 There is no evidence to suggest that the CIO participates in senior governance boards within the 
business (and conversely, the business pariticpating in ICT governance bodies), except for the ISC.   

 Whilst there is evidence of strong change portfolio management, how these initatives transition into the 
operational environment is not documented and how benefits transition to value and realised post 
project implementation is not explicit.  E.g  once the initiative reaches maturity there is no clarity of how 
the investment governance boards realise benefits after delivery.  DoC indicated a benefits 
management framework, however there was no indication the point above was addressed. 

 Whilst all applications look to have an SLA, the overwhelming majority are on the lowest agreement 
(bronze).  Some of these on bronze appear also in BCP/DR as critical. This indicates misalignment of 
service levels to systems that are critical to the business. 

 CIO does not appear to be involved in DoC strategy development and not part of the business 
executive. 
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3.4.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Clearly articulated, current and strategically aligned 

ICT strategies. 

 Evidence-based process for deriving actions and 

initiatives not explicit. 

 Some performance measures less specific and 

measurable than others. 

 Benefit ownership can be improved – owners should 

be roles, not business units. 

 Identification of initiative dependencies and share-

buy-build opportunities at the planning stage can be 

improved. 

 No resource (staffing) plan included within ICT 

strategy. 

 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

DoC 5.0 2.8 4.5 3.1 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 

3.4.3 Governance  

 

 

 
Governance assessment 

 DoC has a number of governance bodies with 

reasonable coverage of key areas. 

 CIO does not appear to be in the business executive 

and not involved in senior business governance 

boards.  This may have an impact on the ability of 

ICT to proactively support business outcomes.  

 Minutes indicated strong examples of how action 

items are assigned to a responsible officer and 

allocated a timeframe to be completed.   

 Terms of reference for governance boards lack 

specificity on the board‟s ability to approve and what 

decisions they have responsibility for. 

 There are no significant business representatives on 

ICT committees. 

 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

DoC 3.5 1.8 1.5 3.9 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.4.4 Performance management 

 

 
Performance management assessment 

 Performance of vendor is benchmarked to industry. 

 SLAs and vendor contracts contain PIs, focusing on 

incident/problem resolution.  

 The majority of performance measures are around 

incident and problem resolution and meeting 

milestones.  Whilst there is a data dictionary, there 

does not appear to be any explicit documentation on 

how this is tied back to strategic plan and business 

outcomes. 

 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

DoC 1.7 2.1 2.7 1.9 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 

 

3.4.5 Financial management 

 

 

 
Financial management assessment 

 The costing model provided has a good breakdown 

of cost elements. Cost dashboards that contribute to 

forecasts are very good. 

 Total service costs are calculated and where 

possible „service drivers‟ are identified as a measure 

against cost.  They are operational drivers but a 

good approach to measure cost against a particular 

outcome.   

 Other financial statements appear to be at a higher 

level and cost centres aligned to fees and 

commodity items. 

 
 

  
Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

DoC 2.4 1.8 2.5 2.5 

Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 
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3.4.6 Service delivery 

 

 

 
Service delivery assessment 

 An independent report shows risk exposure for 

network attacks is high. DoC have implemented 

methods to track this and address it which should 

see a significant improvement in the next external 

audit in this area. 

 There is strong evidence they are implementing ITIL 

in their daily practices. 

 DoC provided a comprehensive list of their business 

applications including the service levels that apply to 

each though the majority only have a bronze SLA 

(Except BIS, ICMS, SCAN. IJIS-EMMA, CRPS). 

 Capability plans scored high and were above 

average in ensuring that there were strategies in 

managing the workforce as well as relevant action 

plans to realise the workforce strategy. 
 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

DoC 2.0 3.3 3.0 1.9 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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 Department of Community Safety (DCS) 3.5

3.5.1 Overall business profile  

 

 
 
Positive achievements  
 

 There is evidence of risk being visible at the operational, tactical and strategic level with a consolidated 
risk registry. 

 DCS appears to have the best internal response and resolution time for any insourced government 
department. 

 DCS has demonstrated the use of enterprise architecture within the business. 

 One of the few agencies that measured incident response times in their SLAs. 
 
 

Areas for improvement  
 

 Whilst there is a governance diagram, there is no overarching framework and explicit documentation on 
decision dependencies between the various governance bodies. 

 No performance management in governance body minutes, with many actions not having a specific 
and defined timeframe assigned (many action items appear assigned with timeframes of “ASAP”). 

 Could not demonstrate ability to provide a total cost for services. 

 Configuration and release management can be improved with no CMDB or registration of configuration 
changes.  Release schedules were also not provided. 

 CIO does not appear to be a member of more senior corporate  governance boards. 

 CAB to mature further and also include more business members. 

 More central and holistic management of internal and external vendor performance . 
 

 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 Losing portfolio and enterprise architecture maturity through a reduction of internal capability and a 
requirement on focusing on lights on activity.  DCS considering outsourcing certain functions of 
Portfolio Management, though it is noted that DCS are keeping Portfolio and Program assurance 
internally. 

 With outsourcing focus, maturity in developing strong strategic and performance based contracts would 
be required.  Current maturity in this space is low. Existing procurement process, contract management 
and development of service agreements appear also low in maturity. 

 Understanding total cost of service will be required to effectively leverage and understand which areas 
of outsourcing will bring value for money.  Understanding cost objects and calculating total cost was not 
apparent. 
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 No workforce capability planning or succession planning developed and with expected reductions, this 
may present a challenge and operational risk. 

3.5.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Benefits and benefit ownership at the strategy and 

planning level can be improved. 

 Staffing (resource) component can be better 

integrated into planning processes at the strategic 

level. 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

DCS 4.8 4.2 4.0 1.9 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 

3.5.3 Governance  

 

 

 
Governance assessment 

 DCS has a good breadth of governance bodies 

looking at different outcomes and aspects of the 

business.  

 Governance record actions and responsibilities for 

actions. However, there are no assigned timeframes. 

 Governance bodies undertake an assessment of their 

performance annually. 

 CIO does not appear in senior business governance 

boards, e.g DCS Finance Committee, which sit above 

the Communication & Information Committee and 

have stronger decision making and approval powers. 

 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

DCS 3.1 1.6 2.2 3.3 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.5.4 Performance management 

 

 
Performance management assessment  
 

 Fastest incident response time for an insourced 

government agency. 

 DCS also has very low problem resolution times. 

 DCS was one of the only agencies which measured 

incident response times against SLAs. 

 DCS uses a risk approach in judging outcomes, 

therefore using risk as a de facto performance 

framework.  

 There are shortfalls in maturity around release and 

configuration management – including no evidence 

of a CMDB. 

 ISC monthly performance reports are largely 

operational with breaches recorded and risks 

identified. 

 CIO highlight reports are all operational performance 

as well as risk based. 

 Absence of performance management aligning to 

strategic planning. 

 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

DCS 2.4 2.6 0.7 2.0 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 

 

3.5.5 Financial management 

 

 

 
Financial management assessment  

 

 Financial information provided was limited so DCS‟ 

financial ability was unable to be assessed 

thoroughly to understand how cost centres were 

structured, what level cost was captured and what 

methods were used to calculate total service cost. 

 Oversight by a larger Finance Committee provided 

evidence of strong financial governance.  However, 

budget versus actuals were also not supplied across 

the portfolio. 

 Vendor and service provider costs were provided 

including agreements and associated invoices 

indicate good line of sight in relation to managing 

outsourcing arrangements with respect to cost.  

 

Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

DCS 1.3 2.1 2.9 3.6 

Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 
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3.5.6 Service delivery 

 

 

 
Service delivery assessment  
 

 A service architecture and service catalogue was 

developed. Service architecture shows promise and 

application of this within the business is a positive 

and proactive contribution to business service 

delivery. 

 The ICS Service Management RACI (Responsible 

Accountable, Consulted and Informed) provided a 

good view of business processes against services 

and assigning responsibility.  However, the copy 

provided had no RACI against services in the 

catalogue. 

 Evidence of good oversight of storage, data 

protection and capacity management.  

 ICT Baseline report is well documented as well as a 

good understanding of the condition of assets. 

 Executive Manager - ICS Operations chairs the 

CAB, whilst change manager coordinates the 

meeting. 

 No capability or workforce plans supplied. 

 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

DCS 0.0 2.0 2.5 3.1 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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  Department of Employment, Economic Development (DEEDI) 3.6
& Department of Environment and Resource Management 
(DERM) 

3.6.1 Overall business profile  

 
 

 
Positive achievements  
 

 Evidence of good risk management for BAU activities. 

 Evidence of good project risk management practices. 

 Previous DERM demonstrated strong governance maturity, however without stronger understanding of 
the Terms of Reference (ToR) of new governance entities, there may be a variation in quality 
depending on what practices have been adopted. 

 Maturing service catalogue. 

 Previous DERM contract management is strong. 
 

Areas for improvement  
 

 Portfolio performance management is not really present.  Subculture of initiative management and BAU 
management apparent.  Portfolio investment unit is focused on project board discussion and 
management. 

 The proposed cost model appears to not be a full Activity Based Costing (ABC) model and significantly 
eroded from original DERM model.  ITP has indicated they they are taking steps to mature this. 

 Current budget details in the last period shows low visibility of costs and cost objects. 

 Strategic planning and aligning performance outcomes to strategic outcomes requires improvement.  
Information  and Technology Partners (ITP) has indicated they are starting that process, however at the 
time of final consultation no evidence had been provided. 

 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 Poorest overall incident resolution time for priority two incidents against Queensland Government 
departments. 

 Loss of former DERM and DEEDI libraries potentially presents a loss of signficant explicit knowledge 
and business intelligence and may have a high impact on future business delivery. 

 Former DERM had a very high (almost 50%) ratio of contractors tied to the development and support of 
business solutions.  With potential loss of these skills and no succession plans or tacit knowledge 
transfer documented or planned, there are concerns key platforms will be difficult to migrate or 
transform. 
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 Within the former DERM many of these contractors had been with the business for over a decade, 
indicating a high long term reliance on specific capability but reluctance to transfer and build those skills 
and capability internally.  New establishment data and discussions with ITP indicate continued support 
for this practice. 

 

3.6.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 ICT strategies are current and business-aligned. 

 Performance measures and benefits in ICT strategy 

can be more explicit. 

 Benefits articulation and ownership can be improved. 

 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

DEEDI & 
DERM 

4.5 2.2 4.5 1.9 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 
 

3.6.3 Governance  

 

 

 
Governance assessment  

 DEEDI-DERM ICT provision is in a state of transition 

with ITP being established to service the ICT needs 

of six agencies.  ITP also continue to act as a 

service provider to other departments due to the 

legacy of previous machinery of government (MoG) 

changes.   

 The draft governance structure provided by ITP 

showed a strong emphasis on initiative and change 

based governance, with low transparency on 

business operations.  However, due to the changing 

nature of this governance and absence of adequate 

terms of reference, this interpretation cannot be 

confirmed. 

 The final ITP Governance Framework, Program 

Board ToR and the CAB ToR were not available for 

assessment.  The draft governance however 

indicates that it will operate like a shared service 

provider.  It is unclear whether ITP will be a strategic 

partner or just an operational based service provider 

largely focused on „lights on‟ activity. 

 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

DEEDI & 
DERM 

3.0 1.0 2.5 3.9 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.6.4 Performance management 

 

 
Performance management assessment  

 The best components from both DEEDI and DERM 

were used to assess the risk management 

framework for ITP. 

 There is no overall performance framework currently 

in place though ITP indicate this is in development. 

 There is a heavy focus on existing measures around 

incident/problem based measures. 

 There is an intention to develop a more strategic 

focused performance framework (to enable the 

business to develop incident -> tactical -> strategic 

performance measures), however no evidence of 

this yet. 

 Quarterly performance reports provided to partners 

are heavily incident and resolution based reports. 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

DEEDI & 
DERM 

1.9 1.8 1.8 1.8 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 

 

3.6.5 Financial management 

 

 

 
Financial management assessment  

 This assessment was made assuming the previous 

DERM financial models were adopted as part of ITP 

moving forward. The previous DERM model 

reflected a good activity and service based 

approach to costing.  After subsequent meetings 

with the DERM ICT executive and with a delegated 

financial officer, ITP appear to have a copy of 

master data from the previous DERM system and 

using it to derive a cost model.  The assessment 

therefore provided an optimistic approach to scoring 

based on that cost model being implemented in full 

and transitioning to a standardised ICT cost model 

for ITP. 

 

 

Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

DEEDI & 
DERM 

2.8 2.9 1.4 2.1 

Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 
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3.6.6 Service delivery 

 

 

 
Service delivery assessment  

 Former DERM SLA templates and application of 

SLA were good.  Though PI‟s were largely 

operational they were above sector maturity.  

 There was no ICT workforce capability plans 

provided by either DERM or DEEDI and it is unclear 

as to whether these will be developed in ITP.  

 The Significant Procurement Plans (SPP) varied in 

quality and consistency with options analysis very 

poor e.g ESRI SPP with no options. 

 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

DEEDI & 
DERM 

1.8 3.0 2.7 2.5 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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 Department of Education and Training (DET) 3.7

3.7.1 Overall business profile  

 

 
 
Positive achievements 
  

 The best overall ICT business performance in Queensland Government. 

 Strong portfolio approach to service delivery. 

 Strong business intelligence across portfolio. 

 Growing understanding of costs against services. 

 Evidence of compensable SLA (Melbourne IT). 

 TAFE has very strong vendor and contract management processes and documentation. 

 Strong business and appropriate representation in governance groups. 
 
 

 

Areas for improvement  
 

 Vendor management and performance on the education side of DET more variable. 

 Procurement processes on the traditional DET side indicate also low maturity with low ownership or 
delivering business outcomes. 

 Performance indicators within SLAs are largely incident based.  If DET is seeking more strategic 
partnerships, there can be more tactical and strategic PIs so that vendors can be tied to in service 
agreements. 

 Financial costing models as well as total cost modelling indicates good and maturing financial 
oversight.  The concern is that while the primary SAP system provides good oversight of data, 
allocation of costs and reasonable movement towards getting a total cost of service; there was less 
visibility of the other five financial systems in DET and how that affects ICT, particularly around ICT 
commodity items paid for and managed by the business. 

 
 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 None significant.  
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3.7.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Commendable business and ICT strategies. 

 Consistency and explicit nature of performance 

indicators can be improved. 

 Benefits ownership can be improved. 

 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

DET 5.0 4.2 5.0 3.8 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 
 

3.7.3 Governance  

 

 

 
Governance assessment 

 Governance within DET exceeds the WoG average 

with evidence of good Terms of Reference 

documents, minutes and agendas. 

 Governance bodies are empowered to make 

decisions within the roles defined within their terms 

of reference.  The represented principle is high 

because the program boards and change advisory 

boards  have appropriate representation from both 

ICT and the business. 

 Governance bodies have oversight over key 

business and ICT documents as well as a good 

ability to endorse and approve them.  Many 

agencies, while having governance boards, did not 

empower them to do anything more than provide 

oversight and documentation. DET is one of the few 

larger departments that federate governance 

responsibilities. 

 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

DET 3.2 4.1 4.0 3.3 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.7.4 Performance management 

 

 
Performance management assessment 

 Strongest overall documentation, which suggests 

highest level of maturity across government in 

performance management. 

 Some of the highlights include a central vendor PI 

registry, which also contains compensable PIs with 

Melbourne IT.  

 PIs for the most part are still focused on incident and 

problem based measures, however in the online 

space there are more tactical measures that tie to 

the business plan and strategy. 

 An opportunity for improvement for DET is to 

undertake vendor benchmarking against the 

industry. This was an area that was lacking across 

government. However, given the stronger maturity of 

DET across the board and higher strategic 

relationships with vendors sought this activity would 

increase the maturity level further. 

 One of the only departments to have strategic 

performance and business target performance 

measured. 

 DET is the only department to demonstrate evidence 

of measuring procurement performance which, 

combined with the compensable PIs and 

performance clauses, provides oversight of 

procurement outcomes.  The actual procurement 

process sits out of DET ICT and tacit and explicit 

evidence indicates oversight and driving expedience 

from internal processes are difficult. 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

DET 3.0 3.4 3.5 3.7 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 
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3.7.5 Financial management 

 

 

 
Financial management assessment 

 It is the understanding that the financial model 

provided and cost items were derived from the 

practices used on the primary DET SAP system.  

This information, particularly the ability to reconcile 

service expenditure and understand and apply the 

concept of total cost, show focus and financial 

management is headed in the right direction. 

 There are, however, ICT commodity items managed 

in other financial systems in DET and it is not clear 

whether these systems and the processes and cost 

models in which they operate are consistent with 

what the Audit was provided.  If they differ in both 

how cost is structured, modelled and managed, 

these scores will significantly decrease. 

 

 
 
 

Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

DET 3.1 3.6 2.9 2.9 

Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 

 

3.7.6 Service Delivery 

 

 
Service delivery assessment 

 In the DET Applications Change Governance Board 

the risk rating and cost ratings scale run counter to 

each other - i.e. 4 is highest risk, but 1 is greatest 

cost. 

 Business intelligence is a credit to DET, with a good 

dashboard that covers a number of operational and 

intiative based performanc indicators. 

 Workforce planning and considerations were 

factored in. 

 There is evidence that indicates there is also good 

application and focus on improving workforce 

capability. 

 Significant procurement plans were well documented 

with good options analysis. One of the few that 

actually provided an option to “do nothing”.  
 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

DET 1.8 3.3 3.0 3.1 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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 Department of the Premier and Cabinet (DPC) 3.8

3.8.1 Overall business profile  

 
 

 
Positive achievements 
  

 Best incident resolution time in Queensland Government through outsourced provider, Ventyx. 

 One of only two Departments that had compensable PIs with vendors. 

 DPC ITIL/ITSM is managed by Ventyx and the maturity was assessed based on the service provider 
contract and the PIs and performance reports provided.  While documentation was light, there was 
good evidence to suggest Ventyx covered and managed the ITSM processes well. 
 

 

Areas for improvement  
 

 Performance indicators with Ventyx are focused on incident and problem management.  They are also 
largely around measuring expedience, rather than outcome or quality of outcome. 

 No evidence of customer surveys around ICT delivery (except for Ventyx). 

 Some duplication of services with Ministerial ICT services, however a review has already commenced 
within DPC to understand whether this is appropriate. 

 There were operational risks for Ministerial Services and information services, but it is unclear how the 
risks identified in the strategic plan was reviewed, escalated and reported regularly to the appropriate 
governance group. DPC indicated that higher level risks were rolled up and tabled in the corproate risk 
register however at the time of finalisation no explicit procedure or relevant ToR from governance group 
was provided. 
 

 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 Understanding that majority of services are outsourced, financial treatment and reporting of 
depreciation, and high level costings showing total cost against services were difficult to reconcile. 

 There was no clear evidence how performance of ICT (outside of Ventyx) was managed.  There was an 
absence of a larger performance framework tied to the strategic plan that noted objectives in 
governance, leadership, service delivery and capability/capacity management.   

 No clear governance framework was provided to understand decision making responsibilities, 
ownership of outcomes or escalation paths of risks and issues.  Terms of Reference for governance 
bodies provided also show they are mostly oversight bodies that have no apparent decision making 
power.  The Audit was informed that the DPC Corporate Governance Group (CGG) Terms of 
Reference will be revised to address these issues. 
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3.8.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Explicit risks and mitigation strategies included within 

the ICT strategy. 

 Good accountability for business processes that form 

part of Information Services‟ business plan. 

 Initiatives derivation process for ICT strategy not 

explicit. 

 Variable maturity in performance measures and 

benefits management. 

 Initiative dependency analysis and share-buy-build 

practice at the strategy level can be improved. 

 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

DPC 4.5 1.7 4.0 3.8 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 
 

3.8.3 Governance  

 

 

 
Governance assessment 

 During the year, the duties of the Information and 

Communication Committee, the Finance and Budget 

Committee, and the Workforce Capability Committee 

were incorporated into the responsibilities of the 

Corporate Governance Group (CCG).  From 

clarification by the CIO, there is a rotation of this 

chair where the governance group focuses on the 

business area of the chair for each governance 

meeting.  However, the Terms of Reference (ToR) 

provided does not have the CIO as a member nor 

does the ToR mention any specific oversight or 

approval responsibilities around ICT.   

 The ToRs indicate that all governance groups were 

largely oversight, and at most recommending, 

bodies without strong ability to approve/endorse or 

make firm decisions.  Emphasis on „information 

sharing‟.  An update provided by DPC indicate that 

the CCG terms of reference were being updated to 

address these issues. 

 

 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

DPC 1.6 2.2 2.8 4.2 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.8.4 Performance management 

 

 
Performance management assessment 

 Due to a largely outsourced environment and small 

business size, explicit documentation around 

performance was largely based on vendor 

performance. 

 There is still an operational focus for the department 

as a whole, however the service catalogue indicates 

vendor/contract management, customer 

relationships and business analysis/project 

management services are available and largely fee 

for service. 

 BAU and initiative risk managed separately (no 

portfolio view of risk) – due to the managed service 

provider managing BAU risk (however, there should 

be a consolidated view across the ICT business 

unit). 

 Change Advisory Board that reviews risk, 

configuration, release and change management is 

undertaken by Ventyx. 

 Vendor SLA with Ventyx contains compensable 

performance PIs.  

 No evidence of customer surveys to improve ICT 

service delivery (beyond customer surveys 

conducted after service desk requests) by Ventyx. 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

DPC 2.2 2.8 2.2 1.7 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 

 

3.8.5 Financial management 

 

 
 

 
Financial management assessment 

 Financial cost structures and reporting are 

corporately managed.  Cost breakdowns were at a 

higher level and broken down by business units, 

rather than services delivered. 

 Cost centres cover devices, contractors and 

contractual agreements. 

 

 

Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

DPC 3.1 2.1 1.4 1.4 

Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 
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3.8.6 Service delivery 

 

 

 
Service delivery assessment 

 Workforce plans were not provided. DPC has 

indicated that staff members had individual 

performance plans and SES and SO levels were 

assessed by the Lominger Capability framework. An 

internal audit identified no issue with succession 

planning.  The Audit however did not receive any 

explicit documentation on how capability was 

managed to support business outcomes and that 

capability was adjusted to support DPC and ICT 

strategy. 

 Significant Procurement Plans (SPP) provided 

indicate that DPC submissions did not appear to 

align to aspects of the Significant Procurement 

Guideline (SPG). 

 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

DPC 0.5 2.0 2.3 2.5 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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 Department of Public Works (DPW) 3.9

3.9.1 Overall business profile  

 

 
 
Positive achievements  
 

 Strong governance with clear terms of reference. 

 Director-General sits and chairs Information Steering Committee (ISC). 

 Good maturity in Change Advisory Board (CAB). 

 Good communication to internal staff on governance discussions. 

 Service catalogue is a good start. 
 

Areas for improvement  
 

 Project Services ICT budget versus actual figures were exactly the same.  This requires a more 
thorough review as to how costs are reconciled. 

 Configuration and release management have lower maturity than other ITIL processes. 

 CAB does not appear to include business members. 

 Performance management is largely based on operational measures of incidents and problems. 

 Customer surveys appear to be narrowly focused and not covering the majority of services that ISD 
provide. 

 Significant procurement plans were inconistent in quality and often lacking proper options analysis. 

 DPW has provided a draft risk management framework which indicates an intent to manage 
operational, tactical and strategic risk. However existing governance structures and current 
documentation indicates that this is yet to be applied. 

 
 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 No evidence of an overall portfolio view/approach to service performance and vendor performance. 

 Challenges in understanding total cost of service to effectively leverage and understand what areas of 
outsourcing will bring value for money. 

 Cost centres for ICT appear to be inconsistently applied across DPW, with examples provided from 
QBuild, Project Services and Qfleet showing large variation in how costs are captured and reported.  If 
ICT costs continue to be federated, centralisation of governance of that budget and cost structure 
needs to be consistent.  Without this consistency, DPW will not be able to understand what its real ICT 
spend across the department is, impacting on its ability to prioritise and rationalise.  This issue is an 
indication of a more systemic issue of diverse financial management systems within DPW.   

 No evidence to suggest that DPW can capture total cost of services, in particular costs as identified in 
the service catalogue. Discussions with DPW, and proposed documentation, indicate that they are 
transitioning to an ABC (Activity Base Costing) model. 
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3.9.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Reasonable tactical performance indicators in the ICT 

strategy. 

 Benefits/Value management can be improved. 

 Share-buy-build and early identification of possible 

initiative dependencies can be improved. 

 Staffing (resource) considerations to be integrated into 

strategic planning processes. 

 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

DPW 5.0 2.2 4.5 4.4 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 
 

3.9.3 Governance  

 

 

Governance assessment 
 DPW has supplied evidence of a strong governance 

accountable framework with consistent Terms of 
References for governance boards. 

 ICT is well represented within the agency with the 
Information Steering Committee (ISC) being one of 
the senior governance committees. The ISC is 
chaired by the Director-General. 

 The ISC has approval authorisation for strategic ICT 
plans including the ICT Strategic Plan, ICT 
Resources Strategic Plan and ICT Roadmaps.  This 
indicates strong accountability. 

 The Director-General has the ultimate approval for 
significant ICT initiatives priorities. 

 The overall governance framework has good 
coverage and shows good intent to deliver and 
monitor outcomes. 

 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

DPW 4.1 2.6 2.5 2.8 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.9.4 Performance management 

 

Performance management assessment 
 

 Risk management is the de facto performance 
management framework. 

 The previous Strategic plan lists mostly operational 
outcomes and realisation of specific initiatives.  
These measures are not aligned to the strategic 
plan.   

 A draft 2012 to 2016 ICT strategic plan was provided 
and it listed more strategic objectives, as well as 
performance indicators.  However, without a detailed 
list of measures and how that is tied to operational 
and initiative performance  there was no indication 
that these were part of a continuous performance 
management process. DPW has however indicated 
the strategic plan provided for the Audit is now out of 
date. 

 Vendor SLAs have PIs, focused on incident/problem 
response/resolution, and they are not compensable 
for poor performance. 

 Performance of ICT service delivery is baselined, 
with customer survey results and incident response 
statistics provided as management dashboards. 

 Initiative and BAU risk is managed and stored 
independently from one another (no combined 
portfolio view of the two). 

 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

DPW 1.8 1.7 1.0 1.4 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 

 

3.9.5 Financial management 

 

 

 
Financial management assessment 
 

 Budget for ICT in Project Services appeared to have 
been adjusted to match actuals.   

 QFleet‟s ICT budget vs actual had a large variation. 

 Breakdown of ICT costs for different business units 
within DPW was varying, including different costs 
centres, cost objects and how capital is captured.  
DPW also has disparate and diverse financial 
systems. 

 ISD budget and actuals were not provided in detail.  
Discussion indicated that using these figures and 
looking at business area ICT costs may lead to a 
misinterpretation of the data.  Indications are that 
DPW are moving towards an ABC (Activity Based 
Costing) model. 

 

Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

DPW 1.5 1.4 2.1 2.9 

Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 
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3.9.6 Service delivery 

 

 

 
Service delivery assessment 
 

 There was no workforce strategy provided, however 
it was noted that there were plans to do so.  There 
was no capability or succession planning and there 
was no evident training program. 

 Significant procurement plans were on custom 
templates and on most occasions did not have 
proper options analysis. 

 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

DPW 1.5 2.8 2.0 1.3 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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 Department of Justice and Attorney-General (DJAG) 3.10

3.10.1 Overall business profile  

 
 

 
Positive achievements  
 

 Governance Terms of Reference (ToR) well documented in all boards and provided reasonable 
oversight. 

 Good BAU and project risk registers. 

 Good templates on training, staff management and capability. 

 Significant Procurement Plans are solid, in most instances, with good options analysis. 
 

Areas for improvement  
 

 BAU performance management are largely focused on incident and problem management. 

 SLAs lack any strong performance management. 

 No evidence of customer surveys except for standard service desk. 

 IMC ToR has largely endorsing authorisation only and not approval authorisation (documents are sent 
to Director-General who does not sit on the committee). 

 IMC is a catch all for portfolio and program board meetings. Minutes indicate largely tactical and 
operational discussions and a review of the initiative progress. 

 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 Business does not treat ICT as a partner and meetings with DJAG business units appear to be largely 
operational dialogue. 

 Financial details and cost objects are not well identified.  However, this may be indicative of the larger 
DJAG financial management maturity. 

 Total service cost against service catalogue is not well identified. 

 No overall performance management (highly risk focused and is the de facto performance framework). 

 No end to end governance framework, just a description of the governance board and relative nature in 
terms of heirachy provided. 
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3.10.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Comprehensive ICT strategy with clearly articulated 

benefits and good emphasis on future states. 

 Evidence-base used for deriving strategies and 

initiatives can be improved. 

 Varying specificity and measurability of performance 

indicators. 

 Risks in ICT strategy can be made more explicit. 

 Resourcing (ICT capability planning) can be better 

integrated into strategic planing processes. 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

DJAG 4.3 3.6 4.5 5.0 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 
 

3.10.3 Governance  

 

 

 
Governance assessment 

 DJAG has supplied a good set of governance 
documents with Terms of Reference (ToR) well 
covered. However, a larger governance framework 
is absent. 

 The CIO reports to the ADG Corportate Services 
and the ISM committee chaired by the Deputy 
Director-General Justice Services and there does 
not appear an opportunity for the CIO to add value 
on more business related governance boards. 

 While the governance bodies undertake an 
assessment of their performance annually, there is 
little evidence of publication of minutes and agendas 
for staff. 

 Minutes lack detail with DJAG not allocating a 
timeframe to realise actions. 

 IMC ToR does not approve plans - endorses them 
and Director-General who does not sit on IMC does 
the approval. This decreased the representation 
score. 

 

 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

DJAG 3.1 1.5 2.5 4.4 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.10.4 Performance management 

 

 

Performance management assessment 
 QAO audit report indicates performance measures 

are currently being incorporated into SLAs, however 
documentation provided does not indicate this at this 
time. 

 Good risk registers for BAU and initiative risk, 
however there is no combined „portfolio‟ view of the 
two. 

 Strategic performance is reported to their 
governance boards. 

 Program/project performance is reported to a 
portfolio/project board. 

 No evidence of customer surveys or service delivery 
qualitative assessments undertaken. 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

DJAG 1.9 2.0 1.7 1.2 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 

 

3.10.5 Financial management 

 

 

 
 Financial management assessment 

 Rolled up budget provided for different parts of 
DJAG business. 

 Budget and actuals against business area provided. 

 Top level budget figures and actuals are equal.  

 Does not appear that costs are available against 
services listed in the service plan or the court service 
catalogue.   

 High dependency on corporate finance to provide 
visibility on cost items. 

 

Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

DJAG 1.5 0.7 2.9 2.1 

Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 
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3.10.6 Service delivery 

 

 

 
Service delivery assessment 

 Courts had a service catalogue and the Audit 
interpreted that the ITS service plan was the 
corporate ICT service catalogue.   

 SLAs only contain incident management and 
resolution times.  Incident and problem targets are 
set relatively low in comparison to the rest of 
government. 

 Templates for staff management/training/succession 
planning but no completed templates found.   

 No indication that DJAG business areas engage ICT 
business unit as a partnership and interaction 
through governance with the rest of the DJAG 
business indicates largely operational engagement. 

 Significant Procurement Plans are very good and in 
the majority of cases include good options analysis, 
including „do nothing‟. 

 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

DJAG 2.5 3.0 0.9 0.0 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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 Department of Local Government and Planning (DLGP) 3.11

3.11.1 Overall business profile  

 

 
 

 
Positive achievements 
  

 Strong governance scores where CIO has control. 

 However, poor representation in the business with the CIO only an invitee and observer to the 
Information Steering Committee (ISC). 

 The KPMG report undertaken early 2012 identified a number of issues that were then included the ICT 
risk register, showing focus to proactively deal with business gaps. The KPMG report is a good 
appraisal and health check of the DLGP current environment. 

 Special acknowledgement that even though the scores are low, DLGP should be commended on its 
operations given the number of staff and the diverse demands of its portfolio. 

 

Areas for improvement  
 

 Consistent over estimation of costs for initiatives, locking down funds for the period of the initiative. 

 Strategic planning is limited and delivering long term strategic business outcomes is absent. 

 No real overall performance management framework (but this has to be weighed against size, maturity 
and practicality). 

 ITSM managed by the vendor, however, the emphasis is on incident, problem and change 
management.  Light on release and configuration management.  

 Low maturity in classifying and identifying ICT services for clients. DLGP has indicated they intend to 
improve this.  

 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 Business appears not to engage the ICT Business Unit as strategic partner or when developing 
organisation strategy. 

 With the majority of resources outsourced, there is still a very strong focus on operational management 
even though there is capability to assist the business in delivering more valued added outcomes 
through ICT. 

 Capability limited due to size.  This includes limited succession and workforce planning. 

 Limited customer survey and reviews (DLGP only provided a trial service desk survey). 
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3.11.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Benefits and benefit ownership in ICT strategy can be 

improved. 

 Process of deriving initiatives not explicit. 

 Resource plan (high-level staff capability and capacity 

planning) can be better integrated into ICT strategic 

planning processes. 

 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

DLGP 5.0 1.7 4.5 3.8 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 
 

3.11.3 Governance  

 

 

 
Governance assessment 

 DLGP supplied evidence of good governance 
oversight with also consistent Terms of References 
for the the ICT governance boards. 

 ICT is not well represented within the agency with 
the Information Steering Committee reporting to the 
Board of Management.  The ISC is chaired by the 
Deputy Director-General, State Development Group.  
The CIO is not a member of the ISC, but has a role 
of support/observer. 

 Examples of agendas and minutes for these 
governance bodies were also supplied with some of 
the minutes recording actions and responsibilities for 
the actions.  The minutes could be strengthened by 
setting a timeframe for all the actions to be 
completed. 

 There does not appear to be strong governance 
engagement of the business with ICT above the 
operational layer.  With some strategic applications 
are in place there was a higher expectation that ICT 
would have a stronger tactical, if not strategic, 
relationship with the business. 

 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

DLGP 3.4 0.9 1.6 3.9 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.11.4 Performance management 

 

 
Performance management assessment 

 Largely outsourced ICT environment, with ICT 
business knowledge/business unit relationships 
maintained within the internal ICT business unit. 

 However, this has meant that internal ICT staff have 
remained quite operationally focused. 

 The desire to be more strategic is hampered by the 
business requiring focus on „lights on‟ operational 
activity. 

 SLAs with vendors have PI‟s, however these are not 
compensable for poor performance. 

 BAU and initiative risk are managed in isolation. 
New governance framework for the new department, 
DSDIP, is aiming to resolve this issue; however at 
the time of review there was no explicit evidence 
provided. 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

DLGP 1.6 2.3 1.0 1.5 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 

 

3.11.5 Financial management 

 

 

 
Financial management assessment 

 Project budgeting forecasting is consistently and 
significantly over estimated. This locks down both 
expenditure and resources for the period.  In the 
case of the TRIM 7.1 upgrade the estimate was 
$140,000, but the total cost was $56,725. There 
were a number of other items. DLGP indicated after 
the final draft of the Audit was issued that they 
provided the Audit with dummy data.  The Audit 
maintains however there are other examples of this 
in cost sheets provided. 

 Key costs were identified and provision for all ICT 
cost centres indicate relatively good coverage. 

 Costs are at the commodity and initiative level. 
However, given the size of the business unit, that 
may be the right level of costing given the size and 
maturity of the business. 

 

 

Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

DLGP 2.8 1.4 2.1 2.9 

Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 
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3.11.6 Service delivery 

 

 

Service delivery assessment 
 This poor score is largely attributable to the 

engagement with business and ability to enable 

business outcomes. 

 There was no workforce capability or succession 

planning provided.  Considering the limited staff 

there is a higher risk that staff loss would have a 

significant impact on business outcomes. 

 DLGP has indicated no significant procurement has 

been undertaken since 2008 and provided a 

procurement template over $100K and a significant 

procurement template. 

 A general service catalogue was not available 

except for a quick guide that looked at potential 

customer tasks and what actions were available for 

them to get an outcome.  There were links to the 

corporate intranet for online forms and other 

information.  There were no details on response or 

resolution times in the service guide and absence of 

any contact details.  The document does link to 

online forms which may indicate these details are 

online, however the Audit had no access to these 

documents. 

 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

DLGP 0.0 2.0 1.4 1.9 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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 Queensland Health (QH) 3.12

3.12.1 Overall business profile  

 
 

 
Positive achievements  
 

 Topped every area except performance. 

 Governance had strong decision making powers and good business representation.  Governance also 
had good Terms of Reference and the development of business plans that lined up with business 
strategy. 

 CIO has direct reporting relationship to the Director-General. 

 Clearcost, and the cost model used by Queensland Health is good and well constructed. 

 Good ITSM maturity with a focus on continous improvement. 

 Customer survey conducted by an independent organisation (Gartner). 

 Very good Significant Procurement Plans. One of only a few departments attaching probity plans as 
part of their procurement. 

 From strategy to workforce capability plans, there is a good, and evidence of an, applied approach to 
supporting the ICT workforce in Queensland Health. 
 

 

Areas for improvement  
 

 Governance environment is complex and the sheer number of governance bodies with a combination of 
strong outcomes required indicates many high competing priorities battle for attention and executive 
bandwidth. This on its own is not concerning, but with the emphasis on prioritising based on risk this 
becomes a larger challenge for an organisation trying to deliver service outcomes. 

 
 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 Risk and compliance is the de facto performance management framework for ICT operations 
(Queensland Health operates in an area of high risk and this type of culture is also pervasive in ICT). 

 SLAs provided show no compensable components and performance indicators are largely focused on 
operational, problem and incident resolution.  If Queensland Health aim to have more strategic 
partnerships with their vendors, there should be more tactical outcomes a service provider can align to. 

 Good strategic plans that indicate objectives, activities and outcomes, however many of the 
performance outcomes were meeting initiatives and there was not a clear tie in between operational 
measures and strategic outcomes. 

 There is also no apparent mechanism after an initiative is delivered to realise benefits once it is 
operationalised. 
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3.12.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Well articulated business and ICT direction. 

 Performance measures of varying quality. Not all 

performance measures are specific and measurable. 

 Benefits and risks sections not explicit within the ICT 

strategy. 

 Resource (staffing) planning can be better integrated 

into strategic planning processes.  

 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

QH 5.0 4.2 4.5 2.5 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 
 

3.12.3 Governance  

 

 

 
Governance assessment 

 QH demonstrates mature governance across all four 
aspects, but particularly in empowerment where 
governance bodies have significant decision making 
capability. 

 All governance bodies had consistently good Terms 
of References that lined up to business outcomes. 

 ICT is well represented within the agency with the 
Information Steering Committee having members of 
the business and a strong Terms of Reference.  This 
committee is chaired by the Director-General.  The 
CIO also reports directly to the Director-General and 
is a member of the Executive Management Team. 

 The overall governance framework is 
comprehensive and complete. 

 Strategic Plan had very good business outcome 
focus as well as good tie in to workforce 
improvement and support. 

 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

QH 3.1 3.4 3.5 4.7 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.12.4 Performance management 

 

Performance management assessment 
 The QH ICT Strategic Directions were reviewed 

against the QH ICT PI‟s.  Whilst the activities and 
outcomes did not reference each other 
interchangeably (possibly because of the snapshot 
provided), alignments could be seen.  What is clear 
is that many of the indicators were around the 
realisation or delivery of initiatives.  There was no 
clear view of how operational outcomes and 
performance tied to the successful delivery of 
identified activities in the strategic plan. 

 Further investigation into the BAU and ICT 
operations, including reviewing the ICT Executive 
dashboard and ITSM dashboards, did not indicate 
how these measures tied into any operational 
excellence as part of the overall QH ICT strategy.   

 There was absence of a measures dictionary often 
used to centralise and line up operational measures 
to organisational tactical and strategic outcomes.  As 
part of the overall portfolio approach (change and 
BAU) to performance management, while there is a 
strong indication that aligning initiative based 
outcomes to the strategic plan is strong, BAU 
performance indicators as well as SLAs are focused 
predominantly on incident, problem and general risk 
resolution. These performance indicators also seem 
narrow given that the service catalogue indicates 
there are a diverse range of services that have no 
tied measures. 

 Gartner independent customer survey was good and 
results show low visibility by the business of the 
existence of the service agreement. The survey also 
seemed to focus on general incident and problem 
management; there is opportunity to expand the 
scope of the survey to incorporate wider services. 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

QH 2.1 2.3 1.8 1.2 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 

3.12.5 Financial management 

 

 

 Financial management assessment 
 The use of a formal costing tool for their IT services,  

Clearcost, is very good and clearly identifies all cost 
elements, fairly apportions overheads and aligns 
delivery activities to the services provided.    

 Service costs and expenses are lined up with 
services identified in the service catalogue.  
Stipulation of metrics used for charging for standard 
and non standard services were easily identified and 
total cost against services rendered would be 
possible given the modelling provided. 

 Very good understanding of costs in what is a very 
complex organisation. 

Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

QH 4.4 3.2 4.3 2.9 
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Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 

3.12.6 Service delivery 

 

 

 
Service delivery assessment 

 Good service catalogue that lines up well to financial 

management aspects of the business. 

 Significant Procurement Plans (SPPs) were generally 

of high consistent quality.  The only department to 

actually have a probity plan with measures.  The risks 

assessments undertaken were well thought out and 

added depth to the procurement assessment.  

Oversight and signoff required by the CIO for all 

SPPs indicate good oversight. 

 Very good strategic plan that lines up with the 

workforce capability plan. This indicates a good 

emphasis on supporting employee growth and 

workforce sustainability. Capability assessments also 

indicate Queensland Health has clear leadership in 

government in this area. 

 Evidence provided also indicates that Queensland 

Health ICT has strong capability in supporting 

business outcomes with business process reviews 

including motion studies. 

 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

QH 2.8 3.3 3.2 2.5 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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 Queensland Police Service (QPS) 3.13

3.13.1 Overall business profile  

 

 
 

 
Positive achievements  
 

 New and proposed governance framework has a BAU and initiative view of escalating risk. 

 Governance has members of the business participating. 

 There is a communication plan that supports overall governance process. 

 Security breaches reported through governance. 

 Good Strategic Plan with a balanced scorecard approach to linking outcomes to business performance. 
 

 

Areas for improvement  
 

 Risk is the de facto performance framework for QPS, even though there was balanced scorecard 
approach as part of its strategic planning. 

 General measures used were indicators for operational, incident and problem performance. 

 SLAs with vendors do not appear to have any compensable elements and performance requirements 
are minimal at the moment; however that is because the Audit only received QPS SLAs with the 
internal business and not with external service providers. 

 Customer surveys provided were largely for projects completed.  No BAU surveys provided though they 
were alluded to in other documentation. 

 
 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 Currently no obvious service approach to costs or understanding of total services costs.  Costs are 
largely functional and cost centre driven.   

 There is not a strong portfolio approach to performance management even though the balanced 
scorecard at the strategy level indicated good intention.  With the diverse services provided by QPS, 
the diversity of measures covered were limited and key governance reviews and decision making was 
based on risk. 

 BAU performance is largely around incident based compliance and initiative performance is around 
mitigating risk and meeting milestones.  

 Though benefits are identified and business cases stipulate returns, there is no obvious oversight on 
return on investment once a project is completed and a business solution is in the BAU space, where 
most of the benefits are to be eventually realised. 
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3.13.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Strong links to business drivers. 

 Clear linkages of initiatives to business and ICT 

drivers. 

 Currency of ICT strategy can be improved. Reported 

strategy is from 2009-2013. 

 Evidence base for deriving direction and initiatives can 

be improved. 

 Strategic performance indicators to be included. 

 Benefits and benefits ownership sparse. 

 Resource (staff) planning can be better integrated into 

strategic planning processes. 

 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

QPS 3.5 3.6 2.0 2.5 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 
 

3.13.3 Governance  

 

 

 
Governance assessment 

 Overall governance exceeded the WoG average in 

all quadrants. 

 Minutes of the Major Projects Committee and the 

CAB were available but both sets of minutes did not 

have actions clearly specified, assigned and a 

resolution time.   

 Terms of Reference was strong, with clear 

identification of responsibilities with ability for most 

governance boards to be able to make decisions 

and approve outcomes. 

 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

QPS 3.1 2.4 3.5 4.2 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.13.4 Performance management 

 

Performance management assessment 
 New governance framework aims to establish a 

portfolio view of BAU and initiative risk (as projects 

transition into BAU environment), however at the 

time of review was in draft and only presented for 

quick viewing. 

 No evidence of PI‟s within vendor SLAs. 

 Difficulty around contract/vendor management due 

to a central QPS procurement arrangement that 

makes it difficult for ICT staff to gain visibility and 

procurement intelligence. 

 Risk management framework used as the primary 

basis for performance management. 

 Operationally focused PI‟s in the service delivery 

management metrics schedule and ISB quarterly 

performance reports.  The balanced scorecard 

provides good alignment of initiatives to strategic 

position as well as providing good alignment of 

operational activity to objectives in the scorecard.  

The customer and delivery metrics were based 

largely on service desk performance and satisfaction 

on project delivery. This indicates a narrow focus on 

BAU performance. 

 Customer surveys provided were only for projects 

delivered.  There is no clarity on scope of general 

customer surveys. 

 Strong incident/problem response/resolution 

maturity. 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

QPS 2.6 3.3 2.3 2.4 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 

3.13.5 Financial management 

 

 

 
Financial management assessment 
 

 Good costing tool example provided. 

 Good operation and project cost calculations against 

planned and actuals.  However, it appears that cost 

elements and centres align to functional business 

areas.  It does not appear that these costs can align 

against the services as prescribed in the ISB service 

catalogue.  Total cost is only aligned to business unit 

and project based cost centres. 

 Noted that in QPS total expenditure there was a non 

ICT related item in computer expenses. 

 

 

 

Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

QPS 3.5 2.1 1.8 0.7 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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3.13.6 Service delivery 

 

 

 

Service delivery assessment 
 Workload plans and skill profiling tools were 

provided.  However, absent was a larger workforce 

capability plan and no explicit documentation on 

how succession planning and skills transfer occurs.  

 Significant Procurement Plans were consistent with 

a good communication strategy and there was very 

detailed risk analysis. 

 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

QPS 2.5 2.8 3.0 1.3 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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 Department of Transport and Main Roads (DTMR) 3.14

3.14.1 Overall business profile  

 

 
 
Positive achievements  
 

 Holistic risk management approach. 

 Strong governance scores, including good coverage and accountability as well as defining governance 
responsibility. 

 Good triaging of risk with relevant escalation plans. 

 Incident and problem management maturity good. 

 The one significant procurement plan provided indicates good understanding of procurement strategy, 
market analysis and acknowledgement of probity requirements. 

 

Areas for improvement  
 

 Budget variation of about 8% to actuals. 

 Financials were functional based and looked at cost items per business area.  No indication of 
understanding of total service cost. 

 Performance indicators were largely incident or problem based, not a larger portfolio view of 
performance and how they are aligned to strategic outcomes/intent. 

 Customer surveys were narrow and not covering wider ICT services.  Primarily service desk. 

 Vendor performance management is in contracts and not lifted out to understand and drive value at a 
portfolio level. 

 No evidence that the CIO sits on any executive governance boards outside of ICT in DTMR. 

 The configuration management details provided indicate a currently federated CMDB environment 
being consolidated to a single repository. 

 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 No evidence of release management.  

 Not provided with any SLA or OLA‟s with the business. 

 Not provided with larger performance measures except for service centre call summary statistics. 
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3.14.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Evidence-base for deriving strategies and initiatives 

can be more explicit. 

 Initiative dependencies and share-buy-build within the 

ICT strategy can be improved. 

 Benefits articulation and measures in ICT strategy can 

be improved. 

 Staff resource planning (high-level capability and 

capacity planning) can be better integrated into 

strategic planning processes. 

 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

DTMR 5.0 4.2 4.0 2.5 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 
 

3.14.3 Governance  

 

 

 

Governance assessment 
 DTMR has supplied evidence of a strong 

governance accountability framework. 

 ICT is well represented within the agency with the 

Information and Systems Committee one of the 

senior governance committees within the agency.  

This committee is chaired by the Deputy Director-

General (Corporate). 

 DTMR has strong coverage governance as the ISC 

approves and oversees information management 

(IM) and ICT strategies and resource plans, as well 

as approves and oversees governance 

arrangements for the IM and ICT investments.  The 

ISC also manages DTMR‟s ISC portfolio risks. 

 

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

DTMR 3.6 1.3 3.8 3.1 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.14.4 Performance management 

 

 
Performance management assessment 

 Good incident/problem management documentation. 

 Good incident, problem and change management,  

however clear absence of release management and 

lower maturity in configuration. 

 Vendor SLAs have PI‟s, however these are 

operational/incident focused and do not contain 

compensable clauses for poor performance. 

 Performance of vendor has basic performance 

measurement around incident/problem 

response/resolution. 

 BAU and initiatives appear to be managed 

separately, with no consolidated portfolio view of risk 

available to peak governance board. 

 BAU and initiative risk across the relevant 

governance boards/CAB are very good and DTMR is 

one of the few departments that have shown triaging 

of operational and change management risk. 

 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

DTMR 2.2 2.1 1.7 1.4 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 

 

3.14.5 Financial management 

 

 

 
Financial management assessment 

 DTMR use a similar cost tool to the Queensland 

Police Service.  Each of the business areas have 

defined cost elements broken down into key 

commodities and expenses.  There were also project 

base line items available, however no clarity in 

documents provided on how costs are allocated to 

initiatives. 

 The cost tool does not align to the services offered in 

the catalogue and the ability to undertake a total cost 

of service is not visible. 

 

 

Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

DTMR 1.8 1.4 2.9 3.6 

Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 
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3.14.6 Service delivery 

 

 

 
Service delivery assessment 

 Service catalogue was being matured and a refresh 

currently occuring. 

 DTMR provided one significant procurement plan that 

showed good coverage of market analysis, procurement 

strategy and one of only two organisations that 

provisioned for probity. 

 No evidence of release management, and work 

currently in place to centralise the federated CMDB 

respositories within DTMR. 

 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

DTMR 2.3 2.5 1.8 1.3 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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 Queensland Treasury (QT) 3.15

3.15.1 Overall business profile  

 
 

 
Positive achievements  
 

 Aim to minimise process overhead to the business. 

 The Resource Governance Committee had strong empowerment due to the committee‟s ability to 
approve a number of artefacts and provide direction. 

 

Areas for improvement  
 

 No formal CIO role in Queensland Treasury. 

 Risk management is de facto performance management framework, however there does not appear to 
be an overall portfolio risk framework for the whole of Queensland Treasury that encompasses both 
initiative as well as business operational risks. 

 SLAs have limited PIs including no compensable elements. 

 ITIL maturity is largely in the incident space, with comments by the Executive Director, Corporate 
Services indicating that further investment in this space will be limited. 

 Customer reviews are limited in sample size and scope (ten responses on incident resolution based 
questions). 

 

Potential areas of concern 
 

 Queensland Treasury has no overall ICT portfolio management that combines BAU and initiatives e.g . 
Office of State Revenue (OSR) figures and costs had to be provided separately.  There was not one 
area that had total oversight, visibility and ability to table all of Queensland Treasury‟s ICT costs. 

 Portfolio performance management is limited to operation, incident and problem management. 

 Benefits and value being claimed in relation to OSR against revenue collected, not whether the solution 
is actually delivering value against the investment made. There appears to be an absence of proper 
value and benefits assessments across Queensland Treasury. 
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3.15.2 Strategy and direction 

 

 
Strategy and direction assessment 

 Strong and explicit links to business drivers. 

 Evidence base for deriving strategies and initiatives 

can be more explicit. 

 Performance measures and benefits articulation can 

be improved. 

 Identification of initiative collaborations, share-buy-

build and initiative synergies can be improved. 

 Resource (staff) planning can be better integrated into 

ICT strategic planning processes. 

 

 

Agency Relevance Evidenced Measurable Accountable 

Treasury 4.8 2.5 1.5 1.9 

Government 4.7 2.9 4.0 3.0 

 
 

3.15.3 Governance  

 

 

 
Governance assessment 

 Most Terms of References (ToR) were missing 

details on attendance requirements, quorum 

requirements, proxy requirements and 

communication activities.  

 No program board ToR or Change Advisory Board 

ToR were provided. 

 Roles and responsibilities for ToR sighted had 

largely only oversight and provision of advice 

responsibilities.  The ISC was able to make 

decisions on the key ICT and IM directions. 

 The Resource Governance Committee had 

authorisation to review and approve, as quoted in 

that committee‟s ToR, compliance driven reports, 

strategies, frameworks and plans relating to 

corporate service functions required by WoG 

mandate.    

Agency Accountable Represented Coverage Empowered 

Treasury 2.1 0.6 1.6 3.9 

Government 3.0 2.0 2.6 3.8 
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3.15.4 Performance management 

 

 
Performance management assessment 

 There is no overall performance management of ICT 

across the ICT portfolio.  Other agencies or offices 

are providing ICT reports independently to 

governance boards.  Only highlights of initiatives 

appear to be escalated to senior Queensland 

Treasury governance boards, with review of benefits 

and value for money undertaken. 

 Risk management is the de facto performance 

management framework. 

 Operationally focused ICT business unit (no 

evidence of strategic PI‟s linked to strategic plans). 

 Vendor SLAs have PIs, focused on incident/problem 

response/resolution, but they are not compensable 

for poor performance. 

 Initiative and BAU risk is managed and registers are 

stored independently from one another (no 

combined portfolio view of the two). 

 

Agency Measured Governed Accountable Coverage 

Treasury 2.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 

Government 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.7 

 

3.15.5 Financial management 

 

 

 
Financial management assessment 

 Only rolled up operational costs.  Online annual 

report reviewed, however the Audit was not able to 

garner any more insights into cost structure or 

modelling. 

 Requests to have oversight of other business areas 

ICT spend, e.g. Office of State Revenue, were not 

able to be met. This raises concern that each of 

these business areas have significant ICT spend 

that does not go through a proper portfolio review 

process.  

 

Agency Accuracy Visible Accountable Prioritised 

Treasury 1.8 1.8 0.7 0.0 

Government 2.7 2.3 2.5 2.4 
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3.15.6 Service delivery 

 

 

 
Service delivery assessment 

 Service level agreements presented were really a 

statement of understanding, with no real 

performance criteria. There was only stipulation for 

pricing and outline of services rendered. 

 There are no SLA metrics, measures, remedies, 

escalations that is expected of SLAs.  Attachments 

which may address this gap are referenced but not 

included.  Clarification with the Executive Director, 

Corporate Services indicates a further reduction in 

criteria in contractual arrangements with vendors will 

occur in the future to ensure that conditions in 

agreements did not prevent a good vendor and 

customer relationship. 

 ITSM maturity is minimal with documentation citing 

some problem and incident management.  The 

Executive Director, Corporate Services indicated 

there will be also less support for a service 

methodology in the future. 

 Procurement plans have very few standard criteria 

with no proper options analysis provided. 

 

Agency Capability Sourcing Agility Enabling 

Treasury 0.0 2.3 0.9 0.9 

Government 1.5 2.6 2.4 2.0 
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Disclaimer  

The materials presented in this publication are distributed by the Queensland Government as an 
information source only. 

The State of Queensland, acting through the Department of Science, Information Technology, 
Innovation and the Arts, makes no statement, representation or warranty about the accuracy, 
completeness, or suitability for any purpose of this publication, and any use of this publication is at 
the user‟s own risk.    

The State of Queensland disclaims all responsibility and all liability (including, without limitation, 
liability in negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages and costs anyone may incur as a result of 
reliance upon the information contained in this publication for any reason or as a result of the 
information being inaccurate, incomplete or unsuitable for any purpose. 

The public release version of this point in time document contains limited amendments which are 
required to make corrections, clarify potential inaccuracies, and/or protect the confidentiality of 
commercial arrangements. 

 

 

 

Licence 

© The State of Queensland (Department of Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the 
Arts) (DSITIA) 2013.  

The Queensland Government supports and encourages the dissemination and exchange of its 
information. The copyright in this publication is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution No 
Derivatives (BY-ND) 3.0 Australia licence. To view this licence visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/au/deed.en 

 

Under this licence you are free, without having to seek permission from DSITIA, to use this 
publication in accordance with the licence terms. 

You must keep intact the copyright notice and attribute the State of Queensland, Department of 
Science, Information Technology, Innovation and the Arts as the source of the publication. 
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1 Summary 

The reported ICT related workforce is approximately 5,670 full time equivalents (FTEs). 

This represents approximately 2.8% of the Queensland Government workforce for core 

agencies1.  

Approximately 64% of the ICT workforce are engaged in the implementation and day to 

day operational support of applications and infrastructure with a focus in Queensland 

Government toward the internal provision of business and underpinning ICT services.  

Currently, only 2% of the ICT workforce are in roles that can challenge the way 

government conducts its business. The profile of the ICT workforce is currently not 

equipped to sufficiently promote or influence innovation. Insufficient resourcing in the 

areas of architecture, business and ICT strategy and planning and business analysis will 

inhibit the speed at which significant change can be planned and implemented. 

Currently less than 5% of the reported ICT workforce specialise in the security and 

management of information. Understanding the nature of the Government‟s information 

holdings will be important to successfully changing how business services can be 

provisioned. There will need to be consistent and pragmatic approaches to developing 

and accessing the risk profile of government information holdings. This will enable 

appropriate information security controls to be applied, independent of specific 

technology security products and ICT solutions. 

The use of contractors to provide specialist technology and other ICT related skills is a 

consequence of the reliance on internally provided and highly customised ICT services 

and applications. Specialist areas such as application development, program 

management and project management have been supplemented with contract staff 

because of difficulties in attracting and retaining people with appropriate skills at public 

servant salary levels.  

There is a responsibility at the whole-of-government level to set direction around ICT 

provision and the subsequent reshaping of the ICT workforce. Success with resizing and 

reshaping the ICT workforce rests with agencies and is dependent on the extent to which 

each agency embraces innovation and alternative methods of ICT service provision. At 

present, ICT workforce resizing efforts are focused on ensuring the business continuity of 

in-house ICT services to ensure that there is no threat to business services.  

Ongoing workforce planning by agencies is required to confirm the profile of the ICT 

workforce in terms of size, skill, competency and utilisation of staff as well as define and 

implement strategies to reshape the workforce.   

                                                      
1 Based on analysis of staff as at 30 September 2012. 
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2 Approach 

Agencies reported staffing information to the Audit in three separate submissions in April 

2012, June 2012 and September 2012. These submissions reflect periodic changes to 

the ICT workforce as a result of machinery of government changes and the 

Establishment Management Program (EMP). The scope of the Audit included all ICT 

related staff, not just staff under the jurisdiction of the agency Chief Information Officer or 

equivalent. 

The scope of ICT workforce information included an employment mode to distinguish 

between permanent, temporary and contract resources. Unique positions were classified 

by agencies to a standard list of roles. This enabled sector wide analysis focused on 

specific roles. 

Agencies also classified positions to standard ICT services and business as usual (BAU) 

technical service framework. This classification provided the basis for the analysis of 

resources levels supporting particular service and technology segments. 

The Queensland Government has adopted the Skills Framework for the Information Age 

(SFIA) as part of its ICT workforce planning methodology. This framework was also 

applied by the Audit to analyse skill sets appropriate to roles supporting particular 

services. SFIA provides a standardised and well-defined set of ICT skills to better 

understand the proportion and spread of skills and capabilities. 

The results of the analysis of workforce capability has been presented according to four 

key themes of innovation, design, implementation and operation and management. 

These themes form the basis of the model used to convey how existing challenges as 

well as the emergence of new ICT industry trends around the provision of services may 

impact the future ICT workforce. 

Observations around potential changes to roles and capabilities required are based on 

research and discussion papers developed by relevant industry bodies. 
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3 Current staffing profile 

Agencies were required to report staffing information as at September 2012. 

Approximately 5,670 Full Time Equivalents (FTEs) are currently engaged in an ICT 

related role within the Queensland Government. This represents approximately 2.8% of 

the Queensland Government workforce for core agencies2.  

Since April 2012 there have been a number of events that have impacted the level of ICT 

staffing including: 

 machinery of Government changes following the Queensland Government state 

election 

 a reduction in contract, temporary and permanent staff as a result of the 

Establishment Management Program (EMP). 

 a reduction in staff through project and program stoppages as a result of budget 

constraints and machinery of government changes. 

These events have resulted in an overall decrease in the total number of staff of around 

18%. 

Contractors currently represent approximately 9% of the ICT workforce and 17% of the 

estimated annual staffing costs. The number of contractors has dropped by 42% since 

April 2012. The number of permanent and temporary staff has dropped by approximately 

14% overall since April 2012, largely as part of the EMP. Figure 1 shows the overall 

decrease in the number of FTEs reported to the Audit from April 2012 to September 

2012. 

 

Figure 1 - Total reduction in ICT staff April 2012 - September 2012 

                                                      
2 Based on analysis of staff as at 30 September 2012. 
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Agencies with the largest reductions in staff are summarised below in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 - Summary of significant reductions in ICT staff 

 

Agency % Reduction in staff Number of FTEs 

Education, Training and Employment 32 355 

Transport and Main Roads 32 211 

Health 21 356 

Communities 44 236 

CITEC 13 79 

 

Estimated annual salaries, on costs and contract costs of ICT related staff currently 

represent approximately 38% ($616 million) of the annual estimated cost of ICT of around 

$1.61 billion.  

The scope of the Audit included all ICT related staff, not just staff under the jurisdiction of 

the agency Chief Information Officer or equivalent. Approximately 13% (740 FTEs) of 

reported staff reside within business units or regional offices independent of the core ICT 

function. Figure 2 shows the spread between staff in the core ICT function and those 

deployed to business units or regional offices. 

 

Figure 2 - CIO establishment3 

 

The spread of staff across the organisations is representative of the federated models of 

ICT delivery adopted by some agencies such as Queensland Treasury and the 

Department of Justice and Attorney General. It also demonstrates that in some agencies, 

pools of ICT related resources exist that support infrastructure and applications outside of 

the central control of the Chief Information Officer.  

                                                      
3 QSS data does not include 97 currently filled positions being transferred to Queensland Health. 
Health data excludes Hospital and Health Services (HSS) staff. 
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These staff are supporting services that could otherwise be supported by the core ICT 

unit within the agency where consistent standards of practice, control and performance 

could be applied. 

Figure 3 shows the number of reported ICT related government FTEs compared to 

contract staff in each agency as at 30 September 2012.  

 

Figure 3 - Agency FTEs by employment mode 

 

Agencies with a large number of contractors include: 

 Queensland Health 

 Department of Education, Training and Employment 

 DEEDI/DERM 

 Queensland Police Service 

 Department of Transport and Main Roads. 

A large proportion of ICT staff support the core ICT infrastructure and business systems 

of government. The services offered by ICT business units in agencies also encompass 

the development of ICT strategy and the design, development and sourcing of resources 

and solutions to support new or improved services. 

Figure 4 shows the spread of FTEs against the types of business services offered by ICT 

units to their clients.  
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Figure 4 - FTEs by general service areas provided to agencies 

 

Approximately 42% or 2,404 of the total ICT workforce are engaged in the operational 

support (service operations) of government‟s existing ICT infrastructure and business 

systems. The high proportion of the ICT workforce supporting service operations is 

representative of the current focus on business as usual activity and utility services. Less 

resourcing is directed to business transformation and innovation in the way that 

government delivers and supports ICT solutions to deliver the front line and operational 

services of government. 

Effectively, the large proportion of FTEs that are required to undertake service operations 

is reflective of the significant amount of commodity ICT which the government is carrying 

in-house, and which is in varying levels of (dis)repair given the resourcing constraints 

experienced over many years. 
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Figure 5 - Spread of FTEs across the Skills Framework for the Information Age 

 

In contrast to Figure 4, Figure 5 provides a different perspective with an illustration of how 

Queensland Government ICT staff are positioned across the industry recognised Skills 

Framework for the Information Age (SFIA)4. One of SFIA‟s benefits is that it provides a 

standardised and well-defined set of ICT skills, against which an organisation can map its 

workforce to better understand: 

 the proportional spread of skills and capabilities 

 potential areas of under-allocation that may be impacting on the ability to enable the 

business 

 potential areas of over-allocation that may flag a tendency to over-service the 

organisation, or represent a cause and effect response to a deeper organisational 

issue. 

The spread of FTEs against SFIA demonstrates a lower level of resourcing with skills in 

the areas of information strategy, business strategy and planning, design and business 

change management compared to service operations and systems development. These 

skills provide capability in the areas of enterprise architecture, business architecture, 

information management, information security, information architecture, innovation, 

business analysis, business process improvement, business modelling, business 

requirements analysis and business change management. All of these skills are critical in 

ICT planning, design, innovation and business enablement – the critical areas needed to 

grow and transform front line services. 

  

                                                      
4 These skills categories are aligned with the Skills Framework for the Information Age (SFIA). http://www.sfia.org.uk/ 
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The SFIA FTE spread also clearly reinforces the current focus on the support of 

operational ICT services – commodity ICT service operations. Due to the bulk of 

resources deployed in operational support activities, there is less capability across 

government to foster innovation; redesign business models, services and processes; as 

well as source business systems and ICT services to support the front line and 

operational services of government. 
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4 Impacts of the current staffing profile 

There are a number of issues and risks associated with the ICT workforce within 

Queensland Government. These observations are based on staff numbers, roles and 

skills that would normally be associated with staff in those roles.  

A growing trend across the ICT industry is to provide external service based solutions 

and for business to rebalance their in-house capabilities to take advantage of these new 

services. This will result in a reduction in the level of staff required to maintain in-house 

business systems and infrastructure. There will also be a shift in the capabilities required 

to manage ICT organisations and their services.  

More emphasis will be placed on capabilities required to foster innovation, redesign 

effective business services, source cost effective external ICT solutions, effectively 

manage the relationships with the business and ICT service providers as well as monitor 

the performance of services and service providers. 

Figure 6 represents the current capabilities focus of the Queensland Government ICT 

workforce in terms of innovation, design, implementation and management of its ICT 

business systems.  

 

Figure 6- Current ICT workforce capabilities 

 

Innovation is the successful application of new ideas to bring about change and 

continuously improve and reinvent products, services, ways of doing business and the 

nature of the business itself. Innovation is an important contributor to increased 

productivity and performance.  
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Design is the activity of planning and organising people, information, systems, products 

and other components of a business service in order to improve the quality of the outputs 

and the interaction between the provider of the services and their customers.  

The design process undertakes to understand the behaviour of the customers, their 

needs and motivations and design services that are user-friendly, competitive and 

relevant to the customers.  

Delivery refers to the creation of temporary programs and projects formed to transition in 

new or changed business and ICT services. 

Operations and management refers to the activities required to maintain the ICT 

organisation as well as provide and support the ICT services offered by the ICT 

organisation. This includes the formulation of ICT strategy and policy, management of 

ICT assets through the asset lifecycle and the monitoring and measurement of the ICT 

organisation‟s performance. 

Based on these four themes, the following sections explore the current resourcing profile, 

resulting challenges and the required future shape of ICT workforce capability required to 

support the next generation of ICT services of the Queensland Government. 
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5 Innovation: culture and capability 

Traditionally, architecture is a term used to describe the design, construction and plans of 

buildings and other physical structures. Architecture reflects the desired functional, 

environmental, technical and aesthetic requirements of the owners and users. 

Like a building, an enterprise also has an architecture that reflects the business 

environment and requirements in terms of services, processes, information and systems. 

Enterprise architecture is the discipline of translating the enterprise‟s vision and strategy 

into a future state expressed in terms of services, business process, information, 

applications and technologies. The scope of internal change required across the 

organisation to transition to the desired state is expressed through the development of 

principles, strategies, models and plans. Enterprise architecture increases organisational 

visibility of required business changes and provides justification for the timing and 

investment in ICT priority areas by supporting the portfolio management function. 

The aim of enterprise architecture is to systemically improve the organisation‟s 

performance. It has a key role in innovation by providing progressive alternatives to the 

structure of the organisation, the centralisation, decentralisation or alternative provision of 

services and processes as well as innovation in the access and timeliness of information. 

Based on Figure 6, currently only 2% of the ICT workforce within the Queensland 

Government is employed in innovation type roles. These roles support business and 

strategic planning services and set the strategy for innovative approaches to deliver 

government services. These roles include enterprise architects, information architects, 

business architects as well as business and ICT strategists. Without an appropriate focus 

on innovation the Queensland Government may simply „tread water‟ by continuing to 

support and deploy current paradigm systems and services – with a continuation in the 

current risk profile and resource backlog. 

When an appropriate focus is placed on business innovation an organisation can 

envision, test and deploy strategic step change improvements in front line service 

delivery and back office service provisioning – allowing the organisation to streamline its 

business processes, reduce wastage, improve information sharing and generally focus on 

business enablement as opposed to just running the existing model. 

 Challenges 5.1

The number of staff providing capacity and capability to support architecture and strategy 

has decreased by approximately 10% from 116 FTEs in June 2012 to approximately 105 

FTEs at September 2012. Whilst this decrease in terms of FTEs is slight, any decrease in 

skills in an area that is likely to require future growth in terms of both capacity and 

capability represents a risk.  
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The current level of specialist resources equates to approximately 8 FTEs per agency. 

Given the magnitude of change that may be required in some agencies to transition to 

new ways of provisioning services, this level of resourcing may not be sufficient to drive 

the significant change. 

The EMP places restrictions on the number of officers appointed at the Senior Officer 

(SO) level and above. These restrictions are based on the size of the overall agency. 

Enterprise architecture, strategy and planning skills are difficult to obtain. As a result, 

more senior positions may be required in order to attract and retain appropriate skills and 

resources. This may result in a higher level of senior officers than recommended under 

the EMP. 

There is likely to be an important role in setting the underpinning service strategy as 

government moves to new and innovative ways of delivering its services. If the level of 

competitive sourcing of underpinning (commodity) ICT services increases there will also 

be a role in setting the priority for transition based on business needs, risks and priorities. 

Fundamental to opening up the government‟s information stores to allow new and 

creative solutions, and in finding new ways to provision business systems is government 

first understanding its information needs and its information architecture.  

Government must also understand the level of integration and the depth of 

interdependencies between services, information and systems. If information is to be 

supported by outsourced services for example, the structure of that information must 

become more portable.  

Specialist skills in information management are likely to increase in importance; however, 

there are only five positions across government that are specific to information 

architecture. 

If the Queensland Government chooses to accelerate the exploration of competitive 

service provision of ICT services there will be an initial period of high demand for skilled 

resources to define the architecture, set associated policy and determine priorities for 

outsourcing. This will present a number of challenges including: 

 how capability can be shared across the sector as and when required on a priority 

basis; overcoming a capacity issue in this area  

 the ability of the sector to absorb the change load. 

 Looking forward – what is needed 5.2

Technology is important for innovation, but innovation requires much more than 

technology. The way services are provided through technology cannot be the only driver 

for innovation. Increased leadership from all areas of the organisation will be needed to 

promote innovation and generate a culture where ideas are contributed, assessed, built 

upon and embraced.  
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According to a global Chief Human Resource Officer Study by IBM5, creative and 

innovative leaders: 

 share a set of common characteristics that help them innovatively lead an 

organisation 

 challenge the current business model and identify and pursue previously untapped 

opportunities for improvement 

 grow the business through the exploration of ideas, no matter how unconventional 

 leverage communication styles and tools to motivate, build relationships within and 

across organisational boundaries and actively seek collaboration and leverage 

opportunities. 

Strong business leadership and participation will be pivotal in demonstrating active and 

positive engagement with business innovation, not just technology innovation - with 

regard to honestly challenging existing business models and services, and in identifying 

true step-change opportunities to advance the way business delivers its services. 

There may be an initial period of high demand for skilled resources to define the 

architecture, set associated policy and direction and determine priorities for alternative 

methods to current service delivery. 

The role of business and enterprise architecture is likely to evolve to encompass the 

development of end to end service integration. Business engagements that challenge the 

way business leaders think about their business will develop an improved understanding 

of true business needs and will be more effective in identifying and reshaping those 

needs. 

The government needs to understand its information requirements and its associated 

information architecture if it chooses to put in place, formal arrangements with a range of 

service providers. It must also understand the integration and interdependencies between 

services, information and systems. To facilitate an open and competitive approach to 

sourcing connected services, government information sources need to be visible, 

structured and secure. 

In this vein, the role of the information architect will increase to include information 

integration and work with business architecture to enable system agnostic services that 

can be provided by one or more external service providers. Developing an information 

architecture with underpinning strategy and policy to increase information interoperability, 

portability and information integration will become an important function of this role. 

  

                                                      
5
 MacDonald, J. Randall; ‘Working Beyond Borders – Insights from the Global Chief Human resource Officer Study‟; 

September 2010 
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ICT strategists are likely to be needed to develop strategic plans for the new provision of 

ICT services and for innovative ways to apply ICT in reforming service delivery. The ICT 

strategist will assist business units to incorporate technology and ICT related services into 

their business strategy. The approach is likely to become more top down focusing on 

effective ways of delivering business services, using a mix of internally and externally 

provided ICT services. 

By leveraging these roles in tight collaboration with business strategy, ICT policy will 

assist to accelerate policy development for new ways of doing business and information 

sharing as well as setting policy for the use of new technologies and ICT services. 

There is likely to be an increase in the level of highly capable staff in the areas of 

business architecture, information architecture, strategy development and policy. This will 

provide the opportunity to grow existing capability, reskill staff, redistribute staff, pool 

expertise across the sector or source additional external expertise to mentor staff and 

address immediate capacity and skills gaps. 

Potential changes to existing roles in the ICT workforce as a result of an increased focus 

on innovation are summarised in Table 2. 

Table 2 - Potential impact on innovation related roles 

 

Roles Capabilities expected to be 
maintained 

Capabilities expected to grow 

Architecture  Business architecture 
development 

 Enterprise architecture 
development 

 Information modelling 

 Information policy 

 Service and information integration 
architecture  

 Business domain analysis 

 Business challenging and 
innovation 

 Information architecture 

 Stakeholder management 

Business leadership  Business strategy and planning  Business challenging and 
innovation 

 Stakeholder management 

 Idea generation and management 

 Business risk management 

ICT Strategy  ICT strategy and planning  Monitoring of emerging 
technologies, natural systems and 
ICT services 

 ICT service integration 
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6 Design: capability and capacity 

Design is the activity of organising people, information, systems, products and other 

components of a business service in order to improve the quality of the outputs and the 

interaction between the provider of the services and their customers. The design process 

undertakes to understand the behaviour of the customers, their needs and motivations 

and document the components of services in a way that are user-friendly, competitive 

and relevant to the customers. 

Relevant roles that enable the design process include business analysts, business 

modellers and business process modellers. It also includes ICT service design roles such 

as service managers and capacity planners. 

Currently only 5% of the ICT workforce are involved in service design activities including 

business analysts, business process and data modellers, capacity managers and 

planners, security architects and service managers 

 Challenges 6.1

Resourcing in roles that fulfil a design function have reduced by 6.5% from 323 FTEs in 

June 2012 to 303 FTEs to September 2012. The largest reduction has been in the role of 

business analyst6.  

 

Figure 7 - ICT staffing: Reduction in design capacity 

                                                      
6 The reduction in business analysts is representative of the numbers reported in the ICT related workforce only. It does not 
include the reduction in business analyst positions that may already reside with the business. 
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Whilst this reduction is relatively small, the task of business requirements definition (in the 

change process) is important to ensure that the final delivered service meets the 

business and customer expectations. If the government decides to effectively embark on 

a strategy of alternative arrangements for the support of business systems and 

competitive service provisioning of commoditised ICT services, it must have sufficient 

capability to initially define both the business and ICT services requirements as well as 

the performance expectations of the service providers.  

Figure 8 shows the spread of business analysts classified according to pay points in the 

Administrative Officer (AO) scheme or equivalent. 

 

Figure 8 - Classification of business analyst resources 

 

A large proportion of business analyst resources are currently at AO6 level or equivalent. 

There is less appointments at the AO7 and AO8 levels. Resources at the AO6 level may 

not be skilled or experienced enough to adequately influence decision-makers concerning 

alternative business models and processes. The significant drop in the number of 

business analysts above the AO6 or equivalent level indicates the lack of a defined 

career path for business analysts. 

The largely operational role of ICT service management is likely to transform from an 

infrastructure process improvement technique to a design role in sourcing business-

aligned end to end ICT services that reshape how the ICT services are provided. The 

service manager is likely to be more involved in designing and defining the requirements 

for services delivered externally, as opposed to traditionally managing infrastructure 

related processes and activities in an operational capacity. Service management is one of 

the lowest areas of current capacity, based on reported staffing levels. 

Given the current level of financial liability evidenced across the ICT portfolio and the 

overall condition of the portfolio, there will be a high demand for skilled resources to 

redesign and improve business models and processes as well as define requirements. 
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 Looking forward – what is needed 6.2

Business analyst skills will play an increasingly important role in reshaping the services of 

government. The business analyst will become more heavily embedded in the business 

rather than within the ICT function of the organisation. Relationship management and 

negotiation skills will need to be expanded to enable analysts to challenge traditional 

methods and processes involved in the delivery of business services.  

Business analysts will also need solid and practical business experience and knowledge 

in particular areas of service provision in order to build rapport with the business, 

influence decision-makers and facilitate change. 

Growing the existing capability and reskilling staff will be important in meeting the skills 

gap. Techniques and methods of gathering and documenting requirements and modelling 

processes as well as knowledge of specific business areas can be learned. Experience in 

key areas of business and soft skills involving building rapport, negotiation and influence 

are best grown through experience and mentoring.  

An opportunity exists to increase the presence of business analysts across the sector and 

attract analyst resources that can challenge existing business processes, redefine and 

standardise business models and processes where possible as well as mentor existing 

business and analyst resources. In order to retain competent staff there will need to be 

clear career paths and mentoring mechanisms to help foster the softer skills of 

influencing, negotiation and relationship building. As business analysis becomes more 

embedded in the business, these opportunities need to be extended to all business 

analyst roles within the sector, not just those identified as part of the ICT workforce. 

If less ICT services are provided internally, the ICT service management role may need to 

be enhanced to include: 

 identification of new and existing ICT service offerings available in the market or in-

house 

 assisting the role of architecture in matching business needs and requirements to ICT 

services 

 creation and maintenance of catalogues of ICT service offerings and suppliers of 

those services 

 refining service level requirements and formulating service level agreements with 

suppliers 

 performance monitoring of ICT service providers including the cost effectiveness and 

quality of services 

 working with strategic sourcing units to effectively negotiate contracts with service 

providers. 
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In addition, there may be an emerging role for a service architect. This purpose of this 

role is to: 

 translate business needs into technology and ICT service capabilities 

 work with the enterprise, business and information architects to develop the ICT 

service strategy and ICT service architecture and ICT service integration architecture 

 work with the service manager to conduct market analysis and source ICT service 

providers. 

Potential changes to capabilities and roles involved in design related activities is 

summarised in Table 3. 

Table 3 - Potential impact on design related roles 

 

Roles Capabilities expected to be 
maintained 

Capabilities expected to grow 

Business analysis  Business domain analysis 

 Business requirements definition 

 Business case development 

 Business process modelling 

 

 User behaviour analysis 

 Environmental scanning and 
market analysis 

 Business process improvement 

 Business scenario development 

Applications 
management 

 Business requirements definition 

 

 Useability design 

 Functional requirements 
analysis 

 Evaluation of new application 
service offerings and providers 

Service management  Service requirement definition 

 Service performance monitoring 

 Development and maintenance of 
service level agreements (SLAs) 
and operational level agreements 
(OLAs) 

 Service continuity planning 

 ICT service market analysis 

 Evaluation of new ICT services 
offerings and providers 

 Service level and vendor 
contract negotiation 

 

Architecture   Service strategy 

 Service architecture 
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7 Delivery 

Delivery refers to the design of underpinning systems and the creation of temporary 

programs and projects formed to transition in new or changed business and ICT services. 

 Portfolio, program and project methods and practices 7.1

The prioritised allocation of limited funding and other resources to maximise the 

outcomes and benefits of new or changed business services is facilitated through 

effective portfolio management practices. Essentially, portfolio management is about 

ensuring the right things are done at the right time – with investment decisions made in 

the context of the full portfolio of opportunities and priorities. 

The effective delivery of new or changed business services is managed by the project 

and program management functions. Project management is focussed on successfully 

delivering against defined scope, time and budget; program management is focussed on 

ensuring the broader business outcomes are actually progressed and realised. 

These three functions operate within specific organisational units known as project, 

program and portfolio offices. The existence or absence of these roles and/or 

organisation units within the Queensland Government as at September 2012 is 

summarised in Table 4. 

Table 4 - Portfolio management capability 

 

Agency Portfolio Office Program Office Level of investment 
in programs and 
projects7 

Health   $262.2m 

DCS   $137.5m 

DETE   $59.0m 

TMR   $45.9m 

DPW   $24.1m 

DJAG   $29.0m 

DEEDI-DERM   $32.1m 

DoC   $40.6m 

QPS   $26.5m 

CITEC   $4.7m 

QSS   $11.9m 

Treasury   $16.3m 

DLGP   $3.3m 

DPC   $4.4m 

SSQ   $4.7m 

 

                                                      
7
 Excludes investment in postponed or on-hold initiatives. 
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Agencies with significant investment in ICT with low or no reported portfolio management 
capability include: 

 Department of Justice and Attorney General 

 Queensland Treasury 

 Queensland Shared Services 

 Department of Local Government and Planning 

 Department of the Premier and Cabinet. 

Agencies with no reported project and program office management capability include: 

 Department of Justice and Attorney General 

 Department of the Premier and Cabinet 

 Department of Local Government and Planning. 

Approximately 6% (336 FTEs) of reported ICT staff are managing projects or programs. 

The composition of permanent, temporary and contract program and project 

management staff is shown in Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9 - Project and program management staff 

 

When compared to permanent employees, 56% of project and program managers are 

temporary or contract staff. Since June 2012, the proportion of permanent program and 

project managers has reduced by 10% (17 FTEs). 

As agencies transition to new ways of delivering services the role of organisational 

change management will become increasingly important. Currently only 17 FTEs (of 

which only 10 are permanent FTEs) had position names that could be clearly identified as 

business or organisational change management roles. 
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The majority of agencies have no or low reported organisational change management 

capacity including: 

 Department of Education, Training and Employment 

 DEEDI/DERM 

 Queensland Police Service 

 Department of Transport and Main Roads 

 Department of Community Safety 

 Queensland Shared Services 

 Department of Justice and Attorney General 

 Department of Housing and Public Works 

 Queensland Treasury 

 Smart Service Queensland 

 Department of the Premier and Cabinet 

 Department of Local Government and Planning. 

 Challenges 7.2

Effective portfolio management is required to ensure that business and ICT investment 

decisions are robust and prioritised with appropriate consideration of risk, cost and 

benefits. All current and planned investments need to be considered in defining a 

balanced set of priorities that address the upgrade/replacement of existing systems and 

investment in new business systems. Portfolio management plays the important role of 

ensuring business change initiatives and related investments align to the business 

priorities of the organisation. 

The absence of portfolio management often leads to case by case decision making – with 

projects and programs approved and undertaken with little or no holistic consideration of 

the broader organisational objectives. With insufficient maturity and resourcing in portfolio 

management: 

 the ability to independently monitor and report on the performance of change 

initiatives (programs and projects), particularly the delivery of outcomes and benefits, 

is significantly diminished. The portfolio management function plays an important role 

in the identification and reporting of program and project risks, time and cost overruns 

and their impact on diminished outcomes and benefits 
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 investment decisions are often made in isolation without consideration to the risk, 

cost, benefit and priority of other investments within the agency. The portfolio 

management function supports the balanced direction of total agency resources and 

funds to both front line and operational priorities and risks. This includes the 

optimisation of investments through the identification of collaboration and leverage 

opportunities within the organisation and across government 

 the ability to independently review and continually monitor the ongoing feasibility of 

the investment in initiatives is diminished. 

The employment of contractors and temporary program and project management staff is 

a legitimate strategy for effectively resourcing projects in an environment of fluctuating 

project demand. However, the issues associated with a reliance on contract and 

temporary project management staff include: 

 retention of more costly contract resources over longer periods than expected in order 

to manage increased demand – potential waste of resources 

 failure to properly handover (to operations staff) following the completion of the 

project, resulting in knowledge gaps around outstanding risks and issues as well as 

lost organisational knowledge specific to the project 

 availability and costs rise and fall in line with the broader economy and market 

demand 

 opportunities to up-lift the capabilities of permanent staff are reduced. 

Periods of high demand for project and program managers will inflate market rates. 

Cheaper resources may not have appropriate skills, competencies, qualifications or 

experience in project management. In periods of high demand: 

 contract and temporary rates may become excessive for quality resources 

 agencies may not be able to bid competitively in the marketplace for competent 

resources 

 the capacity to deliver projects may be reduced because of resource availability 

 agencies may opt for cheaper, less qualified resources in order to keep project costs 

down and meet project demand. 

The Queensland Government should maintain a standard of competency of both internal 

and externally sourced project and program managers. The Queensland Government 

needs to maintain and further grow capacity and competency in program and project 

management. There is an ongoing role for the Program and Project Office; however, this 

does not have to reside in the ICT function. The current practice of disparate program 

and project management offices could be streamlined.  
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If agencies transition to new ways of delivering services and new ways of delivering 

underpinning ICT systems and services, the role of organisational change management 

will become increasingly important. Effective organisational change management will 

assist in mitigating the risks of organisational resistance and establish plans and 

channels for effective communication including training. Organisational change 

management plays a critical role in facilitating the implementation of business changes 

that need to happen in parallel with the change to ICT systems and services. 

 Looking forward – what is needed 7.3

The Queensland Government may be faced with the challenge where demand for 

changed and improved services exceeds the capacity and resources currently available. 

Effective portfolio management will be vital to ensure that resources are directed 

effectively to business priorities.  

Portfolio management identifies programs and projects that are not performing well, 

present unacceptable and/or unmanaged organisational risks, or are unlikely to deliver 

the stated outcomes and benefits within required time and budget tolerances. In doing so, 

portfolio management recommends the review or stoppage of projects/programs where 

required.  

In an environment that promotes innovation, portfolio management is required to ensure 

that some level of resources is directed to research and development and proof of 

concept initiatives in strategic business areas. In the absence of effective portfolio 

management, organisations may seek to follow the natural tendency to prioritise projects 

which enhance and upgrade existing lights on systems to avoid an operational failure – 

„to keep shovelling coal in the steam train‟. 

Portfolio management also helps to ensure that the budget and timeframes for research 

and development and pilot initiatives remain tightly contained by providing visibility of cost 

and schedule overruns. 

Whilst a Program and Project Management Office cannot guarantee the competency of 

program and project managers or the implementation of successful projects, it can set 

standards, monitor and report on the performance of in-flight programs and projects. It 

can also assist in the supply or engagement of qualified program and project managers. 

Research into alternative approaches to supply project and program managers may 

include options such as pooling of these types of resources at a whole-of-government 

level; assisting agencies to meet fluctuating demand for this type of expertise across the 

sector. Expert pooling will also enable minimum standards of experience and 

competencies to be achieved through centrally controlled training and mentoring 

opportunities. In periods where demand is low, these resources can contribute to 

improvements to methods and tools as well as participate in project reviews and post 

implementation reviews. 
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Business units will need to increase ownership and leadership in the implementation of 

business service improvements. The ICT function will more likely focus on release 

management and testing through oversight of the development and deployment of 

systems and infrastructure with vendors as well as managing the useability and user 

acceptance testing processes. This will reshape the level of participation, leadership and 

management that the ICT function provides to the implementation of overall business 

change. The business will need to establish and maintain organisational change 

management capacity and capability to foster organisational buy in and ownership of the 

overall business change to ensure that the overall value of business change initiatives is 

realised. 

Potential changes to roles involved in delivery activities are described in Table 5. 

Table 5 - Potential impact on implementation related roles 

 

Roles Capabilities expected to 
be maintained 

Capabilities expected to grow 

Portfolio management  Portfolio analysis  Portfolio prioritisation and 
negotiation 

 Analysis of strategic benefit 
realisation 

 Portfolio governance  

Benefits analysis   Benefits management including 
identification, benefits realisation 
planning, monitoring and 
measurement 

Program and project delivery  Project management  Quality management  

 Resource management 

 Program management 

 Organisational change 
management 

Program office management  Project reporting  

 Project tracking 

 Standards, 
methodologies and 
tools maintenance 

 Risk and issue 
management 

 Monitoring and 
reporting of program 
and project 
interdependencies 

 External project collaboration and 
communication 

 Project resource management 

 Project and program management 
skills planning and sourcing 
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8 Operations and management 

Operations and management refers to the activities required to maintain the ICT 

organisation as well as provide and support the ICT services offered by the ICT 

organisation. This includes the formulation of ICT strategy and policy, management of 

ICT assets through the asset lifecycle and the monitoring and measurement of the ICT 

organisation‟s performance. 

 Management of the ICT organisation 8.1

ICT functions are often supported internally by organisational functions such as finance, 

purchasing, contract management, marketing and human resources. The number of 

reported FTEs currently engaged in support activities for the ICT functions is shown in 

Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10 - Procurement and administrative support of ICT units 

 

Many of these administrative support functions such as human resources, finance, 

marketing and communications are also provided by corporate administration and 

support functions within an agency.  
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 Challenges 8.2

Whilst the proportion of procurement and other administrative support staff represents 

only 7% of total ICT related staff, there is still some degree of duplication in these 

functions. The cost of these support activities is often included as an overhead to the 

business units within the agency.  

 Looking forward – what is needed 8.3

Opportunities exist in some instances to refocus the operational activities of these 

functions and become more strategic. This involves repositioning transactional activities 

and staff such as purchasing (e.g. raising of purchase orders), marketing, billing, general 

ledger and human resource administration back to the corporate support functions. 

However, the more strategic activities and the related staff should be retained within the 

ICT unit. 

A risk in larger agencies is that corporate units may not be able to respond quickly 

enough to requests from the ICT function. This may result in: 

 lengthy lead times around procurement and the engagement of resources 

 an inability to provide relevant and updated cost centre and financial performance 

information necessary for day to day management of the ICT budget. 

In addition, the size of some ICT functions such as Queensland Health and the 

Department of Education, Training and Employment could be considered large enough to 

warrant a separate corporate services function. An alternative model would be to 

administratively move the function back to the corporate level but deploy resources 

locally within the ICT function in order to provide adequate service and support. 

Changes to roles resulting from the possible repositioning of some administrative 

functions are summarised in Table 6. 

Table 6 - Potential impact on ICT organisation administrative roles 

 

Roles Potential capabilities to 
reposition 

Capabilities expected 
to be maintained 

Capabilities expected to 
grow 

Finance  General ledger 

 Billing 

 Payments 

 Financial 
performance 
reporting 

 Budget formulation 

 Fee for service based 
budgeting and 
charging based on the 
true cost of services 

 Asset replacement 
forecasting 

 Asset maintenance 
and upgrade 
forecasting 

 Fully costed business 
case options analysis 
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Roles Potential capabilities to 
reposition 

Capabilities expected 
to be maintained 

Capabilities expected to 
grow 

Human resources  Employee 
administration 

 Workforce planning  Skills identification in 
accordance with ICT 
strategy and ICT 
service strategy 

 Workforce capability 
planning 

 Measurement and 
monitoring of staff 
performance and 
utilisation 

Procurement 

 

 Purchasing  Contract 
management 

 Contract negotiation 

 ICT service, product 
and vendor evaluation 

 Supplier relationship 
management 

Marketing and 
Communications 

 Marketing and 
branding 

 Communications  Customer satisfaction 
and relationship 
management 

 Management of information and information security 8.4

8.4.1 Information security 

Technical security specialists are responsible for implementing controls and systems to 

ensure that the information an organisation gathers, stores, utilises and publishes is only 

available to those people who need access to that information. 

Information security specialists are responsible for information confidentiality, integrity 

and availability. They facilitate the security classification of information assets as well as 

understanding and maintaining the risk profile of the organisations information assets, 

and identifying appropriate protection and risk mitigation strategies relevant to that risk 

profile. 

Within this context, organisations need to maintain a balance between the need to protect 

and secure information with the need to have open access and information exchange 

between government, its customers and the community. The role of information security 

is not to lockdown (and prevent) business with gold plated security, but to implement a 

risk‐based approach to business enablement and information sharing.  

Approximately 39 FTEs with a position name or role specific to information security were 

reported by agencies. Information security expertise within agencies is shown in Figure 

11. 
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Figure 11 - Information security specialists 

 

The agencies where no clear information security capability could be identified include: 

 Department of the Premier and Cabinet 

 Queensland Treasury 

 Department of Transport and Main Roads 

 CITEC 

 Queensland Shared Services 

 Smart Service Queensland 

 Department of Local Government and Planning. 

These agencies may have resources whose role in part, relates to information security. 

The low level of information security capacity and capability was also highlighted in the 

whole-of-Queensland Government Information Security Governance Review 

independently conducted by Deloitte in April 2012.  The review highlighted the following: 

“All agencies have a job role that is to be considered as the primary responsibility for 

information security. The grade of the role varies with the size of the agency, but in a 

larger agency this can be a relatively senior role, with in excess of 10 staff reporting to it, 

whereas in a smaller agency, this can be as low as 0.1 of an FTE and consequently this 

can impact the focus and experience of information security leadership in the agency.”8 

  

                                                      
8
Whole of Queensland Government Information Security Governance Review Report, Deloitte, April 2012. 
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8.4.2 Information management 

Information management is the identification, classification and analysis of information as 

an organisational asset. It evaluates the data and information an organisation has, and 

requires, in order to function and meet current and future requirements. Information 

management practitioners are typically responsible for: 

 identification of information assets and their sources as well as managing the 

information assets register 

 classification of information to one or more classification frameworks 

 indexing and cataloguing of information to assist with the retrieval and retention of 

information 

 promoting information custodianship 

 database design and data structure for electronically stored information 

 conduct of information audits to understand the information holdings, the value of this 

information, the integrity of the information, the extent and ability to share information 

across business units and organisations and the ability to integrate information across 

business systems 

 preparation and implementation of asset management plans and strategies. 

Approximately 4% (227 FTEs) of the reported ICT workforce are classified as information 

management specialists. The current level of reported information security and 

information management specialists according to the AO or equivalent scale is shown in 

Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12 - Classification of information security and information management specialists 

 

Approximately 28 out of the reported 35 information security resources are at or below 

level AO7 or equivalent. This indicates that many of the reported information security 

specialists are not sufficiently skilled or senior enough to influence decision-making.  
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There is also a significant drop in the number of information management resources 

above level AO6 or equivalent. This indicates the lack of a defined career path for 

information management staff. 

 Challenges 8.5

Whilst information security resources at lower levels can assist with the identification and 

classification of information, more senior resources are required to recommend 

appropriate security policy and control as well as to educate senior management in the 

importance of information security. Experience and knowledge in a range of appropriate 

information security options and approaches will be required in order to establish 

appropriate controls to suit the risk profile of different information assets. This is 

particularly important in an environment where the holdings of information and access to 

information may be controlled off-premises, or in the cloud. 

Smaller agencies may not be able to sustain permanent information security capacity and 

capability. Whilst the engagement of temporary and contract resources is an option; 

without investment in permanent capacity and capability, valuable organisational 

knowledge and visibility of the information security practices applied may not be retained. 

There has been some erosion in information management capacity since June 2012. This 

is reflected in Figure 13.  

 

Figure 13 - Change in information management and information security capacity 

 

The number of information management specialists has decreased overall by 14% from 

264 FTEs in June 2012 to 227 FTEs in September 2012. The Queensland Government 

has recently set clear direction around increasing access to government information and 

data, which is an area of growing risk should information management skills and capacity 

continue to decline. 
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 Looking forward – what is needed 8.6

As the government moves to supporting services using alternative methods of service 

provision such as cloud and software as a service, the need for pragmatic information 

security expertise will increase. The importance of professionally identifying, assessing 

and mitigating information security risks within a broader service provision and 

information sharing marketplace cannot be underestimated. 

The current low level of information security resources highlights opportunities to increase 

capacity and capability in this area, including the creation of expert pools and the ability to 

share expertise across the sector. 

Information managers will play an important role in determining the current and future 

information requirements as well as structuring information in a way that is useable and 

portable. There is an opportunity to re-skill some information management resources to 

support the need for increased capability in information architecture and information 

integration, with a focus on innovation and design rather than management. 

The potential re-shaping of capability within Government to meet increasing information 

security and information management demands are described in Table 7. 

Table 7 - Potential impact on information security and information management roles 

 

Roles Capabilities expected to be 
maintained 

Capabilities expected to grow 

Information security   Business lead information security 
risk assessment 

 Business risk assessment 

 Incident response management 

Information management  Information asset lifecycle 
management 

 Data warehousing 

 Data mining 

 Information integration 

 Information architecture support 

 Management of business as usual and commodity based 8.7
services 

Approximately 64% (3,665 FTEs) of the reported ICT workforce are supporting the in-

house provision of ICT technical services, as shown in Figure 14. Approximately 71% 

(2,585 FTEs) of these staff are supporting the day to day operations of technical services. 

The remaining 39% (1,070 FTEs) support strategy for particular technology segments as 

well as the design and implementation of new or changed technical services9.  

                                                      
9
 The number of FTEs includes reported resources that are not under the jurisdiction of the Chief Information Officer or 

equivalent. 
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Figure 14 - ICT technical service support 

 

The distribution of FTEs across various technical services demonstrates the extent of the 

Queensland Government‟s current reliance on the internal provision of ICT services, 

particularly in the areas of: 

 application development and support 

 desktop 

 networks 

 hosting 

 service desk. 

Figure 15 shows the classification of technical resources in service operations according 

to the AO or equivalent pay point scale. 

 

Figure 15 - Classification of operations resources 
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Approximately 60% of technical staff in service operations and management are at or 

below level AO5 or equivalent. The high proportion of technical and operations staff 

below the level of AO5 or equivalent indicates diminished opportunities and career paths 

for permanent technical staff. 

Approximately 23% (1,307 FTEs) of the total reported ICT workforce are involved in the 

implementation and support of applications, refer Figure 1610. 

 

Figure 16 - Application support staff compared to all other ICT staff 

 

Developers represent 33% (441 FTEs) of reported application support staff and 8% of the 

total ICT workforce. These resources support development and customisation of 

applications as well as the ongoing maintenance, minor enhancements and upgrades.  

                                                      
10

54% of the Application Support staff listed in DETE provide business support (rather than technical support) in the use of 
one of the department‟s state-wide enterprise systems. The remaining 128 FTEs provide technical application support to 
the systems within the DETE portfolio. 
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Figure 17 demonstrates the level of development staff required to implement and support 
in-house developed or heavily customised applications. 
 

 

Figure 17 - Development resources by service area 

 

Approximately 35% (116 FTEs) of these development resources are contractors. The 

spread of resources across implementation and operational services indicates that the 

Queensland Government is retaining contractors for the ongoing support of applications. 

 Challenges 8.8

Many ICT services such as desktop; networks; help desk and data centre, including 

server infrastructure and application hosting, have emerged as mature commodity 

services which can be reliably sourced and managed from a number of service providers 

- based on a number of factors including cost competitiveness in the open marketplace 

and ability to meet required service standards. 

Roles embedded in many of the ICT organisations within the Queensland Government 

that may be impacted through the alternative provisioning of ICT services and the rise of 

commodity services are identified in Table 8. 

Table 8 - Potential impact of externalisation on ICT management roles 

 

Roles Potential capabilities suitable for alternative service 
provision 

Infrastructure management  Network architecture 

 Network design 

 Network operation and support 

 Server administration 
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Roles Potential capabilities suitable for alternative service 
provision 

 Service infrastructure maintenance 

 Storage management 

 Date centre management 

 Desktop asset management and deployment 

Service management  Incident management 

 Helpdesk management 

 Configuration management 

 Problem management 

 Event management 

 Technical resource planning and management 

Application delivery and support  Application design 

 Application development and programming 

 Application management 

 Application maintenance 

 Database design 

 Software unit testing 

 Application deployment 

 

Shifts in the way that ICT services are provided may also result in a shift in the proportion 

of staff in operations and management roles. The government will need to develop 

informed plans and strategies to reshape and reskill the operational levels of the ICT 

workforce in order to redistribute resources to other roles in innovation, design and 

implementation. 

The high level of application support resources and contractors in an operational support 

capacity is symptomatic of the support required to maintain multiple, ageing and 

potentially duplicated, legacy applications across the sector. As a result of this, the high 

staff numbers contribute to the large future liability currently evidenced across the ICT 

portfolio. 

This also highlights a failure in some circumstances to transition temporary and contract 

resources out of the organisation following the successful delivery of programs/projects. 

Specialist contract resources are sometimes retained in preference to handing over 

support to permanent agency staff. Contributing to the reliance on contractor resources is 

the competitive pricing for specialist development skills. The Queensland Government 

cannot attract or retain permanent staff in some instances at a level that is competitive 

with industry. The Department of Education, Training and Employment have highlighted 

that they are proactively moving to fully managed services to manage the balance 

between on-premises and off-premises support for applications. 
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 Looking forward – what is needed 8.9

The increase in market offerings by vendors in commodity ICT services such as desktop, 

helpdesk and infrastructure-as-a-service (e.g. networks and servers) is likely to 

significantly reduce the ICT resources required to manage ICT services. As this change is 

implemented, the purpose of the ICT function will change from ICT service provider to 

ICT service broker. Reskilling staff with suitable organisational knowledge and 

foundations skills to fulfil alternative roles and redistributing staff to agencies with skills 

gaps will assist in managing the impact of ICT workforce changes. 

The potential uptake of natural systems and software as a service options in specialised 

business domains will reduce the reliance on application development resources.  

The potential impact on other operational roles are summarised in Table 9. 

Table 9 - Potential impacts to ICT operational roles 

 

Roles Capabilities expected to be 
maintained  

Capabilities expected to grow 

Risk management and 
security 

 ICT risk identification and 
management 

 ICT risk assessment 

 ICT management standards 
and policy development 

 

Service management  Service continuity management 

 Technical change management 

 ICT service pricing 

 ICT service brokering 

Applications management  Useability and user acceptance 
testing 

 Application portfolio 
management 

Relationship management  Account management and 
customer relationship 
management 

 Measuring and monitoring 
customer satisfaction. 
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9 Reshaping the workforce 

 Likely state of the ICT workforce 9.1

The likely future state for the ICT workforce in the Queensland Government will be less 

focused on management of in-house provided services. Both capacity and capability will 

need to increase in the areas of innovation and design, given these are strategically 

important to the future of government services. 

The in-house emphasis of implementation will be on transitioning the required business 

change, managing business risk and fostering organisation support rather than the 

development and implementation of specific ICT related components and systems. The 

extent of change on both the size of the ICT workforce and the skill set of the ICT 

workforce will be determined by the extent that government is willing to embrace these 

alternative methods of delivering business and the underpinning ICT services. Figure 18 

depicts the potential nature of the change in the ICT workforce. 

 

Figure 18 - Current and desired ICT workforce capabilities 

 

If agencies transition to a state where the reliance on in-house provided ICT services is 

reduced, changes to the profile of the ICT workforce will occur over time. What is 

expected is that the level of resources involved in the management of ICT assets and 

level of technical expertise required will be reduced.  
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There may be a transition period where sufficient capacity is required to support 

increased effort in transitioning business services, ICT services and infrastructure to 

external providers. 

 Workforce strategies 9.2

Navigating the huge structural changes in ICT over the coming years will require strong 

leadership. Investing in the next generation of leaders who will guide ICT into the future is 

critical to achieving the strategic objectives of government. 

A number of strategies could be employed to manage, resize and reshape the profile of 

the ICT workforce in the Queensland Government. These may include: 

 reskilling and retraining 

 building new capability 

 redistribution of surplus resources across departments to address core skills gaps in 

particular areas 

 pooling of key areas of expertise to better utilise specialist expertise 

 repositioning of technical resources to service providers 

 transitioning of resources. 

Building new capability, as well as reskilling and retraining staff, will enable the 

government to grow required skill sets in existing core roles11 as well as provide new or 

improved career paths for staff with valuable skills or organisational knowledge.  

The redistribution of resources may require agencies to collaborate and plan across 

existing organisational boundaries. Opportunities may exist to pool and share resources 

as well as redistribute resources to agencies with gaps in core or technical capabilities. 

Options such as pooling of resources into centrally managed teams may enable the 

Queensland Government to level out the demand for particular resources, ensure a 

minimum standard of competency and retain valuable business and organisational 

knowledge within the sector. 

The organisation of these expert pools will need to be considered so that mentoring, skills 

development and opportunities to progress along a career path based on competency, 

experience and performance are available. 

If agencies choose to viably provide services using whole-of-government or other 

external providers, opportunities may exist to reposition technical resources with valuable 

product, system and organisation knowledge to service providers. 

                                                      
11

 Core roles are those roles that should be maintained and grown to support the future state of ICT service provision. 
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Whilst the government has set clear strategic direction around the resizing of its 

workforce in the EMP, there will need to be sufficient capacity to implement the required 

changes to ICT service provision. 

Utilising surplus staff with valuable technical and organisational knowledge to assist with 

the implementation of change initiatives within agencies or across the sector is a viable 

alternative to retiring or sourcing resources externally. This will enable these resources to 

transition out of the organisation over time as incremental changes are delivered. 

 Role of workforce planning 9.3

To date the Audit has attempted to identify the current size of the ICT workforce and its 

roles. Not all agencies were not able to identify the full extent of ICT resources deployed 

to business units and regional offices. The ICT workforce has already changed and will 

continue to change as a result of organisational drivers such as the EMP or through the 

progressive adoption of new technologies and commodity ICT services. Ongoing 

workforce planning by agencies will be required to confirm the profile of the total ICT 

workforce in terms of its true size, skills, level of competency and utilisation of staff. 

Key to profiling the future skills requirement and the size of the workforce required is the 

identification of clear business and ICT strategy and policy. Integrated workforce 

strategies, models and plans will be required at both the whole-of-government and 

agency levels to manage the change to the ICT workforce.  

Once strategies and the profile of the ICT workforce have been completed, specific 

timeframes and targets for reshaping the ICT workforce that complement the incremental 

changes in business services and ICT service delivery can be delivered. This includes 

the initiation and delivery of leadership and development programs at the whole-of-

government level, as well as agency specific strategies required to address skills gaps. 

Figure 19 demonstrates the high level approach and also identifies the need for both 

whole-of-government and agency specific strategies to reshape the ICT workforce. The 

performance of initiatives required will need to be monitored to ensure that they are 

delivering the required outcomes within agencies and across the sector. 
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Figure 19 - ICT Workforce transition plan 
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